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FOREWORD
This Final Report is the result of a year-long effort on
Monitoring and Control Requirement Definition Study for Dispersed
Storage and Generation (DSG) conducted by the General Electric
Company, Corporate Research and Development, for the Jet Propul-
sion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, and the New
York State Energy Research and Development Authority.
Dispersed storage and generation (DSG) is the term that char-
acterizes the present and future dispersed, relatively small
(<30 MW) energy systems such as those represented by solar thermal
electric, photovoltajc, wind, fuel cell, battery, hydro, and cogen-
eration. To maximiz;.! the effectiveness of alternative energy
sources such as these in replacing petroleum fuels for generating
Electricity and to maintain continuous reliable electrical service
to consumers, DSGs must be integrated and cooperatively operated
within the existing utility systems. To effect this integration
may require the installation of extensive new communications and
control capabilities by the utilities. This study's objective is
to define the monitoring and control requirements for the inte-
gration of DSGs into the utility systems.
This final report has been prepared as five separate volumes
which cover the following topics:
VOLUME I - FINAL REPORT
Monitoring and Control Requirement
Definition Study for Dispersed Storage
and Generation
VOLUMT, II - FINAL REPORT - Appendix A
Selected DSG Technologies and Their
General Control Requirements
VOLUME III - FINAL REPORT - Appendix B
State of the Art, Trends, and Potential
Growth of Selected D I G Technologies
VOLUME IV - FINAL REPORT - Appendix C
Identification from Utility Visits of
Present and Future Approaches to Inte-
gration of DSG into Distribution Networks
VOLUME V - FINAL REPORT - Appendix D
Cost-Benefit Considerations for Providing
Dispersed Storage and Generation of Elec-
tric Utilities
iii	
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ABSTRACT
A major aim of the U.S. National Energy Policy, as well as
that of the New York State Energy Research and Development Author-
ity, is to conserve energy and to shift from oil to more abundant
domestic fuels and renewable energy sources. Dispersed Storage
and Generation (DSG) is the term that characterizes the present
and future dispersed, relatively small (<30 MW) energy systems,
such as solar thermal electric; photovoltaic, wind, fuel cell,
storage battery, hydro, and cogeneration, that can help achieve
these national energy goals and can be dispersed throughout the
distribution portion of an electric utility system.
A study of trends reveals that the need for DSG monitoring
and control equipment by 1990-2000 will be great, measured in tens
of thousands. Criteria for assessing DSG integration have been
defined and indicate that economic and institutional as well as
technical and other factors must be included.
The principal emphasis in this report is on the functional
requirements for DSG monitoring and control in six major catego-
ries. Twenty-four functional requirements have been prepared
under these six categories and serve to indicate how to integrate
the DSGs with the distribution and other portions of the electric
utility system.
Although much work remains to be accomplished, the results
indicate that there are no fundamental technical obstacles to pre-
vent -the connection of dispersed storage and generation to the
distribution system. However, a communication system of some so-
phistication will be required to integrate the distribution system
and the dispersed generation sources for effective control. The
large-size span of generators from 10 kW to 30 MW means that a
variety of remote monitoring and control may be required. Recent
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission rulings under PURPA Section 210
are intended to encourage the use of dispersed generation. Contin-
ued emphasis on establishing a more definite set of conditions of
agreement between utilities and customers' suppliers is required.
A strong impression from the results of this report is that
an increased effort is required to develop demonstration equipment
to perform the DSG monitoring and control functions and to acquire
experience with this equipment in the utility distribution environment.
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Section 1
INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
A major aim of the U.S. National Energy Policy, as well as
that of the New York State Energy Research and Development Author-
ity, is to conserve energy and to shift from petroleum to more
abundant fuels and renewable energy sources. Dispersed Storage
and Generation (DSG) is the term used to characterize present and
future electric energy systems, such as solar thermal electric,
photovoltaic, wind, fuel cell, storage battery, hydro, and cogen-
eration, that can help to achieve these national energy goals.
Much of the national energy research and development effort is be-
ing devoted to energy systems of these kinds, which, because they
can be generally small in size, may be located in the distribution
portion of the electric utility system.
This study has been made to understand the character and need
of the electric utility distribution system over the period from
1980 to 2000 in which increasing demands for electrical energy and
increasing costs for centrally generated power will encourage the
use of dispersed storage and generation. An effort has been made
to determine the character of the DSGs that will be availab' and
how they can be controlled and monitored remotely. The infl „ce
of technical and operating issues, economic considerations, and
institutional and regulatory factors have been investi gated as they
affect the integration of DSG into the distribution system. The
major effort has been directed at preparing functional requirements
in six major categories covering subfunctions that define how an
integrated distribution-DSG system should operate.
The purpose of the survey of DSG technologies which was con-
ducted was to provide an understanding of the roecial characteris-
tics of each of these technologies in sufficient detail so that the
physica2 principles of their operation and the internal control of
each technology would be evident. In this way a better understand-
ing was obtained of the monitoring and control requirements for
these DSGs from utility control centers. Visits to representative
utilities that are interested in using DSG were conducted to verify
the survey results and to identify the problems associated with
integrating DSGs into the electric utility distribution system.
The extent to which new electric power generation is required
will have? a major influence on the need for new energy capacity to
be installed. Although the anticipated average growth rates for
energy, GNP, and electric power generation will be less than their
historic values, it is currently estimated that b y 2000 there will
be a demand for a much greater installed electrical generation ca-
pacity .: and perhaps 4 to 10% may be supplied by DSG equipment.
Further, because the sizes of DSG units tend to be smaller than
those used for conventional generation, there may be many thousands
of DSGs that must be monitored and controlled.
1
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Concurrently with the introduction of new dispersed storage
and generation into the electric distribution system, there has
been an increasing trend to provide distribution automation and
control of other distribution system functions. These distribution
system functions include substation automation, distribution auto-
mation, communication systems, and load management systems. Thus,
in addition to integration of DSG into the distribution system,
the development of distribution automation and control and its pos-
sible implications for DSG and its associated equipment and func-
tions Must also be considered.
Consideration of the functional requirements of DSG in an
electric distribution system must also include the influence of
DSG on the major generation and transmission portions of the elec-
tric utility as well as on the persons and processes involved in
planning, scheduling, operating, and maintaining the generation
and power dispatching. Therefore, both equipment and operational
implications of the DSG integration requirements must be taken into
account.
To provide a coherent basis for judging both the control and
monitoring requirements, as well as the suitability of specific
DSGs in terms of size, cost, location, and time of installation_,
attention has been given to suitable criteria for assessing DSG
integration with the remainder of the electric utility distribution
system. included in these criteria are such items as the following:
• Commercial availability of the DSG
• Cost-benefit economics
• DSG size, number of units, and total capacity
• EAergy resources
• Operational features
• Technical factors
• Institutional and regulatory requirements
Emphasis on energy conservation has focused attention on the
need for remote control and monitoring of dispersed generation
sources to take advantege of their available energy. Where appro-
priate use of these sources is made, these DSGs should be scheduled;
where scheduling is not possible, monitoring should be employed. A
need exists for systematically handling the many potential DSG sources
that may be remotely commanded and controlled. These several needs
are further complicated by the different DSG technologies having dif-
ferent startup, operating, and shutdown characteristics.
In identifying tYA DSG control and monitoring requirements,
it is desirablA to have a limited number of categories of require-
ments for coideration. For this study, the following function
requirement categories have been selected:
1-2
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A. Control and monitoring requirements
B. Power flow and quality requirements
C. Communications and data handling requirements
D. Operational requirements for normal, abnormal, and
emergoney states
E'. Failure and abnormal t,'iavior detection and correction
requirements
F. Special DSG control
	 Arements
For each of these categories functions have been described
including their inputs, outputs, interactions with other functions,
and special requirements.
1-3
Section 2
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This monitoring and control requirement study for dispersed
storage and generation is a systems definition efforf that de-
scribes row the many new electrical generation sourr,es and their
means of control can be integrated into electrical distribution
systems during
 the 1980-2000 time period. The use of dispersed
storage and qenerati-,n (DSG) will provide ways of saving nonrenew-
able energy and reducing electrical energy costs and will represent
a major change in the way that electric utility distribution systen ►s
operate by the year 2000. It is important that efforts be under-
taken soon to provide a smooth and orderly development of the moni-
toring and control required with the nSG.
A short description of the means for directly controlling each
of seven different DSG types has been prepared. Tn parallel with
this description an effort was made to identify the state of the
art, trends, and potential growth of the DSGs as well as their role
and penetration into electric utility power generation. Followino
this investigation of the types of DSGs, one-day visits were made
to fr,ar separate and geographically distributed utilities to obtain
their viewpoints and interests in DSGs and their present criteria
for integrating DSGs into their distribution networks. Although
different dispersed energy generation sources such as solar thermal
electric, photovoltaic, wind, fuel cell, battery, hydro, and corlen-
oration operate on different principles, suitable monitoring and
control means can be developed that will enable.' these sources to
perform compatibly with the other portions of the distribution system.
A review was made of the feasibility of different tvpos of DSGs
for integration into distribution networks. As a result, a number
of criteria for inte gration were identified from technical and other
perspectives. These criteria served as a basis for identifying
twenty-four functional requirements toward which this study has bean
principally directed. It is important that the control and monitor-
ing philosophy employed be flexible so that it can handle DSGs of
different sizes and ownership, ranging, for example, from small
photovoltaic units (10 kW and up) owned by individual customers to
larger hydroelectric generation (5 to 30 MW) largely owned and oper-
ated by the electric utility.
The relationships between the major monitoring and control cat-
ecjories and the distribution DSG system parts were established in a
generic way, and the general descriptions of the functional require-
ments were defined. The time intervals for which monitoring and
control data must be communicated to and from the DSGs to a central
distribution dispatch center (DDC) range from 2 to 10 seconds for
normal scan and load frequency control (LFC), to 15 minutes to an
hour and longer for routine periodic data update from the DSGs.
The inherent uncertainty regarding the scheduling of such DSGs as
those depending on the sun, wind, or water availability is an area
which will require attention in any detailed system design.
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The monitoring and control functional requirements were re-
lated to specific scenarios for a Niagara Mohawk ;power Corporation
(NMPC) distribution composite to investigate the significance of
the requirements to situations which migh, reasonably be encountered.
These scenarios served as a means for chect'inq the suitability of
these reouirements for use by a utility in integrating possible DSGs
into their distribution network. Particular attention was given to
unusual communication requirements that might be involved and to de-
termine what scheduling difficulties might be anticipated at a dis-
tribution dispatch center, because many DSGs were controlled from
distant locations.
The communications needs associated with monitoring and control
for DSOs w i ll have to be considered in conjunction with thoce needs
associated with other remote control distribution automation func-
tions. The combination of these requirements may produce some
stringent communication needs at critical periods.
The results of this study indicate that a large number of in-
dividual DSCs are likely to bo remotely controlled on electrical
distribution networks and that there is a need for developing a way
to monitor and control these DSGs as an integral part of the elec-
trical (teneration, transmission, and distribution system. An in-
terfaco at the distribution dispatch center (DDC) must be effective
in coupling together the needs which stern from the ener gy management
system (EMS) to the individual DSGs. This task is complicated by
the fact that DSGs can be many in number and have a variety of
characteristics.
This study points out that perhaps 4 to 104 of the electrical
generation of the year 2000 may be supplied by DSGs, and that if
their average size is on the order of 1 to 5 MWl, then in the United
States 10,000 or more of such units ma y be remotely controlled. If
still smeller units are used, an even larger number will need remote
monitoring or control; thus a large monitoring and control effort
will be required.
Already some types of DSGs such as hydro, cogeneration, and
wind are available for utility use. It is considered important by
the study team that an expanded effort be made to bring to reality
the recommendations set forth in this report. In particular, the
following specific tasks should be undertaken to develop and to
reduce to practice:
• Control and dispatehinn methods for large numbers of DSGs
• operator interface means for schedulin g various DSGs
• Design guidelines for inteorating the operation of DSGs,
load controls, and distribution automation using real-time
distribution control and communication equipment
• Preliminary specifications for an integrated distribution
DSG system design
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2.1 RELATIONSHIP OF his TO THE EXISTING ELECTRIC UTILITY SYSTEM
The distribution system is that segment of the electric power
system that delivers energy from the bulk generation and transmis-
sion system to the customer's load. The major systems of the pres-
ent overall utility system include the following:
• Bulk System - utility generation, transmission, and bulk
substation primary and transformer
• Distribution System - bulk substation secondary bus, sub . -
transmission, distribution substations, primary feeders and
equipment, and secondary circuits
• Customer Load - elements and/or equipments owned by the
customer that use electricity
These conventional energy portions of the electric utility
system are shown on the right portion of Figure 2.1-1.
Dispersed storatle and (generation units can be considered as
a fourth system that in the future must be operated compatibly with
the other systems. At that time there will be more extensive moni-
torinq, cotatrol, communication, sand protection equipments as shown
on the left portion of Fitlure 2.1-1. The DSGs also shown on the
left may rankie in size from small (10 kW to 500 kW), to medium
(0.5 MW to 5.0 MW) , to larvae (5.0 MW to 30 MW) . The ownership,
operation, and maintenance of these DSG units can be entirely the
utilities', entirely the customer's, or other possible joint
arranoements.
The terms small, medium, and large as they pertain to DSG size
are used for illustrative }purposes and serve to indicate that there
may be a ratio of DSG sizes of the order o f 3000/1 from the largest
to the smallest. Although there may not be this range of DSG sizes
on any one utility, it is apparent that the nature of the specific
energy mana(lement system, the distribution dispatch center, and the
distribution communication may differ from one utility to the next
depending on such factors as the size of the loads served by the
utility and the nature of the DSGs including whether they arc utility
or customer owned.
Another aspect of the relationship of the DSGs to the remainder
of the electric utility system pertains to the fashion in which the
communication from the distribution dispatch center (DDC) is related
to or connected to the dispersed storage and generation units.
Some utilities may find it desirable for the DDC to communicate
to several different substations, fenders, or users' sites to monitor
and control only the DSGs located at the site contacted. For pur-
poses of this report, such a DSc communication arrangement is re-
ferred to as a centralized al:proach to monitoring and control.
In other cases utilities may find it more desirable for the
DDC to communicate more extensively to each substation to perform
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the distribution automation and control of many functions relating
to that particular substation, only one function of which is the
monitoring and control of a smaller number of DSGs. In this rr?port,
such a DSG communication arrangement is referred to as a decentral-
ized approach to monitoring and control. Since there may be exten-
uating circumstances for a utility that may make either centralized
or decentralized monitoring and control more desirable, it is worth-
while to recognize that both methods exist and may be used for dif-
ferent utility conditions.
The centralized communication approach, shown in Figure 2.1-2,
refers to the monitoring and control of DSGs separately from the
other distribution functions. WiLh the centralized approach, com-
munication is direct between the distribution dispatch center (DDC)
and a number of DSG units that may be at the substation, the feeder,
or the customer's location.
ENERGY
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SYSTEM	 GENERATION
DISTR T1 N
DISPATCH
CENTER	 TRANSMISSION
	
Ins'"V' eu	 DISTRIBUTIOND$GC 	
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STORAGE AM
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Figure 2.1-2. Centralized Approach Control and Monitoring -
DSG Integration
The decentralized communication approach refers to the moni-
toring and control of both DSGs and other distribution automation
and control (DAC) functions through a control and monitoring system
for substations, their feeders, and customer's loads. Figure 2.1
shows how decentralized monitoring and control of other DAC functions
and DSGs at the substation or feeder (or customer's locations) may
be employed and have communication to the DDC.
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In addition to, or independent from, centralized and decen-
tralized utility DSG control, there may be local control of DSGs
that customers may own and operate to optimize their financial re-
turn or other needs. The Public Utility Regulatory Policy Act of
1978 (PURPA) provides basic rules under which utilities and cus-
tomers must interact in such a circumstance. It appears to be
highly desirable that the utility operate with up-to-date knowledge
of what is taking place at the customer's DSG as well as other DSG
sources.
Many of the elements of the EMS and the DDC, as well as the
DSGs, do not presently .exist for most electric utility systems.
The design of some of these equipments way be undertaken without
a full awareness of the fact that in the future thene different
equipments may be required to operate compatibly with one another.
A system control integration eff-ort is required to enable the many
parts of the control and energy systems to work together effectively.
It is highly desirable that this system integration work, i.e.,
the establishing of ways and means for accomplishing the incorpora-
tion of DSGs into the electric ut'.lity be started while there are
relatively few parts of the new system yet in glace. The DDC rep-
resents the top level of control of this new and improved distribu-
tion-DSG system.
k
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2.2 CRITERIA FOR ASSESSING DSG INTEGRATION
Many factors enter into an evaluation of the feasibility of
DSG alernative*. There are general criteria that pertain to the
applicability of particular DSG* to specific utility distribution
systems. There are functional characteristics and technical issues
regarding general DSG integration into utility distribution systems.
There are the economic aspects of feasibility where justification
of a particular DSG must be according to cost-benefit considerations.
In addition to the issues noted above, each utility tends to
have unique characteristics that have an important influence on the
selection process. The utility's geographical location, size, bulk
energy system composition and configuration, and expansion plans
are illustrative of such characteristics.
The principal issues to be considered in selecting one or more
DSG technologies include the following:
• Commercial availability of DSG
• Cost-benefit econom1cs of utility system with DSG
• DSG size, number of units, total capacity
• Energy resources available to operate DSG
• Operational features of distribution system with DSG
• Technical factors regarding performance and utility operation
• Institutional and regulatory requirements influencing choice
of DSGs
With DSG technologies progressing from experimental to commer-
cial stages, and with fuel and equipment costs changing dramatically,
the DSG integration process represents a rapidly changing activity
that requires considerable adJitional effort.
A major finding in assessing DSG integration was that some
DSGs such as hydro and cogeneration are essentially ready now for
application to utility distribution systems. Although such DEGs
may be commercially available, may have favorable economic benefits,
and are of a size to contribute a significant energy savings, there
are still important enginee_ing design and construction efforts that
remain to be done before a design is available that has alread y been
well integrated into the remainder of the electric utilit y system.
A number of design choices of equipment and on-line control
means exist to provide a basis for selecting amon g various alterna-
tive ways the achievement of DSG integration. In addition the ef-
fects of the specific agreements between a utility and the user-power
generator, such as those associated with the residential solar photo-
voltaic and other programs, have yet to be firmly worked into the
DSG integration process. Since these arrangements are frequently
established under a set of conditions mandated by federal and state
regulatory agencies, institutional factors such as these may strongly
influence the technical design alternatives.
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In this study the following seven DSG technologies were exam-
ined in detail: solar thermal electric, photovoltaic, wind, fuel
cell, storage battery, hydro, and cogeneration. Other generation
means such as fusion, magnetohydrodynamics, biomass /biofuels, geo-
thermal, hydroelectric pumped storage, compressed air storage, and
superconducting magnetic storage were also investigated but were
later dropped from detailed consideration.
In ident ifying each of the seven DSG technologies, an effort
was made to define the technology in a generic sense and to explain
its functional, operational, feasibility, availability, and economic
factors. A detailed report on each of the seven DSG technologies
is contained in Appendix A, "Selected DSG Technologies and Their
General Control Requirements."
In order to provide reference points for the seven DSGs that
are discussed with most emphasis throughout this report, there
follows a brief description of each. r#uch abbreviated descriptions
by no means cover all forms of these DSG technologies adequately.
Solar Thermal Electric energy conversion systems collect solar
radiation and convert it into high-tc%mperature heat. The heat is
transferred to a working fluid, whi°i- is often water or steam, for
use in a mechanical-electrical generation system. Solar thermal
electric energy may also be used in a total energy system providing
both electricity and thermal energy. Energy storage may also be
included as part of the system.
Photovoltaic generation systems convert light energy into
electrical energy. This conversion takes place by the "photovoltaic
effect" whereby a voltage is produced between dissimilar materials
when their junction is illuminated (irradiated) by the light-band
portion of the electromagnetic spectrum. There is a limited num-
ber of materials that exhibit photovoltaic properties. The rela-
tively 1_w-power intensity of sunlight (0.100 W per square centi-
meter), and the relatively low efficiency of photovoltaic conversion,
(5 to 20%), inherently requires considerable area to obtain even
low-power levels. Because photovoltaic power is in the form of
direct current, do-to-ac inverters are required to interconnect
photovoltaic generation to the electric utility ac disj^tibution
system. The basic daily insolation cycle and variabld i:eatherWon-
ditions limit the availability and amount of photovoltaic engAy
in a 24-hour period. Thus photovoltaic generation systems must be
used in conjunction with other firm power sources or storage on an
electric utility system.
Wind Generation systems convert wind energy to electrical
energy by means of a bladed propeller-driven shaft connected to
an electric generator. Wind generation installations (plants) for
electric utilities are likely to consist of one or more modestly
sized units (0.2-3.0 MW) combined into an integrated installation.
Wind generation is available only when the wind is blowing at
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speeds above a lower threshold and at speeds below a maximum at
which damage to that installation might occur. Therefore, with wind
generation additional firm generation capacity or storage are re-
quired by the utility.
Storage Battery energy systems have as their inputs do elec-
tricaI—energy that in converted electrochemically to chemical
energy during charging of the battery and is electrochemically con-
verted to do electrical energy during discharging of the battery.
Operation of the storage battery with a conventional ac electric
distribution system requires the use of power conditioning equip-
ment. This equipment can accept the alternating current from the
distribution system, convert it to the do electrical energy that
is required by the buttery during charging, and invert the do
electrical energy provided by the battery to ac electrical energy
suitable for use by the distribution system. Care must be taken
to ensure that the periods scheduled for battery charging and
discharging are economically beneficial to the overall electric
power system operation.
Fuel Cell energy systems consist of an electric power genera-
tion device in which hot fuel gas is passed over a fuel electrode
and heated air is passed over an adjacent air electrode, which is
separated from the fuel electrode by an electrolyte, to produce a
do power output and an exhaust of carbon dioxide and water. The
direct current electric power produced by the fuel cell is con-
nected to a do/ac inverter that in turn supplies the distribution
system with an alternating current at the proper voltage and fre-
quency. Although the hot fuel gas and heated air must be supplied
whenever electric energy is desired, the fuel cell system power
output in available on demand.
H droelectric generation converts the energy of falling water
into elect '`cal energy by means of mechanical-electrical machinery.
Flowing water, pressurized by gravity, drives a hydraulic turbine
that is coupled to an electric generator. The electric generator
driven by the turbine produces alternating current electric power
that is supplied to the electric utility power system.
Cogeneration  is the combined production of process heat and
electricity. Tn3ustries and/or utilities, which need both of these
forms of energy, potentially have net operational cost savings
available through an efficient coordinated facility that fully
utilizes the heat of combustion of the fuel. Various manufacturing,
commercial, and district heating applications utilize medium- and
low-pressure steam. These comprise the largest percentage of poten-
tial cogeneration applications. For these applications the most
common configuration for generating "process steam" and electricity
has been to use fossil-fuel-fired steam boilers producing high-
temperature, high-pressure steam to drive steam turbine-generator
set(s), Electricity is produced directly by the turbine-generators;
and the steam from the turbine, with its remaining energy, is ex-
tracted or exhausted to the "process."
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is important to note that
conversion, i.e., ac or de,
ecteristics, i.e., schedu-
availability of sun, water,
DSG characteristics for the
In considering DSG technologies it
they represent different mean: of power
and they have different sched-iling char
lable or nonschedulable, because of the
or wind. Table 2.3-1 illustrates these
seven selected technologies.
Further, because not all of the technologies are in the same
stage of development or commercial maturity, and the amounts of
energy produced from each are not of oqual magnitude, one needs to
consider each technology from various considerations as shown in
Table 2.3-2. In addition to the prescat status, the anticipated
date of commercialization, and the total amount of power estimated
to be added from 1900 to 2000 are shown. Further information on
the state of the art, trends, and potential growth of selected DSG
technologies is contained in Appendix B.
From a monitoring and control point of view, it should be noted
that although the power supplied by some DSG technologies, such as
solar photovoltaic at the residential user level., may not be large,
a great number of equipments may be required.
Table 2.3-1
DSG CHARACTERISTICS
DSG Type	 Power Conversion 	 Scheduling of Power
Solar Thermal Electric	 ac	 NS
Hydroelectric	 ac	 S
Wind	 ac	 CIS
Fuel Cell	 do/ac
	 S
Storage Battery	 do/ac (Storage)
	 S
Photovoltaic
	 do/ac (Renewable)	 NS
Cogeneration	 ac	 S (Indirect)
NOTE: NS - Monschedulable
S - Schedulabie
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2.4 CONTROL AND MONITORING SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
AND EQUIPMENT FOR DEG INTEGRATION
in addition to the DSGs operating satisfactorily as a source
of power for the distribution system, it may be desirable to pro-
vide each DSG with cozamunications, control, and monitoring equip-
ment to enable it to be properly coordinated and :'ntegrated with
the remainder of the distribution system. Depending on the nature
and size of the DSG, its location on the distribution network, and
the nature of other control means such as distribution automation
being performed, there are various configurations or structures of
the distribution DSG system equipment that may be used for integrat-
ing the DSG with the remainder of the system.
For small DSGs located at the customer, lorAi control may
suffice with little remotecontrol and monitoring. With systems
having more extensive distribution automation, the control and mon-
itoring of DSGs may be considered as a part of a decentralized con-
trol in which the control and monitoring are a subset of the dis-
tribution automation functions. For larger DSGs a centralized
control for each one may be required in which snore monitoring and
Control equipment will be needed. Figure 2.4-1 shows how the DSG
size and number of units may influence whether the control structure
be local, decentralized, or centralized.
c	 TITYuAN
FEW SEVERAL MANY
SIZE (UNDER 10) (10-50) (50-1000)
LIMITED REMOTE OR LIMITED REMOTE OR LIMITED REMOTE OR
LOCAL CONTROL, LOCAL CONTROL, LOCAL CONTROL,
SMALL
(0.01 -O.SMW) ON-OFF ON-OFF ON-OFFINDICATION INDICATION INDICATION
ONLY ONLY ONLY
CENTRALIZED CENTRALIZEDOR DECENTRALIZED DECENTRALIZED
MEDIUM CONTROL CONTROL CONTROL
(0.5 - 5MW) SOME SOME SOME
;NDICATION INDICATION INDICATION
& DATA & DATA & DATA
CENTRALIZED CENTRALIZED CENTRALIZED
CONTROL CONTROL CONTROL
LARGE
(5-30MW)
INCREASED INCREASED INCREASED
INDICATION INDICATION INDICATION
& DATA & DATA & DATA
Figure 2.4-1. Effect of DSG Size and Quantity on Control Structure
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A major aspect of the control and monitoring requirements is
concerned with the functions performed at the Distribution Dispatch
Center. It is at this center where the operator is located and
j	 where human judgment can be brought to bear on an ongoing basis.
It is also at this center where information can be made available
about how much electrical generation is actually taking place at
the various DSGs. Depending on the number of large, medium, and
small DSGs as well as other factors, the amount of power generated
in each size range will differ, and the amount of information that
is required by the operator and can be afforded by the utility will
also differ. The system architecture and equipment for DSG integra-
tion may be different in detail to accommodate for the number and
size of the DSGs involved.
Another factor which may influence the system architecture is
the ratio of unschedulable DSG generation that may be allowed by
the utility. The utility may have to reserve the right to limit
the amount of customer-supplied power to certain agreed upon aggre-
gate quantities that will be monitored  in order for the utility to
be able to handle in a dependable manner the power shifts such as
available sun, wind, or water that change abruptly. As of the
present, the nature of such items of understanding has yet to be
established on an industry-wide basis.
From the preceding it is evident that a flexible control and
monitoring system architecture is required that can handle DSGs of
different sizes and numbers of units which ranee from central to
local control means. The hardware and software for specific DDC
applications are not presently available, so that effort should
be made to obtain the necessary knowle.?ge and experience regarding
DSG integration before its need is critical.
A general form for representing the distribution DSG system
is represented by Figure 2.4-2 where the DSGs connected to the dis-
tribution system are shown to be made up of power, control, protec-
tion, and interface equipment. Also included as eauipment are the
communication connection to the DDC, the DDC interface, and the DSG
equipment. Figure 2.4-2 also shows that the DDC equipment may he
connected to other DSGs as well as having both operator and auto-
matic inputs and outputs related to other needs of the system.
Depending on whether or not the communication control is cen-
tralized, decentralized, or local, the extent to which the different
control functions are carried out will differ. Larder sized DSGs
will warrant more monitoring and control and can justify higher costs
for these functions. Smaller sized DSGs will not require as much
control and monitoring and would have trouble justifying such large
costs. Thus, control and monitoring system architecture and equip-
ment that differ in detail may be required for different utilities.
There are six major categories of functional requirements that
are performed primarily by the equipment indicated by the letters
(A) to (F) on Figure 2.4-2. The nature of these major functional
categories is discussed in Section 2.6 and in more detail in Section 8.
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OPERATOR EMS,	 DISPLAY OUTPUT RECORDSMANUAL	 AGC	 OUTPUT TO 	 FOR LATERINPUTS	 INPUTS OPERATOR	 REFERENCE
DISTRIBUTION DISPATCH CENTER I(C)(A)IDDC)EQUIPMENT 
I	 INTERFACE	 I
C FUNCTIONALC REQUIREMENTS O O CATEGORIESM M
M M (A) CONTROL AND MONITORINGU U (B) POWER FLAW AND QUALITYN N (C) COMMUNICATION AND DATAIC IC (C)	 HANDLINGA (D)	 NORMAL, ABNORMAL, ANDT A EMERGENCY OPERATIONST (E)	 FAILURE AND ABNORMALI I BEHAVIOR
N SPECIAL (DSG) CONTROL( F)N
DSGsINTERFACE	 \CONTROL
POWERPROTECTION
INTERFACE (C)CONTROL (D) ,(F)POWER (B)PROTECTION (E)
DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM	 DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM (E)
Figure 2.4-2. Categories of Distribution DSG System Equipment
and Functional Requirements
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2.5 DSG CONTROL REPRESENTATION AND MAJOR OPERATING
MODES AND STATES
A representation of the multilevels of the hierarchical control
system that a DDC uses to control one or more DSG* is shown in Fig-
ure 2.5-1. The DSr power generation process is shown to supply an
electric utility distribution system and/or customer load through
protective equipment. The DDC controls the DSG in the three major
modes (on, off, and standby) and under the four DSG states (normal,
abnormal, emergency, and inoperative).
LOCAL
	
A CONTROL
	
MRPIl1'S
ARC
MONITORA4 C COMMLON;
C COMk%041CATION DATA
	
AND DATA	 HANOLM iER,Ia	 HANDLING
OR
DOC
MMUTS T I MD►pT01 IG	
COATOONN
'F SPECIAL
	 a POWER FLOW E
	
OPER AT'INO
	
060 CONTROLS	 AND OUJALITY
STATES
	
_	 SWSYSTEM
Lam'
AND
 GENERATIONPRpTECTIONCONTROL
CONTROLS
CUSTOMER LOAD
ANN) OR
DIBTOBUTION
SYSTEM
COMMUM
CATION
Figure 2.5-1. Schematic Representation of Monitoring and Control
of DSGs Related to the Functional Requirement
Categories
The DSG power process is controlled through special DSG con-
trols that receive feedback from the DSG. The special DSG controls
in turn have signals from the local DSG control as inputs which
make sure that the various auxiliaries are properly sequenced and
controlled and that the overall local DSG control is operating in
the proper operational control mode. Feedback from the DSG power
elements is again employed by local DSG control, and additional
feedback from the distribution network may be used.
The top level of the hierarchy is the DDC control and monitor-
ing that is connected through communication means to the local DSG
control for command and control purposes and to the
eration and local control for monitoring feedback.
DDC control and monitoring equipment include those
and/or from the manual inputs of the DDC operator.
be noted that under local control to meet customer
local input control at the DSG site may represent t
trol means for the DSG power generation equipment,
cation inputs to the DDC may enable the operator to
to control the local DSG power level.
DSG power gen-
Inputs to the
from the EMS
It should also
load needs, a
he primary con-
and the communi-
monitor but not
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Although Figure 2.5-1 presents a general representation of D8G
with remote control from a DDC, this figure also helps to describe
how a small dispersed generation source, for example, a photovoltaic
unit, would operate. In this case the local inputs would be used
to start up and control the power generation. upending on the ex-
tent of the communication to the DDC which was warranted, the trans-
mittal of data on power supplied to the distribution system or the
communication of command and control data from the DDC to the local
photovoltaic generation can range from very little to the same amount
as for a larger sized DSG. It is highly desirable that operational
experience be obtained soon on the effect on different aspects of
DSG operation with different degrees of communication and control.
Regarding the distribution sys*.ern operation, the DDC under
centralized or decentralized control may command each DSG to be
in one of the three operating modes: on, off, or standby.
On	 - The DSG is in operating condition and is running
in synchronism with the power system and electri-
cally connected to it. In this condition it will
be normally generating or absorbing power (elec-
trical energy).
Cuff	 - The DSG is disconnected from the power system at
the DSG distribution system interface and is shut
down (not running).
Standby	 - The DSG is in operating condition and running,
but it is not electrically connected to the dis-
tribution system.
In addition to the DSG modes, the DSG may be in one of four
different states that describe the overall conditions that can exist
at the DSG unit or plant.
Normal - All systems, subsystems, and components of the
DSG plant or unit are in operable condition within
continuous design ratinq limits.
Abnormal - The DSG plant or unit system, subsystem, or compo-
nent is in a condition wherein its continuous de-
sign rating is being, or would be, exceeded during
operation.
Emergency - A DSG plant is in a condition in which continued
operation will result in imminent failure or seri-
ous damage.
Inoperative - In this state the DSG is not available for useful
operation.
The determination of the DSG plant mode is influenced and de-
termined by a number of factors that include:
e DSG state
e Power system state
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e DSG schedule
e DSG energy resource
e Private owner decision
A DSG will be called upon to change from off to on and on to
off modes for the majority of its normal operational mode changes.
These transitions will be dictated primarily by the DSG operating
schedule and the availability of energy. Certain types of DSGs
may have an intermediate mode between off and on called standby.
This may be required by cogeneration or advanced battery systems
to permit stabilization of process and/or energy system balances.
This mode may also be used as a "spinning reserve" mode in provid-
ing generating margin for the power system.
These operational transitions are represented in Figure 2.5-2.
Commands initiated at either the remote centralized control or
local control to command a DSG to be placed on-line, taken off-
line, or be placed on standby, will cause a startup, a shutdown,
or a partial transition, as indicated by the arrows in Figure 2.5-2.
	
STARTUP	 OPERATING	 SHUTDOWN
TRANSITION	 MODE	 TRANSITION
OFF	 FULL
	
PARTIAL
	 STANDBY	 PARTIAL
FULL	 ON
Figure 2.5-2. DSG Modes and Transitions
In the general case these mode changes will be possible from
either the local DSG controls or remote control location. However,
certain types of DSGs, e.g., cogeneration or wind, may for practical
reasons preclude absolute remote control. The cogeneration will
usually be closely interrelated with a heat process that places
constraints on electric energy output variations. Wind tuzbine
generators do not permit absolute control because of the variable
(unpredictable) source, and control will be more of a permissive
(or prohibiting) action.
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2.6 FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS
The six major categories of functional requirements associated
with DSGs are:
A. Control and monitoring
B. Power flow and quality
C. Communication and data handling
D. Operational requirements for normal, abnormal,
and emergency states
E. Failure and abnormal behavior
F. Special (DSG) control
Summary descriptions of the six categories of functional require-
ments are as follows:
A. The control and monitoring functions are associated with the
DDC equipment and location and provide the centralized functions
necessary for overall coordination of the DSGs assigned to the
DDC. Control and monitoring functions incorporate DDC operator
and I:MS requirements for distribution DSG operation and control.
DDC operator information and control inputs must be accommodated
antl information concerning the DSG's operation presented to the
UDC operator. FMS information relative to overall power system
,Itineration schedulinq, automatic generation control, voltage/var
dispatch, and load management must be input to and incorporated
by the DDC into its control strategies and logic operations for
the specific DSGs and distribution system operations. The EMS
will need feedback information pertaining to aggregate DSG data
and c. lharacteristics to properly represent overall DSG power and
ener,ay in scheduling and control strategies.
B. Tile >(.wc^r f low and quality functions are DSG power-related
functions that control power flow, provide appropriate instru-
mentatiun, and establish the duality and magnitude of voltage
and curre.it wave shapes including harmonic content. Each of
these functions has requirements, related to the specific type
of DS11-1, that must be reconciled with the general requirements
of the DDC control and monitoring function. DSG power control,
for example, must consider minimum and maximum power output
levels, permissible rate of change, and power reversal charac-
teristics for storage types of DSGs. These requirements in-
volve both distribution system needs and DSG characteristics.
C. The communication and data handlial functions provide the nec-
essary information transfer and data handling between DDC and
DSGs, the data transfer interfaces between these ec:uipments and
the communication finks, and the associated information process-
ing at the DI)C. These functions are primarily involved in the
transfer of command and control data from the DDC to DSG:; and
the return of monitoring (normal and alarm) data from the DSGs
to the DDC.
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Depending on whether the distribution DSG System uses a central-
ized or decentralized control structure, the communication and
data handling requirements may differ in detail. Using a cen-
tralized approach, information transfer takes place directly
between DDC and DSGs. With a decentralized arrangement, DSG
control and monitoring information shares communication facil-
ities with general distribution automation and control functions.
For the decentralized configuration, in addition to the distri-
bution automation and control functions, incremental loadinca is
added to the communication and data handling for DSG requirements.
In addition to those DSGs for which power control is handled
from the DDC, there may be some DSGs, especially small and
customer-owned ones, that are locally controlled and for which
more limited communication and data handling is warranted.
D. The operational requirements associated with DSG normal, abnor-
mal, and emergency states relate to local functions at the
required for the control of the DSG operating modes, DSG sta-
bility, and personnel safety. These functions include the
logic to determine whether normal, abnormal, or emergency con-
ditions exist and the logic to adjust or change the DSG power
production process and associated auxiliary equipment in re-
sponse to changes in DSG state. The ability of the DSG to remain
in step with the power system fundamental frequency is of utmost
importance and thus DSG s'-ability is a necessary requirement.
For all states that the DSG may encounter, personnel safety is
a primary consideration and requirement. This requires coordi-
nation of local DSG and distribution system operation especially
during times of maintenance, outages, and service restoration.
F. The failure and abnormal behavior detection and correcti ., n func-
tions are primarily associated with protection system equipments
of both DSG and the distribution system. There is a mutually
dependent requirement that the distribution system be protected
from failure and abnormal behavior of DSGs and, conversely, the
DSGs must be protected from failure and abnormal conditions on
the distribution system. System protection philosophy dictates
that protective systems be associated and physically located at
SSG and distribution equipment facilities. Functional require-
ments define the protection needs in order to establish rules
for protective system equipment design.
F. The special DSG control functions are associated with the local
DSG control. equipment. These functions involve controls that
cause the DSG unit(s) to respond to remote start and stop com-
mands from the DDC and other special functions. In a general
sense this involves power actuation and control. Therefore,
these functions and control equipment make it possible to carry
out DSG scheduling directed by the DDC.
Because each type of DSG will have different power and energy
system configurations, the logic and arrangement of controls
for special DSG control functions will be different or unique
for each type of DSG. However, the basic functions of automatic
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startup and synchronization to the distribution system and
automatic shutdown will be a general requirement for most DSGs.
For the abnormal condition of major outages and isolation
("islanding") of portions of a distribution system, special
consideration is required to utilize DSGs to restore partial
power to the islands that contain DSGs capable of stand-alone
operation.
Table 2.6-1 lists the DSG categories of functional requirements
and their associated subfunctions. Each of these subfunctions are
described in terms of the following characteristics:
• Functional description
• Input or processed data
• Controlled outputs and data
• Interaction with other functions
• Special requirements
Figure 2.6-1 presents a functional block diagram that highlights
the DSG control and monitoring functions at the DDC for the case of
centralized control. At the same time it does show a number of other
functions associated with communication and data handling as well as
with power flow and quality. The emphasis in this "tap-down" fig-
ure is to show how the distribution dispatch center, where the DDC
operator is located, is the site of many control and monitoring
functions for the various DSGs that supply the power distribution
system.
Figure 2.6-2 presents a "bottom-up" functional block diagram
which highlights the DSG power flow and quality control from the
viewpoint of the DSG and shows the DDC to be a single block.
Although communication, SCADA, and the DDC are referred to, the em-
phasis is on the several DSG controls that are required to achieve
the desired DSG conditions for the electric utility distribution
system. The operator interface shown permits local operator control
at the DSG when :.n operator is present. However, oparation of DSGs
without an operator is the desired condition. Further discussion
of these diagrams is to be found in Section 8 where all the func-
tional requirements are presented in detail.
COMMUNICATION MISSION
The communication requirements can be considered in terms of
a mission that consists of the transmission of data from the dis-
tribution dispatch center to the many DSGs and back to the DDC.
This is a 24-hour-a-day, 365-days-per-year mission in which there
are many activities or functions which take place with different
periodicities ranging from seconds to hours. Other operator-orig-
inated, abnormal or emergency events, that take place on an unsched-
uled basis or infrequently, will occur and may require priority ac-
cess to the communication usage at the expense of other more routi-ne
2-20
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Tabla 1.6-1
DSG CATEGORIES OF FUNCTIONAL, REQUIREMENTS AND SUEFUKCTIONS
A. Control and Monitorin
DSG Command and Control
Display and Recording
DSG Scheduling and Mode Control
Distribution Volt/VAR Control
Load Control Including Restoration
Automatic Generation Control
Security Assessment
B. Power Flow and (duality
DSG Power Control
DSG Voltage Control
Harmonics
Instrumentation
C. Communications and Data Handlin
Distribution SCADA
Communication
Revenue Metering
Information Processing
D. operational Requirements for DSG Normal, Abnormal,
and Emergency States
DSG Control
Operating Mode Control
Personnel Safety
DSG Stability
E. Failure and Abnormal Behavi<c_- Detection and Correction_
Requirements
Protection (Distribution Substation, Transformer, Feeder)
Protection (DSG)
F. Special _(DSG)
Start Capability
Synchronization
Stand-alone Capability
A
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Figure 2.6-1.
	 DSG Control and Monitoring Functional Block Diagram
for Centralized Control
	 (communication for control
and monitoring of DSGs'
	 functions primarily)
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1
requirements that may have to be preesepted by priority evwnts. Thus
some flexibility must be Provided in the identification of the com-
munication mission requirements.
The functional block diagram of Figure 2.6-1 can be redrawn as
in Figure 2.6-3 to emphasize the nature of the information inputs
and outputs to the communication link between the DDC SCADA and the
DSG SCADA. DSG command and control serves as a gathering point of
information from several other DDC-located sources including the DDC
operator and makes data available to information processing.
The DDC SCADA function prepares this information and other in-
formation at the proper time periods for communication to the vari-
ous DSGs and to other information sources such as the EMS. At the
DSGs, information relating to the periodic status of the various
major elements of the DSG are prepared for transmittal by the DSG
SCADA to the DDC information processing and output to the display
and recording.
Table 2.6-2 shows by the column headings the approximate time
periods at which information must be handled to accomplish the sev-
eral DSG functions which are indicated. Also shown in the boxes of
the matrix are representative values of the amount of information
that must be handled for the function and time periodicity indicated.
In general there are commands and schedules which are of an ON-OFF
nature on a daily basis that are associated with one to four times
a day period. Also revenue metering might be done on a 15-minute
to one-hour basis. Periodic update of DSG status covering status
and analog data might take place on approximately an hourly basis
corresponding to the 15-minute to one-hour period. On a five to
ten minute period, power and %oltage commands are sent to the DSGs
and data returned. Normal scan for alarms and load frequency con-
trol (LFC) information, where required, will be at a faster rate as
associated with two to ten-second periods. Operator and EMS inputs
may from time to time have need of a fast response (one to two
seconds) associated with override requirements. On a priority basis
these requirements may appear like a one to two-second period input.
On a very occasional basis after the equipment is operating effec-
tively, perhaps of the order ok one per day to one per month, alarms
and data by exception may occur.
Althouah the various DSG functions develop the basic informa-
tion to be handled, the distribution SCADA function is responsible
for the proper information coding and development of the complete
message to be communicated and received and how it is to be inter-
preted. In many cases the data to be communicated are far more
extensive and comprehensive than the particular basic information
that it is desired to transmit or receive. This is especially true
as several to many DSGs of different types are to be handled with
differing degrees of information coverage required.
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Table 2.6-3 showing examples of the bits per second (BPS)
data rate requiraresnts for individual DDC-DSG functions involving
a communication link to a single DSG, indicates that rates from
2 to 200 BPS may be required. The results indicated are of course
affected by the nature of the many assumptions that went into their
determination, and other data rates either higher or lower could be
reasonably justified. For example, if ten seconds rather than two
seconds were chosen for the time period of the most rapid functions,
the maximum rate for the highest bit rate functions would be de-
creased by about five to one. It should be emphasized that the
resulting rates for combinations of functions may not be determined
by adding the bit rates associated with the individual functions.
Table 2.6-3
EXAMPLES OF DATA RATE REQUIREMENTS
FOR INDIVIDUAL DDC-DSG FUNCTIONS
INVOLVING COMMUNICATION LINKS
Function
Function
Period
Allowable
Transaction
Titne	 s
Data Rate
(bps)
Periodic. Update of Variables 1 Hour 30 9.3
Alarm Reporting 1 Month 2 197
Scheduling and Mode Control 1 Day 300 2.4
Distribution Volt/VAR Control 10 Minutes 10 16.7
Automatic Generation Control,
Load-Frequency Control Sub-
function 2 Seconds 2 145
SCA!'.A (Normal)	 Scan 1	 2 Secondsl 2 1	 91
in considering the overall mission requirements of monitoring
and control communications, one should include such factors as re-
liability, error rate, efficiency, as well as physical environment.
NMPC COMPOSITE
As a vehicle for helping to understand the detailed functional
requirements for monitoring and control of dispersed storage and
generation, use was made of a distribution system composite in the
vicinity of Syracuse, New York, which represented about 1% of the
total Niagara Mohawk Power Corporation (NMPC).
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For many years Niagara Mohawk has been using dispersed hydro-
generation to help meet a portion of its electric power needs, and
further additions of 16 new units with almost 200 MW of added capac-
ity are planned by 1990. NMPC also has an interest in other DSG
sources such as fuel cells and storage batteries for possible ad-
ditions to its system.
Through the use of a few scenarios covering situations such as
startup of DSG units, transient fault followed by successful reclose,
and operation with the distribution system in the emergency state,
it has been possible to identify a number of items that should be
included in the detailed functional requirements. In particular
these items have been included in the operational requirements for
normal, abnormal, and emergency states; failure and abnormal behav-
ior; and special control.
Since NMPC is NOT planning the specific DSG installations that
were considered in these scenarios, it was primarily the discipline
of using the scenarios and the insight to the functional requirements
which was of greatest benefit in this evaluation. One of the prin-
cipal insights that developed as a result of the NMPC composite-
scenario effort was the fact that activities may be taking place at
different times for the different DSGs so that separate status in-
formation may be required for each DSG.
COST-AND-BENEFIT ANALYSIS
The cost-and-benefit analysis effort in this DSG study has been
of a general nature to identify the major issues involved. The costs
considered have included those of the complete DSG unit or plant in-
cluding the control and monitoring means. The benefits of DSG con-
trol and monitoring have been viewed in the perspective of the whole
utility system including generation, transmission, and distribution.
The economic advantages for a particular DSG installation may
vary broadly depending on a number of factors including size, cost,
and available capacity factor of the DSGs; the availability of ex-
isting or planned communication means; the extent of system load
growth and generation supply availabiltiy; and the environmental
requirements. With the increasing costs for added central genera-
tion supply it appears that dispersed storage and generation instal-
lations should become more economically favorable in the future.
The intent of the cost-benefit study was not to answer t.%e
specific question as to whether a particular distribution DSG system
design was cost effective. Rather the study was intended to provide
sufficient cost and performance information insight to assist future
designers of distribution DSG systems with an indication of which
factors are of importance in evaluating alternative distribution
DSG system designs.
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17 CONCLUSIONS
1. The results of the DSG Monitoring and Control Requirement
Definition Study indicate that there are no fundamental tech-
nical obstacles to prevent the connection of dispersed storage
and generation to the distribution system although much work re-
mains to be accomplished.
2. A communication system of considerable sophistication is
required to integrate the distribution dispatch center to the
many possible DSGs of differing sizes, energy characteristics,
and types of owners.
3. The seven different DSGs that were studied appear to be
capable of operation from a common control interface at the
distribution dispatch center. However, a certain measure of
customizing at the DSGs is required to accomm43date the differ-
ent DSGs to the DDC interface. A significant amount of advanced
engineering applications work remains to be done to accomplish
the desired engineering results for such integrated systems.
4. The functional requirements for DSG integration indicate
the importance of the following factors:
s Increased communication. In addition to providing the
means for information flow, it is necessary to keep
track of much data from many sources.
• Utility control hierarchy. The organization of the
monitoring and control structure to place proper empha-
sis on the power and control functions in an economical
fashion.
e Personnel safety. Utility operating personnel are re-
quired from time to time to work on the distribution
system. With an increasing number of DSGs on the distri-
bution system a greater effort is needed to ensure that
there will be no degradation in the level of personnel.
safety.
To achieve these requirements with low-cost hardware im-
plies standardization of -
• System architecture and interfaces
• Communication protocols
• Operator interface
• DSG protective interface
• DSG control interface
5.	 The selected DSGs that were studied varied in the detail
of their local controls and in their input control requirements.
In terms of their outputs, however, they have a relatively small
number of different characteristics:
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• Alternating current or direct current in terms of pri-
mary energy output
• Schedulable or nonschedulable in their energy availabil-
ity
DSG size can have an important influence on the extent of
central controllability required by the utility.
• Small DSGs need not have the power closely controlled
and may be considered as a variable negative load.
• Larger units warrant greater control of their power and
may be considered as an alternative to central genera-
tion.
Some DSGs that are owned by the customer may be of such a
nature that the customer is unable or unwilling to let the util-
ity control their power generation. For other customer-owned
DSGs, arrangements may be made for the utility to obtain con-
trol of the scheduling of such units.
6. The 3000/1 size span of DSGs being considered, from 10 kW
to 30 MW, is so great that appropriate monitoring and control
means for the larger units may not be suitable for the smaller
ones. For larger DSGs, i.e., greater than 5 MW, the cost of a
rather complete DDC monitoring and control means seems to be a
rather small portion (less than 3%) of the total DSG and control
costs. For smaller DSGs, i.e., less than 0.1 MW and customer-
owned, a much simpler, less expensive, monitoring and control
means may be all that can be justified economically.
7. Several possible states, i.e., normal, emergency, and so
forth, exist for a DSG as well as for its associated distribution
system. A major effort is required to establish the control
logic for the selection of the proper control mode for a DSG at
each time period. Coordination of DSG and distribution protec-
tion means must be developed and implemented.
3.
	
	 The six major functional requirements categories listed be-
low provide a useful frame of reference for partitioning and de-
scribing the DSG monitoring and control requirements. These
categories are helpful in establishing a useful hierarchy of
control and in relating the DSGs to existing and planned dis-
tribution systems. As such, they can serve as a basis for future
work on monitoring and control and provide a means for more
ready exchange of information among utilities, suppliers, cus-
tomers, and others in integrated DSG distribution systems.
A. Control and monitoring requirements that are associated
with the way the DDC operator and/or EMS interact at the distri-
bution dispatch center level to provide information about and to
be able to command and control remotely those DSGs on the sys-
tem. This function represents the overall, top-level control
of the DSGs.
i►
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B. Power flow and qualit requirements that relate pri-
marily to the power c aracteristics of the DSG and as
such serve to define what is physically possible from
the DSG or what is essential from the point of view of
the distribution network. This function pertains to
the characteristics and control of the power generation
or power storage process or equipment.
C. Communication and data handlinq requirements that per-
tain to the necessary information transfer and data
handling between the DDC and DSGs, the data transfer
interfaces between these equipments and the communica-
tion links, and the associated and necessary informa-
tion processing at the DDC. These functions are pri-
marily involved in the transfer of command and control
data from the DDC to the DSGs and the return of moni-
toring (normal and alarm) data from the DSGs to the
DDC.
D. DSG normal abnormal and emergency states whose opera-
Elional requirements relate to local control of a DSG
at its own site. Each DSG requires controls to start
it up, to operate it under all of its operating states,
to maintain it to stand by, to shut it dowm, and the
ability to decide which condition or state should be
ordered.
The requirements for these operational controls and the
integration of these controls with commands from, and
monitoring to, other portions of the distribution DSG
system are included in the requirements of this cate-
gory.
E. Failure and abnormal behavior detection and correction
requirements that are associated wit t e DSG protec-
tion equipment and indicate what action is required of
the protection equipment under the many possible DSG or
distribution network states. This function takes place
at the DSG site and represents very fast action to pro-
tect the DSG power and other equipment from damage to
itself or other equipment.
F. Special DSG control requirements that are related to
equipment at the DSG site and pertain to special con-
trols such as those for startup, standby, and shutdown
for each DSG technology. These controls tend to per-
tain to the carrying out of subordinate, but essential,
functions that are actuated or initiated by other func-
tional categories.
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i9. A large growth ii: the availability and use of the dispersed
, i 	 storage and generation is highly probable during the period from
1990 to 2000. Using conservative projections for electrical
k	 power demand for the year 2000 and assuming that, as an example,
5% of this is supplied by DSGs, one can estimate that,
13,000 DSG units 1 MW and larger, and
300,000 DSG units 10 kW and larger, may be required.
New and improved DSG equipments using lower cost energy
:sources are being designed and built, and the cost of non-
renewable energy for conventional generation means continues to
rise thus making dispersed renewable generation more attractive.
10. Recent Federal Energy Regulatory Commission rulings under
PURPA Section 210 mandate the purchase by utilities of co-
generation and power production from small facilities, i.e.,
under 30 MW, at price rates equal to what it would cost the pur-
chasing utility to generate the energy itself. This ruling is
intended to encourage the use of DSGs.
Continued emphasis on establishing a more definitive set
of conditions of agreement, both technical and financial, be-
tween utilities and customers regarding DSG operation is re-
quired. The connection between the utility and the customer-
owned DSG must be under utility control to ensure personnel
safety.
11. The costs and benefits for monitoring and control of DSGs
must be considered with respect to the whole system, including
generation and transmission, and not on the basis of distribution
alone. Likewise, scheduling and control of remote D::G units
should be based on the need to make the overall system service,
i.e., generation, transmission, and distribution, most effective.
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2.8 RECOMMENDATIONS
The conclusions have indicated that there will he a large
growth during the 1980-2000 period in the use of DSGs in connection
with electric utility systems. It is important that the research
and development be started now on the critical tasks noted below
and that are required for the success of DSG integration. The time
for this effort is now before the DSGs are commercially available
on a large scale, and while development demonstrations of integrated
distribution DSG systems can be used to gain valuable operating
experience.
The present study program should be extended to accomplish the
following tasks:
1. Scheduling/Dispatching Methods for DSGs
Define, develop, and demonstrate effective scheduling
and dispatching control of specific DSGs with near-
term potential.
2. Standard Dis2atching Operator Interface for Various DSG
Tec no og es
Define, develop, and assess a
control interface for utility
control various DSGs. Partic
given to developing means for
and software elements for the
DSGs.
standard monitoring and
operators to remotely
ular emphasis should be
use of common hardware
integration of different
3. Design Guidelines for the Inte qrated Operation of DSGs
Load Controls, and Distribution  Automation Using Real-
Time Distribution Control and Communication Equipment
Define and categorize the conceptual framework for the
operation of future utility distribution systems that
contain DSGs, load control devices, and distribution
automation and control systems.
4. Preparation of a Preliminary Specification for a Utility
Integrated Distribution DSG System Design
This specification for hardware and software should
incorporate the recommendations from the preceding
three tasks into the basis for a system design that
will carry out the DDC control and monitoring and the
communication and data processing functions for DSG
integration into a combined DSG load control and
distribution automation control system.
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Swflon 3
RELATIONSHIP OF DSG TO EXISTING ELECTRIC UTILITY SYSTEMS
3.1 INTRODUCTION
Major elements of the overall electric utility system include
the bulk generation-transmission system, the distribution system,
and the customer load system. Dispersed storage and generation
units can be considered as a fourth element which must be operated
compatibly with the other elements of the utility system.
overall responsibility for the bulk generation-transmission
system generally rests with a company dispatching center. At pres-
ent, this center is often called the energy management system (EMS).
EMS directs the control of bulk generation to maintain tie-line
schedules and area frequency and is responsible for minimizing the
cost of power generation within security constraints. This center
normally has access to telemetered values of major tie-line flows,
output of generating units or plants, and system frequency. Auto-
matic generation control is one of the major functions at the EMS
and it is responsible for sending raise-lower control signals to
each generator under control. For some large DSG units, control
may be from the bulk level (EMS).
Many utilities have transmission divisions. Division opera-
tors are responsible for switching operations within the division.
Transmission substations may be manned or unmanned. Unmanned trans-
mission substations will be controlled and monitored via supervisory
control such as the modern supervisory control and data acquisition
(SCADA) systems. Manned transmission substations may also include
SCADA remote units.
The distribution system is the component of the electric util-
ity system which delivers energy from the transmission system to
the customer load. The distribution system includes the distribu-
ticn substations that reduce voltage to a level suitable for dis-
tribution and the distribution primary feeders and secondary cir-
cuits which connect to user load.
Figure 3.1-1 represents a typical electric utility system of
the sort described above and indicates a utility system without the
benefit of dispersed storage and generation.
Distribution substations have generally been operated unmanned
for many years using separate subsystems for control, protection,
and monitoring. SCADA remotes are becoming more prevalent at dis-
tribution substations for control and for communication of neces-
sary information back to distribution dispatch centers (DDC). A
number of DDCs may report to an EMS. Each DDC can have responsi-
bility for a number of distribution substations, up to 50 or more
in some utilities. Interest is growing in further automation of
T
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Figure 3.1-1. A Typical Electric Utility System
the distribution system to obtain benefits of better utilization
of the power system and equipment, improved operation, reduced
outage duration, and better information for planning.
The balk generation-transmission system, distribution system,
and customer load are shown in Figure 3.1-2 together with the major
elements of a representative electric utility control hierarchy.
Different utilities use differing control hierarchies depending
on their own particular requirements. Power pool coordination,
shown in Figure 3.1-2, is responsible for improving overall eco-
nomics and has control over generation, maintaining net pool tie
flow, and frequency.
Other major elements of the representative control hierarchy
shown in Figure 3.1-2 include the EMS and the DDC. The full co-
ordination between the EMS, the DDC, and the load management sys-
tem (LMS) has not been fully resolved by the industry. Load man-
agement may include load control or automatic meter reading, or
both.
Figure 3.1-3, patterned after the Typical Electric Utility
System of Figure 3.1-1, indicates in a schematic fashion how dif-
ferent dispersed storage and generation equipment could be located
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Figure 3.1-2. Representative Utility System and Control Hierarchy
at the distribution substation, the distribution feeders, or even
at the customers' homes, depending on the size and ownership of
the DSG source. It is anticipated that operation of DSG units of
medium and lar ee size will generally be scheduled from distribu-
te cno ontrol centers such as a DDC. In some cases control and
monitoring will be direct between the DDC and the DSG units. With
automated distribution systems, control and monitoring of DSG units
may utilize distribution automation equipment at the distribution
substation level.
Three basic methods that must be considered for DSG units to
be interconnected with the utility distribution system and/or cus-
tomer load are:
• DSG-Distribution System Interconnection: Utility owns
and operates DSG.
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• DSG-Distribution System Interconnection: DSG unit is
connected directly to distribution system but it is owned
and operated by nonutility personnel.
• DSG-Customer Load interconnection: DSG unit is connected
internally to customer load and is owned by the customer.
The DSG is not tied directly to the distribtuion system
except via the customer load system and the metering
point. 
r	 s   
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&2 SITING AND OPERATION OR DSG WITHIN THE UTILITY SYS M
Most of the DSG technologies presently being used or developed
are expected to be less than 50 MW and are thus naturally matched
to the distribution systems of the utilities. The DSG sources such
as load leveling battery systems or fuel cell systems of approxi-
mately 25 MW, naturally interface to the utility systems at the
distribution substations where the electric power is stepped down
to the primary distribution voltage (e.g., 13 kV) and where an en-
closed area is available for these systems. Medium dispersed
sources (1 to 5 W) such as wind or solar could also be installed
within the substation or along the main feeders (e.a., 13 kV) which
provide power to about 500 homes. For small sources (up to 100 kW)
such as solar or wind which can provide power for a family, the
natural location appears to be adjacent to the house.
Figure 3.1-3 depicts conceptually where dispersed sources may
be integrated with the electric distribution system by virtue of
rating. To assure reliable and efficient operation of these sources
in conjunction with the traditional bulk power provided by the elec-
tric utility, the control of these sources must be integrated with
that of the distribution system. Understanding of the control andintegration of dispersed energy sources into the nation's utility
network is needed to appreciate the research and development efforts
needed to implement dispersed energy sources on a broad scale.
From an energy source siting and improved customer services
point of view, DSG technologies naturally fit with the utility sys-
tem in the power distribution system. From a utility operational
control point of view, DSG sources must be coordinated with the
operation of the total utility system. Tnus, the DSG sources must
be coordinated through control and communication systems on the
distribution system.
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&3 ROWER SYSTEM 60ERATINQ STAKES
Power system: operating conditions can be described by five
operating states:* normal, alert, emergency, in extremis, and
restorative. The industry has not developed precise definitions
for these operating states. The characterization into these five
states was developed for the overall power system but the operat-
ing states have been considered primarily in relation to the bulk
system. A brief description of the five operating states follows
and the states and transitions between the states are shown in
Fi gure 3.3-1.
NORMAL
RESTORATIVE	 F----- -	 ALERT
IN EXTREMIS
	 {----I
	
EMERGENCY
Figure 3.3-1. Power System Operating
States
In the normal operating state, generation is adequate to meet
existing total' Ioad demand. No equipment is overloaded and reserve
margins for generation and transmission are sufficient to provide
an adequate level of security for the stresses which may be im-
posed on the system.
The alert state is entered if the probability of disturbance
increases o-
 rif the system security level decreases below a par-
ticular level of adequacy. In this state, all constraints are
satisfied such as adequate generation for total load demand and
no equipment is overloaded. However, existing reserve margins
are such that a disturbance could cause overloads or other levels
to be exceeded co rresponding to physical limitations of equipment.
In this state, preventative action can be taken to restore the
system to normal.
In the emergency state, which is caused by a severe distur-
bance taking place Lefore preventative action is taken, the system
is still intact; but overloads exist, or other physical limitations
of equipment are exceeded; system security is reduced, and emer-
gency control measures are required to restore the system to the
alert or to the normal state. If the action is not taken in time,
and the disturbance or a subsequent disturbance is sufficiently
severe, the system begins to disintegrdte.
*L.H. Fink and K. Carlson, "Operating Under Stress and Strain,"
IEEE Spectrum, March 1978.
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When system disintegration is occurring, the power system is
in the in extremis state. Generation and load equalities are not
satisfied and major portions of system load are lost. Physical
equipment overloads are occurring and equipment limitations are
exceeded. Emergency control action is necessary in this state to
keep as much of the system as possible from collapse.
In the res's--orative state, control action is taken to pick up
lost load an reconnect the system.
In the discussion of the above operating states, security is
considered to be an instantaneous time varying condition that is
a function of the robustness of t.se system relative to imminent
,iisturbances. Security is determined by the relationship between
system reserve margin and the contingent probability of distur-
bances. Stability is a factor in security and is related to the
continuance of parallel, synchronous operation of all operating
units.
3.3.1 DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM OF.:.ATING STATES
All five power system operating statea apply to the distribu-
tion system. In considering the normal, alert, emergency, in ex-
tremis, and restorative operating states in the context of the
distribution system and DSG integration, the following examples
of these states are suggested.
Normal	 - All customer loads are being served and no over-
loads exist on distribution substations, feeders,
or eq. • ent. Feeders are in their typical con-
figuratiun. Voltage levels at all points are
within specified limits. No equipment limita-
tions are being exceeded. DSG equipment may or
may not be in service depending on scheduling.
Alort
	
- All ,.ustomer loads are being served and no ele-
ment of the distribution system is overloaded.
"Reserve" distribution capacity is reduced in
this State; however, e.g., feeder reconfigura-
ti-3n has occurred with load transfer to a dif-
ferent feeder leaving less capability to transfer
load in the event of a subsequent disturbance.
This state is entered when major distribution
system equipments; e.g., substation transformer,
or some DSGs, are out of service and result in
increased vulnerability in the event of a sub-
sequent disturbance. In the alert state, no
physical equipment limitations are exceeded,
but specified alarms may be occurring indicating
that limits are being approached. Examples of
this state are transformer LTC at maximum raise
or minimum lower tap position, ratio of feeder
or transformer actual current to normal rating
exceeds specified limit, and so forth. As
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indicated, all customer loads are being served
in this state. However, load management (load
control) may be occurring on direction from the
Energy Management System or Distribution Dis-
path Center to achieve a reduction in system
load.
Emergency - In this state, substation or feeder overloads
are occurring, or distribution equipment or DSG
limitations are being exceeded. This state is
entered also when urderfrequency conditions are
detected or when emergency load shedding is in
progress by the energy management system or dis-
tribution dispatch center.
The distribution system is in the emergency
state during storm or other conditions with
numerous customers out of service because of
lines being down and/or loss of major transmis-
sion facilities serviag the distribution system.
In Extremis - Power system operational disintegration is oc-
curring. This state can be reflected in DSG
units operating in island conditions on the
distribution system. Communications facilities
(for control and monitoring of DSG units) to
control centers may be reduced because of the
conditions causing this state.
Restorative - Control action is taken to pick up customer load
which has been lost. Examples of this state in-
clude load restoration with cold load pickup
following load shedding, service restoration to
unfaulted feeder zones on a feeder which has
experienced a persistent fault, and so forth.
Other examples include cases when DSGs are being
reconnected to the distribution system after
this system may have been operating in an island-
ing condition under DSG power.
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3.4 DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM DESIGN AND OPERATION CONSIDERATIONS
In the integr.s..on of DSG units into the utility distribution
system, it is import,3nt to study the significant design and opera-
tion considerations of the distribution system. These can be di-
vided into three categories: general, distribution substation,
and distribution feeder. Major considerations in each category
are listed in Table 3.4-1.
Table 3.4 -1
DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM MAJOR DESIGN
AND OPERATION CONSIDERATIONS
General
Economics
Load Growth Rate
New Loads
Operating Problems
Personnel Safety
Protection of Equipment
Quality of Supply
Siting
Reactive Power Supply
New Concepts
Utility Control Hierarchy
Distribution Substations
Transmission Availability and Loading
Future Transmission Plans
Substation Transformer Size
Load Transfer Capability to Adjacent Substations
Number of Feeder Circuits that Can Be Installed
Protection and Control
Distribution Feeders
Adequate Voltage to Users
Feeder Loading
Feeder Reconduct_iring
Sectionalizing Guidelines
Protection and Control
Fault Current Available
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3.4.1 GENERAL
The electric utility distribution system has the objective of
economically supplying electrical energy at satisfactory voltage
to its users. The users include industrial, commercial, and res-
idential customers and may be located in either urban, suburban,
or rural areas. An important characteristic of the utility sys-
tem load is that it is constantly changing. The load varies ac-
cording to the daily load curve for each utility and it may have
a different load shape for different weekdays and different seasons
of the year. The peak load also varies.
Dispersed storage, for example that obtained from the use of
storage batteries or hydrogeneration, can help meet these changing
load needs. Some dispersed generation, such as solar, can have
a fortunate coincidence of peak generation occurrence at approxi-
mately the same time as when high air conditioning loads occur.
Thus DSGs can help meet the distribution system's changing load
needs.
Increased load requires adequate capacity at each system level:
generation, transmission, and distribution. At the distribution
system level, anticipated load growth must be considered in plan-
ning of substation transformer ratings, breaker ratings, feeder
ratings and routing, and so forth, and will affect timing of the
addition of new substation and feeder capacity. Similarly, the
addition of new spot loads must be considered in the design of
the system.
operating problems include maintaining the quality of supply
to users, e.g., voltage magnitude, reliability of service, restora-
tion of service after outages, load transfer to adjacent feeders
and substations, and so forth.
Personnel safety considerations affect both distribution sys-
tem design and operation in establishing operating and maintenance
procedures for both normal and emergency conditions. Protection
against faults and overloads must be provided for both the dis-
tribution substation and feeder equipments.
Siting is increasingly important both for substations and
feeders. New distribution substation sites will be affected by
a number of factors, e.g., availability of transmission or sub-
transmission supply, lack of new sites in suburban and urban areas,
regulatory approvals for certain areas, proximity of load area,
and so forth.
Quality of supply includes voltage magnitude, frequency, bal-
ance between phases, harmonic content of voltage and current wave-
forms, and reliability of service. With the trend to higher dis-
tribution voltages and longer and more heavily loaded feeders,
more users are affected by a fault on the feeder. The result has
been that maintaining service reliability at levels comparable to
3-10
earlier 4 kV system reliability, e.g., average outage of 30 to 60
minutes per year per customer, has not been achieved generally.
New concepts, such as computer control of feeder automatic section-
alizing, offer the potential to improve reliability for these longer,
more heavily loaded feeders. A significant characteristic to be
considered also is that while primary distribution feeders are
three-phase circuits, a sizable fraction of the load is single-
phase. The utilities distribute these single-phase loads among
the three phases to minimize unbalance, but the actual degree of
unbalance between phases is continually varying and unbalances of
10% or more are not uncommon.
Reactive power supply, or VAR supply, is another important
design and operating consideration of the distribution system.
In addition to the reactive power requirements of the distribution
system, substation and/or feeder shunt capacitors are often used
to supply reactive power to the subtransmission or transmission
system.
New concepts, such as automated distribution systems, will
have significant impact on future design and operation of the dis-
tribution system. Distribution substations have been operated un-
attended for many years; in most cases by individual separate sub-
systems including protective and control relays, supervisory con-
trols, recorders, and so forth. Technical and economic advances
in digital electronics technology are making possible new oppor-
tunities for integrated control, protection, and instrumentation
of the distribution system and offer potential advantages such as:
• Improved utilization of power system facilities
• Improved system operation
• More complete and timely information for system planning
• Reduced outage duration
Automated distribution application areas include the distri-
bution substation, feeder, and user level, and also distribution
communications. Automated feeder sectionalizing is one of a number
of distribution functions which are being considered or implemented
in automated distribution systems. improved utilization of substa-
tion and feeder facilities with opportunities for deferring new
system investment offer the potential for significant economic
savings through improved monitoring and control. Load management
and dispersed storage and generation offer opportunities for sig-
nificant savings in possible deferral of new generation and/or
transmission capacity.
The utility control structure is another significant charac-
teristic. An example was shown in Figure 3.1-2 which indicated
a number of distribution dispatch centers (DDCs) which communicate
upward to the energy management system (EMS) and downward to dis-
tribution substations and/or feeders and users. Each DDC, in turn,
would have responsibility for a number of substations; e.g., up to
50 or more substations per DDC.
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In considering the technical and operational issues of DSG
integration into the distribution system, three approaches were
chosen: a centralized control and monitoring approach, a decen-
tralized control and monitoring approach, and a local approach.
These are discussed in more detail in Section 6
3.4.2, DISTRIBUTION SUBSTATIONS
Distribution substations are fed from the transmission or the
subtransmission system of the utility. These substations vary in
size and complexity from a simple arrangement supplying one dis-
tribution feeder to highly automated substations supplying many
feeders. The substations may be in urban, suburban, or rural areas;
and the location will be affected by a number of factors including
the load area served, the substation site availability, the regu-
latory considerations, and the availability of transmission or sub-
transmission facilities.
Several representative distribution substation configurations
are shown in Figure 3.4.2-1. The number of substation transformers
and distribution feeders varies according to individual electric
utilities. Some substations may have only one transformer while
others may have up to 4 or more with 20 to 25 feeders.
Different substation transformer kVA ratings are used by var-
ious utilities. These transformer ratings may vary from as small
as 1000 to 2500 kVA for small rural applications up to 50,000 or
60,000 kVA for the larger substation transformers. For example,
the typical transformer ratings used by Commonwealth Edison for
their fully implemented TDC substation in Figure 3.4.2-1 is four
40,000 kVA transformers, or 160,000 kVA for the substation.
The principal components in the distribution substation are
the transformers, high- and low-voltage switching equipment, and
the associated protective relays and control and communications
equipment. The switches, circuit breakers, and relaying and con-
trol equipment are necessary for system operation, detection of
Lbnormalities, and the rapid isolation of faulted circuits or
equipments.
Distribution substations are usually unattended. The control,
monitoring, and protection functions are generally performed by
separate devices at the substation; e.g., voltage control, protec-
tive relaying, chart recorders, and so forth. Utility service
personnel are scheduled from a control center, such as a distribu-
tion dispatch center (DDC), for maintenance and inspection of the
substation. An increasing trend is to install supervisory control
and data acquisition (SCADA) systems with remote SCADA terminal
units at distribution substations. These systems provide the tra-
ditional supervisory control functions of control, indication, and
data and act under the direction of computer-directed master sta-
tions. Larger distribution substations may also include sequence
of events recorders and fault recording systems.
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Figure 3.4.2-1. Some Representative Distribution Substation
Configurations
At the substation, the voltage may be automatically regulated
by using transformers equipped with tap changers that operate under
load (LTC), by regulators and/or capacitors that maintain the de-
sired voltage level on the substation bus, or by separate regulators
for each feeder. LTC transformers or bus regulators may be used
when all feeders connected to a transformer have similar load and
voltage drop characteristics.
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Control and protection functions for a distribution substa-
tion depend upon the substation configuration and size. A listing
f	 of the more cov=on functions is shown in Table 3.4.2-1.
Table 3.4.2-1
DISTRIBUTION SUBSTATION
Representative Control and Protection Functions
Automatic Bus Sectionalizing
Automatic Breaker Reclosing
Breaker Failure Protection
Bus Differential Protection
Overcurrent Protection
SCADA Remote
-Control
-Indication
-Data
Transformer Differential Protection
Subtransmission Line Protection
Underfrequency Relaying
Volt/VAR Control
-Capacitor Bank
-Transforme-,^ Load Tap Changing (LTC)
-Voltage Regulators
These functions are shown in Figure 3.4.2-2 with a represen-
tative substation configuration, and principal equipments in the
substation with which these functions act are identified.
3.4.3 DISTRIBUTION FEEDERS
The distribution circuits that carry power from the distri-
bution substations to the local load areas are known as primary
circuits or feeders. They generally operate at voltages between
2,400 and 34,500 volts. These circuits may be overhead or under-
ground, depending on the load density and the physical conditions
of the particular area to be served. The distribution system de-
sign and operation must result in the primary voltage at any point
along the feeder being within prescribed limits.
As an example, one utility's voltage criteria are that the
primary feeder voltage will be within the range of 98.8 to 1055
during normal conditions, and this voltage must not be less than
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Figure 3.4.2-2. Substation Control and Protection
95% during emergency conditions. Feeder voltage regulators some-
times supplemen 4- transformer LTC for voltage control, and fixed
and switched feeder capacitor banks are also us • :! for voltage/VAR
control.
A simplified diagram of a radial feeder circuit is shown in
Figure 3.4.3-1. Radial feeders are generally used in distribution
systems, but network systems are also used by some utilities par-
ticularly in urban areas. As shown in Figure 3.4.3-1, peak load
for a 15 kV feeder will normally be in the range of 6,000 to 10,000
kVA but may be greater for some utilities.ies. For higher voltage dis-
tribution, feeder loadings will be higher. It is also necessary
to check the transformer to feeder connection current ratings for
normal and emergency operating conditions. Most utilities assicm
a normal and emergency current or kVA rating to their feeders.
In the radial feeder arrangement of Figure 3.4.3-1, main
primary feeders from a substation serve the surrounding area.
Each feeder is connected to the substation through an automatically
controlled circuit breaker. The remote ends of the main feeder
often terminate in normally open switches to provide an alterna-
tive source of supply. Sectionalizing switches may be installed
at intervals along the main feeder so that segments may be isolated
to facilitate restoration of service following an outage or for
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maintenance of facilities. Laterals branch from the main feeder
at intervals to serve the surrounding area. These laterals are
usually connected to the main feeder through a fuse or automatic
sectionalizing device. The laterals may in turn have a number of
branches that are connected through fuses, switches, or other sec-
tionalizing devices.
A representative circuit diagram is shown in Figure 3.4.3-2
showing several main primary distribution feeders, with ties be-
tween feeders from the same and from different substations. Sec-
tionalizing switches are shown that divide the feeder into several
sections or zones and that tie to adjacent feeders. For 15 kV
class distribution feeders, a guideline is three or four zones
(or sections) per feeder. For higher distribution voltages, 25 kV
and 35 kV class, there may be four or five zones per feeder.
SUBSTATION A	 SUBSTATION B SUBSTATION C
J.4a	 ^_4L	 J.4i	 ^.O_L
:DER SECTION
:. SECTION-
ZING SWITCH
). SECTION-
ZING SWITCH
... Il'CHED
CAPACITOR
BANK
Figure 3.4.3-2. Representative Feeder Configuration Illustrating
Ties Between Feeders-Load Transfer Capability and
Protection and Control with Feeder Deployment and
Automatic Sectionalizing
The relaying for the feeder circuit breaker at the substation
is coordinated with the fuses or automatic sectionalizing devices
associated with the primary laterals. In most arrangements, the
feeder circuit breaker is tripped by feeder overcurrent relays and
will reclose within a few cycles or after a time delay of a few
seconds for a fault on the feeder. If a feeder fault is of a tran-
sient nature, such as a lightning flashover, all service will be
T
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restored and the only effect to the customers served by this feeder
will be a momentary interruption. In the event the fault is per-
sistent, a fuse or automatic sectionalizing device will isolate a
faulted lateral, and the faulted lateral will be without service
until the trouble is repaired or isolated. All other customers
served by the feeder will experience only a momentary interruption.
in the event that a persistent fault is on the main feeder,
the entire area served by the feeder will be without service until
the faulted feeder zone is isolated. Service may be restored to
the remaining zones by switching to alternate sources, if available.
If alternate sources are not available beyond the point of trouble,
service cannot be restored in and beyond the faulted zone until
repairs can be made. In Figure 3.4.3 -2, only the main primary
feeders are shown. The sectionalizing switches are manually op-
erated for nonautomated systems. Automated distribution systems
are controlled from a remote point utilizing a distribution com-
munication system. Depending on the degree of automation, such
a system may be controlled by an operator or automatically con-
trolled by the automated distribution system. In an automated
implementation of feeder deployment and automatic sectionalizing,
fault detectors would be located at each sectionalizing switch
location. For a faulted radial feeder, all fault detectors be-
tween the substation feeder breaker and including the switch on
the source side of the feeder will be picked up providing an in-
dication of the fault location. An automated distribution system
can then open the appropriate switches automatically to isolate a
faulted feeder zone and to close the proper switches to restore
service to unfaulted zones on the affected feeder.
With the addition of DSG on the distribution feeder, the above
automatic fault location technique becomes more complex since addi-
tional fault detectors may be picked up depending on the DSG loca-
tion and on the fault location.
Similarly, distribution recloser and fuse coordination on the
feeders anc laterals with the feeder breaker at the substation will
be affected by the addition of DSG on the feeder.; Another factor
to be considered is the fact that with both distribution feeder
reclosers ana automatic breaker reclosing for the feeder breaker,
and depending upon reclosing sequences and operations, there may
be either too much or too little load remaining for a DSG located
remotely on a feeder to carry the isolated load by itself. Another
effect could be thR out-of-synchronism reclosing between the system
and the DSG with resulting higher transient torques. Conditions
such as these can be associated with DSGs operating under the
situation of "islanding."
The distribution feeder breaker and feeder reclosers are se-
lected on the basis of voltage class and of fault current available.
The addition of DSG units, either at the substation or remotely on
the feeder, may affect the available fault current and this must
be considered in choosing interrupting ratings.
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Listed in Table 3.4.3-1 are some of the more *L;nificant dis-
tribution feeder characteristics or requirements that aaust be oon-
sidered in integration of DSG with the feeder.
Table 3.4.3-1
8010 DISTRIBUTION FEEDER CHARACTERISTICS
OR REQUIREMENT$ TO CONSIDER WITH DSG
Communications to/from DSG
Fault duty
Fault location determination
Feeder loading capability
Feeder phase unbalance
Feeder reactive power requirements
Feeder reclosing
Feeder protection
Quality of service
Personnel safety
3.4.4 CUSTOMER LOAD INTERCONNECTION
There will be some cases where DSG units are connected within
user load systems. In those events the DSG is most likely to be
controlled by the user. It is not tied directly to the distribu-
tion system except through the user connection to the utility dfn-
tribution system and metering point. Many of the factors lister.
in Table 3.4.3-1 will apply with the DSG unit connected in the
customer load system .
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3.5 TRANSITION OF DSGs INTO WIDESPREAD ELECTRIC UTILITY
SYSTEMS USE
The previous portions of this section have stressed the nature
of the current electric utility systems in the United States and
have indicated in a genaral way the location at which DSG plants
may be placed in future distribution DSG systems. Subsequent sec-
tions of this report will present information on planning for in-
tegrating DSG plants into the distribution system, and on deter-
mining the criteria for deciding how much of what type of which
DSG technology should be purchased when and located where.
It is worthwhile at this time to comment briefly here about
what is likely to be the nature of the transition from the present
condition .hhere few DSGs exist, to a condition in the next 5 to 10
years when ti re will be some significant number of DSGs installed
and in operation, to the years 1995 to 2000 when there will be many
DSGs in operation. What will be described represents simply an ed-
ucated guess as to what may happen ratter than any authenticated
plan of some official planning group.
3.5.1 FEW DSGs
The present situation_ where a relatively small number of DSGs,
principally small hydro, are being operated, represents what hap-
pens when there are only a few DSGs on a utility system. This
situation causes a small enough impact so that the DSGs can be
handled as a minor adaptation of past practices.
For scheduling purposes, the few small generating units are
treated as are other scheduled units. The dispatcher, by phone
or other means, is in touch with the people who look after each
unit or who set the clock timers that can start or stop any auto-
matically controlled genera;:ors.
Automatic remote control or monitoring is limited, and tele-
phones and manual control and monitoring of chart data at the site
are the accepted procedures. Thus, experie:.^,e is being obtained
with the,
 operation of the DSGs on the power distribution system,
bat there is a very limited amount of control and monitoring in
a remote control sense. The power scheduling is done at the EMS
or the top utility level.
3.5.2 SOME DSGs
The situation visualized for the next 5 to 10 years has one
or two jDCs operating on an experimental basis monitoring and con-
trolling 10 to 20 preproduction or commercial DSGs. Remote con-
trol and monitoring are handled by automatic control equipment,
but there is a fair amount of manual control for backup purposes.
Scheduling of the DDCs is done at the EMS level on a computer
basis using algorithms which have been developed and which are
being evaluated for their effectiveness and possible change if
required.
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DDC scheduling and automatic generation control are being
employed and the communication and data handling proposed for full
automatic control operation are operating. Considerable manual
supervision of the automatic equipment at the DDC and the DSG lev-
els is taking place to ensure the proper operation of automatic
equipment and the smooth functioning of the system.
3.5.3 MANY DSGs
Successful tests at a few utilities and demonstration proj-
ects by the DOE and the New York State: ERDA in the next few years
will encourage much ,pore extensive use of DSGs. By 1995 to 2000
there will be many DDS's and DSGs and the distribution DSG systems
will be as described in Sections 6 to 9 which follow. Fully auto-
matic operation of DDCs and DSGs will be well established, and
the scheduling of DSGs will be carried out at the DDC level. Ways
of handling many small-sized, customer-owner?-and-operated DSGs
will be well established and more than one way of communicating
between DDC and DSG may well be operating.
Thus there 's visualized a gradual transition in the amount
and character of the DDC, DSG, and communication equipment with
time and experience as the DSGs become mox^ of an accepted portion
of the distribution system. Throughout this transition period
there will be the basic electric distribution system which the
public will interface with and which will appear to remain rela-
tively unchanged in terms of the quality of the service provided
to the customer.
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SWI*n 4
CRITERIA FOR ASSESSING DSO TFCHNOLOQIES
FOR INTEGRATION INTO UTILITY DIE t ^ } AUTION SYSTEMS
4.1 INTRODUCTION
From the perspective of the electric utility, there are several
major issues that must be considered and evaluated in the process of
selecting DSG technologies to be integrated into utility distribution
systems.
From technical evaluations alone %t may be possible to apply
more than one DSG technology for a particular application. How-
ever, other considerations such as economic, energy charmcteris-
tics, or institutional regulatory issues may dictate the use of
certain specific DSG technologies more than others.
In addition to general issues, each utility tends to have
unique characteristics that directly influence and have an impor-
tant impact on the selection process. Exam ples of such unique
characteristics are the utility's geographical location, size,
energy resources, bulk energy system composition and configuration
(generation and transmission), interconnections with other utili-
ties, system load characteristics, expansion plans, and utility
type (public or private). Thus, the factors influencing the se-
lection process have to be examined on an individual utility basis.
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4.2 MAJOR ISSUES
The major issues considered in assessing DSG are:
• Commercial availability of the DSG
• Cost-benefit economics
• DSG size, number of units, and total capacity
• Energy source characteristics
• Operational and technical characteristics
• Generic operational and technical features
• DSG interaction with power system
• Institutional and regulatory requirements
4.2.1 COMMERCIAL AVAILABILITY
In the context of electric utility system planning for genera-
tion and transmission expansion, it is fundamental that any DSG in-
cluded it expansion plans be commercially available. It is neces-
sary to have assurance that a DSG will be available in the period
for which it is being planned; therefore, several DSG technologies
are considered in this study even though their commercial availabil-
ity is not foreseen until the 1990's.
Table 4.2-1 presei,ts a list of the technologies that have been
considered most extensively in terms of their control characteris-
tics as well as their present status and anticipated commercial
availability during the period 1980-2000. These data were described
in Appendix B under the heading "Maturity of Selected DSG Technolo-
gies" and indicate that each of these DSGs should be commercially
available by the year 1990. Although some technologies like hydro
and cogeneration are commercially available now, each of the others
appear sufficiently close to commercial availability by 1990 to
warrant their consideration.
4.2.2 COST-BENEFIT ECONOMICS
The economics of any proposed system generation, transmission,
or distribution expansion is of vital concern to an electric utility
company, because it directly affects the company's revenue require-
ments and the cost of producing electric energy. In analyzing the
overall economic viability of a DSG, the total cost of >r,_,:Iucing
electrical energy, including the total installed cost of the equip-
ment as well as the total operating and maintenance costs, is fun-
damental in comparing the DSG to alternative means of supplying the
needed energy.
Because electrical power is needed to meet the customer's load
demands, it is essential that there be sufficient installed elec-
trical generation capacity to provide the required power. Some
DSGs represent sources of generation that ar available only at
certain times, i.e., when the wind is blowing, the sun is shining,
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the water flow is available, or the battery is sufficiently charged.
If these times are not the same as when the electrical energy is
needed by the customer, it may be necessary for the utility to have
additional reserve or standby generation capacity. Such standby
capacity in turn may require generation capacity costs for the
utility system to provide assured electrical generation. The use
of renewable energy source DSGs may result in the utility requir-
ing some additional standby generation capacity costs, resulting
in a somewhat higher total cost, including energy and equipment
capital charges.
Thus, for specific applications a complex cost-benefit analysis
must be performed that compares total benefits and costs to the en-
tire lifetime of the plant. The principal benefit will sometimes
be the displacement of conventional (fossil) energy by the renewable
energy source. Some of the DSGs will have capacity factors of 0.25
to 0.50. The availability and dependability of the renewable energy
source will determine what amount of system generation capacity
credit can be assigned to the particular DSGs in the cost-benefit
evaluation. At present there seem to be no generally accepted meth-
ods for performing cost-benefit analyses of DSG applications.
There are additional factors of system costs and benefits that
also must be considered. All benefits directly derived from DSG
application, such as reduced generation capacity, reduced genera-
tion energy costs, reduced bulk transmission and distribution sys-
tem losses and investment, should be credited to the DSGs. Added
costs, such as those re , 1uired for monitoring and control, as well
as those for increased reserves, should be charged to the DSGs.
4.2.3 DSG SIZE
Dispersed storage and generation has been defined as being
located in and connected to the distribution portion of the elec-
tric utility system. Thus it is connected to the distribution
system at some point between the secondary side of transmission
substations and the customer's premises. There will also be cases
where it is connected to the user's load bus. Generally, the point
of electrical connection will relate to the size (MW rating) of the
DSG unit, although some large cogeneration units are customer owned.
DSGs may range in size from a few kilowatts, located on single resi-
dences or farms, to large units of many megawatts, which may have
their own substations connected to the subtransmission circuits in
the utility systems. A wide range of electrical ratings is possible
for DSG application and, to some degree, relates to the nature and
characteristics of the type of DSG plant. The DSG size range in
this study is considered to be from 10 kW to 30 MW.
A factor of some importance that is related to size is the
extent to which a DSG is integrated into the utility distribution
system. Integration refers "(1) to a DSG connection to a utility
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system in which provisions are made for the protection of the DSG
as well as the system, and (2) to the operation of the DSG as a
managed component of the total utility supply system."* In the
sense of this usage of the term "integration," generation or stor-
age size alone will not be the sole criterion of a DSG; also of
importance will be the extent to which the energy source is operated
as a managed part of the total utility supply system.
In general the DSGs will be plants capable of automatic or
semiautomatic unattended operation. This will be necessary to keep
the operating costs low to achieve economic viability. However,
certain DSus, such as a cogeneration plant, will have operating
personnel present for other portions of the plant and process, and
the generation equipment would incur only incremental personnel
operating costs. In contrast, central station generation plants
connected to the bulk power transmission system are large complex
plants that require continuous-duty operating personnel and staff
and tend to be from 50 megawatts to several thousand megawatts in
size.
4,2,4 ENERGY GENERATION CHARACTERISTICS
DSGs may be characterized by the type of energy they utilize
in generating electricity. The type of energy in turn will have a
major effect on DSG operational characteristics as well as the other,
selection issues. There are two basic categories of DSG generation.
They are identified by the energy being nonrenewable (fossil fuels)
or renewable (sun, wind, or water). A third DSG category is that
of energy storage, whereby electric energy is withdrawn from the
system at a time of low incremental cost and returned at a time of
high incremental cost.
Regarding nonrenewable energy sources, fossil fuels inherently
have the property of energy storage and thus can provide for varia-
tion in electric energy production upon demand. In contrast, re-
newable sources tend to be periodic and/or variable in supply an&
are less predictable in time as a source for a utility system.
Typical periodic source examples are: solar (used in solar thermal
electric and photovoltaic plants, which are only partially available
on a 24-hour cycle); water (availably on a variable seasonal, monthly,
and ;weekly basis with surges due to storms); and wind (available ac-
cording to seasonal variations as well as more random occurrence).
Other renewable energy sources, such as geothermal and biomass/bio-
fuel, can provide a continuous energy supply. Biomass/biofuel,
however, represents a form of stored energy that is quite similar
to fossil fuels, and plants tend to be larger than DSG size.
*K. Bahrami and R. Caldwell, Electric Utility Systems An.lication	 r
of Dispersed Storage and Generation, Summer Power Meeting, Insti-
tute of Electrical and Electronscs Engineers, 1979. 	 !
E
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The constancy and predictability of an energy supply source
for electric energy production has a significant effect on its
value to a utility with regard to the overall system generating
capacity. Energy storage has the basic role of reducing energy
production costs by more effectively utilizing large central sta-
tion units, which have low incremental cost of energy production,
returning (supplying) the electric energy to the power system dur-
ing times of peak load to replace energy that would be produced
by higher incremental cost (less efficient) peaking generation
units. Storage can also be used as generation reserve to replace
units that are out of service due to an unscheduled outage. Thus,
the inherent characteristics and supply quantity of the energy sup-
ply source is a major issue in selecting DSGs for application on
a specific utility.
To satisfy their load requirement in the most economical way,
Aectric utilities control generation output on an equal incremental
cost basis.* Figure 4.2.4-1 illustrates the increasing incremental
cost as generating unit output is increased. From this figure one
can visualize that the process of storing energy at times when the
energy costs are low and using the energy when the energy cost is
high represents an effective way of obtaining economic benefits.
J
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Figure 4.2.4-1. Incremental Costs
*Leon K. Kirchmayer, Economic Operation of Power Systems, John
Wiley and Sons, 1958.
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In addition to renewable and nonrenewable categories, DSGs
may be characterized also in terms of ac or do primary output and
whether they are schedulable or nonschedulable. Their characteri-
zation is represented on Table 4.2.4 -1. Illustrative examples of
DSGs that are representative of renewable/nonrenewable, and sched-
ulable/nonschedulable types are also shown in Table 4.2.4-1.
Table 4.2.4 -1
DSG CHARACTERIZATION
Type of DSG
Power
Conversion
Scheduling
of Power Examples
Nonrenewable ac Schedulable Cogeneration
or Renewable Hydro (with storage)
Renewable ac Nonschedulable Solar Thermal Electric
Wind
Hydro (Run-of-River)
Nonrenewable do/ac Schedulable Fuel Cell
or renewable Storage Battery
Renewable do/ac Nonschedulable Photovoltaic
4.2.5 OPERATIONAL AND TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Operational and technical characteristics can have a signifi-
cant: influence on the value of specific DSGs for application on an
electric utility system. Two important operational characteristics
regarding overall system operation are the availability and the re-
liability of the DSG source. The ability to schedule the power
generation source, either continuously or periodically, with a high
degree of dependability relates to its availability. Not only does
the availability of a DSG influence its generation capacity value,
but also the nature of its availability can affect the logic proce-
dure necessary to estimate its operational capability. If the elec-
trical output of a DSG is quite random with time, the dependability
and value of the DSG nominal capacity may be reduced from its rated
capacity.
The reliability of the DSG equipment also affects the availa-
bility of the overall DSG system. Because the reliability or oper-
ability of the DSG system can be checked in a reasonably systematic
fashion, and generally the reliability can be designed to be in the
order of 80-90%, the reliability may be far greater than the avail-
ability of some DSG technologies.
Other operational issues relate to system operation and sched-
uling regarding DSG startup and shutdown time requirements. These
will vary widely for different types of DSGs and have an influence
on their flexibility for systemwide energy management functions.
Some types of DSGs, like photovoltaic, have a short startup time.
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others, like solar thermal electric, have relatively longer startup
times.
Complexity represents another technical issue that is an im-
portant factor in the assessment of a particular DSG. Some DSGs
have relatively few elements that must be controlled, or have few
moving parts. Others involve many separate parts, each controlled
independently, such that the probability of all parts working prop-
arly and well is greatly raduced.
Complexity not only affects performance but may influence op-
eration and maintenance requirements, and therefore it impacts the
cost of operations and maintenance. If the plant is extremely com-
plex, it may require full-time operators and thereby tend to force
a larger plant size in order to be economically viable.
Application issues include power quality and control, physical
and electrical location within the distribution system, and inte-
gration of the DSGs into the distribution system. These applica-
tion issues concern technical matters such as power flow, voltage
level, stability, and protective coordination. The application of
a DSG requires consideration of the conditions and characteristics
of the particular part of the distribution system to which the DSG
will be connected, and with which it must be compatibly integrated.
Voltage, power flow, and system protection are of primary impor-
tance and require coordination for a successful DSG application.
4.2.6 GENERIC OPERATIONAL AND TECHNICAL PROBLEMS
There are five generic operational and technical problems to
consider in defining control and monitoring requirements for inte-
grating DSG into the electric utility distribution system. These
problems are:
e Economics of operation
• Quality of supply
• Security of supply
• Protection of equipment
• Protection of personnel
4.2.6.1 Economics of Operation.
After an electric utility has justified and installed generat-
ing equipment, it is concerned primarily with incremental costs.
Economics of operation is concerned with minimizing fuel, operating,
and rescheduling costs of customer load. Different criteria may be
used by different control systems. The utility will be concerned
with total fuel costs, losses, and revenues; while an individual
customer will be concerned with fuel costs, electricity bills, and
effects of rescheduling use of electricity.
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4.2.6.2 Quality of Subl^ y
Quality of Supply is maintained if the following quantities
are m. intained within respective bounds for each customer and if
sufficient real power is available to meet the customer's demand
for power: reliability of supply, voltage magnitude, balance be-
tween phases, frequency and system time, harmonic content of volt-
age, and current waveforms.
4.2.6.3 Security of Supply
Security of supply is concerned with predicting whether the
given quality of supply will be available in the future.
4.2.6.4 Protection of Equi ment
Equipment on the system (bulk, distribution, USG, and customer)
must be protected from damage. There are four basic concerns:
(1) Voltage magnitudes must be kept within bounds because
of insulation.
(2) Current/power flow must be ke pt within bounds because
of heating.
(3) Frequency must be kept within bounds to prevent damage
that is due to overspeed or underspeed.
(4) Harmonic content must be kept within bounds because of
its impact both on equipment and control-monitoring
systems.
4.2.6.5 Protection of Personnel
Personal safety of both utility personnel. and customer person-
nel must be protected. A prime concern is to make certain that the
presence of DSG systems does not result in a distribution system
being energized accidentally while utility personnel are working
on it.
4.2.7 DSG INTERACTION WITH ;SOWER SYSTEM
It is important to recognize phenomena that involve interac-
tions between the DSG unit and the rest of the power system (bulk,
distribution, customers, and other DSGs). obviously such interac-
tions depend on the characteristics of both the DSG and the rest
of the power system. DSG characteristics of concern include:
• Harmonic generation
• Startup/shutdown time requirements
• Syn:~htonism with system
• Vol.tage/VAR abilities
• Real power economics
• Dynamic response when interconnected
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one possible list of phenomena is given in Table 4.2.7-1.
Table 4.2.7-1
SYSTEM PHENOMENA
• Harmonic Generation, Propagation
♦ Switching
• Transient Stability
• Dynamic Stability
• Slow-Speed (Long-Term) Dynamics
• Automatic Generation Control (AGC)
• Re..;1- rower Scheduling
• Voltage-VAR Scheduling
• Restoration
• Island operation
Harmonics generated by a DSG can have an adverse effect or,
the rest c_ the )tower systems. Two key issues of concern are the
effect of harmonics and the propagation of harmonics. Harmonics
may be undesirable bec ise of heating or energy losses produced
b^ , them in power equipment, or because of the noise or other ob-
jectionable interactions that harmonics produce on communication
or information-handling equipments. Losses in power equipment
represent added cost for the enercty loss, or for the reduced offi-
cienc•y of the power process. Harmonics in communication networks
may produce higher error rates or objectionable visual, auditory,
or- other environmental effects. on some occasions the effects of
harmonics are propaclated to equipments that are quite remote from
their place of Jri,iin so that the unfavorable results alpear to
be unrelated to the source.
Switchinq is concerned with both fast automatic circuit breaker
switching and slowei sectionalizing actions. Switchin g) actions of
eOnct2 r11 are these between DSG and distribution, DSO and customer,
and customer and distribution depending on types of interconnection;
on distribution s ystem; and on bulk transmission system.
Transient s_tabi1its refers to the dynamic be'iavior of the sys-
tem immediately following maior 6isturbances such as faults or
major switching operations. The phenomena could be caused by
problems events on the bulk system that influence the distribution
system or by events on the distribution system that cause interac-
tion between Various local DSGs, et cetera.
Dynamic stabilit y refers to sustained low-amplitude oscilla-
tions between elements on the system. Such oscillation- , could oc-
cur between DSGs and the bulk system; could be caused by interac-
tions between elements on the bulk system that are affecting the
DSGs; or could occur between DSG units and customer loads without
impacting the bulk system.
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Long-term dynamics (time scale seconds to minutes) refer to
slow-speec, varariations in voltage, frequency, line flows, et cetera.
Voltage and/or line-flow problems could cccur either on just the
distribution system or could also involve the bulk transmission
system. Frequency involves both the bulk system and the DSG.
AGC is the conventional function presently being performed by
the butt power system control centers. The dynamics of concern in-
volve interactions between the bulk generation, DSO units, and load
fluctuations.
Real power scheduling can be divided into three main areas
following existing bulk system terminologies
• Economic dispatch: readjustment of real-power levels
every five minutes
• Unit commitment: determination of hour-by-hour schedules
of real-power generation and storage for the next week
• Maintenance scheduling: determination of a maintenance
scheduie on a weekly basis for the next year.
The prob l em is to minimize cost as defined in terms of losses,
fuel used, and rescheduling costs while considering security con-
straints such as maintenance of satisfactory reserve.
Voltage/VAR schedulin will probably be done on an hourly ba-
sis or perhaps slower ast history from bulk power systems is
applicable. The p roblem is to maintain the voltage magnitudes
within an acceptable range and to adjust voltages and reactive
power to minimize distribution losses.
System restoration after major outages such as loss of distri-
bution lines, feeders, and/or customer's load is a special concern,
because the lass of distribuiton lines and feeders through storm
damage will often be coupled with loss of communication.
Island operation occurs when portions of the load are served
entirel}_"by DSG units even though there is no electrical intercon-
nection with the main power system.
4.2.8 INSTITUTIONAL AND REGULATORY ISSUES
Institutional and re,.­ ' ilatory issues can have a major impact
on USG selection. If relaively small generating sources are sub-
jWctOd to complex operating rules and procedures, lengthy and
costly licensinka procedures, and environmental constraints, then
the institutional and regulatory issues may place disproportionate
costs on these plants. By contrast, if large plants having much
lar<ler capacity and capital investment are subjected to the same
issues, they may be able to bear the same costs but at a lower
percentage of total plant cost.
Conversely, strict environmental or space constraints on bulk
jeneration and transmission may practically force a predominantly
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an r0ruary 25 'f 10561 than" was an official clarification of
the regulationsunder sacticas 201 and 210 of the public Utility
Magulotory Policies Act of 1079 with 	 aard to small produc-
tionand cogeneration.
The Federal Energy Regulatory commission (PERC) has is-
sued its final Put*# that regaire ut{Zitive to bray power from
qualifying ®o ensration systems or from *watt gensrating fa-
ailit{es. Subpart 8, which defines "qualifying facilitye
under Station tot if thr Public U;;itity Regulatory Policies
heat (PURPA)s is RESERVED and will be the subfeat of a aeparate
rule making min the near future®" However, Section 201 of
PURPA defines a sMat Z power production facility as one that
generates no more than 80 Mt and uses biomass, geotharmalg
waste, or renewable resources, including wind, solar and
water;, to produce electric power. A cogeneration faof Zity
is de fined as one producing electricity and any other form
of useful energy used for industrial, cammerctat or heating
purposes. Implementation of thQ ,we rule* is left to the State
regulatory authoritie.: .
Under the new regulations, electric utilities must pur-
chase the electric energy and capacity made available by
qualifying facilities at rates equal to what it would cost
the purchasing utility t . generate the electricity itself'
or to buy the energy or capacity from other suppliers. This
is called Oanolded costs.-' The rule* also provide that elec-
trio utilities Must furnish the qualifying facilities with
supplemental, or back-up power Oon a nondiscriminatory basis
and at a rate that is Just and reasonable. m It eremtr°s aZZ
qualifying cogeneration facilities and certain qualifying
*mall power production facilitiea from certain provisions of
the Federal Power Act, from all provisions of the Public Util-
ity Molding Company Act of 103wr and from State laws regulating
electric utility rates and financial organi*anon as follow*.-
lr Federal Power Act - All qualifying cogeneration fa-
ciliriee and those #matt power production facititie*
that do not exceed 80 MW generation capacity-.
L'
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Types or =, AND TRENDS IN THEIR USE
in carder to be able to remotely control and	 it a DOG,
it is necessary, to understand hoer that DOG operates under its own
local control. Bince Appendix A on "Belected DOG Technolo , ies and
Their General Control Reguirwaents" describes in s	 deca l each
of the seven types of DOG technolo ies mentioned below, the empha-
xis in this section will be _+rimarly on the nature of control
systems associated with the local, control of %ach DOG technology.
in the following descriptions of the individual. DOG technolo-
gies, the primary attention will be on how a master control for
each DOG relates the control and monitoring from a remote distri-
bution dispatch. center (DDC) to the various subsystem controls of
modes and other subfuncrions that are necessary for the DOG to
perform its dispersed storage or generation function.
It should be noted that smaller dispersed DBGs, which may be
similar in principle to the types of DOG described below, may be
operated under the control of the customer. In this event the
decision-making process involved in establishing the control of
power level, schedule, and so forth may be uifferent, since it is
the customer and not the utility who has the primary monitoring
and control responsibility. Nevertheless the same underlying
physical principles and constraints of the DSG technology may be
overriding. When and how many DSGs are likely to be available for
control is an additional matter of interest. Althouqh this subject
is discussed more completely in Arpendix B, "State of the Art,
Trends, and Potential Growth of Selected DGS Technologies," mention
of the time of commercial availability as well as the extent of
generation by the year 2000 is included in this section.
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5.1 SOLAR THERMAL ELECTRIC
Solar thermal electric energy conversion systems collect solar
radiation and Convert it into high -temperature heat. The heat is
transferred to a working fluid, often water or steam, for use in
a mechanical -electrical generation system. Solar thermal electric
energy may be used in an energy system providing both electricity
and thermal energy. Energy storage may also be included as part
of the thermal energy system.
Common to all of ` •he solar thermal electric systems are con-
trol subsystems for collectors, power conversion, energy transport,
and energy storage. Also common to all of the solar thermal elec-
tric systems is the fact that sunlight is available for only a
limited amount of time. One alternative to this problem is to
generate electrical energy tram the sun and store it to meet cus-
tomer needs when the sun is not shining. Another alternative is
to use the output from the solar thermal electric system when
available and to use other energy sources such as coal, nuclear,
or oil when the solar energy is not available.
Representative of one form of solar thermal electric genera-
tion is the design concept shown in Figure 5.1-1. Two types of
collectors are shown:
• A saturated steam field (approximately 80% of the col-
lectors - about 200 in number)
• A superheated steam field (approximately 20% of the
collectors - about 50 in number)
The two fields are connected by a steam accumulator as shown sche-
matically in Figure 5.1-1. Basically, the system operates by gen-
erating saturated steam, collectinq this saturated steam (quality
varying with insolation) in a steam accumulator, and then super-
heating the steam from the accumulator in the superheated field
prior to entry into the steam turbine. This concept requires only
the turbine con:.rol valves for controlling the collector field.
The master control subsystem directs and monitors all control
functions within the solar plant using a fully automati(. control
technique. A computer aystem performs process calculations, inter-
faces with other plant subsystems, coordinates control action, and
monitors and records data, thus allowing automatic un ztended op-
eration of the plant. This control concept is especi lly suited
for a solar thermal electric power plant where variations in the
heat source intensity during 'Che course of the day require contin-
uous adjustments to the process flow rates. The use of a master
computer control minimizes the length of time that the plant op-
erates in less than an optimum condition. Figure 5.1-2 shows a
master control functional diagram which relates the utility moni-
toring control (DDC) to the subfunctions of the solar thermal elec-
'cric DSG.
The px* :^ ^:ary objective of the small solar power plant is to
maximize the plant's energy outpui. Therefore, after warmup,
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Figure 5.1-1. Basic System Schematic
electrical power generation commences as soon as, and continues
as long as, insolation levels permit. If insolation levels be
come too low to support power ;eneration, 4-ie plant is placed in
a standby mode and electrical power generation recommences when
insolation levels increase sufficiently. The generator is dis-
connected from the grid as soon as it stops producing power. No-
load operation to maintain synchronization is not utilized, and the
generator is not allowed to "motor" on battery power. The plant is
shut down only if an end-of-day or emergency condition exists, or
if so directed by the utility or local operator.
Within the master control subsystem, as shown in Figure 5.1-•2,
the operating mode control establishes the necessary valve posi-
tions and switches pumps, fans, and breakers on and off for the
various operating modes of than plant. This control function also
determines, by sensing key plant parameters, when to switch from
one mode to another.
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Data acquisition and alarm, local operator control, and util-
ity control and monitoring are three other interfaces within the
master control subsystem. The data acquisition/alarm function is
provided by a standard data acquisition/alarm system. The system
monitors and records identified key operating parameters periodi-
cally and records certain signals when they exceed a predetermined
value. The local operator control panel is an on-site console
where manual operation of the plant may he established, plant pa-
rameters monitored, and system checkout and troubleshooting per-
formed. Normally, however, the local operator control is unmanned,
with supervisory control being provided by the utility. The utility
control consists of a relatively few overall plant control functions
and the monitoring of certain key parameters. Alarm signals require
dispatching of troubleshooting personnel to the power plant site for
the necessary checkout and repairs.
The master control subsystem interfaces with the power conver-
sion, electrical, electrical storage, and collector subsy3tems in
implementing automatic control of the power plant. Further details
of the various solar thermal electric controls can be found in Ap-
pt,ndix A.
The preceding description of the control and monitoring func-
tions has emphasized the DSG controls f..;7m such viewpoints as the
operational modes, power flow and quality, failure and abnormal be-
havior detection and correction, and special requirements. I- is of
interest to note that although these features are embodies in the
design of the DSG itself, they must be integrated with the control
and monitoring, and communication and data handling functions that
are controlled from the DDC that is referred to above and in Fig-
ure 5.1-2 as the utility monitoring control.
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52 PHOTOVOLTAIC
Photovoltaic power generation systems convert light energy to
electrical energy. This conversion takes place by the "photovoltaic
effect" whereby a voltage is produced between dissimilar materials
when their junction is illuminated (irradiated) by the light-band
portion of the electromagnetic spectrum. There are a limited num-
ber of materials that exhibit photovoltaic properties. The rela-
tively low power intensity of sunlight (0.100 W/cm 2), and the rela-
tively low efficiency of photovoltaic conversion (5 to 20%), inher-
ently require considerable land area to obtain kilowatt or megawatt
power levels. Since photovoltaic power is in the form of direct
current, do-to-ac inverters are required to interconnect photovoltaic
generation to an electric utility ac distribution system. The basic
daily insolation cycle and variable weather conditions limit the
availability and amount of potential photovoltaic power generation.
Thus, photovoltaic generation syc*ems must be used in conjunction
With other firm power sources on an eiactric utility system.
In general, utility-size photovoltaic power plants should be
designed for unattended automatic operation. However, on occasion
(startup, testing, or maintenance operations) the plant will be
controlled by a local operator. During unattended operations, the
plant automatically performs normal startup, and shutdown and emer-
gency shutdown and is self-protecting from all types of electrical
and mechanical failures. Protective subsystems detect faults, pro-
tect and isolate equipment which has incurred a fault, and if re-
quired, initiate plant shutdown. Control commands from the distri-
bution dispatch center (DDC) are executed through and by the plant
control equipment which also monitors plant conditions. The type,
amount, and degree of monitoring are related to the rating of the
plant. Larger plants have more components and require some means
of identifying normal and abnormal conditions in circuits and
equipment to assist in operation and maintenance activities.
Because of their lesser impact on an electric utility system,
small plants require less monitoring and fxsically only have to
ideI;'ify major generic malfunctions and basic measurements or
conditions.
Larger plants, especially as the number installed on a utility
system becomes appreciable, require that normal and abnormal condi-
tions be reported to the distribuiton dispatch office.
Protection., control, and monitoring requirements for photo-
voltaic plants require a hierarchy of plant protection control and
monitoring equipment. Figure 5.2-1 is a simplified block diagram
of protection, control, and monitoring for a photovoltaic plant of
megawatt size.
The plant control, monitoring, and display equipment is a
small computer-based syst.::m. It provides plant sequencing opera-
tions; control instructions to the major subsystem control equip-
menL; coordination between various control and protection subsystems; ri
a
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Figure 5.2-1. Block Diagram for a 5 MW Photovoltaic Power Plant
monitoring of important status and operating parameters; display
of plant status and conditions; and a means of communicating with
local and remote operators.
The other control and protection subsystems perform control
and protective functions with only basic inputs from the plant
control equipment. Examples of such subsystems are:
• Auxi Liary power
• AC switahgear and filters
• Invex ter
• DC switchgear
• DC power circuits
• Photovoltaic array
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The major control subsystems are the photovoltaic array con-
trol and the inverter control.
If the photoviltaic array is a tracking system, its control
system acts to optimise the use of the available insolation unless
it receives override commands from the plant control equipment.
The inverter control system normally adjusts ac current flow
to achieve maximum power output. If other than maximum power out-
put is desired by the local, or remote operator, or utility dis-
patch system, a modified setpoint is imposed on the inverter con-
trol via the plant control equipment. Sequencing of inverter
equipment for normal startup and normal and emergency shutdown is
performed by the inverter control equipment.
Other subsystem controls provide the usua2 functions for the
type of equipment involved by means of relatively conventional
electromechanical controls.
Considering the photovoltaic generation plant in terms of the
six monitoring and control requirement categories, we may group the
controls as shown below:
A. Control and Monitoring
B. Power Flow and Quality
C. Communication and Data
Handling
- distribution dispatch,
data acquisition, and
control
- inverter control and
protection
- FV arra control tracking
and cooling
- communication interface
- communication links
D. Operational Requirements	 - plant control and
monitoring
- plant auxiliaries protec-
tion and control
E. Failure and Abnormal Behavior - ac switchgear protection
and control
- do switchgear protection
and control
- do circuit protection and
control
F. Special DSG Requirements - plant control and
monitoring
- PV array control
- automatic startup and
shutdown
5-8
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54 WIND
Wind generation systems, by means of a bladed rotor, convert
wind energy to shaft mechanical energy to electrical energy via a
conventional electric alternator. Wind generation systems for
electric utilities are likely to consist of one or more modest
sized units ( 0.2 to 5.0 MW) making up an integrated installation.
Wind generation is available only when the wind is blowing at
speeds above a certain threshold velocity and at speeds below a
certain maximum velocity at which point damage to the installation
might occur. Therefore, with wind generation, additional generation
by other means is generally required by the utility.
A wind turbine generator (WTG) control system should be de-
signed for operation at a remote, unattended site. The system must
be fail-safe and self-monitoring. It must be capable of detecting
any failure within the WTG which may cause secondary damage to
associated equipment. It must also be able to take the appropriate
protective action. The control equipment must be capable of main-
taining proper operation of the WTG under extreme environmental
conditions such as wind gusting and wide temperature ranges. Safety
and protective functions must be capable of being executed without
external power. The WTG control system must be conservatively de-
signed to maintain high reliability and to be properly protected
against induced transients from the power line or from lightning
strikes.
In addition to a number of individual controls for various
portions of a wind turbine generator, there is also the need for
a master control which will integrate the separate controls and
make them responsive to the local control, the utility dispatch,
and the data and alarms as shown in Figure 5.3-1 foa: a horizontal-
axis propeller type WTG.
Another function of the master control may be to serve as a
common control point for several wind-driven generators to operate
in parallel when such a grouping of generators exists in close
proximity. The local control station is required because the WTG
must be capable of being operat^2 ­1 locally as well as remotely.
The sequencing control of the WTG durin g startup and shutdown,
and the signals for the synchronizing and normal o peratinq modes
are contained in the operating mode control. Critical sequencing
functions may be provided by redundant signal sources so that a
suitable reliability capability is available.
There are two primary control requirements for a horizontal
axis WTG. The first requirement is to control the yaw orientation
of thv, rotor to maintain the plane of the rotor disc perpendicular
to the average wind vector.. The rotor disc is normally positioned
downwind of the rotor to allow tie rotor to be operated as close
as possible to tae towez, and hence to reduce yawing moments on
the tower.
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Figure 5.3-1. Wind-Driven Generator Control System
The second requirement is to control and limit rotor revolu-
tions per minute and power output under varying wind conditions.
This control is most readily provided by varying the pitch angle
of the rotor blades around their longitudinal axis. The WTG can
be operated at relatively constant rpm under varying wind conditions
by control of the rotor blade pitch. This same control can be used
to synchronize the generator with the utility network. Once the
generator has been synchro,lized with the network, the blade pitch
control is used to limit power output of 4-.he WTG under high wind
cond.*jcans and to limit the adverse effects of wind gusts on the
systeti1.
Figure 5.3-2 shows a control block diagram for the yaw posi-
tion control and the rotational speed control, each of which is
provided with signal information from wind sensors. In addition,
the rotational speed control is provided with utility load data
from the electrical load on the alternator.
The pitch control system must operate in a satisfactory manner
during the following cpeLational modes of the WTG system:
• Startup: programmed pitch change for rotor acceleration
• Standby/Synchronize: pitch controlled to regulate shaft
rpm
r	 • Operate: pitch controlled to regulate power output
• Normal Shutdown: programmed pitch change for rotor
deceleration
Continuo,As fact monitoring of the pitch servo during the
startup, staridby /synchronize, and operate modes is required to pre-
vent possible o, err peed/underspeed and/or reverse thrust on the
54-10
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Figure 5.3 y-2. Rotor Control Block Diagram
rotor due to pitch servo failures. The monitoring device must be
capable of differentiating between pitch control failures and sud-
den or unusual motion of the controls because of wind gusts.
Overspeed of the WTG in high winds because of control failure
or a sudden loss of load is of concern because of the potential
equipment damage which could occur. Alternative speed controls
to the normal ones should be available, and a completely redundant
mechanically actuated rotor, blade feathering system to dump excess
rotor energy, backed up by ,, parking brake of moderate capacity,
may be employed for emergency conditions.
Turntable yaw orientation is accomplished by means of a hy-
draulic motor driving through a gear train. Thf worm gearbox is
irreversible so that the turntable will be rigidly held against
wind load, unless the wind load is assisting the hydraulic motor.
This arrangwment provides yaw restraint for the rotor even if the
hydraulic supply Should fail. The yaw servo is intended only to
trim the system to the average wind direction, not to follow sud-
den wind direction changes.
Continuous fault monitoring of the yaw servo during WTG oper-
ation is provided by independently monitoring the average wind di-
rection error and checking for proper servo response to changes in
the average direction of the wind. Backup fault sensing is also
provided for the yaw servo, as in the pitch system described above.
Data and alarms are needed locally and at the remote utility
dispatch control. A limited amount of routine information should
be available on a periodic or on an as-required bdbic remotely
when all is operating well. When operation is abnormal, more de-
tailed information should be available to the remote operator to
help in the decision process to restore the WTG to normal operation.
The rind-driven generator control system shown in Figure 5.3-1
may be described in terms of the monitoring and control requirement
categories in the following manner:
	
A. Control and Monitoring	 - utility dispatch control
- data and alarm
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B. Power Plow and Quality -- pitch control and
- yaw control
C. Communication and Data - utility dispatch control
Handling
- master control
D. operational Requirements - operating modes control
- master control
B. Failure and Abnormal Behavior - emergency control
- data and alarms
F. Special DSG Requirements - operating control
- pitch control
- yaw control
5-12
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5.4 FUEL CELL
Fuel cell energy systems consist of an electric power genera ► --
tion device in which hot fuel gas is passed over r fuel electrode
and heated air is passed over an adjacent air electrode, separated
from the fuel electrode by an electrolyte, so as to produce a do
power output and an exhaust of carbon dioxide and water. The di-
rect current electric power produced by the fuel cell is connected
to a do/ac inverter which in turn :supplies the distribution network
wi;;h alternating current at the p..uper voltage and frequency.
r'uel cell control systems differ from some other dispersed
storage "ad generation sources in that the fuel can be made avail-
able on demand within a reasonable time interval, so that the
scheduling of fuel cells is better under command of the utility
dispatcher. As such, this element of availability uncertainty can
be greatly reduced although a fuel gas supply control is needed
which may introduce an element of time delay. Also necessary is
a control system for input elements of the fuel cell itself.
pis shown in the fuel cell master control functional diagram
on Figure 5.4-1, the master control for the fuel cell serves as
the interface between the utility dispatch control center and a
number of other controls located at the fuel cell itself. Typical
of these other controls are the following:
• Operating Mode Control. To coordinate the startup,
standby, on, off, and other possible conditions of
operation. Since the fuel cell operation requires
that a suitable temperature be maintained and that
adequate fuel gas be available, a proper sequencing
and set of interrelationships among the various con-
trols must be established. An important part of this
coordination function is performed by the operating
mode control.
• Fuel Gas Supply Control. To provide the fuel cell with
the proper amount of fuel gas and air to handle the re-
quired electrical output. For the case of an oil-fired
gas source shown in Figure 5.4-1, control of this gas
supply is required.
• Fuel Cell Control. To provide the necessary flows of
fuel gas and air to the fuel cell to develop the de-
sired voltage and current for the inverter to meet the
distribution network needs. Although the inverter and
the gas source have their own controls, control of the
fuel cell inputs and outputs is also required.
• Inverter Controls. To control the necessary match be-
tween the elec+-.ricz<!. energy output from the fuel cell
and the electrical energy required by the utility dis-
tribution network.
,_1   
UTILITY
DISPATCH
CENTER
LOCAL	 CMO^ITR^OL	 DATAOPERATOR	 ACQUISITION
CONTROL	 ^ FOR	 AND ALARM
FUEL GAS	 FUEL	 INVERTER	 OPERATINGSUPPLY	 CELL	 CONTROL	 MODECONTROL
	
CONTROL	 CONTROL
Figure 5.4-1. Fuel Cell Master Control Functional Diagram
Although not shown as a separate set of controls, emergency
controls to serve in a protective role will also be required to
handle the emergency and routine switching functions. As previ-
ously noted for the DSG technologies already considered, the plant
master control must be capable of local control and operation of
each electrical power generation source. Local alarms and data
acquisition at the fuel cell site are also desirable control and
monitoring functions.
The remote utility dispatch center control may send reference
commands or signals to establish the desired power generation level
and mode of operation. Remote monitoring capability must also be
available at the utility dispatch center so that the remote power
dispatcher has knowledge of when the fuel cell is able to generate
power and how much power it is generating.
Cornaring Figure 5.4-1 for a fuel cell control system with
Figure 5.3-1 for a wind-driven generator, a number of similarities
are noted; for example, there will be a number of comparable func-
tions to be identified for the control and monitoring categories
for the two different DSG technologies. However, in the case of
the fuel cell, the power flow and quality control and the special
DSG requirements will relate to such controls as the fuel gas sup-
ply control, the fuel cell control, and the inverter control instead
of to the pitch and yaw controls previously noted for the case of
the wind-driven generator.
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5.5 STORAGE BATTERY
Storage battery energy systems have as their inputs do elec-
trical energy which is converted electrochemically to chemical en-
ergy during charging of the battery and is electrochemically con-
verted to do electrical energy during the discharging of the battery.
Operation of a storage battery with the conventional ac electric
distribution system requires the use of power conditioning equip-
ment that can accept the alternating current from the distribution
network and convert it to the do required to charge the battery and
invert the do electrical energy provided from the battery to ac
suitable for the d,istriu^ition network. Care must be taken so that
the timing of battery charging and discharging is economically and
operationally benefic:.al to the overall alertric power system
operation.
Storage battery systems, like those for fuel cells, have the
advantage that that' are not dependent on the sun or wind for their
primary energy and thus they may more readily be scheduled in ad-
vance. On the other hand, storage battery systems have losses as-
sociated with the charging and discharging operations so they may
be less efficient from an energy point of view than some other DSGs.
Thus, the battery scheduling operation will represent an importart
aspect for control.
A storage battery system for load-leveling, as shown in Fig-
ure 5.5-1, can be represented as being made up of four parts: the
battery, the switchgear and protection, the power conditioning
equipment, and the electric utility network. Each of these parts
has its own individual control system, and there is an integrated
battery control system which combines all the various individual
controls. Pithough early installations of the battery system will
doubtless ba under local manual control, it is anticipated that
future battery systems and their tie with the electric utility net-
work control, e.g., the distribution dispatch control, will be
automatic.
Referring to Figure 5.5-1, one notes that the integrated
storage battery control serves as a master cont_ol to coordinat<:
the other controls which serve as subcontrols in a control hierarchy.
Included in these subcontrols to the master control are the follow-
ing functions:
e Operation Mode Control. To organize the startup, on, off,
standby, and other conditions of operation, the battery
operating conditions should include:
- Battery Off
Battery Startup
Battery Cool Standby
Battery Warm Standby
Battery Charging (on)
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Figure 5.5-1. Storage Battery System with Controls
Battery Discharging (on)
Battery Module Replacement
Battery Shutdown
• Power Conditioning Equipment Control. To prepare and
control the power conversion equipment to match the
battery do characteristics and the ac network load
needs as indicated by the distribution dispatch center
commands.
• Switchgear and Protection Control. To permit the power
equipment to change satisfactorily from battery charge
to discharge and to reduce the danger of battery damage
because of faults in the power conditioning equipment.
• Battery Control. To control the battery temperature,
and other auxiliaries, to achieve suitable environmental
conditions for the battery under the appropriate operat-
ing mode and state.
The correlation between the six DSG control and monitoring
categories and the storage battery system with controls shown in
Figure 5.5-1 is perhaps less evident than for some of the preced-
ing cases for DSG technologies. Nevertheless it is possible to
carry out this correlation in the following fashion.
The control and monitoring function category will be centered
at the electric utility network control where the distribution
5-16
dispatch center is considered to be located. The power flow and
quality requirements will pertain to the control of power condi-
tioning equipment. The crmounication and data handling requirements
are relevant to the communication between the electric utility net-
work control and the integrated storage battery control which also
serve as a master control for the battery, switchgear, and power
conditioning control equipments.
The operational requirements would be performed at the inte-
grated storage battery control since this control represents a
central point for coordinating the several equipments involved.
The failure and abnormal behavior category will take place at the
switchgear and protection control, per'aining to conditions within
the DSG, as well as at the power conditioning equipment control
for failures and emergencies between the electric utility and the
storage battery. The special DSG requirements category will be
handled by the storage battery controls as well as by the integrated
storage battery control. Startup and shutdown procedures are impor-
tant for batteries operating at elevated temperatures.
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5.6 HYDROELECTRIC
Hydroelectric generation converts the kinetic energy of fall-
ing water into electrical energy by mechanical- electrical means
such as a water turbine coupled to an electric generator. The
electric generator driven by the turbine produces alternating cur-
rent which is fed into an electric utility power system.
In general, hydroelectric plants of the sine associated with
dispersed storage and generation (DSG) projects are normally un-
attended. During periodic maintenance, testing, or repairs, an
operator controls the plant locally. Thus, provision for automatic
plant operation with either remote or local control initiation may
be required for DSG hydro plants. Operating conditions which may
be involved are:
• Automatic operation - startup/shutdown initiated by
local sensor (water level) or
device (timer)
• Automatic operation - startup, loading, and shutdown
initiated by remote dispatch
center (or dispatcher)
• Automatic operation - startup, loading, and shutdown
initiated by local operation
• Manual operation
	 - all functions initiated by local
operator
Existing DSG-size hydroelectric plants have a wide range of
control and data acquisition equipment, from local operator-
controlled only, to remote automatic-controlled. Data acquisition
may include: (a) local indicators, recorders, and meters, (b) same
as (a), plus a few analog-telemetered quantities, or (c) digital
data and status acquisition and transmission.
As the number of DSG stations on a utility system increases,
it is anticipated that DSG data and control will become more im-
portant to the dispatch center. Thus, existing hydro stations may
have to be converted from local manual control to automatic remote-
control. For discussion purposes, unattended operation with its
associated automatic operation and data acquisition are assumed.
This type of operation requires interfacing local plant control
and data acquisition with the remote dispatch center. Functional
relationships are shown in the block diagram of Figure 5.6-1.
Basically, the pl a nt must be provided with automatic control
equipment which can safely and reliably perform startup, run, and
shutdown functions. Equipment or control abnormalities must be
detected and safe action (i.e., shutdown if necessary) initiated.
Data acquisition will be performed, presented, and/or recorded
locally, and transmitted to the dispatch center.
The functional block diagram of Figure 5.6-1 provides for the
operating conditions described above, with overall control and data
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acquisition concentrated at the plant master control (PMC). The
specific ty1v of control and data acquisition equipment determines
the degree of modularity and/or c 	 n&lity. Figure 5.6-1 iden-
tifies only major functional control and data areas. Existing
plants may have some degree of automation such as automatic startup
and shutdown sequencing implemented with electromechanical relay
logic. This could involve coordination, modification., and retro-
fitting if the station is to be included in an overall system DSG
control and data acquisition system.
The plant master control, which servt$s as the nerve center,
directs (or possibly performs) local automatic control and data
acquisition functions. As shown in Figure 5.6-1, the plant master
control interfaces with the following major subsystems:
• Turbine governor and gate control for controlling water
flow, speed, and/or power output. These controls are
furnished as part of the turbine and hydraulic system.
• Generator control (excitation system) for controlling
synchronous generator voltage/reactive volt amperes/
power factor. This ;excitation system is usually fur-
nished by the generator manufacturer.
• Sequencing controls basically provide step-by-step
action-initiation, checking logic, for automatic
startup and shutdown operations. Sequencing controls
direct and coordinate all of the major and minor sys-
tems and equipment operation in the plant in response
to startup/shutdown commands from either local or re-
mote sources. For normal conditions, a hydroelectric
turbine-generator unit is automatically sequenced
through its startup steps, synchronized with the power
system, and then the water flow is adjusted to achieve
the desired power output. When normal shutdown is re-
quired, the load is reduced to zero and then the shut-
down sequence is performed.
• Abnormal and emergency control and protection provide
sensing, action initiation, and sequencing to protect
against conditions which could damage equipment. For
abnormal or emergency conditions requiring immediate
disconnection and shutdown, the emergency shutdown
sequence is initiated. This can be initiated by pro-
tective relay or sensor devices in the plant which
detect serious problems.
• Data and status acquisition functions include the col-
lection, processing, presentation, and transmission of
measured data and status information, both normal and
abnormal. The amount of data obtained locally is more
than that transmitted to the dispatch center. Local
data provide records and information to operating and
maintenance personnel. Data and status transmitted to
the dispatch center may be of a more basic and general
nature.
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e when alarm conditions exist, the category and nature
of the alarm are recorded locally and transmitted to
the dispatch center to permit the dispatchers to de-
termine the urgency of the problem and to determine
what type of maintenance personnel are needed to cor-
rect it.
e Normal data (and status) are scanned at regular inter-
vals to detect trends. Selected normal data are trans-
mitted periodically to the dispatch center. Abnormal
conditions are logged and transmitted to the dispatch
center immediately.
5-21
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L7 COGENERATION
Cogeneration is the combined production of process heat and
electricity. Industries and/or utilities which need both of these
forms of energy potentially have net operational cost savings avail-
able through an efficient coordinated facility that fully utilises
the total heat of combustion. Various manufacturing, commercial,
and district heating applications utilise medium and/or low-pressure
steam. These comprise the largest percentage of potential cogenera-
tion applications. For these applications, the most common configu-
ration for generating electricity and "process steam." has been to
use fossil-fuel-fired steam boilers producing high
-temperature, high-
pressure steam to drive steam turbine-generators. Steam from the
turbine, with its remaining energy, is delivered to the "process,"
and is called a topping cycle. Electricity is produced at the high-
est temperature portion of the steam cycle. Additional electric
power and heat can be obtained by superimposing gas turbine-generators
on the cycle. In some cases, diesel engine-generators producing
electric power and relatively low-temperature water and steam pro-
vide a good match of power and heat to certain processes. Bottoming
cycles, obtaining electric power from the low-temperature process
"waste heat" or exhaust, are also possible configurations for co-
generation. However, bottoming cycles have higher investment costs
and often require mor complex equipment. Processes requiring the
direct heat of combustion can occasionally use the high-temperature
exhaust gas of oil- or gas-fired gas turbines. The combustion tur-
bines also drive electric generators in a topping configuration.
There are basic functions which make up a cogeneration plant
control system. With regard to the production of electric power,
however, it must be recognized that the cogeneration plant control
system has primary responsibility for the correct, safe, and eco-
nomic control of the plant's process heat needs. The electric power
produced may be adjusted only insofar as the cogeneration plant con-
figuration, equipment, and process permit. Cogeneration plant con-
trols, within constraints, operate to meet power and heat needs.
System control functions included in a cogeneration plant system
control are illustrated in Figure 5.7-1. This diagram is simplistic
and does not show interrelationships between functions. Further,
the functional block diagram should not be assumed to imply that
hardware-oriented, completely integrated and coordinated, automatic
control systems are common. Cogeneration plant system control func-
tions and their descriptions follow:
e The tie-line power flow control function is the on-line
control interface between the utility electric power
system and the cogeneration plant. The tie-line con-
troller adjusts the turbine governor speed control to
change generator output. In the event of the tie-line
interruption, the load-frequency control can control
the isolated cogeneration system, perform turbine gov-
ernor control mode switching and, if necessary, perform
IN-
process plant electrical load shedding to balance avail
-s	
able generation with load, to avoid system collapse.
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• Fuel system control can be relatively side when the Fuel
is oil or gas, or it may be complex when the plant uses
coal or other solid fuels. The primary function of the
fuo? system is to monitor and control fuel storage, hand-
ling, forwarding, and supply to the boilers, gas turbines,
or diesel engines.
• The boiler control subsystem responds to disturbances in-
of ternally and externally generated, in a manner which satis-
fies system demands, within limits of the boiler capability.
The boiler control subsystem must perform in a fast, accu-
rate, stable, safe, and reliable .aanner.
• Turbine control and governing subsystems play an important
part in control of the cogeneration plant's overall steam
and power system. industrial steam turbine governors can
control many variables in the plant, including electrical
(or mechanical) power output, speed, and pressure.
• Boiler-turbine-generator startup/shutdown control provides
the means of coordinating the startup and shutdown of theae
major plant subsystems. Depending on the design and imple-
mentation, this control may include both normal and emer-
gency startup and shutdown functions.
• Generator control primarily includes the monitoring and
control of basic generator cooling, lubrication, and ex-
citation conditions. The excitation subsystem which con-
trols the generator voltage, reactive volt-amperes, and
power factor is complex. If the cogeneration plant is
under joint utility-industrial ownership with an excess
of electric power, the utility will probably want to ex-
ercise some degree of control over the generator ecitation
to assist in utility system voltage and reactive volt-
ampere control.
• Process control implies discrete mechanical-electrical con-
trol of the process startup, shutdown, normal process oper-
ation, and emergency Control. Since this is also specifi-
cally oriented to the process and in the domain of the plant
control, further elaboration is not considered appropriate
in this discussion.
• Plant auxiliaries control involves the actual control and
switching of the plant electrical distribution system. in
addition to normal switching and control, abnormal and emer-
gency control and protection are included. These safeguards
apply to all circuits supplied by the plant auxiliary elec-
trical subsystem.
• Monitor and alarm functions for both boiler-turbine-generator
and process conditions have been implemented with a wide
range of equipment and subsystems. Modern computer-based
plant controls have combined this function into overall
master plant control, monitor and alarm, operator interface,
and (where required), data transmission functions.
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In susmeary, a modern cogeneration plant control system is a
complex, integrated, coordinated arrangement of many control sub-
systems, which operates to maintain the plant integrity during normal
operation and also during emergency or abnormal conditions. External
control, such as might be exercised by a utility dispatch center, is
limited to the degree provided by the basic cogeneration plant design
and the constraints required by the associated process.
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Il.d OBSERVATIONS REGARDING D8G TECHNOLOGIES AND THEIR CONTROL
Consideration of the DSG technologies as well as other infor-
mation contained in Appendix A, "Selected DSG Technologies and Their
General Control Requirements," serves to bring out a number of sig-
nificant observations which are of importance regarding DSG tech-
nologies and their control.
5.8.1 Each DSG technology is a complicated s stem that has 'co be
controMe72FI-ocally to achieve sa s ac ory resu ts.
Each DSG system has several control subsystems that must be
integrated under a local master control and must be responsive to
normal and abnormal conditions as sensed locally.
For proper stability and safety of each DSG, it is important
that the DSG be controlled locally. However, for each DSG to be
able to contribute power to the electric distribution system ra
needed, it is desirable that remote supervisory control of the
DSGs from the distribution dispatch center be available.
The remote monitoring and control of the DSG tend to be of a
supervisory character. This establishes setpoints, monitors DSG
conditions so that reasonable setpoints may be established, identi-
fies when conditions are normal or abnormal, and anticipates what
to expect from the remote DSG unit. Although the nature of the
specific commands from the distribution dispatcher may be different
in detail for each type of DSG technology, the resulting power in-
put from each of the DSGs to the electric distribution network can
be comparable in kind.
5.8.2 Since each technology has its own particular subsystems
andcharacter stics, the communications to and from the
DSG must be tailored to the needs of each DSG technology
.and may, therefore, 	 er in detail.
It may be necessary to have monitoring and control information
in several categories: those of low, medium, and/or high precision,
as well as those of slow-, medium-, and/or fast-time response. The
definition of low, medium, and high precision, and of slow-, medium-,
and fast-time response has not yet been finalized. This matter is
referred to again in Section 8.4.
An effort should be made to develop an appropriate modular
4.pproach to the hardware and software of the monitoring and control
links to the various DSGs so that communicating to them appears the
same to the distribution dispatcher, and yet each DSG component can
have the specific instructions it requires.
5.8.3 From the power dis atch center's point of view, the aggre-
gate of DSGs in a distributlon system aj2pears to be remotely
controlled activities—similar to otherr bloc 'generation
sources or transmission control points.
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Since the dispatch centers already have existing supervisory
control and data acquisition (SCADA) ties to the bulk aemneration
and transmission equipment, an effort should be made to determine
whether the monitoring and control for the distribution system
should be similar to, or different from, that for generation and
transmission. Perhaps the existing choices of c=trol and data
for low, medium, and high precision and for slo;d-, medium-, and
fast-time response can be found to be acceptable for use with DSGs.
If possible, generic means for monitoring and control of DSGs should
be sought so that special custom-designed control means are not re-
quired for each DSG technology.
5.8.4 Scheduling and control of remote DSG units should be based
on the need to make the overall s s em ser y ce.e,
generation, transm ss on, an	 s r ut on, most a .ective.
Scheduling of some types of DSG power involves a measure of
uncertainty, e.g., whether the sun is shining or if the wind speed
is adequate. Operation of the remainder of the system is also sub-
ject to some unforeseen changes with time because of load demand
or equipment availability. The combination of monitoring and con-
trol of the DSGs' power contribution and the monitoring and control
of the remainder of the generation, transmission and distributions
system should provide the information base on which modifications
to DSG generation output and characterization of the remainder of
the controllable system can be made.
5.8.5 The characteristics of the DSG technol^loi^i__esdetermine the
electric nature of the power generated and, t ere ogre,
the form and nature of oca ci)ntrol required.
The extent to which the DSG scheduling can be performed is
also influenced directly by t`;e type of DSG and its energy source.
Table 5.8.5-1 shows the relationship between the type of DSG
and the form of electrical energy which isnroduced. Based on the
initial form of electrical energy produced, the actual local con-
trol requirements will differ in the fashion indicated.
The type of DSG technology employed also has a definite bear-
ing on the extent to which scheduling is possible. Table 5.8.5-1
indicates that certain technologies such as fuel cells, storage
batteries, hydro with storage, and cogeneration can be scheduled
in advance. Other DSG technologies, such as wind, and under some
circi.unstances, "run of river" hydro and cogeneration, have little
possibility of being scheduled.
5.8.6 Monitoring of DSG should be done for both normal and ab-
normal operation.
6
	
	
Under normal operation, regular periodic reporting of the DSG
power generated and energy available should be provided. Under ab-
normal conditions at the DSG o:: in the remainder of the system,
it may be necessary to have data .reported on a more frequent or
alarm basis.
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Table 5.8.5-1
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN TYPE OF DSG AND FORM OF ELECTRICAL ENERGY
Tnit4&1 •nrr of Plot- trle-wl 7nArOV
RC dc
steam Mechanical Converter- c	 u	 e or
Type of D8G Turbine Drive Inverter Inverter Nonschedulabie
Solar Thermal Electric x MS
Photovoltaic X NS
Kir.d x HE
Fuel Cell x S
Storage Battery x 8
Hydro (with storage) x S
Cogeneration X S;
*indirectly
Ha - Nonschedulable
S - Schedulable
'Although the type of solar thermal electric generation process considered in this study
does require a steam turbine, not all solar thermal ^'_tctric generation means do require
a steam turbine.
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5A ANTICIPATED TRENDS IN DSG USE
In understanding the definite control and monitoring require-
ments for DSG, it is important to recognise the sequence in time
when the various DSG technologies are, or will be, available for
use; it is also important to understand the overall amount of gen-
eration capacity which may be installed for a pparticular type of
DSG. Table 5.9-1 presents this information. k;re detail is included
in Appendix B. Several lssu^-,:: r^ zy be considered from this data.
Present Status has been ^1 ,ided into four different stages
of development.
Experimental
	
	 Preliminary designs have been built to prove
feasibility. Some key experiments have been
run but prototype manufacture has not yet
been started for major portions of the tech-
nology or system.
Preproduction One or more working prototype systems have
been built and are performing in an actual
utility environment. Equipment has not been
made by regular production methods.
Commercial
	
	 Systems are comprised of production equipment
and are operating in a utility system.
Mature	 The system is in widespread use by utilities
and the advantages of .large-scale production,
installation, and operational experience are
being realized.
In introducing DSG control and monitoring systems, it will
probably be desirable to start work with one or two DSG technologies
first, rather than to work with all of them at once. From the pres-
ent status column described in Table 5.9-1, it would appear that the
mature technology, hydro, and the commercial technology, cogenera-
tion, represent early candidates for initial DSG control and moni-
toring application efforts. Wind generation might be the next most
advanced technology and should be considered for early application.
The anticipated date of commercialization column complements
the present status data and ows that wor with hydro and cogener-
ation could be started at once with existing equipment of current
design and availability. By year 1990 it is estimated that all of
the technologies will be commercially available, and thus it would
appear that experimental work on implementing a DSG control and
monitoring system is appropriate now.
Total additional DSG generation expressed both in gigawatts
(GW=10 6kWW) and in number of units represents a significant amount
of activity that could take place in the coming 20 years. Of in-
terest in this regard is the fact that hydro generation is limited
by the amount of hydro resources available. Thus, despite the ma-
turity of the technology, there will be a limited amount of DSG
hydro generation (5 to 10 GW) which will be added.
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Cogeneration appears to be a highly likely source for addi-
tional electrical energy production and a significant number of
units may be built. As time goes on, and mind and batteries beoc"
commercial, significant numbers of units will require added control
and monitoring equipment.
The number of fual cells and batteries that may be added will
be influenced by the natural gas supplies available and by the
amount of nuclear power generated. With more natural gas, the cost
of fuel cell energy required will be lower and more fuel cells may
be installed. With less nuclear generation available, the amount of
base electrical power will be less and fewer batteries may be in-
stalled. However, since the average size assumed for the fuel cells
and for the batteries was the saw, the total number of units in-
volved should remain unaffected.
It should be noted that these estimates are based on 51 of
the year 2000 total generation being in the form of DSGs. These
estimates are also based on utility-sized units for generation,
i.e., 1 to 20 NSW, for which the total additional DSGs could amount
to 13,300 units as indicated.
if, in addition, one were to assume that 10% of this additional
generation (i.e., 0.5% of the United States total) were made up of
smaller sized units, i.e., 20 kw on the average, this would amount to
300,000 units by year 2000. Such a large number of DSGs to he con-
trolled and monitored might result in a different approach to the
design requirements for control and monitoring equipment.
The antics ated installations per year for the years 1990 and
2000 indicate that presently commercial and mature DSG generation
sources will have a relatively uniform number of installations per
year, while the technologies that are experimental will have a con-
siderable increase in numbers from the year 1990 to the year 2000.
Although such data are undoubtedly rather "soft," from the view-
point of the control and monitoring equipment involved, the choice
of one DSG technology or another will not have as significant an
effect on the control and monitoring equipment required as it will
have on some of the DSG generation equipment which will be developed
and built.
The estimates in Table 5.9-1 have been based on a more thorough
study described in Appendix B and presuppose an overall economic en-
vironment for the United States economy that is Aummarized briefly
in the following.
Historically, there has been a close correlation between the
long-term level and growth rates of the United States economy and
its energy consumption. Electrical energy consumption has increased
at a faster rate than total energy consumption, as its industrial,
commercial, and residential use expanded. From 1920 to 1977, the
average annual growth rates for GNP, total energy, and electrical
energy consumption were approximately 3.7, 3.3, and 6.6%, respec-
tively. During this period, the population's average annual growth
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rate was 1 . 26%. The sustained growths in GNP, total energgyy consump-
tion, and electrical energy consumption were achieved during a per-
iod of relatively law price energy. This era has apparently ended
and major adjustments are in progresz.
A sampling of projections regarding population, economy, total
energy consumption, and electrical energ y consumption reveals that
the United States growth rates are expected to decrease from his-
torical values .* 	on this expectation there appears to be a
consensus.
Regarding the degree and timing of the slowing down of theae
major factors, there are diverse opinions. The diversity of
opinions can be accounted for in the differences in assumptions
and to some extent on the intentional or unintentional bias of the
organization or individuals conducting the studies. Table 5.9-2
shows the range of values for basic economic-energy factors growth
rates, both historical and projected. These factors have implic-
ations for potential DSG technology growth. "Energy for Electricity"
listed in Table 5.9-2 has particular significance since this in-
formation predicts that an increasing proportion of the energy to
be consumed nationally will be used for electricity production.
Regarding the overall potential for DSGs, the price of vari-
ous fuels and the proportion of their mix used to generate elec-
tricity will be of equal or greater effect than the major economic
energy factors in Table 5.9-2. In particular, the price of the
fuel which could ',)e displaced by DSGs using solar, wind, or hydro
energy will have a direct effect on their economic viability. Al-
though there is quite a spread of estimated future fuel prices as
shown on Figure 5.9-1, the consensus is -:hat fuel prices are ex-
pected to increase significantly and thi^a indicates increasing pos-
sibilities of DSG economic viability in the 1980 to 2000 time period.
The magnitude of total electrical energy and generating capac-
ity between the years 1977 and 2000 is shown in Table 5.9-3. These
values predicted for year 2000 are median values. There appears to
be a consensus that the proportion of energy consumed in the form
of electrical energy is going to increase.
Considering the economic, energy, and electrical industry sta-
tistics in Tables 5.9-2 and 5.9-3, it is important to note that
even a small percentage of the total generating capacity required
by year 2000, if supplied by DSG units, could amount to a large
number of DSGs. If the economic viability anticipated is achieved
by DSGs, their potential is considerable. With a manufacturing
base to support them, the remainder of the 20th and the beginning
of the 21st century could see the anticipated annual installation
rates listed in Table 5.9-1.
* Annual Report to Congress, 1978, U.S. Department of Energy,
Energy Information Administration DOE/EIA - 01/73/3.
	 j
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Table 5.9-2
	
AVERAGE ANNUAL GROWTH RATES, 	 PERCENT,
	
FOR MAJOR ECONOMIC FACTORS	 AND
PERCENT OF ENERGY CONSUMED FOR PRODUCING ELECTRICITY
Historical
	 Projected Growth Rtes
Major Economic	 Growth Rates	 1977-2000
Factors	 1920-1977	 (Values Listed Indicate Ranges)
Actual	 Low End	 Median Hicth End
Energy for Electricity:I
1.26	 0.8
3.7	 1	 1.5-2.93	 2.4 -3.3	 3-3.75
3.3	 1	 1.0	 1.9-3.5	 2-4
6.6	 2 -4	 3-5.3	 4-6.6
Percentage Values)(2)
1977	 2000
29	 20	 35	 50
U.S. Population
Economic (GNP)
Total Energy
Consumption
Electrical Energy
Consumption
Reports of organizations from which figures were obtained represent
a cross section. Organizations included are: U.S. Department of
Energy/Bnergy Information Administration, U.S. Department of Com-
merce, U.S. Department of Interior, New York State ERDA,* EEI,
EPRI, EBASCO, Bankers Trust, and others. Figures were those
publicly presented during the general time period of 1977-1978.
(2) Values listed are percentages as defined by the formula:
(Energy Consumed for
Producing Electricit) 
x 100(Tota nergy Consumed)
*New York State Energy Master Plan and Long-Range Electric and Gas
Report, Marc	 .
12
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SOURCES
1, 3. 4. 5, 7, 8, 9 EPRI Technical As eurnent Guide, EPRI PS-1201-SR, July 1979.
2. 8 DOE/EIA Annual Report to Conprsaa 1978, DOE/EIA-017313.
a - DOEIEIA Monthly Energy Review, Meech 1990, DOEIEIA4035103f081, P. 89 (November 79 Dotal.
Figure 5.9-1. Cost of Fuel Delivered to Electric Utilities
i
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Table 5.9 -3
TOTAL ZLXCTRICAL NNIRGY AND CAPACITY FORRCARTS
FOR YNAIR 2000 AND 1977 ACTUAL
Year
2000
,R/]CIA	 NPRI
Total U.S. electric utility
electrical energy production
in billions of kWh (electric
utility plus industrial
Average national electrical
energy annual growth rate,
percent#
1920-1977
1977-2000
Peak load (GW)
Total generating capacity (GW)
Load factor, percent
Reserve margin, percent
New generating capacity (GW),
required to supply increasing
demand and replace retired
capacity (by year 2000)
2124 55551 6100
(2212)
6.6
4.7 4.6
396.35 1080
550.0 1300
61.{ 67 63
30.2
11)
20 20
925
*EIA, Statistical History of U.S.
Annual Re ort to Congress 1978, U.S. Department of Energy,
Energy Information Administration DOE/EIA-0173/3.
ttEPRI - Technical Assessment Guide, EPRI PS-1201-SR, Special
Report, July 1979.
Year 2000 value extrapolated from 1995 midrange energy sales
projection adjusted by 101 transmission distribuiton loss.
11EEI Statistical Yearbook for 1977, 18 Year Average - 25%.
Growth rate is expected to vary by region with relatively
large variations. For example, a 2.1 growth rate is forecast
through 1994 by the "New York State Energy faster Plan and
Long Range Electric and Gas r•-.eport," draft report, August 1979.
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section d
CONTROL AND MONITORING SYSTEM ARC 41TECTURAL
AND EOUIPMEIT 
ISSUES 
FOR DSG INTEGRATION
6.1 INTRODUCTION
Identified in Section 4 wer• five generic operational and tech-
nical problems to consider in defining control and monitoring re-
quirements for integrating dispersed storage and generation (DSG)
into the utility distribution system. These included:
• Economics of operation
• Quality of supply
• Security of supply
• Protection of equipment
• Protection of personnel
The control and monitoring equipment ,.ecessary to effect the
integration of DSGs into the distribution systems must be capable
of operating the DSGs and the power systems so that the rbove op-
erational and technical problems are fully resolved.
A central issue for the implementation of control and moni-
toring systems is the architecture of the automation system and
how it may fit within the control hierarchy of the utilities. The
technical considerations in addressing this central issue are sum-
marized in this section. These considerations must take into
account:
• The operational characteristics of the DSGs. With
distribution system equipment it is expected that DSG
units will generally have the following characteristics:
1. Unattended operation capability
2. Control and/or monitoring from remote points
3. Local automatic control, monitoring, and protection
with stand-lone operation if possible
The DSG sizes in the ranges considered in this study,
up to 30 MW, may generally be too small to justify
attended operation. An operator may be present, but
the control, monitoring, and protection equipment will
generally be designed for unattended, automatic oper-
ation. Control and monitoring from a higher level
control center,such as a distribution dispatch center,
will vary depending upon the size of DSG units and in-
dividual utility practice. For small DSG units there'
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may be little or no control from the higher level con-
trol center and only limited indication or data trans-
mitted frost the DSG to the control center. The utility
may want to know only whether the DGQ is ON or OFF and
whether it is connected to the utility system. For
some small units there will be cases whore no oamunica-
tion exists between the DSG units and a utility control
center.
Control and monitoring for large DdG units may include
control, indication, and data utilizing a supervisory
control and data acquisition (SCADA) system. and a com-
munication system between the distribution dispatch
center and DSG location. Some large DSG units may be
controlled directly from the energy management system
of the utility. Soo* DSG units may be included in the
automatic generation control (AGC) program of the
utility.
Automatically controlled DSG units generally can be
classified as partially automatic, fully automatic, and
fully automatic remote-controlled. The fully auto-
matic remote-controlled DSG unit, utilizing a distribu-
tion SCADA system, may receive only a start/stop signal
from the control center. The starting and stopping
sequences, including automatic synchronizing to the
utility distribution system, would be performed com-
pletely automatically by local control and monitoring
equipment provided with the DSG unit. Examples of
other control commands include raiso/lower load and
excitation, operator control of breakers and switchez
at the DSG, etc. Some utilities may also utilize par-
tially automatic remote-control in which an operator
at the utility distribution dispatch center maintains
control over major steps of the start/stop sequence.
• Distribution automation and control in future distri-
bution systems. With automated distribution systems
including automation control and monitoring (DAC) equip-
ment at the distribution substation level, control and
monitoring of DSG units may be one of the functions of
the DAC equipment. Scheduling of DSG units would most
likely be performed at a higher level control center,
such as the distribution dispatch center with the DAC
equipment utilized for DSG information gstherirg, and
pass through commands or signals from the distribution
dispatch center.
• Protective system local to the DSGs and within the dis-
tribution power systems. Sufficient protective equip-
ment must be provided with the DSG unit so that it is
protected against trouble within the DSG plant, e.g.,
within the generator, transformer, etc., and also
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tgainst faults in the distribution system. Integra-
tion of DOG with the utility distribution system also
imposes additional r*quireeetients on the protection and
control of tee distribution system at both the substa-
tion and feeder levels. Most distribution feelers are
operated in a radial nature, i.e., souroed from ore dis-
tribution substation. This is the general application
considered in this study. The DOG units which are oon-
nected to distribution feeders at points remote from
the substation will mean that feeder faults are fed
from both the substation and from remote DOG locations.
This will impact feeder relaying coordination and vault
location techniques. The DOG units at the substation
will also impact distribution system design and opor-
ation and must be factored into substation and feeder
protective relayinq and control, circuit breaker ratings,
etc.
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612 CONTROL AND MONITORIN3 M"MENTIB
A control system can be viewed as consisting of five elements:
• information-processing system
• Decision-waking system
• Instrumentation system
• Actuator system
• Communication system
InAlorma*_ion processing takes available information, measure-
ments, priorities of human operators, etc., and provides a data base
for derision making. Decision making takes the output from the
information-processing system and makes explicit c-'-•iicss about what
should be done. Instrumentation includes monitoring and other data-
gathering devices to provide inputs to the information-processing
system. Data are communicated from instrumentation to the informs-
tion-processing system and frog. the information processing to the
decision-making system by the communication system, especially when
these systrAnx are separated spatially from one another. The actu-
ator system takes output from the decision-making uystem and con-
verts that output into explicit actions. Figure 6.2-1 illustrates
how these separate elements may operate together as a simple con-
trol system.
INPUT
DECISION-	 ACTUATOR	
OUTPUT
MAKING	 SYSTEM	 PROCESSSYSTEM
COMMUNI-	 INFORMATION	 COMMUNI-	 INSTRUMEN-
CATION	 PROCESSING	 CATION	 TATION
SYSTEM	 SYSTEM	 SYSTEM	 SYSTEM
Figure 6.2-1. Simple Control System Representation
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6.2.1 INFORMATION-PROCESSING AND DECISION -MAKING COMBINATIONS
	
j
Four possible tY7.3s of information processing-decision making
combinations rrat
• Local information processing - local decision making
• Local information processing - central decision making
• Central information processing - local decision making
• Central information processing - central decision making
The local information processing and local decision-making com-
bination represent an extreme case where no communication exixts
between a DSG unit and the distribution dispatch center or the energy
management system. Small customer-owned DSGs exemplify such local
information processing and local decision making. With local in-
formation processing and central decision making, all local infor-
mation at the DSG site would be passed to a higher control center
(DDC or EMS) for decision making. This may not be necessary since
many decisions can and should be made locally, e.g., protection,
voltage regulation, shutdown in emergency, etc. With central in-
formation processing and local decision making, decision making is
still done locally but by using a data base developed partly with
centralized information, as well as with local measurements. Pre-
sent automatic generation control is an example of central informa-
tion processing and local decision making. The central information
processing and central decision-making combination represents the
extreme case where all information is transferred to one central
point and centralized decision making occurs. For larger DSGs the
economic scheduling of DSGs from the DDC is an example of this
cenLral information-processing and central decision-making set of
conditions.
A generalized information-processing and decision-making flow
diagram for DSG integration into the overall utility control hier-
archy is shown in Figure 6.2.1-1. Some control decisions are shown
to be made locally, some centrally.
In the information-processing and decision-making flow diagram,
the four major elements of the utility system are shown.. These
include the bulk system, the distribution system, the customer load,
and the DSG units. The location of the local elements of the DSG
control and monitoring system would be at the DSG site which is
either at the distribution substation or at a remote point on a
distribution feeder. Distribution system central information pro-
cessing and decision making would be at a higher control center,
such as distribution dispatch. Bulk system central information pro-
cessing and decision making would be at the energy management system
of the utility. Communication systems are required since the local
and central locations are different.
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DSG Integration: Information-Processing-
Decisicn-Making Flow Diagram
While DSG is shown as a separate system in Figure 6.2.1-1,
there will be some applications %there the DSG unit is located on the
customer side of the meter. Also worthy of note is the fact that
several DSGs may be present where only one is shown.
There is an interaction between the DSG units at the substation
or feeder and with other elements of the distribution system. A
dashed line is shown between the local decision-making elements of
these two systems in the diagram. The flow diagram and this inter-
action at the local level suggest several approaches for the control
and monitoring of DSGs in the electric utility control hierarchy.
Three structural approaches to DSG control and monitoring are
discussed in the following sections. The terminology used indicates
the nature of the structural approaches that are available to utili-
ties. These terms are -
• Centralized DSG Control and Monitoring - where a DDC
primarily controls several r3Gs located at different
substations and/or feeders.
• Decentralized
primarily con
tions at each
tion.
• Local Control
nates locally
the DDC.
DSG Control and Monitoring - where a DDC
trols several distribution automation func-
substation of which DSG is only one furs-
- where the DSG control primarily origi-
and the DSG is only remotely monitored at
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The centralized approach refers to the monitoring and control
of DSGs separately from the other distribution functions. it in-
cludes both local decision making at the DSG location and also
central decision making at the DDC or the energy management system
(EMS) so that the total system control is not truly centralized in
the general meaning of the word.
It is pertinent here to mention that truly centralized or de-
centralized system controls are extreme developments, neither of
which is wholly practical. Economic dispatch, at least in its
present form, requires some centralization of computation and de-
cision making. on the other hand, most of the distribution system
controls (even without the DSG) would present too burdensome a con-
trol problem for a central EMS. Elements of centralized and de-
centraiized control will be found in any practical control scheme.
Because of these facts, we are justified here in regarding DSG
control as decentralized if the control is exercised from a point
in the control hierarchy below the DDC, or centralized if the DSGs
are controlled directly by the DDC.
Not all companies have distribution dispatch centers. In this
case, the centralized approach results in the DSG control being ex-
ercised from the energy management center. If the DSGs are both
numerous and small, companies not using a DDC may prefer the decen-
tralized approach in which controllers located at the distribution
substation (see next section) assume most of the control.
Whichever method is used, or whether otbar variations are de-
vised, some local computation and control wiil almost certainly be
used for DSGa3 large enough to warrant control at all. At the DSG
local level are needed the necessary measurement, information pro-
cessing, and communications to the DDC or EMS. With the centralized
approach, communication is direct between the DDC and a number of
DSG units, which may be at the substation, feeder, or customer
location.
i
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U CENTRALIZED CONTROL AND MONITORING
The centralized control and monitoring approach is illustrated
in Figure 6.3-1. For each of the individual DSG units, there will
be a number of subsystems and functions for control and monitoring.
Control and monitoring requirements for other distribution system
functions would be handled separately at the local level with sepa-
rate communications with the distribution dispatch center. In Fig-
ure 6.3-1, instrumentation, communications, actuator, some local
information processing, and local decision making for the DSG units
aro present at each DSG location. For the other distribution func-
tions such as voltage control these control elements are assumed to
be located at the substation. Central information procassing and
central decision making for the DSG and for distribution functions
reside at the DDC.
ENERGY L	 -
MANAGEMENT
SYSTEM	 GENERATION
OTHERI	 DIDISPA.CH
DDC'S	 DISPATCH
 '^ CENTER
V^''	 1 `V	 DISTRIBUTIONOSGp	 DSGC	 STORAGE AND	 SUBSTATIONn _	 Ma.fs•
I DSGe I
ICUSTOWRLOAD
Figure 6.3-1. Centralized Control and
Monitoring for DSG Integration
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1 6A DECENTRALIZED CONTROL AND MONITORING
The decentralised approach refers to the monitoring and control
of both DSGs and other distribution automation and control functions
through a control and monitoring system for substations and their
feeders. Instru ,
 ntation, communications, local information pro-
cessing, and local decision-making subsystems would be located at
a distribution automation control (DAC) systrAn at the substation.
The DAC system would communicate with a higher level control center
such as the DDC. It could include both substation and feeder auto-
mation and encompass functions in the categories of data acquisition
and monitoring, control, protection, status and alarm, data logging,
and system interface.
The DAC system located at the distribution substation would
be responsible for DSG units at both the substation and remote loca-
tions on its feeders, as well as the other DAC functions.
The decentralized control and monitoring approach is illustrated
in Figure 6.4-1.
ENERGY
MANAGEMENT
SYSTEM	 GENERATION
OTHER	 DISTTiiBUTr
DDC'S	 DISPATCHCENTER	 TRANSMISSION
DAC N0.2	 DAC NO.I	 -- - ----A SUSTRIBUTION
 
STATION
OTHER
DAC
FUNCTIONS
	
OSG	 I•-^IN	 DSG
1 DSG I
OSGS
I CUSTOMER I
LOAD
Figure 6.4-1. Decentralized Control and Monitoring
for DSG Integration
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U LOCAL CONTROL AND REMOTE MONITORING
For som* smaller or customer-owned DSG units it may not be
legally, economically, or technically feasible to control their
operation using either a centralized or decentralized approach.
Instead, automatic controls at the DSG site would start up and shut
down the DSG unit based entirely on local conditions, e.g., proper
wind speed for small wind-driven generators or the customer-owner's
need for process power.
Depending on the size of the DSG unit, the only monitored in-
formation transmitted back to the control center may be the Oil-OFF
status of the DSG. With very small units there will probably be
some cases where no information i3 transmitted back to the control
center on a continuous basis.
For example, consider an individual residential customer whose
average load may amount to 2 kW. A single load element for such a
customer may be a range, a water heater, or a resistance heater,
any one of which may amount to 4 kW. In order for such a customer
to be able to supply his own needs, as well as to provide any ap-
preciable power back to the utility, a 10 kW generation source is
a reasonable minimum size for such a small, remote DSG. Although
smaller DSG units would pose no particular problem to the utility,
it should not be necessary to monitor or control the contribution
of each small DSG. Therefore, in this study, a nominal size of 10 kW
has been considered the lower limit to small DSGs.
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U CONTROL AND MONITORING — DBQ SIZE AND QUANTITY
The three approaches which have been described for control and
monitoring of DOG units can be related to the sire and quantity of
the DOG units on the utility distribution system. A generalised
matrix is shown in Table 6.6-1 which indicates a possible relation-
ship between the control and monitoring approach and the sire and
quantity of DOG units on a particular utility system.
Assuming that all are equally accessible, the range of sizes
shown for the different DSGs, which amounts to 3000/1, serves to
emphasise that some DSGs are more important than others in terms
of their need to be monitored and controlled. Furthermore, when
one considers that some of the medium and large DSGs and most of
the small DSGs, are owned by customers who may not be able or will-
ing to let the utility control their power output, it becomes more
apparent that some DSGs may have a different need for remote moni-
toring and control than others.
Table 6.6-1
POSSIBLE RELATIONSHIP CONTROL AND MONITORING APPROACH -
DSG SIZE AND QUANTITY
OUANT)TY
FEW SEVERAL MANY
812E (UNDER 10) (10.50) (50.1000)
LIMITED REMOTE OR LIMITED REMOTE OR LIMITED REMOTE OR
LOCAL CONTROL. LOCAL CONTROL. LOCAL CONTROL.
SMALL
{0.01- 0.5MW) ON-OFF ON-OFF ON-OFFINDICATION INDICATION INDICATION
ONLY ONLY ONLY
CENTRALIZED ZEDGENTRALIALI DECENTRALIZED
MEDIUM CONTROL
OR DCCONNTRO  ED CONTROL
(0.5 - SMW) SOME SOME SC%4E
INDICATION INDICATION INDICATION
A DATA & DATA & DATA
CENTRALIZED CENTRALIZED CENTRALIZED
CONTROL CONTROL CONTROL
LARGE
(5.30MW)
INCREASED INCREASED INCREASED
INDICATION INDICATION INDICATION
5 DATA d DATA & DATA
From the viewpoint of the operator of the DDC the question which
arises is how much time and information is essential for the DDC op-
erator to perform a satisfactory and adequate measure of monitoring
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and control. In all probability a few small units will represent in-
stances where the DSes are owned and operated by their customers and
the control is principally local and customer-decided. The ON-017
indication is about all the monitoring that is needed. If the units
are medium-sized, there is increased likelihood that they will be
owned by a utility and there will be a reason for these to be DDC
controlled. Since the units are handling more powor, there is a
greater need for remote indication and data. For large units, DDC
control and increased indication and data are likely to be Justified.
In Table 6.6-1 it is assumed th
monitoring will be from centralized
sized DSG units as the number of uni
system. The control and monitoring
to control with increased indication
higher level control center as the s
at the trend in control and
to decentralized for medium-
ts increases on a given utility
varies from local control only
and data brought back to the
ize of DSG units increases.
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V DISTRIBUTION SCADA
With control and monitoring of the DSG from a remote point,
the distribution SCADA function is required. This will involve
master equipment at the higher level control center and remote
terminal unit equipment at the DSG location.
Tables 6.7-1 and 6.7-2 indicate the locations of master and
remote terminal equipment with the centralized and decentralised
control and monitoring approaches and with the DSG at the distri-
bution substation and connected to a feeder.
The DSG control and monitoring input and output requirements
can be tabulated in several ways. One helpful method in picturing
the requirements for a higher level control center, such as a DDC,
and a remote terminal unit at the DSG location is to identify the
inputs and outputs at the DSG remote terminal unit communication
interface.
Types of DSG control and monitoring input and output quantities
which may be required to be transmitted over the communications
system between the control center and the remote terminal unit are
shown in Table 6.7-3.
The outputs from the DSG remote terminal unit will be needed
at the distribution dispatch level at various periods. For example,
status changes, e.g., breaker to switch position, and alarms might
be reported at the normal scan cycle of the SCADA function. This
could be every few seconds. The update period for values, e.g.,
generator MW or MVAR, would depend upon the degree of participa-
tion in the utility power system automatic generation control (AGC)
program. Without AGC participation, an update period for values
approximately every 15 minutes or more is probably appropriate.
All data values might be obtained automatically once an hour for
periodic logging at the control center.
The operator would have the capability at the control center
to request status and data values at any time for a selected point
or all points at the DSG location. Similarly, the operator at the
control center could control the start/stop of the DSG, the open/
close of the breakers, the raise/lower power output, the raise/lower
voltage/VAR, etc.
6.7.1 DISTRIBUTION DISPATCH CENTER (DDC)
Many utilities have control centers or dispatch centers for
controlling their distribution system. The DDC is a manned center
and generally serves as the point from which crews are dispatched
in the event of trouble on the distribution system and for routine
maintenance. Where the utility has a SCADA system for the distri-.
bution system, the DDC often is the location of the SCADA master.
The DDC may have responsibility for up to 50 or more distribution
substations and their feeders.
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Table 6.7-1
DSG AT DISTRIBUTION SUBSTATION -
DISTRIBUTION SCMA
DSG Control
	 Centralized Control	 Decentralised Control
and Monitoring	 and Monitoring
	
and Monitoring
SCADA Master	 DDC*
	
DDC*
Function
SCADA Remote	 Remote Terminal Unit 	 Combined with DAC
Function	 at Substation	 Lquipment at Substation
For automated distribution systems the DDC would serve as the
focal point for a number of distribution automation functions. A
representative form of the DDC control and monitoring equipment,
including the communications interface to DSG units with both cen-
tralized and decentralized control and monitoring, is shown in
Figure 6.7-1. Figure 6.7-2 is a representative diagram of possi-
ble DDC control equipment. Some users may utilize a DDC redundant
CPU approach for greater reliability.
Table 6.7-2
DSG CONNECTED TO DISTRIBUTION FEEDER -
DISTRIBUTION SCADA
DSG Control	 Centralized Control 	 Decentralized Control
and Monitoring	 and Monitoring	 and Monitoring
SCADA Master
SCADA Remote
Function
DDC*
Remote Terminal Unit
at DSG location
on feeder
• DDC for scheduling
• DAC equipment at sub-
station for pass-
through commands, in-
dication and data
gathering
Remote Terminal Unit
at DSG location
on feeder
*Some large DSG units may be controlled directly from the utility
EMS level.
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Table 6.7-3
DOG CONTROL AND MONITORING
Representative Input and Output Quantities
To the DSG Remote
 Terminal Unit from the
Control Center
Control
• Two-Position Control
• Incremental/Variable
Position
Data Requests
• Automatic
• Operator Demand
Status
• Device
• Alarms
Values
COMMUNICATION
INTWAOK TO
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°"ITIM TI°" H
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EOUIPMENT	 INDICATINCI DVVV"
A^ TO	 COAAMtINiCAT10N	
EA TIOON
	
LOADON U 18
	 B TATIONIS
	
AND MONITOFIING)	 AND MONITOWNG OF
ON UNITS AND
FOA OTHER DISTI'llik K
AUTOMATION FUNCTIOP
Figure 6.7-1. Representative DDC Control and
Monitoring Equipment Configuration
Structure
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Figure 6.7-2. DDC System Architecture
U OOMMUNICATIONS
Communications are requuired between the utility control cantor,
such as the distribution dispatch center (DDC) or M8, and the SCADA
mote terminal unit (DTD) at the DOG location. Table 6.8-1 shows
the major different communication paths which may be utilised for
DSG integration on the distribution system.
The amount of control command information to h`• transmitted
from the control center to the DEG location and the data to be
returned from the DSG to the control center will vary with the
size of the DSG unit, methods of scheduling, and the indjvidual
utility practice.
Communications between the DDC and the substation are normally
by voice grade circuit. Below the substation distribution, com-
munications systems being evaluated by utilities include the dis-
tribution lint carrier, radio, and telephone.
The traffic on the communications system for DSGs is determined
by the number of control, indication, and data points and the fre-
quency with which information is required. Theses subjects are ad-
dressed in Section 8.4.
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Table 6.8-1
POISSIRLB
	
ICATION
DOG INTIGPATION ON DISTRIBUTION SYSTRX
)FAB
1DAC at
	
RTU at
sub-	 sub-
WC	 station	 station
rM at	 RTU at Customer
Feeder	 Metering Point
centralized Control
and Monitoring
D-JG at Distribution
Substation
or
(Some Large DSGs)
DSG Connected to
Feeder
DSG Internal to
Customer Load
Decentralized Control
and Monitoring
DSG at Distribution
Substation
or
(Some Large DSGs)
DSG Connected to
Feeder
DSG internal to
Customer Load
Local Control
and Monitoring
USG at Substation *"'— or HOTZ:	 While in-
fonaation flow
DSG Connected to or shown is one way,
Feeder the s.anning sys-
tem would request
DSG Internal to data from DSG-R`T`J
Customer Lead or
f
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63 RLPRESENTATME CONTROL AND DATA REQUIREMENTS
FOR HYDROELECTRIC GENERATOR UNITS
Table 6.9-1 showv three different examples of representative
control, indication, and data information implemented by utilities
for hydroelectric generators. The control and monitoring informa-
tion is tabulated in the general format of Table 6.1-3.
The three cases in Table 6.9-1 represent hydroelectric gen-
erators in the ranee of from approximately 1 MVA up to approximately
60 MVA and are for three different user examples. They illustrate
a ranee of inputs and outputs, and from these references represent-
ative requirements for communication data and commands were derived
and utili-ed in Section 8.
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Table 6.9-1
REFERENCE CONTROL AND MONITORING QUANTITIES - HYDROELECTRIC
Inputs to DSG Remote Terminal Unit A B C
from Control Center
Control
Two-Position Control
Generator Unit	 tart/Stop X X X
Generator Unit Circuit Breaker Trip/Close X X X
High-Voltage Circuit Breaker Trip/Close X X
Station Service Circuit Breaker Trip/Close X X{1)
Station Service Transformer Switch Trip/Close
Main Transformer Low-Voltage Disconnect
X(2)Switch Trip/Close
Main Transformer High-Vo.tage Disconnect X(2)
Switch Trip/Close
Sluice Gate Heating on/Off X
X(2)Transfer Trip Test On/Off
XUnit Load Control On/Off
Station Load Control on/Off X
Remote-Control Mode Manual/Auto X
Generator Field Breako 	 Trip/Close
x
Mu lti pos ition Control
Unit gate Governor Four Position X
Incremental/Variable Position Control X X(2) X
nit Vol tage	 A	 Ra se Lower X X(2) XUnit Gate/Governor Speed/Power Raise/Lower X X(2)Unit Gate/Governor Limit Raise/Lower X (2) XHead crates Lower
X X XSluice Spillway Gate Raise/Lower
Data Requests
Automatic
Normal conditions
Normal Scan X X X
Periodic Log X X
Alarm Conditions X X X
Operator Demand
t—	a us
IndividuAl Points X X X
All Points X X X
Value
Selected Data X X X
All Data X X X
T
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Table 6.9-1
REFERENCE CONTROL AND MONITORING QUANTITIES - HYDROELECTRIC (Cont'd)
Outputs fror. DSG Remote Terminal Unit
to Control Center
A R C
Status
Device (Two-Position)
Generator Kanter Control Relay X X(2)
Generator Circuit Breaker X X(2) X
Generator Voltage Regulator Limits X(2)
Station Service Transformer Switch X(3)
High-Voltage Breaker X X
Sluice Gate Heating X
Main Transformer Disconnect Switch (LV) X(2)
Main Transformer Disconnect Switch (HV) X(2)
Headgate Limits X(2)
Sluice Gate Limits X
Station Service Breaker X
Unit Load Control On/Off X
Station Load Control On/Off X
Unit Running/Stopped X
Generator Field Circuit Breaker X
Status	 (Device Multi	 sition)
Unit 
	 ontro	 o e (3-Position) X
Unit Gate Position	 (4-Position) X
Alarms
Unit Tripout X
Unit Trouble X
Breaker Automatic Trip X
Generator Overvoltage H	 X
Generator Loss of Field k X
Generator Overspeed 4x
Incomplete Start/Stop Sequence 14	 X
Governor Oil Pressure (Low) 0 X
Line Protection
Generator Phase Backup r1
Generator Armature Ground  X
Station Service Transformer Overcurrent X(2)
Main Transformer Differential X(2)
Main Transformer Phase and Ground Backup X(2)
Main Transformer Gas H	 (2)
Generator Split Phase H
HGenerator Differential X
Unit Bearing Over Temperature R X
13.8 kV Bus Differential o
Generator Armature Ground
600 V Feeder Protection X
Main Transformer(s) >H
High Oil Temperature a	 X(2)
Hot Spot Temperature o	 X(2)
Oil Level N	 X(2)
Gas Accumulation X(2)
Cooling Failure X(2)
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Table 6.9-1
REFERENCE CONTROL AND MONITORING QUANTITIES - HYDROELECTRIC (Cont'd)
Alarms	 (Cont'd) A B C
Generator X(2)
Bearing Cooling Water X(2)
Bearing Oil Level (High or Law) X(2) X
Bearing Temperature (High) X(2)
Bearing Oil Temperature (High) X(2)
Carbon Seal Water Failure X(2)
Governor Oil Pressure and Level X(2)
Field Ground X(2)
Stator Temperature (High) X(2)
Field High-Temperature (High) X(2)
Creep X(2)
Voltage Regulator X(2)
Transducer Failure X
Carbon Seal Emergency Water x
Fire Pumphouse Heating x
Service Air Pressure ;Low) x
Battery Charger Failure 'fl	 X
Battery Ground or Undervoltage v	 X
Station Service Transfer X
Main Sump (High Level) u	 X
Deluge System Operated X
Deluge System Blocked H	 X
CO 2 Discharged a X
CO	 Blocked o	 X
120/208 V Service Transfer 0	 X X
Fire U	 X x
Station Unauthorized Entry X
Loss of Control Bus X
DC Head Cover Pumps On X
Turbine Greasing Failure x
Switchgear Air Pressure x
600 V Service Ground x
Burnt-Out Thermocouple x
Less of AC to Fire Pumps x(2)
Station Service Transformer Low Oil or Surge x
Partial Remote Control x
On-Demand Telemetering Channel Failure (Frequent) X
On-Demand Telemetering Channel Failure (Impulse) x
Communications Normal Emergency Power Supply x(2)
Automatic Transfer of Supervisory Channel x(2)
Failure Main/Standby Supervisory Channel X(2)
Failure of Transferred Trip Channel x
Loss of DC to Transferred Trip Transmitters x
Trash Rack Differential x
Unit Stopped x
Flashboard Failure x
General Station Alarm x
Low Unit Bearing Oil Pressure x
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Table 6.9-1
REFEF,BNCE CONTROL AND MONITORING QUANTITIES - HYDROELECTRIC (Cbnt'd)
Values A D C
Anal	 (Variable) Quantities
Generator X X
High-Voltage System (kV) X
Generator Volts (kV) X X(2) X
Generator WARS) X X(2) X
Station Service	 (Amperes) X X(3)
Headwater Level X X X
Tailwater Level X X
Spillway/Sluice Gate Position X X X
Station (MVARS) X
Station (MW) X X(2)
System Frequency X
Gate/Governor Position X(2) X
Generator Field (A) X(2)
Ga ga/Governor Limit Position X X(2) X
13.8 kV Bus Volts X
High-Voltage Lines
W X
MVARS X
kV X
Pond Water Level X
Pentstock Pressure at Turbine X
Integrated Quantities
Generator	 MWH X(2) X
Station	 (MWH) X
Unit Water Flow X(2)
Generator	 (MVARH) X
NOTE: Examples refer to three selected users as below:
Column A. Large hydroelectric plants in the western United
States with multi-units, approximately 50 MW each.
Reference, Modern Control of Large Hydroelectric
Generating Systems;Bruck, 
	 ,aT per 32-1.
Column B. Multi-unit plants with hydroelectric units from
16 to 64 MVA. Numbers in parentheses indicate
quantities at a two-unit plant. Reference, Elec
trical Features of Ontario H dro's Modern Super-
visory-Controlled HXdrau c Generatingtat onsi
J.W. Ellis, AIEE Paper 62-24.
Column B Alarm Categories:
I Return to service anytime
II Return to service if required for load
III Lockout
IV Sustained fault
Column C. Represents preliminary plans for control and mon-
itoring of unattended hydroelectric plants by
Niagara Mohawk Power Corporation (NMPC) in New
York State. The NMPC system has 81 hydroelectric
stations totalling approximately 660 MW installed
capacity
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Section 7
MAJOR OPERATING MODES AND STATES
7.1 INTRODUCTION
The installation of dispersed storage and generation on an
electric utility distribution system will introduce a new set of
operating conditions. For a significant amount of DSG capacity,
integration of these new operating conditions into the electric
utility framework will probably require remote and automatic con-
trol. This may be attributed to three main factors:
• Since DSG unit size is small compared to central sta-
tion generating units, there could be a large number
of units in operation for a significant DSG-installed
capacity. This could include many small customer-sized
units encouraged by economic incentives. Since it will
not be possible to economically justify local operators
for individual small DSr, units, automatic control will
be required.
• For DSGs supplied by intermittent energy sources such
as sun, wind, and rivers/strea.ns, and battery or fuel
cell peaking-duty DSGs, the number of startup and shut-
down operations will be much greater than for baseload
plants. This will require automatic operation, espe-
cially for intermittent-type DS(,s.
• Because of the large number of storage and generation
devices which would be dispersed throughout the dis-
tribution system and because of frequent unpredictable
startup and shutdown, the possibilities of danger to
repair and maintenance personnel will greatly increase.
Therefore, automatic monitoring and control at the DSG,
to properly coordinate with abnormal and emergency dis-
tribution states, and the monitoring of all DSGs by the
utility DDC dispatcher will become very important. The
capability to inhibit or block DSG operation or to quickly
shutdown and lockout DSGs by remote control can have both
efficiency and safety implications.
This section presents a detailed discussion of the DSG, operat-
ing modes and the states of the DSGs and distribution system. The
functional requirements for DSG monitoring and control are strongly
influenced by these modes and states.
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7.2 DEFINITION OF TERMS
Inv uperatr.on or DSGs as an integral part of the distribution
system requires recognition of the DSG condition or "state." In
addition, the conditions existing on the bulk power and distribu-
tion systems are of major importance for the integrated operation
of DSGs within the distribution system. Thus, the state of the
distribution or bulk power system can affect the mode of DSG opera-
tion. These terms "mode" and "state" are defined in this section
to provide a common reference of understanding.
There are interrelationships between DSG operating states and
modes, DSG an distribution system states, and DSG modes and dis-
tribution states. These interrelationships are described to pro-
vide an understanding of the interdependency of and the need for
control and monitoring under various conditions. The operator
constraints with regard to DSG operation under the various combi-
nations of DSG and distribution states are discussed to provide
further understanding of the operating control requirements for
the control and monitoring requirements analysis.
A common set of terms is required to discuss and describe in-
terrelationships among DSC, distribution system, and bulk power
system operation. A basic differentiation between the terms "movie"
anti "state" must be made. This report uses the term "mode" to de-
scribe the manner in which the DSG plant or unit is being operated.
The term "state," as used for DSGs, describes the operational char-
acteristics or conditions of a DSG at a given time. Definitions
for the state of the bulk Dower system are adopted from a published
1EFF article,(4) rocogni ing that they are not universally accepted
as standard in the industry. Distribution system state definitions
have closely followed the bulk lower system state definitions and
have adapted them with some c l ,iboration pertinent to distribution
systern operatin.) conditions.
7.2.1 DSG OPrRA' 1W. MODES
DSG plants or units may be considered to be in one of three
operational modes: ON, OPP, or STANDBY. The definitions of these
terms for the purpose of this report are as follows:
• ON - DSG is in an operable condition ("running"), in
synchronism or equilibrium with the power system, and
electrically connected to it. In this condition the
DSG will normally be generating electrical power or ab-
sorbing it, as in the case of a storage battery.
• OFF - The DSG is electrically disconnected from the dis-
tribution system at the DSG-distribution system interface
and is shutdown or inactive, i.e., not "running."
• STANDBY - DSG is in an operable condition, activated
("running") but not electrically connected to the dis-
tribution system.
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Factors influencing the mode in which the DSG is placed area
• DSG energy resource
• DSG and power system schedules
• DSG state
• Power system state
• Private owner (customer) decisions
7.2.2 BULK POWER SYSTEM STATES
Power system operating conditions can be described by five
operating states:	 normal, alert, emergency, in extremis, and re-
storative. The characterization of these five states was developed
for the overall power system, but the states have been considered
primarily in relation to the bulk system. A brief description of
the five operating states follows; states and transitions between
the states are shown in Figure 7.2.2-1.
NORMAL
RESTORATIVE f---0	ALERT
I	 IN EXTREMIS	 I	 I	 EMERGENCY	 I
Figure 7.2.2-1. Power System Operating States
In the normal operating state, generation is adequate to meet
existing total load demand. No equipment is overloaded and reserve
margins for generation and transmission are sufficient to provide
an adequate level of security for the stresses which may be imposed
on the system.
The alert state is entered if the probability of disturbance
increases or if the system security level decreases below a par-
ticular level of adequacy. In this state, all constraints such as
adequate generation for total load demand are satisfied and no
equipment is overloaded. However, existing reserve margins are
such that a disturbance could cause overloads or other levels to
be exceeded corresponding to physical limitations of equipment.
In this state, preventive action can be taken to restore the sys-
tem to normal.
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In the emergency state caused by a severe disturbance taking
place before preventive action is taken, the system is still intact
but overloads exist or the equipment's physical limitations are ex-
ceeded. System security is reduced and emergency control measures
are required to restore the system to the alert or the normal state.
If action is not taken in time and if the disturbance or a subse-
quent disturbance is severe, the system begins to (operationally)
disintegrate.
While system disintegration (operational) is occurring, the
power system is in the in extremis state. Generation and load
equalities are not satisfied and major portions of system load
are lost. Physical equipment overloads occur and the equipment
limitations are exceeded. Emergency control action is necessary
in this state to salvage as much of the system as possible from
collapse.
In the restorative state, control action is taken to pick up
lost load and reconnect the system.
In the discussion of operating states, security is considered
an instantaneous, time-varying condition that is a function of the
robustness of the system relative to imminent disturbances. Se-
curity is determined by the relationship between system reserve
margin and the contingent probability of disturbances. Stability
is a factor in security and is related to the continuance of par-
allel, synchronous operation of all operating units.
7.2.3 DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM OPERATING STATES
All five power system cperating states apply to the distribu-
tion system. In considering the normal, alert, emergency, in ex-
tremis, and restorative operating states in the context of the
distribution system and DSG integration, the following examples
of these states are suggested
DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM OPERATING STATE EXAMPLES
WITH DSG INTEGRATION
• Normal	 - All customer loads are being served and no over-
loads exist on distribution substations, feeders,
or equipment. Feeders are in their typical con-
figuration. voltage levels at all points are
within specified limits. No equipment limitations
are being exceeded. DSG equipment may or may not
be in service, depending on scheduling.
• Alert	 - All customer loads are being served and no element
of the distribution system is overloaded. However,
"reserve" distribution capacity is reduced in this
state, e.g., feeder reconfiguration has occurred
with load transfer to a different feeder, leaving
less capability to transfer load in the event of
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a subsequent disturbance. This state is entered
when major distribution system equipment (e.g.,
substation transformers) is out of service, re-
sulting in increased vulnerability to a subsequent
disturbance. in the alert state, no physical
equipment limitations are exceeded, but specified
alarms may occur indicating limits are being ap-
proached. Some examples are transformer LTC at
maximum raise or minimum lower tap position, ratio
of feeder or transformer actual current to normal
rating exceeds specified limit, etc. As indicated,
all customer loads are being served. However, load
management (load control) may be occurring on di-
rection from the energy management system or dis-
tribution dispatch center to achieve a reduction
in system load.
• Emergency - In this state, substation or feeder overloads are
occurring, or distribution equipment or DSG limi-
tations are being exceeded. This state is also
entered when under-frequency conditions are de-
tected or when load shedding is in progress via
the energy management system or distribution dis-
patch center.
The distribution system is in the emergency state
during storm or other conditions with numerous
customers out of service due to lines down and/or
loess of the distribution system's major transmis-
sion facilities.
• In Extremis - Power system (operational) disintegration is oc-
curring. This can be reflected in DSG units oper-
ating in island conditions on the distribution
system. Communications facilities for control
and monitoring of DSG units to control centers
may be reduced due to the conditions causing this
state.
• Restorative - Control action is taken to pick up customer load
which has been lost. Examples include load res-
toration with cold load pickup following load
shedding, service restoration to unfaulted feeder
zones on a feeder which has experienced a persis-
tent fault, etc.
7.2.4 DSG STATES
DSG states describe the overall conditions that can exist at
the DSG plant. The states represent conditions that are generally
analogous to the distribution system states but pertain specifically
to the DSG plant (or unit within a multiunit plant). The DSG states
are: normal, abnormal, emergency, and inoperative. These states
may be described as follows:
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• Normal - Refers to the condition existing when all sys-
toms, subsystems, and components of the DSG plant or
unit are operating within continuous design rating limits.
The DSG may be in one of several modes of operation, de-
pending on the DSG and power system conditions and sched-
uling. These DSG modes are ON, OFF, and STANDBY, as
described above. It is pertinent to note that a DSG may
be in any one of its modes and be considered in a normal
state. For example, it may be ON and producing power,
or it may be OFF and awaiting its next scheduled operat-
ing period. Another example is that of a DSG that has
an intermittent energy supply such as a wind turbine gen-
erator. The wind energy source is inherently intermit-
tent, and this is recognized in its design and power
system application. Therefore, it is a normal state for
the DSG to be in the OFF mode at certain times.
• Abnormal - Refers to the condition existing when the con-
tinuous design rating of a major system, subsystem, or
component is being exceeded during operation. The condi-
tion can be tolerated for a limited time according to
predetermined design parameters but may result in short-
ened life compared to normal operation. Thus, in the
abnormal state, the DSG may be operating beyond normal
design rating or it may be constrained to less than normal
rated output for existing conditions because of reduced
capabilities of the DSG system, subsystem, or component.
• Emergency - Describes the situ , ttion where continued oper-
ati.00noff. -a DSG plant, unit, system, subsystem, or compo-
nent will result in imminent failure. It may also be a
condition where a major system, subsystem, or component
failure has taken place and continued operation of the
plant or unit will-result in serious damage and danger
to personnel. In this state it is imperative that the
DSG unit or plant be shut down immediately to limit dam-
age and protect personnel.
• _Innoperative - Refers to a DSG unit or plant in the inop-
erative state that is not available for on-line operation.
It is not possible to operate the DSG until the conditions
that caused the DSG to be inoperative are restored to
normal. The inoperative state may be due to unplanned
outages, i.e., failure or scheduled maintenance outages.
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7.3 INTERRRLATIONRHIPS Of MODU AND STATE
This subsection exauaines the interrelationships of nodes and
states.
7.3.1 DSG STATES VERSUS DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM STATES
In general the state of the individual DSG can have only a
localized effect on the distribution system. For example, a DSG
changing from normal to emergency state would not cause the whole
or a major part of the distribution system to change state. Even
a DSG fault that wma not isolated by the DSG protection system
would effect only a limited portion of the distribution system
until backup protective devices functioned. The exception would
be when a baseload DSG that ordinarily supplied a major percentage
of the power on a feeder changed from normal to emergency or inop-
erative state. In this case, if insufficient capacity exists, a
substation transformer or feeder might become overloaded or approach
its thermal limits. However, this would be a localized alert or
emergency condition on the distribution system.
The opposite can occur when an emergency or in extremis state
on the distribution system can cause an abnormal or impending emer-
gency condition for the DSG. An example of this would be an out-
of-limit undervoltage condition on the distribution system which
could cause greater than rated current and overheat i ng of DSG gen-
erators. Thus, the DSGs would be changed from a normal to an ab-
normal state by an emergency condition on the distribution system.
Other distribution system problems which can have the same effect
are underfrequency and unbalanced phase voltages.
Thus, distribution system state degradation can cause DSG
state degradation, but the opposite is not generally true.
7.3.2 DSG MODES VERSUS DSG STATES
The changing of a DSG mode (i.e., from ON to OFF or OFF to ON)
for routine operation does not cause a change in DSG state. The
opposite is true when a change of DSG state from normal to emergency
can (should) cause the DSG mode to change from ON to OFF.
It is possible, however, for a DSG with a latent or incipient
fault to change from normal to emergency state. If in the process
of going from OFF to ON a fault takes place, this causes an emer-
gency condition to materialize. This emergency condition, however,
would occur only because of a latent condition and would not be
basically attributable to a mode change,
7.3.3 USG MODES VERSUS DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM STATES
This comparison is similar to that between the DSG state and
distribution system state. If the distribution system is properly
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designed, a change in DSG mode should not ordinarily cause a change
in distribution state. The opposite, however, is quite likely when
a distribution system state change, i.e., from normal to alert to
emergency, could impose unacceptable conditions on one or many DSGs=
thereby causing their protective systems to operate and change the
:)SG mode from ON to OFF.
G
1
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7.4 OPERATIONAL. RELATIONSHIPS, MODE CONTROL VERSUS STATES
A DSG will be called upon to transition, from OFF to ON and
ON to OFF anodes for the majority of its normal operational mode
changes. These transitions will primarily be dictated by the DSG
operating schedule or intermittent energy availability. Certain
types of DSGs may have an intermediate mode between OFF and ON
called STANDBY. This anode may be required by cogeneration or ad-
vanced battery systems to permit stabilization of process preheat-
ing and/or energy system balances. This mode may also be used as
a "spinning reserve" mode in providing generating margin for the
power system.
These operational transitions are represented by Figure 7.4-1.
Commands initiated at either the remote-centralized control (i.e.,
DAC, ADC, or EMC) or the local control to command a DSG to be
placed on-line, to be taken off-line, or to be placed on STANDBY,
will cause a startup, a shutdown, or a partial transition, as in-
dicated by the arrows in Figure 7.4-1.
	
STARTUP	 OPERATING
	
SHUTDOWN
TRANSITION	 MODE	 TRANSITION
OFF	 FULL
	
PARTIAL
	 STANDBY	 PARTIAL
FULL
	 ON
Figure 7.4-1. DSG Modes and Transitions
In the general case for medium and large DSGs, the initiation
of mode changes will be possible from either the local DSG controls
or remote-centralized control. However, certain types of DSGs,
i.e., cogeneration or wind, may for practical reasons preclude ab-
solute remote control. The cogeneration will usually be intermeshed
with a heat process that places constraints on electric energy out-
put variations. Sin e wind turbine generators defy absolute con-
trol because of the —xiable, and intermittent (unpredictable)
source, control will be more of a permissive or prohibiting action.
The full range of mode control initiation methods includes:
LAO
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a Local Mode Control
A. Manual (LM) - When the operator steps the DSG unit
through its .sequential startup or shutdown procedures.
B. Semiautomatic (LS) - When the operator initiates
automatic sequencing, casually by a master start or stop
command.
C. Automatic (LA) - When self-contained DSG logic uti-
lizes local sensing or predetermined scheduling to ini-
tiate startup or shutdown. This includes protective
system action to shutdown for failures.
• Remote Control Center
A. Manual (RM) - When the control center operato ini-
tiates by remrte control (i.e., SCADA) the startup/shut-
down by either one master start or stop command to the
DSG automatic sequencing; or when the operator~ sequences
the DSG in predefined steps for the mode ±-ransitions.
B. Automatic (RA) - When the control center computer
in fully automatic control action initiates mode changes.
Consideration of mode control initiation as required for the
various combinations of DSG state and distribution system state
requires examination for each type of DSG and for the specific
energy conversion; process within types of DSGs for some cases.
cogeneration will probably be the most restrictive in regard to
mode control by a remote control center. Therefore, it tends to
provide more exceptions than other types of DSGs to generate con-
trol strategies.
Other types of DSGs with intermittent, variable, or periodic
energy sources (sun, wind, and run-of-river hydro) will tend to
require using the energy as much as possible, whenever it is avail-
able, in order to be economically justifiable.
Because there are many types of DSGs with widely different
characteristics, generalizations are difficult to make for DSG
mode control regarding normal operation. However, as the DSG
and/or distribution systems leave the normal state and go to less
secure or degraded conditions, the structuring of mode control
initiation becomes ci.earer.
A generalized representation of DSG mode control for DSG and
distribution system states is given on Table 7.4-1. This matrix
illustrates the need or desirability for local and remote mode
control initiation capability for the various combinations of DSG
and distribution .system states. In reasoning through the coincident
conditions of USG and distribution system states, it is found that
it will be desirable to have both local mode control and remote
control for most combinations. The exceptions are mainly in the
DSG emergency state. In the DSG emergency state the local protec-
tion system must initiate immediate action to limit harmful effects.
Only in unusual circumstances would a remote control center preempt
or serve as backup to local mode control for the DSG emergency state.
i^
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y .5 RELATIONSHIP OF DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM AND DSG
STATES TO DSG CONTROL AND MONITORING
Because there are a number of distribution system and DSG
staters and various combinations of these states that can occur,
consideration must be given to D,3G control and monitoring to pro-
vide the required response to these conditions. It would be de-
sirable to have control logic and the means for the local DSG
control to be commanded or operated to the maximum benefit of the
power system. As a simple example, the power system may be in
the in extremis state, but a DSG with stand-along capability could
supply an island within the distribution system that had become
isolated from the main power system generation sources. To achieve
this, overall monitoring and control coordination would be required.
Although it is not the intent to develop the logic of how the
proper DSG mode control commands may be developed for each of the
many DSG and utility system states, a brief description of a pos-
sible approach to the solution of this problem is presented. Fig-
ure 7.5-1 presents a block diagram illustrating an interrelation-
ship of power, protection, and control systems of an electric
utility. The right side of Figure 7.5-1 shows the power system
elements of generation, transmission, distribution, and DSGs in-
terconnected as a power network with circuit breakers for connect-
ing and disconnecting them. The circuit breakers provide high-speed
disconnection capability when it is needed for conditions of over-
or undervoltage, overcurrent, and over- or underfrequency. The
protection and control functions have inputs from appropriate in-
strumentation and from the EMS or DDC. The outputs from the pro-
tection equipment operate on the power elements causing them to
open or close. In a control sense, the protection equipments must
be able to determine their own local state and to take appropriate
action. This local action tends to be rapid because it is based
on locally available information. In addition, the protection and
control equipment in Figure 7.5-1 is able to receive inputs from
the EMS or DDC. These higher level inputs, which may include load
control and restoration functions, provide control logic/decisions
based on a more extensive set of data that includes information on
the other portions of the electric power system. In an example
similar to that given above, based on locally sensed conditions,
appropriate immediate local action may be for a DSG to disconnect
itself from the distribution network and to go to the OFF mode.
Later, upon receipt of signals from the DDC, which are based on
information about other pert.ons of the power system, the DSG
would proceed to the ON mode through whatever steps were necessary
locally based on its present conditions.
The control logic and action that takes into account the
broader EMS or DDC information base would take longer than local
control, but, in general, speed would not be as critical for these
decisions and actions.
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•	 GENERATION
PROTECTION	 GENERATION
AND CONTROL
POWER
NETWORK
INSTRUMENTATION
TRANSMISSION
PROTECTION	 TRANSMISSION
AND CONTROL
, LOCAL
BREAKERS
TRANSMISSION
EMS	 INSTRUMENTATIC
DISTRIBUTION	 DISTRIBUTIONPROTECTION	 NETWORKAND CONTROL
DDC
LOAD
CONTROL
AND	 LOADS
RESTORATION
FUNCTION LOCAL
FEEDERS
DSG
PROTECTION,
	 DSGAND
CONTROLS
INSTRUMENTA
Figure 7.5-1. Electric Utility Power, Protection,
and Control Systems
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The process of developing the various control actions to be
executed by each DSG under the five-power system and five-distribu-
tion system states and the three applicable DSG states will require
a detailed and comprehensive effort for each DSG. However, in a
generic sense, the determination of the DSG operating mode could
be represented by a matrix such as that shown in Table 7.5-1. In
this table the appropriate mode (or mode transition) for each DSG
state is given for each distribution system state. For example,
when both the DSG and distribution system are in the normal state,
it is permissible to operate the DSG; or, for DSG normal state,
the DSG can be operated for any distribution system state if it is
beneficial to do so. DSG operation may actually be supportive in
nonnormal distribution states provided that sufficient skill and
intelligence can be incorporated into the DDC logic and command/
control action carried out through the DSG operating mode control.
When the distribution system state is normal, but the DSG state is
abnormal, the DSG protection supplied with local information should
provide the primary basis for determining the DSG mode. For non-
normal distribution system states and DSG abnormal states, it may
be desirable for the DSG to be in the OFF mode. Thus, each pair
of distribution system-DSG state conditions should be analyzed and
the proper DSG mode established.
For the DSG in the emergency state, it will be desirable for
the DSG to be taken out of service regardless of the distribution
system operating state.
Finally, if the DSG is inoperative, the DSG will be OFF re-
gardless of distribution system state.
From consideration and analysis of the matrix conditions of
Table 7.5-1, the nature and basic principles can be established
for functions such as DSG operating mode control; protection:
substation, transformer and feeder; and protection: DSG.
Table 7.5-1
DSG OPERATION FOR VARIOUS DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM AND DSG STAGES
Distribution System States
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Section 8
DISTRIBUTION DSG SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS
8.1 INTRODUCTION
A distribution DSG system consisting of dispersed storage and
generation facilities located throughout the electric utility dis-
tribution system, coordinated by a monitoring and control center is
a relatively complex system. The functional requirements described
in this section provide technical, operational, and performance in-
formation required for the integrated distribution DSG system. Six
major categories of distribution DSG functional requirements have
been identified and used as the means of grouping similar or closely
related functions. The six major functional requirement categories
are listed in Table 8.1-1. Following this Introduction, tL?e six
categories are summarized and illustrations of their relationship
to the distribution DSG system equipment and the control system
are given.
Particular emphasis is placed on communications data in Section
8.4.5 because of their importance to monitoring and control. This
illustration provides an example of how the findings of this study
can be used in development and design.
The functional requirements, which are described in this sec-
tion, provide the basis upon which more detailed designs may be es-
tablished and upon which functional specifications may be drawn up
for specific utilities and DSG technologies.
Table 8.1-1
MAJOR CATEGORIES OF DISTRIBUTION DSG SYSTEM
FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS
• Control and monitoring
• Power flow and quality
• Communications and data handling
• Normal, abnormal, and emergency operating states
• Failure and abnormal behavior detection and correction
• Special DSG controls
8.1.1 FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENT CATEGORIES
Summary descriptions of the six categories of functional re-
quirements are as follows:
• The control and mon itoring functions are associated with
thei^but o dispatch center (DDC) equipment and lo-
cation, and provide the centralized functions necessary
E for overall coordination of the DSGs assigned to the DDC.
Control and monitoring functions incorporate DDC operator
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and energy management system (EMS) requirements for
distribution DSG operation and control. DDC operator
information and control inputs must be accommodated, and
information concerning the DSG's operation must be pre-
sented to the DDC operator. EMS information relative to
overall power system generation scheduling, automatic
generation control, volt-VAR dispatch and load manage-
ment must be input to and incorporated by the DDC into
its control strategies and logic operations for the.-spe-
cific DSGs and distribution system operations. The EMS
will need feedback information pertaining to aggregate
DSG data and characteristics in order to properly repre-
sent overall DSG power and energy in scheduling and
control strategies.
e The power flowand 5uali y functions are local DSG power-
related functionss which control power flow, provide ap-
propriate instrumentation, and establish the quality and
magnitude of voltage and current wave shapes (including
harmonic content). Each of these functions has require-
ments, related to the specific type of DSG, that must be
reconciled with the general requirements of the DDC con-
trol, and monitoring function. DSG power control, for
example, must consider minimum and maximum power output
levels, permissible rate of change, and power reversal
characteristics for storage-type DSGs. These require-
ments involve both distribution system needs and DSG
characteristics.
9 The communication and data handling functions provide
the necessary information transfer and data handling be-
tween DDC and DSGs, data transfer interfaces between
these equipments and the communication links, and the
associated information processing at the DPC. These
functions are primarily involved in the transfer of
command and control data from the DDC to DSGs and the
return of monitoring (normal and alarm) data from the
DSGs to the DDC.
Depending on whether the distribution DSG system uses a
centralized or decentralized control structure, the com-
munication and data handling requirements may differ in
detail. Using a centralized approach, information trans-
fer takes place directly between DDC and DSGs. With a
decentralized arrangement, DSG control and monitoring
information shares communication facilities with general
distribution automation and control functions. For the
decentralized configuration, in addition to the distri-
bution automation and control functions, incremental
loading is added to the communication and data handling
for DSG requirements.
• The operational requirements associated with DSG normal
abnormal, and emergency states relate to local functions
at the DSG required for the control of the DSG operating
s-z
modes, DSG stability and personnel safety. These func-
tions include the logic to determine whether normal, ab-
normal, or emergency conditions exist and the logic to
adjust or change the DSG power production process and'
associated auxiliary equipment in response to changes
in DSG state. The ability of the DSG to remain in step
with the power system's fundamental frequency is of ut-
most importance and, thus, DSG stability is an important
requirement. For all states which the DSG may encounter,
personnel safety is a primary consideration and require-
ment. This requires coordination of local DSG and dis-
tribution system operation, especially during times of
maintenance, outages, and service restoration.
• The failure and abnormal behavior detection and correc-
tion unctions are primarily associated with protection
system equipments of both DSG and the distribution system.
There is a mutually dependent requirement that the dis-
tribution system be protected from failure and abnormal
behavior of DSGs and, conversely, that the DSGs be pro-
tected from failure and abnormal conditions in the dis-
tribution system. System protection philosophy dictates
that protective systems be associated with and 'Located
at DSG and distribution equipment facilities. Functional
requirements define the protection needs in order to es-
tablish decision rules for protective system equipment
design. Basically, the protective systems include de-
tection, decision logic, actuation, and power circuit
switching equipment.
• The special DSG control functions are associated with the
loca DSG contro equipment. These functions involve con-
trols which cause the DSG unit(s) to respond to remote
start and stop commands from the DDC and other special
functions. In a general sense, this involves power ac-
tuation and control. Therefore, these functions and
control equipment make it possible to carry out DSG sched-
uling directed by the DDC. Since each type of DSG will
have different power and energy system configurations,
the logic and arrangement of controls for special DSG
control functions will be unique for each type of DSG.
However, the basic functions of automatic startup and
synchronization to the distribution system and auto-
matic shutdown will be a general requirement for most
DSGs. There may be some exceptions, however, such as
medium and large cogeneration DSGs.
For the abnormal condition of major outages and isolation
("islanding") of portions of a distribution system, spe-
cial consideration is required to utilize DSGs to restore
partial power to the islands which contain DSGs capable
of stand-alone operation.
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8.1.2 RELATIONSHIPS OF SYSTEM EQUIPMENT TO FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENT
Descriptions of a distribution DSG system with centralized
control of DSG units (in Section 6.3 of this report) show an ar-
rangement such as that in Figure 8.1.2-1. Since the monitoring and
OPERATOR EMS,	 DISPLAY OUTPUT RECORDS
MANUAL	 AGC OUTPUT TO
	
FOR LATER
INPUTS	 INPUTS OPERATOR	 REFERENCE
DISTRIBUTION DISPATCH CENTER (A)(DDC)
EQUIPMENT	 ICI
I	 INTERFACE	 I
C
C
C FUNCTIONAL
O REQUIREMENTSM M CATEGORIES
M
U
.M (A) CONTROL AND MONITORING
N
U (B) POWER FLOW AND QUALITY
N (C) COMMUNICATION AND DATA
I
C
I
C
(C)
	 HANDLING
A
(D)
	 NORMAL, ABNORMAL, AND
T
A EMERGENCY OPERATIONS
T (E)	 FAILURE AND ABNORMAL
I I BEHAVIORN N (F)	 SPECIAL (DSG) CONTROL
DSGs
	
INTERFACE	 ~ INTERFACE (C)
	
CONTROL	 CONTROL
	
(D)
	 ,(F)
POWER	 POWER	 (B)
	
PROTECTION	 PROTECTION (E)
DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM	 DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM	 (E)
Figure 8.1.2-1. Distribution DSG System Showing Equipment and Func-
tional Requirement Categories
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control requirements for the case of centralized control are simpler
to describe than those for decentralized control, the centralized
structure will be used for illustration. However, the same principles
may be applied to both structures of control. The distribution DSG
equipment elements are shown on the left of Figure 8.1.2-1. The
corresponding six major categories of functional requirements are
shown with the equipment elements, listed on the right side.
The intent of this subjective pairing of equipment and func-
tional requirement categories is to provide a more direct under-
standing of the interrelationships and the associations between
them.
The equipment in Figure 8.1.2-1 basically consists of three
main groupings. They are Distribution Dispatch Center (DDC),Com-
munication, and DSG equipment:
• The DDC is the centralized
control, and monitoring of
of the particular DDC.
• The communication equips
mitting control and man 4
DDC and the DSGs and inr.% .
both locations.
equipment for coordination,
DSGs within the responsibility
-rovides the means of trans-
gig information between the
interface equipment at
• The DSG includes local control, power producing,
and protection equipment required for the generation
and/or storage of electrical energy.
Since the DSGs are situated within the power distribution system,
they affect distribution system operations, circuits, equipment
control and protection.
It is also important to note that at the DDC, the equipment not
only provides automated logic functions, but also serves as the
means for the DDC operator to interact with the distribution DSG
system and for the DDC to interact with the next higher control
level at the energy management system (EMS). DDC-EMS interaction
involves DSG power scheduling and control, compatible with the
operating goals of the overall power system. Other functions such
as load management pity also be involved.
The preceding discussions have made a comparison and correla-
tion of distribution DSG equipment and functional requirement cate-
gories. The intent was to provide a means of understanding the
terms used for the functional requirements categories and their
relationship to the major equipments. Table 8.1.2-1 provides a
summary of the various functions that are grouped under the six
major DSG functional requirements categories.
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Table 8.1.2-1
DSG FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS CATEGORIES
AND THEIR ASSOCIATED FUNCTIONS
8.2 A. Control and Monitoring
8.2.1 DSG Command and Control
8.2.2 Display and Recording
8.2.3 DSG Scheduling and Mode Control
8.2.4 Distribution Volt/VAR Control
8.2.5 Load Control, including Restoration
8.2.6 Automatic Generation Control
8.2.7 Security Assessment and Control
8.3 B. Power Flow and Quality
8.3.1 DSG Power Control
8.3.2 DSG Voltage Control
8.3.3 Harmonic Control
8.3.4 Instrumentation
8.4 C. Communication and Data Handling Requirements
8.4.1 Distribution SCADA
8.4.2 communication
8.4.3 Information Processing
8.4.4 Revenue Metering
8.5 D. Operational Requirements for Normal, Abnormal, and
Emergency States
8.5.1 DSG Control
8.5.2 DSG Operating Mode Control
8.5.3 Personnel Safety
8.5.4 DSG Stability
9.6 E. Failure and Abnormal Behavior Detection and Correction
8.6.1 Protection: Distribution Substation, Transformer,
Feeder
8.6.2 Protection: DSG
8.7 F. Special DSG Control requirements
8.7.1 Start Capability
8.7.2 Synchronization
8.7.3 Stand-alone Capability
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8.1.3 CONTROL SYSTEM RELATIONSHIP TO FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENT
CATEGOKIES
An alternative method for representing the multilevels of the
hierarchical control system that a DDC uses to control one or more
DSGs is shown in Figure 8.1.3-1. The DSG power generation process
is shown to supply an electric utility distribution network through
protection equipment.
It should be noted that each DDC may be controlling and mon-
itoring several DSGs as indicated in Figure 8.1.3-2. Thus, from
the DDC point of view, an important feature of the control system
is the reouirement for multiplexing and time-sharing of the dif-
ferent DSG controls at the DDC. If the number of DSGs controlled
by the DDC is expected to be significant, on-line control computer
capability is indicated. From the DSG point of view, the local DSG
control must be capable of operating semi-independently since it
will only be monitored and controlled by the DDC at discrete in-
tervals.
Referring to Figure 8.1.3-1, the DSG power generation process
is controlled through special DSG controls which receive feedback
from the DSG. In turn, the special DSG controls have, as inputs,
signals from the local DSG control which assures that the various
auxiliaries are properly sequenced and controlled and that the
overall local DSG control is operating in the proper operational
control mode. Feedback from the DSG power elements is again em-
ployed by local DSG control, and additional feedback from the dis-
tribution network may be used. A possibility for local inputs,
either manual or automatic, to the local DSG control is also in-
dicated.
Considering the six functional requirements categories, Fig-
ure 8.1.3-1 shows the control and monitoring function (A) is as-
sociated primarily with the DDC control and monitoring. The power
flow and quality function (B) is associated with the DSG power gen-
eration process. The communication and data handling function (C)
is shown with the communication means for control from DDC to local
DSG control and the corresponding return path for monitoring pur-
poses. The information processing portion of the communication and
data handling function (C) is located in the DDC control and moni-
toring area. Functions associated with DSG normal, abnormal and
emergency operating states (D) are located at the local DSG control.
As such, these functions relate to the communicated inputs from
the DDC and the feedback from the DSG power processes and the dis-
tribution network. In addition, they supply the necessary DSG
operating controls. The failure and abnormal behavior detection
and correction functions (E) relate most directly to the protection
activities and emphasize equipment protection, although personnel
protection should also be a consideration of these functional re-
quirements. Lastly, the special DSG control functions ( F) relate
to the special DSG control equipment.
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8.2 CONTROL AND MONITORING REOUIREMENTS
As the number of DSGs connected to a utility distribution
system increases, control and monitoring functions will be requirad
at a centralized location such as a distribution dispatch center
(DDC). From the control system hierarchies described in Section 6,
overall responsibility for the operation of DSGs will be assigned
to an operator or dispatcher at a DDC. With the use of a DDC com-
puter system, the dispatcher will monitor and control the DSGs em-
ploying automatic, semiautomatic, and manual methods.
The distribution DSG system control and monitoring may be a
centralized configuration where the DDC communicates directly with
the DSGs, or it may be a decentralized configuration in which dis-
tribution automation and control (DAC) is used at the distribution
substation level to control and monitor th, distribution substation
and associated DSGs. With either configuration, principal monitor-
ing and control functions such as command and control, display and
recording, an6 scheduling and mode control are performed at the DDC.
Above the DDC, in the control hierarchy, is the energy manage-
ment system (EMS). The FMS coordinates the overall power system
operation anct is principally concerned with the bulk power genera-
tion and transmission system. This EMS responsibility includes
system-wide generation scheduling, dispatching, and control. With
the advent of DSGs in appreciable numbers, the traditional respon-
sibility for all aspects of generation scheduling, dispatching, and
control will be partitioned, giving responsibility for controlling
and monitoring DSGs to the DDC. Thus, while overall power system
generation scheduling, dispatching and control responsibility are
retained by the EMS, the EMS will consider all DSG generation
within a DDC's responsibility to be one or a few large aggregate
generators. (Different types of DSGs may be more accurately rep-
resented by one equivalent large generator of each type.) The
DDC will therefore deal directly with the individual DSGs, be re-
sponsible for optimizing their performance within distribution
system constraints, and exercise control and monitoring as appro-
priate for she type and size of DSG.
Therc may be some exceptions where the EMS may retain schedu-
ling, dispatch, and control responsibility for large DSGs, or for
DSGs in general, until the quantities warrant establishment of an
EMS-DDC-DSG control hierarchy.
Functional block diagrams of centralized and decentralized DSG
control and monitoring, based on hierarchical relationships described
above, are shown in Figures 8.2-1 and 8.2-2 respectively. In these
figures, control and monitoring functions are outlined more heavily
than related functions. These control and monitoring functions
include:
• DSG Command and Control
• Display and Recording
• DSG Scheduling and Mode Control
• Automatic Generation Control - DSG
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• Distribution volt-VAR Control
• Load control includi:Lg restoration
• Security assessment
Figure 8.2-1 and 8.2-2 show general relationships between con-
trol and monitor and other functions, and relationships between
the EMS, DDC (DAC), and DSG hierarchical control levels.
The primary difference between the centralized DDC-DSG con-
figuration in Figure 8.2-1 and the decentralized DDC-DAC-DSG con-
figuration in Figure 8.2-2 is the interposed DAC equipment and
functions in the decentralized case. Basic functions at the DDC
and DSG remain the same in both configurations. The DAC provides
a control and monitoring concentrating function for DSG information
in addition to its primary distribution automation function as de-
scribed in Section 6 of this report.
A brief description of the functions includ^d in the control
and monitoring re quirements category provides a basis of under-
standing for the more detailed functional requirements.
a The DSG command and control function performs a coordi-
nating and interface function for the three major func-
tions which require control actions to be performed at
the DSGs. Thus, direct inputs to the command and (-on-
trol function are: DScG, scheduling and mode control,
DSG automatic generation control, and distribution volt-
VAR control. The output of the command and control
function is processed an formatted by the information
processing function.
• The display and recording function provides nonpermanent
and permanent information to the DDC. Nonpermanent dis-
plays capable of showing the DDC operators current and
trend information of DSG normal, abnormal, or emergency
conditions will normally be provided by CRT displays.
Some DDCs may also have animated map boards as supple-
mental information. Preparation of permanent records
of operator actions, alarm conditions, and normal per-
iodic logs are also the responsibility of this function.
The centralized source of the display and record infor-
mation is the information processing function.This
function is described in the communi^ation anti data
handling category descriptions in Section 8.4. The out-
puts are in the form of operator CRT and map bourn dis-
plays and permanent typewritten or magnetic tape records.
• PS(I scheduling and mode control involves daily, weekly,
and onth y scheduling of DSGs and initiating mode con-
trol (on-off-standby) at appropriate times. Daily,
weekly, and monthly time periods are associated with
unit commitment and maintenance activities. These sched-
uling activities in turn are affected by DDC distribution
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planning, operation and maintenance functions, personnel
safety, distribution security assessment, load control
including restoration, and EMS power system generation
scheduling. Resultant decisions regarding DSG mode con-
trol (on-off-standby) are initiated via the DSG command
and control function. The mode control may be arranged
either to require DDC operator approval or to be carried
out automatically.
• DSG automatic generation control (AGC) is a subf_unction
of the EMS power system AGC function which has the over-
all responsibility of automatically adjusting the power
output levels of electric generators within its control
area. The EMS (perhaps excluding some large DSGs) will
consider each DDC as having one or a few large "equiva-
lent" generators. These equivalent generators in fact
will be comprised of many DSGs. The EMS thus determines
total power system control area (AGC) needs and condi-
tions, and performs bulk power system level AGC including
equivalent DDC generators. The desired action and perti-
nent information related to each DDC's (AGC) dispatch and
load-frequenc ,i control will be transmitted to the DDC(s).
There it will be "decomposed," as appropriate, to control
the DSGs within the DDC's jurisdiction which are under
remote automatic control. Thus the DSG-AGC function may
receive direct operator input, DSG scheduling input and
FMS-A(-,C inputs. DSG-AGC output is coordinated and carried
out by the DSG command and control function.
• Distribution volt/VAR control is the overall function of
voltage and reactive power control within the jurisdiction
of a DDC. Included in the means of controlling voltage
on the c?istrihution system is the adjustment of voltage
and/or volt ampere reactive (VAR) power of DSGs. Volt-
VAR control can be used to reduce system power losses, tc
maintain voltage within an acceptable range, and also to
urovide a means of load reduction. Thus, inputs to the
distribution volt-VAR control are DDC operator, EMS load
management system, and EMS power system volt/VAR dispatch.
The output control actions for the DSGs would be via the
DSG command and control function.
• The load control including restoration function provides
the logic, indication and (when fully implemented) the
means of switching selected loads at the customer level
to reduce overall distribution system load levels, and/or
to request DSG power output changes to alleviate local
overload conditions. This function can also be called
upon to assist in an EMS system-wide load reduction ac-
tion. Inputs to this function are provided by the DDC
operator, EMS load management system, and the security
assessment function. Outputs are displays to DDC opera-
tor, commands to customer load switches via appropriate
distribution automati(;n, communication and control equip-
ment, and requests to the DSG scheduling and automatic
generation control functions.
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• Distribution security assessment and control determines
the relative ability of the distribution system to supply
the anticipated loads without exceeding the capabilities
of any equipment or circuits. In addition, tnis function
also includes examination of possible contingency situa-
tions in order to anticipate overloads which would occur
in the event of outages (planned or unplanned). With
this security assessment information, preventative actions
such as modifying DSG power schedules can be incorporated
in DDC operating strategies. Inputs to this function are
system equipment and circuit status and loading conditions,
load forecasts, and planned maintenance schedules. out-
puts would be operator displays/records and inputs to the
DSG scheduling and mode control function.
In addition to the individual function requirements that are
described in the material that follows, it is important to note that
there is a significant definition effort needed to integrate the
hardware, the software, and the man-machine interface at the DDC.
As ar: example, the DSG scheduling and mode control function can
be illustrated. To be most effective it will be necessary to:
• Acquire, organize and store data
• Perform logic and decision making involving:
- EMS needs and requirements
- loads to be served
- energy potentially available from DSGs
- economics of DSG energy production
• Provide operator information
• Carry out results of logic decisions
This is only one of the many functions and, in addition to
organizing its operation, it must also be coordinated and integrated
with the remaining functions. It is recognized that data base and
information processing needs will differ from one distribution DSG
system to another but there will be common elements present in most
DDC-DSG system designs.
Thus, an important continuing effort to define the integration
of hardware, software, and man-machine interface should be under-
taken. This effort would define, conceptualize, and categorize the
possible scenarios and equipment configurations for a distribution
system with various forms of DSGs, load control system, and distri-
bution automation, all operatin g
 tocrether in a coordinated fashion.
8.2.1 FUNCTIONAL NAME: DSG COMMAND AND CONTROL
Functional Description
The DSG command and control function is performed at the dis-
tribution dispatch center level and it coordinates and initiates
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Ecommands and control actions to DSGs. Thus "system level" functions,
requiring command or control action to DSGs, work through the DSG
commands and control function. DDC functions are expected to be in-
terposed between EMS functions and DSG command and control actions
to permit DDC-level priorities and requirements to be recognized and
incorporated.
From the DDC to DSG level, two approaches to DSG control and
monitoring have been presented. These are identified as "central-
ized" and "decentralized" system configurations. In the centralized
configuration, the DDC communicates directly with the DSGs. In the
decentralized configuration, there is an intermediate control and
monitoring level at the distribution substation which is called a
distrJbuti.on automation control (DAC) system. These configurations
have been described in Section 6 of this report. Block diagrams of
the DSG commands and control function as it interrelated to EMS,
DDC, DACs, and DSGs are shown in Figure 8.2-1 for centralized con-
trol and Figure 8.2-2 for decentralized control configurations.
In addition to command and control requests initiated by the
DDC for automatic response by directly controlled DSGs, other ar-
rangements are also possible. Some DSGs may be customer-m- red and
of various sizes. Customer-owned DSGs will usually be unci:. the
discretionary control of the owner and w1_11 be operated primarily
for his benefit. However, even though the DSG is dire(.-ted by local
control, it may be desirable for DDC functions, through the DDC com-
mand and control function, to inform the local DSG when additional
generation is needed by the utility and to indicate the value of
ene*-gy delivered at that time.
Input or Processed Data
Direct inputs to the DSG commands and control function are:
• DSG scheduling mode control
• DSG automatic generation control
• Distribution volt/VAR control
These three primary input functions are in turn influenced by EMS
functions, DDC automatic functions, and DDC operator actions, as
shown in the block diagrams of Figures 8.2-1 and 8.2-2.
Output Control and Dat a
Command and control action requests to DSG units or plants are
forwarded through and by the DDC information processing function
which organizes all control and data flow to and from other DDC
functions and to and from the DSGs. From the information process-
ing function, the command and control action requests are trans-
mitted to the DSGs via the SCADA and communication functions as
shown in the block diagram of Figures 8.2-1 and 8.2-2.
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Interaction with Other Functions
The interactions with other functions are shown in the block
diagram of Figure 8.2-1. Primary interactions take place with;
• DSG scheduling and mode control
• DSG automatic generation control
• Distribution volt/VAR control
• Information processing
Secondary interactions are shown, relative to each of the primary
interactions listed above, in Figure 8.2-1.
Special Requirements
There will be a need to coorr.inate the generation from the many
unmanned DSGs located within the distribution system with the load
nc.::ds of the distribution network. In addition, the needs of the
energy management system must be recognized. It is highly important
that a proper man-machine interface be provided which combines the
command and control function with the display and recording func-
tional needs, as well as those for information processing and per-
sonnel safety. The hardware and software to accomplish these inter-
dependent tasks represents new equipments and functions not presently
used in most electric utility distribution dispatch centers.
8.2.2 FUNCTIONAL NAME: DISPLAY AND RECORDING
Functional Description
The display and recording function pertains to DDC control
center operation and distribution system operation information.
The relationship of this function to other functions is shown in
Figure 8.2-1.
The DSG information pertinent to the distribution system (con-
trol, operation, maintenance, personnel safety and record keeping)
will be monitored. Depending on the DSG type, size, SCADA and com-
munication facilities, and degree of automatic control and monitor-
ing, this monitoring function may be either automatic, manual, or
a combination of these methods. Generally, it is anticipated that
the medium and large DSGs would be provided with automatic monitor-
ing. For these DSG plants, automatic transmission of selected mea-
surements, metering, status, and derived information (i.e., DSG
diagnostics) via a communication system is desirable. For small
DSGs under DDC control and monitoring, considerably less informa-
tion is required than for medium or large DSGs. For customer-owned
DSGs, especially small ones, the display or recording of monitored
data may represent the principal extent of DDC-DSG integration.
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At the control center, the information processing function
	 j
will assimilate the data pertaining to DSGs and store and/or dis-
tribute it to the appropriate display, recording and control
subfunctions.	 i
For medium and large utilities, with either an appreciable
number of DSGs or with large DSG(s), it is anticipated that the
DDC will be equipped with a computer directed control system.
Associated with this would be CRT displays for DSG data and status.
With a large number of DSGs, automatic monitoring of DSG data
for abnormal and emergency conditions will be performed, and auto-
matic displays to operators will be those that are identified as
"exceptions." This information may be determined at the DSG and
transmitted to the control center, or it may be determined by con-
trol center logic which compares DSG and distribution system data
anu status. Thus the operator is not burdened with large volumes
of normal data and status, and he will know that any automatic
display presented to him is important. The operator, however,
will be provided with the capability to "call up" any stored DSG
data which lie may require.
Records are keijt in various forms. They may be retained in
active storage, in background storage or on magnetic tape for
longer time storage. This permits ready access and minimal physi-
cal space. Printed records are required for a number of operations,
for billin<t, and for company and governmental reporting functions.
These "hard copy" records are produced by on-line data loggers (fer
operating and maintenance personnel) and/or off-line batch process
printers (for accounting, billing, and company and governmental
operations information reports).
Input or Processed Data
It is noted that many different types of actual and derived
data will be provided for display and recording. Depending on
thc- uses to be matte of the displays and records, many preformatted
inputs will have to be combined with current data to clearly pre-
sent the desired information from DSG, bDC, and EMS inputs to the
DDC operator.
Control Output	 Data
• CRT anti/or lighted mapboard displays
• Magnetic tape records
• Hard copy:
- Operator/maintenance logs
- Financial/energy billing data
- Company and governmental operations information
reports.
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Interaction with other Functions
Display and Recording will interact directly with the follow-
ing functions:
• Information processing
• DDC operator
Indirectly, the display and recording function interacts with
practically all of the other DDC functions.
Special Requirements
These will be dependent on the distribution DSG system, EMS
and SCADA hierarchy and hardware, and DSG types and quantities.
A series of specific .displays and record formats should be
drawn up for presentation of information to and entering of infor-
mation by the DDC operators. This is especially important for
clearly presenting DSG and distribution state conditions and DSG
operating modes. Consistent  anti of ear input procedures and formats
are also important to make the DDC equipment easy to use. Develop-
ment of display, record and input formats and procedures, and record
storage formats and media should be given consideration.
8.2.3 FUNCTIONAL NAME: DSc. SCHEDVLING AND MODE: CONTROL
Functional nes^ription
The DSG real-power scheduling is the preassignment of the DSG
operating condition (mode) and the power output level according to
a plan based on a determination of both the power system and DSG
conditions, and also the forecasted load. DSG real power schedul-
ing is a subset of the overall power system real power scheduling
function. DSG units and/or plants may be scheduled for several
different time periods. These periods and their associated pur-
poses are listed in Table 8.2.3-1. The relationship of DSG sched-
uling to other related functions is shown in Figure 8.1.2-1.
DSG unit and plant real power schedules will be influenced by
power system:
• Economics of power/energy production
• Load
• Weather
• Security constraints
• Environmental constraints
• Maintenance schedules (bulk power and distribution sys-
tems/equipment)
• Operating state of power system
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Table 8.2.3-1
DSC SCHEDULE PERIODS VERSUS PURPOSE
DSG Schedule
Period
Minutes
(1 to 5 minutes)
Daily
(24 hourly intervals)
Weekly
( 7 days)
Purpose of Function
automatic generation control
(AGC) on-line economic dispatch
and system security
unit committment for economics,
meeting system load and system
security
Monthly
(30 clays)
maintenance scheduling
Yearly
(52 weeks or 12 months)
DSG schedules are also directly influenced by the character-
istics of the DSG primary energy source and the availability of
the DSG. Short range scheduling assumes the power system will be
in a "normal" state. When other states occur, revised schedules
are required.
DSG real power scheduling may be performed at the bulk power
system (EMS) level, the distribution dispatch level, or assigned
to the individual DSG. The lower the level of scheduling responsi-
bility, the more limiting are the input conditions/data included in
the scheduling logic. The largest benefits are to be expected when
the scheduling responsibility is assigned to the higher levels.
The assignment of the real power scheduling responsibilities
among the EMS, DDC and DSGs on a specific utility will be influenced
by the generation scheduling philosophy, power system control hier-
archy and the number, size and types of DSGs on the distribution
system.
DSG scheduling and mode control is a complex function which
may be accomplished by a number of philosophical and computational
approaches. These vary both in method of determining optimum
schedvlincy and where the computations are executed. It is con-
sidered .*=iamental, however, that the EMS retain overall power
system ^ieneration scheduling responsibility and that with appre-
ciable numbers of DSGs to be scheduled, the optimizing operations
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for DSGs be performed at the DDC level or below. Thus, specific
performance and cost information for individual DSG scheduling
will not be a concern of the EMS. The exception would be DSGs
considered large enough or important enough to power system oper-
ation to be retained under EMS responsibility. In this case, in-
formation may "pass through" the DDC but may not be part of its
DDC-DSG optimization responsibility.
The EMS will thus require that each DDC assimilate DSG and
distribution system characteristics, energy and scheduling capa-
bilities, load forecasts and DSG status so that "equivalent" DSGs
may be derived which represent the aggregate of all DSGs within
the DDC responsibility. Bulk generation scheduling at the EMS
will thus treat a DDC's equivalent (aggregate) DSG generators as
bulk generation.
The responsibility of delegating individual DSG scheduling
thus resides with the DDC. From the DDC to DSG, scheduling and
control philosophy elected by DSG affects where the final indivi-
dual DSG schedule is computed. There are two options: first, a
centralized approach where the DDC optimizes the individual DSG
schedules and transmits this information to the individual DSGs.
Second, a decentralized approach where the power level or econor:lc
(energy value) information is transmitted to the individual DSGs
and they optimize their own output to match the basic conditions
determined by the DDC. As stated above, this is a relatively- com-
plex matter and is an area which should be considered for further
investigations.
Input or Processed Data
Power System Data:
• Economic data (fuel, purchased power costs, opera,ing
and maintenance costs)
• Power system conditions (generation and transmission
equipment/facilities in or out of service)
• Energy resource availability
• Weather forecasts
• Load forecasts (including intertie power flow agreements)
• Environmental constraints
• Security constraints
• Maintenance schedules (of generation, transmission, and
distribution facilities)
DSG Unit/Plant Data:
All items of "Power System Data" listed above, specific to DSG
unit,/plant, except load forecasts and security constraints.
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Controlled Output and Data
If the DSG's energy resource availability and characteristics
permit DSG scheduling, preplanned DSG hourly/daily, and weekly/
monthly operating schedules will be prepared. If DSG is not
"schedulable" on an hourly/daily basis, a set of operating rules
and criteria i.re established for this type of DSG and used in the
manual (or automatic) DSG unit/plant control logic. Depending on
the degree of power system and DSG automatic control and data pro-
cessing implemented on a power system, the hourly/daily and weekly/
monthly DSG real power schedules may be in the form of printed tab-
ulations and/or stored data at one, two, or all of the following:
• Bulk power system, energy management center
• Distribution dispatch c,,nter
• DSG
Thus (DSc, Schedule) output data is produced for DDC operators and
(if applicable) automatic preprogrammed implementation by DDC and/or
DSG control computers.
Printed or stored data is arranged in tabular form and is
listed in the appropriate period segments of scheduled power out-
put (or absorption) in MW values. These tabulations are for daily,
weekly, monthly, and yearly schedules, as identified in Table 8.2.3-1.
The "schedules" or economic dispatch information for the "minutes"
period are usually determined by the EMS and DDC Automatic Generation
Control log;ic, and "On-Line" power control commands or information
is automatically transmitted to DSGs at the beginning of each eco-
nomic dispatch period.
Interaction with Other Functions
The function of DSG scheduling and mode control will interact
directly with the following functions:
• EMS power system generation scheduling
• DDC operator
• DSG command and control (DDC)
• Personnel safety
• Information processing
• Load control including restoration
is Security assessment and control
• Automatic generation control
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Special Requirements
DSG ownership will affect the availability for scheduling DSG
real power output. Scheduling of solely (utility) awned DSGs is
constrained only by physical, electrical, environmental, security,
and economic considerations. Scheduling of jointly owned plants
(i.e., utility and private joint-ownership of a cogeneration plant)
may be constrained by contractual agreements and plant design.
Scheduling of privately owned DSGs by the utility is not nor-
mally to be expected since the scheduling will be done by, and for,
the maximum benefit and convenience of the owner. If a privately
owned cogeneration plant has or foresees excess power capacity as-
sociated with a desirable level of process activity, contractual
arrangements will have usually foreseen this possibility and pro-
vided the basis for scheduling and selling such surplus to the
utility. However, this generally precludes "cost of power" opti-
mization and in the future, on-time control methods similar to
economic dispatch functions used for utility owned generation may
be developed for privately owned DSGs.
Preliminary analysis of some of the key issues associated with
the economic scheduling of many s piall DSGs located within an elec-
tric utility power system which has as its principal power source
large centralized units has produced a number of interesting re-
sults. A brief summar- of the salient point, observed are as follows:
• The uncertainties associated with local weather variation
patterns (microweather)* on small solar and wind units
can be ignored at the EMS level independent of the number
of units. For a few units there is little power involved,
and for a large number of units the uncertainties tend to
average out.
• The effect of global variation in macroweather" patterns
on solar and wind units car, be important at the EMS level
unless the number of units is small or the macroweather
cannot be forecast reasonably well at least a few hours
ahead..
• Highly accurate scheduling of individual small DSGs does
not appear to be r.:,,-,aired at the EMS level. The amount
of power generated by each DSG tends to be small compared
with that of the central generating units, and the uncer-
tainties associated with the local variations in weather
make accurate scheduling of small DSGs more costly than
it is worth.
• In the event that the DSG is customer-owned, the effec-
tiveness of the utility's ability to schedule the DSG
will be limited by the natare of the contractual agree-
MicrowaatTter: five minute local weather variations
**Macroweather: passage of overall weather fronts and air masses
which should be known at least a few hours in advance
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ment bettreen the utility and the customer as well as by
the extent of the inherent schedulability of the DSG.
When the customer retains the right to schedule its DSG,
the DSG will appear to be an uncontrollable negative load
and will not be as useful to the utility as if the DSG
were utility-scheduled.
• Scheduling research problems could be important if there
is a major penetration of solar and/or wind units. How-
ever, such scheduling efforts could build on the well-
established methodologies and techniques which exist inthis field.
• Further efforts are needed to arrive at better defined
methods for performing the on-line and off-1 = ne schedul-
ing operations.
8.2, .4 FUNCTIONAL NAME: DISTRIBUITON VOLT^VAR CONTROL
Functional Description
Generation by DSGs can influence distribution system voltage
levels and VAR flow as well as the losses on the utilities bulk
power transmission and generation system. within the framework
of distribution volt-VAR control is the functional requirement re-
garding the proper contribution to be made by the DSG sources to
the overall voltage and VAR requirements of the utility system.
Steady-state voltage is controlled on distribution systems in
a number of ways. In general, three classes of equipment may be
used on a power system to maintain voltage levels. These classes
and the types of equipment in each class are as follows:
• Source voltage control
- generating station bus voltage control
e Voltage ratio control
- load tap changing transformers
- induction voltage regulators
- step voltage regulators
e Kilovar control
- synchronous condensers
- switched capacitors
Traditionally, voltage ratio control and kilovar control have
been used on distribution s*stems, and generating station bus volt-
age control has been associated with the bulk generation-transmission
system. Until significant DSG capacity penetration on any particu-
lar or general part of a distribution system is reached, voltage
:ratio control and kilovar control will continue to be the primary
means of distribution voltage control. However, certain types of
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DSGs inherently or by DSG system design can contribute to voltage
control on the distribution system. These relationships are shown
on Figure 8.2-1.
At the distribution substation, the substation secondary volt-
age may be automatically regulated by using transformers equipped
with tap changers which operate under loak' (LTC), by regulators
and/or capacitors that maintain the desired voltage level on the
substation secondary bus, or by separate regulators for each feeder.
Substation LTC transformers or bus regulators may be used when all
feeders connected to a transformer have similar load and voltage
drop characteristics. Where feeders differ in these characteristics,
separate regulators may be used in a substation for each feeder,
or supplementary regulation may be provided along the feeder route
by means of line voltage regulators or switched shunt capacitors.
Voltage regulating devices are designed to maintain automat-
ically a predetermined level of voltage that usually varies with
the load. As the load increases, the regulating devices raise the
voltage at the substation to compensate for the increased voltage
drop in the distribution feeder. In cases where customers are
located long distances from the substation or where voltage drop
along the primary feeder circuit is high, additional regulators
or capacitors at selected points in the line provide supplementary
regulation.
Use is made of shunt capacitors in substations and on primary
feeder circuits for the dual purpose of improving power factor and
regulating voltage. Many of these installations have sophisticated
controls designed to tulfill either- or both purposes by automatic
switching.
The addition of certain types of DSG units provides another
means of cc.ntrolling voltage or KVAR. If, for example, the DSG
is a synchronous machine, then a means exists to use the reactive
capability to affect the DSG-distribution system interface voltage
and supply or absorb VARs. Induction generators, on the other hand,
absorb VARs from the system and do not provide a means of VAR con-
trol. Their application (to date) has included wind generators as
well as small hydro units. Small, inexpensive do/ac inverters also
have been shown to have poor power factors and require VARs from
the power system. These, therefore, would not assist in voltage
control.
The DSG volt-VAR scheduling would be done at the DDC level.
Some larger DSGs might be scheduled from the EMS, depending on
th..r location in the power system 	 ?or example, if a large DSG
were located at or near a bulk poi r substation it would be logi-
cal that the EMS would control the ^c;f.tage/VAR supply of the DSG.
Three distribution system operating states and control prior-
ities can be identified as shown in Table 8.2.4-1. For normal
system conditions, the control of voltage may have first priority;
control of VARs, second priority; and minimizing losses in the
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distribution system, the lowest priority. Under an emergency con-
dition, such as loss of a major transmission line or generating
plant, the top priority may be to provide system VAR support by
means of feeder and substation switched capacitors.
Operational priorities of the volt-VAR control can be deter-
mined by weighting factorz used in the control algorithm.
Table 8.2.4-1
OPERATINa PRIORITIES VERSUS OPERATING STATE
Operating State**
Controlled Quantit	 Abnormal
	 Emergency
Voltage	 1
VARs	 2
Losses	 3
*Operation priority of each controlled quantity to be
preset for each operating mode.
**Determined by DDC.
Input or Processed Data
To accomplish voltage control requires the measurement of
line voltage. VAR control can require measurement of voltage,
current or VARs.
The addition of controllable USG units would require similar
measurements being made for volt -VAR control. In addition, the
status and operating mode of the DSG units is required, along with
the status of the DSG main breaker.
Depending on the control logic devised, some of the following
inputs would be required:
• Indication of operating priority to DDC
• Voltage setpoint and ban('.width of DSGs
• Status of substation and feeder capacitor banks
• Status of DSG do/ac power conversion capacitor banks
• Status of LTC and voltage regulators
• Time delay for LTC and voltage regulators
• Feeder and substation KVAR limits
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Output Control and Data
Aspects of output control relevant to DSG coordination:
• Control of the DSG synchronous generator excitation
subsystem to control reactive power (VARs), and voltage
• Control of switched capacitors associated with line com-
mutated do/ac power conversion DSGs
• Control of voltage and/or reactive power flow of forced
commutated inverter equipped do/ac power conversion DSGs
Interaction with Other Functions
As shown in Figure 8.2-1, the volt-VAR control interacts di-
rectly with the following functions:
• DDC operator inputs
• EMS power system volt-VAR dispatch
• EMS load management system
• DSG command and control
The volt-VAR control interacts indirectly with the following
functions:
• Distribution SCADA
• Instrumentation
• Load control including restoration
Special Requirements
With a customer-owned DSG, the utility and customer have to
coordinate a mutually acceptable owner supervised VAR and voltage
schedule, or an agreement permitting the utility to exercise con-
trol over the DS` volt-VAR capabilities.
With significant penetration of DSG sources, it will become
increasing ly desirable to coordinate distribution volt-V7,R control
with the EMS level bulk ^.ower system volt-VAR dispatch fanction as
shown on Figure 8.2-1.
8.2.5 FUNCTIONAL NAVE: LOAD CONTROL INCLUDING RESTOR;.PION
Functional Description
In a distribution system directed by a DDC distribution auto-
mation system the load control function would pro,ride a means of
reducing an area load by disconnecting sel?cted loads or alleviating
distribution circuit overload by increasing DSG output. These
arLions would be in response t- the DDC or the EMS monitoring and
control requirements.
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Load control, used in conjunction with DSGs, scarves to reduce
peak demands and shift loads from peak periods to off-peak periods.
This may also reduce maximum load on a given feeder. Control com-
mands drop specified loads (water heaters, air conditioners, elec-
tric space heating, and so forth) for a preset time interval.
These commands are generated at the DDC or EMS.
The presence of DSGs on the distribution system offers a
means of reducing loading on feeder sections or at the substation.
This might be required under overload conditions brought about by
equipment failure or circuit reconfiguration.
Another aspect of load control and restoration function in-
volves faulted distribution feeder circuits. After a fault is
isolated, service can be restored to nonfaulted sections through
automatic Lwitching and resynchronizing of the DSGs, provided that
the DSGs are on the nonfaulted section of the feeder. If nonfaulted
feeder sections become isolated from the distribution system, but
there are DSGs connected to them which can operate under isolated
conditions, then service restoration can be accomplished to those
sections by synchronizing the available DSGs and coordinating with
the load control function as required to balance load and available
generating capacity.
It is important that the load control including restoration
function be properly coordinated with the personnel safety function.
Under conditions of an isolated portion of the distribution system
served by the local DSGs, it is important to have an indication of
the DSG operating mode or voltage in that area to prevent injury
to maintenance personnel.
Power system loads can also be affected by voltage control.
This technique has been used, for example, to reduce the total
system load when generation shortages exist. 'gnus, the load con-
trol function can interact with the distribution volt-VAR control
function.
Input or Processed Data
Input data relevant to DSG coordination:
e Indication of overload on distribution circuits or equip-
ment
w Commands from EMS to initiate load control
• Status availability of DSG and scheduling requirements
Output Control and Data
Output data relevant to DSG coordination:
• Switch control signals to portions of customer's load,
e.g., electric water heater or air conditioner
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• Adjusting DSG power output to alleviate distribution
overloads
Interaction With Other Func*tions
As shown in Figure 8.2-1 this function directly interacts with
the following functions:
• DDC operator
• EMS load management system
• Security assessment
• DSG scheduling and node control
• Distribution automation system (customer load switching)
This function interacts indirectly with the following functions:
• DSG command and control
• Volt-VAR control
• Distribution SCADA
• Communications
• Instrumentation
Special Requirements
Customer load control requires communication to user loads,
interface (auxiliary equipment switcres), and load control units.
These communication and control means are not normally considered
to be part of the distribution DSG system.
The load control function will interact with the EMS load
management control center and therefore require coordination and
integration.
Special attention and study are needed for operations involv-
ing isolated DSGs oi N portions of distribution systems which have
bee.i disconnected frLri the normal utility power supply source.
8.2.6 FUNCTIONAL NAME: AUTOMATIC GENERATION CONTROL
Functional Description
Automatic generation control (AGC) is any area supplementary
control that automatically adjusts the power output levels of elec-
tric generat^rs within a control area, which is usually an entire
electric utility system. Automatic generation control schemes
usually include one or more subsystems (or subfunctions) such as
load frequency control, economic dispatch control, environmental
dispatch control, security dispatch control, and like functions.
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Schedulable types of DSGs that can be scheduled like hydro
with storage, batteries, or fuel cello are candidates for partic-
ipation in AGC. Some intermittent sources, like wind turbines,
.could not be good choices for AGC.
AGC for an entire power system has traditionally been per-
formed at the EMS level. With the addition of DSGs that may be
scheduled and autcnatically controlled, the overall power system
AGC responsibility would remain with the EMS, but AGC for specific
DSGs would be assigned to DDCs. This relationship is illustrated
in Figure 8.2-1. The impact on the DDC is that it would be re-
quired to allocate its assigned AGC requirement among the individ-
ual DSGs or pass AGC signals through to some of the large DSGs on
behalf of the EMS.
AGC is directly related to DSG scheduling, because economic
dispatch is a form of generation scheduling on a short-time basis.
This relationship was described in Section 8.2.3 and is shown in
Figure 8.2-1.
In addition to using schedulable DSG generation sources to
optimize overall power systems generation production costs, DSGs
with controllable energy resources may also participate in the
power system load-frequency control function. Thus, DSGs may
supplement hulk generation in performinq power system frequency
and intertie regulation.
Input or Processed Data
The DDC receives aggregate DSG power generation requirements
from the EMS and power generation economics data where DDC has
responsibility for DSG economic dispatch.
MW output values of DSGs are under AGC control, if economic
dispatch is performed at DDC for individual DSGs.
Output Control and Data
The output from DDC to DSGs for AGC purposes may be in dif-
ferent forms depending o.i AGC control philosophies. Examples
could bc. (1) raise and lower signals, (2) desired power level
requirement information, or (3) economic production cost informa-
tion if :SSG economic dispatch logic function is located at DSGs.
Interaction With Other Functions
The AGC function interacts directly with the following functions:
• EMS power system P,C
• DSG command and control
• DDC operator for override control
• DSG scheduling
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The AGC function interacts indirectly with the following
functions:
• Load control including restoration
• Distribution SCADA
• DSG power control
• Instrumentation
Special Requirements
If high-capacity penetration of nonschedulable DSGs is real-
ized on a power system, the requirement for closer control of
existing central (non-DSG) generation units is highly desirable.
This may require changes in the centralized generating plants, or
find tuning of boiler controls.
If DSGs are to operate within DDC areas in an "island" con-
figuration, special requirements will be placed on the DDC. The
DDC would have the responsibility for maintaining the frequency
and voltage levels for these islands within acceptable tolerances.
This is a complex problem that needs examination, analysis, and
direction. There are major distribution system monitoring, control,
communication, and operating considerations if islands of any appre-
ciable size are to be temporarily self-sufficient generation-
distribution-load entities.
8.2.7 FUNCTIONAL NAME: SECURITY AS 'SIESSMENT AND CONTROL
Functional Description
The security assessment and control function is a reliability
evaluation means of trying to keep the distribution system in a
normal state; i.e., all customer and interconnection demands are
met, no apparatus or line is overloaded, and :he consequences of
an unexpected contingency are minimal. If the system departs from
the normal state for any reason, the object is to restore it in an
acceptable period of time.
The security of the distribution system may be assessed and
controlled at the DDC through one or more degrees of automation.
Each of these is a more progressively sophisticated level that
builds upon the underlying functions. In ascending order of com-
plexity, security assessment and control would consist of:
• Status monitor and display
• Contingency evaluation
• Corrective strategy formulation
• Automatic control
At the first level, the operator receives information on the
status of the distribution system and manually makes assessments
and decisions and takes necessary control action. In the second
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step, the computer predicts the effect of contingencies and planned
outages and alerts the operator to potential troubles. The oper-
ator then analyzes the problem, determines corrective action, and
initiates appropriate control. In the third step, the computer
formulates corrective strategies. At this step, the DDC would
indicate the chosen strategy to the operator, who would, upon
acceptance, initiate appropriate control actions. In the final
step, the DDC, through the communication network, would execute
automatically the formulated strategies.
DSGs can contribute to the overall system security as a source
of available generation that may be able to serve the 	 stribution
It is important, then, to determine what state eac' 	 -rollable
DSG is in, viz, normal, abnormal, emergency, or _ pui " tive. if
the power system is in the alert state, a schedulable DSG can be
used to reduce potential overloads. For example, if a substation
transformer is at its peak load, a DSG on the secondary bus or on
one of its feeders can be used to reduce the likelihood of exceed-
ing that limit, provided it can be called upon to produce more
power output.
The DSG operating state will have an impact on system security.
For example, whether the DSG is in the normal, abnormal, emergency,
or inoperative state will determine how much the DSG can contribute
to the overall system security. In addition, the DSG operating
mode (on, off, standby) is another consideration for distribution
system security assessment, because some DSGs will require longer
startup times (up to several hours) than others and thus not be
immediately available for service. Some types may be brought on
line in a matter of minutes.
Input or lrocessed Data
• Major distributi-)n substation, feeder, and subtransmission
• Power flow information
• Electrical and thermal limits for substations, feeders,
and subtransmission lines
• Overload alarms
• Equipment temperature alarms
• Status of DSGs (mode and state)
• Load projections
Output Control and Data
• DDC control to feeder switches and breakers
• Load control
• DSG schedule requirs.:A;ients
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Interaction With Other Functions
Security assessment and control, as shown in Figure 8.2-1
directly Interacts with the following functions:
• DSG scheduling and mode control
• Information processing
• Load control, including restoration
Security assessment interacts indirectly with:
• DSG command and control
• Display and recording
• Distribution volt/VAR control
• Distribution SCADA
• Instrumentation
Special Requirements
The security assessment and coatro1 function in its fully
implemented form as described above has not been implemented on
an electric utility distribution system. After higher priority
DDC control and monitoring functions have been satisfied, develop-
ment work on this subject will be required.
8-.s3
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8.3 POWER FLOW AND QUALITY REOUIREMENTS
The power flow and quality requirements relate to the local
DSG functions involved in quantity and quality of the service pro-
vided by the DSG. Because power flow and quality may be remotely
controlled by the DDC and involves the DSG process, it is impor-
tant that these functions and processes be mutually understood
by DSG, DDC, and distribution system designers and engineers. In-
cluded in this power flow and quality category are the following
subfunctions:
• DSG power control
• DSG voltage control
• Harmonic control
• Instrumentation
The DSG power control subfunction is concerned with the local
control of the magnitude of real power delivered by a DSG to the
power distribution system. This may directly or indirectly in-
volve the control of other DSG subsystem controls and auxiliary
functions that are required to produce the desired DSG output.
The DS(; power control will receive information from the DDC or
from local DSG operational requirements that will provide the de-
sired power reference signal.
The DSG voltage control is a local DSG function that helps
support the distribution system voltage in the immediate area
where the DSG is located. It is interrelated with the DSG power
control function.
Harmonic control functional requirements of a DSG identify
permissable voltage and current wave harmonic content introduced
by a DSG and its associated equipment. These harmonics must be
limited because they produce unwanted heating in power equipment
an(!/or undesirable electromagnetic interference with communications
and electronics equipments. As presently envisioned, harmonic
control is one of the design r ,! ,Xuirements for a DSG and its dis-
tribution system application rather than an on-line control function.
Instrumentation is required to measure the actual DSG condi-
tions, performance, and output and to condition the information for
local use and transmission to the DDC. Because this instrumentation
provides the basic inputs for DDC functions, it is desirable to be
able to identify the instrumentation requirements as soon as con-
veniently possible in the design cycle. Figure 8.3-1 provides a
simplified overview and relation of the power flow and quality
functions t^ the DDC-DSG overall control and DSG plant functions.
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8.3.1 FUNCTIONAL NAME: DSG POWER CONTROL
Functional Description
DSG power control involves local DSG control of the DSG real
power (watt) output, while the DSG is connected to the utility
power distribution system.* The DSG power output (generating), or
absorption (storing), will be controlled or influenced by one of a
combination of the following:
• A DDC control center employing DSG scheduling and/or
automatic generation control (AGC) functions
• Local DSG plant or unit control decision logic based on
- DSG state
- PowLr sla:tem state
- DSG energy source availability and characteristics
- Process heat/electricity requirements (for congen-
eration plant)
• Local operator's decisions
- owner's decisions (private party ownership/operation)
- Utility opera-or (testing and maintenance)
The hierarchal relationship of these control factors to the
major control elements are shown in Figure 8.3-^. Control Center
scheduling or AGC decisions and actions take place at the DDC
level; the local DSG and owner's decisions and actions take place
at the DSG plant or unit level.
The decisions and acticns listed above are ultimately car-
ried out by eithz!r manual or automatic control action through or
by the DSG master control acting on the DSG power control subsys-
tem. The DSG master control/DSG power control can range from
simple to complex depending on the type and size of DSG.
Input or Processed Data
Depending on the primary responsibility assignment for, or
origin o£, DSG power control, the input data could involve:
• DDC direction of DSG power
A. Automatic generation control (AGC) function, in-
cluding economic dispatch and oossibly load-fre-
quency control requirements. 'i-his information is
transmitted and received via distribution SCADA,
or simplified equivalent, and communication link(s).
*DSG operation, although it is electrically isolated from the power
distribution system, is " separate subfunction (stand-alone capa-
bility) that is described in the special DSG requirements category.
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B. Separately defined and transmitter' poorer sched-
ule, (an alternate to A), for daily/hourly load
levels.
• Local DSG power control:
A. DGG state
B. Power distribution system state
C. DSG energy source availability and characteristics
D. Preset schedule
E. Process heat/electricity requirement
e Local operator's decisions:
A. Owner (private)
B. Economic factors (cost trade-offs, which may in-
clude on-line value of power information from
utility
C. Process factors (level of operations and schedule)
D. Security factors
M Utility operator:
A. DSG and distribution systems
B. Conditions
C. Status
Output Control and Data
The controlled outputs and data for local DSG lower control
would follow this description:
in the generic sense DSG power control will be provided in
the form of signals or data by the DSG master control to the power
control subsystem. The form of these signals or data will be de-
pendent upon the specific type of DSG and its control system de-
sign. The DSG power control subsystem in turn acts clec.trically,
electromechanically, or electrohydraulically on the DSG power
conversion system, subzystems, and auxiliaries.
For DSGs controlled directly by the DDC with on-line closed-
loop control (AGC), DSG power output data would be transmitted
from the DSG to the control center. If economic dispatch optimi-
zation calculations e-e decentralized and for the specific DSG
are performed by the DSC master control logic (with appropriate
DDC economic information inputs), different information transfers
would be involved than for DDC AGC closed-loop control. In either
case, however, DSG characteristics and conditions would be needec
by the DDC. Depending on the type and size of DSG, this informa-
tion could be either simple manual DDC inputs or automatic DSG
data outputs.
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Interaction with Other Functions
The local DSG power control function interacts directly with
the following functions:
• DSG master control
• DSG power conversion
• Instrumentation
The local DSG power control interacts indirectly with the
followino functions:
• DSG voltage control
• DSG protection
• DSG command and control-distribution SCADA-communication
• DSG scheduling
• Automatic generation control (AGC)
• Load control and restoration
Special Requirements
The implementation will be affected by the bulk and distribu-
tion power system control system hierarchy and architecture, real
power control responsibility assignment and relationships, type of
DSG, size of DSG, and DSG ownership. The interrelationships of
these factors can have many variations and conditions. There are
control philosphy,institutional, and regulatory aspects that affect
DSG power control. This general subject requires further examina-
tion and definition, some of which may have to await clarification
of regulatory decisions presently being formulated.
8.3.2 FUNCTIONAL NAME: DSG VOLTAGE CONTROL
Functional Description
DSG voltage control is a local DSG function that helps sup-
port distribution system voltage in the immediate area where the
DSG is located. The voltage reference "signal" may originate at
the DDC or locally at the DSG by manual or automatic means. Local
DSG terminal voltage and/or distribution system voltage is required
feedback for voltage control decisions.
DSGs with synchronous generators, forced (self-) commutated
do/ac inverters, and line-commutated dc,/ac inverters equipped with
switched capacitors have trA ability to assist the DDC Volt/VAR
control function described Ln Section 8.2, Control and Monitoring
Requirements.
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The DSG voltage control function is identified on Figure 8.3-1.
The type of voltage control subsystem will depend on the type of
equipment employed by the DSG power conversion and/or power condi-
tioning equipment.
Synchronous generators are electromechanical rotating machines
that have excitation systems to provide generator field current.
Voltage control thus involves adjustment of the excitation system
reference level for synchronous generators. There are limits to
the level of excitation that can be applied to the synchronous
generator that are interrelated with the power output level. The
excitation affects the reactive volt ampere output or consumption
as the generator excitation level is varied from "overexcited" to
"underexcited" conditions respectively. The vector total of the
real and reactive volt ampere -Dutput determines generator (IZR
loss) heating, and thus its output capacity limitation. Excita-
tion systems can incorporate various control logic such as main-
taining terminal voltage, reactive volt amperes, or power Factor
(within machine capability). This function can be used by the DDC
Volt/VAR control function to affect distribution system voltage
either locally or collectively if a large number of DSGs is
installed.
Solid-state (static) do/ac inverters are of two basic types:
forced commutated and line commutated. Forced commutated inverters
are usually employed where "stand-alone" capability, that is the
ability to operate independently from the main power distribution
system, is required. For this capability, voltage control is re-
quired that involves the adjustment of the reactive volt ampere
output. To provide the capability for producing reactive power,
internal capacitance is required in the inverter design. The in-
verter voltage control thus acts upon the formation of the ac out-
put wave to achieve the desired level of voltage and/or VAR output.
Thus, the forced commutated inverter has a relati „,ely continuous
control range capability limited by internal capacitance and thermal
considerations of the inverter components. It is also important to
note that the "raw” output voltage of forced commutated inverters
has a "harmonic rich" wave form. This is highly undesirable, and
appropriate harmonic filtering is usually required for this type of
inverter to be acceptable on a distribution system or to normal
distribution types of loads. This harmonic filtering involves the
use of capacitors that also supply reactive volt amperes that are
similar to shunt capacitor installations.
Line-commutated do/ac inverters are less complex than forced
commutat d inverters, differing in that they depend upon the power
system to cause commutation ar>-ion in the inverter. Thus, they do
not need the internal capacitance of the forced commutated inverters.
However, the line-commutated inverter cannot operate independently
from the distribution system (it does not have "stand-alone" capa-
bility). Msociated with line-commutated inverters are harmonic
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filters that utilise ► capacitors that also act as shunt capacitors
to supply VARs to the distribution system. The ammount of filtering
required can vary with the real power output level. Therefore, it
may be necessary to switch the tilter or or off by "section" if
the VAR output exceeds the requirements of the distribution system
in which the DSG is located. If additional volt/VAR support is
required, switched shunt capacitors would also be utilised. Thus,
line-commutated inverters may have volt/VAR control if their har-
monic filters and/or shunt capacitors are configured in switchaable
arrangements. If they are not swltchable, the power factor will
vary with output, and relatively fixed! VAR supply will be pro-
vided as long as the DSG is connected to the energized distribu-
tion system.
Input or Processed Data
Inputs to voltage regulator/excita ►'iGn system include:
• Local manual setpoint reference level for DSG terminal
voltage regulation.
• Voltage or VAR reference level signals from the DDC
supplied to the voltage contr,^l subsystem via the DSG
master control/information pz.,^ressing function.
Output Control and Data
Signals from the voltage regulatcr to the excitation, or volt-
age control circuits, of the DSG regulate DSG terminal voltage
and/or VAR output (or consumption).
Data of DSG terminal voltage or distribution system voltage
would be required for either local DSG or remote DDC on-line volt/
VAR cont:rol.
Interaction with Other Functions
The voltage control function directly interacts with the fol-
lowing functions:
• DSG master control
• DSG power control
• DSG startup
• Harmonics (static inverter with switchable filter bax.ks)
• Instrumentation
• Protection: DSG
• Stand-alone function
i
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The voltage control function interacts indirectly with:
• DDC volt-VAR control
• DDC load control including restoration
• Distribution SCADA/communication
Special Requirements
DSrs with voltage control capability offer the possibility of
assisting distribution system voltage regulation. To make use of
this capability for on-line control (rather than preset or simple
timed-voltage schedule) would require voltage measurement and volt-
age data to be transmitted to the DDC. The value (or worth) of
this control must be evaluated with regard to derived benefits to
determine whether this control function is justifiable. The size,
type, and number of DSGs; distribution system characteristics and
needs; and definitive effects would need to be examined in evalu-
ating whether implementation of DDC-DSG voltage control, was just-
ifiable. This will tend to be sensitive to specific conditions
and thus some effort to parametrically define the general cases
would be desirable for guidance purposes to utility distribution
DSG system planners.
8.3.3 FUNCTIONAL NAME: HARMONIC CONTROL
Functional Description
Harmonics on the distribution system are a source of additional
heating to power equipment and a source of telephone and electronics
interference. Harmonics could also adversely affect the operation
of instrumentation and protective relays. Increased voltage regula-
tion is another side effect of excessive harmonics. It is also pos-
sible to develop very undesirable resonant voltage conditions,
depending upon the circuit configuration and the particular order
of harmonics present. Typical sources of harmonics include synchro-
nous generators, static inverters, transformer exciting current,
wye-connected loads, arc furnaces, and SCR drives.
A DSG, therefore, is a potential source of harmonics. If the
DSG is a synchronous machine, then the harmonic content of the volt-
age wave may be limited in its inherent design characteristics by
purchase specification standards, (ANSI C42 and C50) in terms of:
• The maximum deviation of the voltage waveform from a
pure sine wave and
• The weighted average of all. harmonics. These require-
ments are intended to reflect the objectionable effect
of inductive coupling at the harmonic frequency with
telephone communication.
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There dc. •'ac inverters are employed, e.g., with battery stor-
age, fuel cells, or photovoltaic generation, every attempt should
be made to reduce the objectionable harmonics imposed on the dis-
tribution system by the DSG. For the purpose of this study, the
control of harmonics will be viewed as a DSG and distribution sys-
tem design problem and should be resolved prior to the time of
writing DSG system specifications. The control of DSG harmonics
does not readily yield to corrective measurer of control or miti-
gation taken after the fact.
Input or Processed Data
DSG waveform harmonic content for a set of specific operating
conditions must be specified in the DSG procurement specifications.
Output Contfol and Data
Where "external" harmonic filters are utilized in the DSG sys-
tem power conditioning subsystem, there may be the need to control
the degree of filtering if it adversely affects voltage levels as
the power output level varies.
Interaction with Other Functions
Harmonic control can interact directly with the following
functions:
• DSG voltage control
• Protection: DSG
e Instrumentation
• Communications
Harmonic control can interact indirectly with the following
function:
e Distribution Volt-VAR control
Special Peguirements
Where do/ac inverters are used, reactive power requirements
to be supplied from or to the power system should be carefully
studied and specified as part of the DSG system. Switched shunt
capacitor banks at the DSG location are a possible solution for
reactive power supply requirements. The cor. ,bined capacitance of
the harmonic filters and the (power frequency) reactive volt ampere
supply shunt capacitors should be coordinated and matched to the
distribution volt/%IAR control and harmonic control requirements.
This sould be done in the design and application engineering phase
of DSG definition.
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8.3.4 FUNCTIONAL NAME: INSTRUMENTATION
Functional Description
The instrumentation function includes (1) the sensing and
conversion of variable electrical and physical quantities to logic
level analog or digital equivalents: (2) the production and accumu-
lation (counting and register function) of pulse counts that re-
present integrated time variable quantities such as electrical en-
ergy and volumetric flow; (3) the sensing and presentation of
status conditions of binary or multistate devices; and (4) the
local presentation or display of this information on discrete de-
vices such as indicating instruments, recorders, register meters,
and indicating lights or displays. This set of subfunctions and
the coordinated equipment necessary to provide them can be refer-
red to as the DSc; instrumentation system. Figure 8.3-1 shows the
relationship of the instrumentation system to other DSG functions
and equipment in simple block diagram form.
The presentation of the various information, listed above in
items (1) through (4), for local use and for transmission to the
DDC will be influenced by the tyro and capability of the DSG master
control and information processing/data acquisition equipment. At
medium anti large DSGs, where the relative expenditure is justifi-
able, the DSG master control and information processing data ac-
quisition would be performed by computer equipment. This type of
equipment could provide an appropriate interface to (or even per-
form the function of) the SC'ADA equipment described as the "data
terminal equipment" type of function in the communications and
data handling functional req..irements descriptions. For smaller
DSGs with simpler local control and limited or incompatible data
acquisition equipment, the instrumentation system would probably
have to present its information directly to a separate SCADA re-
mote terminal unit that includes data terminal equipment functions.
For these small DSOs, which are under control and monitoring by
the DDC, considerably less information will be required by and
transmitted to the DDC compared to medium and large DSG systems.
This may be as limited as simple ON or OFF mode conditions.
Input or Processed Data
Variable quantities are:
• Electrical
A. Volts (kV)
B. Watts 'I.'W)
C. VARS (MVARS)
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• Physical (dependent on type of D8G)
A. Pressures
B. Temperatures
C. Flow
D. Insola►tion
E. Wind velocity
Integrated quantities are:
• MWh
• Input ene-yy (depends on type of DSG /primary energy
source)
Status
• Important conditions (specific to type of DSG)
• Alarm conditions (general and specific to type of DSG)
Output Control and Data
Output data same as listed for Input or Processed Data cited
above. Basically all of it would be used or stored locally, and
only the data pertinent to DDC operations would be transmitted to
the DDC.
Interactions with Other Functions
Direct interactions include:
• Distribution SCADA/Communication
• Local DSG display and recording
• DSG startup/shutdown
• DSG stand-alone capability
• DSG power control
• DSG control (includes DSG mode control)
• DSG voltage control
• Revenue metering
• Personnel safety
Indirect interactions include:
• All DDC functions concerned with monitoring and con-
trol of the DSG.
F
Seecial pnuiremonts
Electrical energy motoring will involve special consideration
for some types of DSG&, and for ownership other than solely by
the utility.
It is noted that ordinary watthour casters will run in reverse
if the current flow is reversed, thus producing incorrect readings.
Watthour meters can be equipped with detesnts to prevent reverse
operation, however, where bidirectional power flow can tape place.
Examples of this are: storage-battery types of DSG*, DSGs that re-
quire crankup power for starting, DSGs that have auxiliary power
requirements that exceed gross DSG output under certain conditions,
and customer-owned DSGs with less than peak customer demand ca-
pacity. In these cases two meters can be used, one for IN and the
other for OUT watthour measurements.
Where the DSG is customer owned and there can be a net IN or
net OUT power flow, the revenue metering requirements can become
complex. The metering may have to be performed ou relatively
short demand intervals (i.e., 15 minutes) and the time (hour) of
the day may also affect the rates involved for selling or buying
power/energy. Separate metering for the customer load and DSG
would be helpful but may not always be practical.
Customer revenue metering, therefore, requires consideration
of both technical and contractual requirements to provide metering
that can perform the required measurements.
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e.4 COMMUNICATION AND DATA HANDLING REOIJIRIEMBNTS
The communication and data handling functions provide the
necessary information transfer and data handling between the DDC
and the DSGs, the data transfer interfaces between these equipments
and the communication links, and the associated and necessary in-
formation processing at the DDC. These functions are primarily in-
volved in the transfer of command and control data from them DDC
to DSGs and the return of monitoring (normal and alarm) data from
the DSGs to the DDC.
The functional requirements under the category of communication
and data handling include the following:
• Distribution supervisory control and data acquisition
(SCADA)
• Communication
• Information processing
• Revenue metering
As indicated in Section 6, the Distribution DSG System may
use either a centralized or a decentralized control structure de-
pending on the perceived needs of the utility involved. A cen-
tralized architecture is a master station located at the distribu-
tion dispatch center (DDC) that communicates directly with each
DSG remote station. These communication and data-handling
functional requirements will be described conceptually in terms of
a centralized control structure although the functional requirements
are appropriate for either communication structure.
A decentralized control architecture would have the ADC com-
municating with d.istribi:tion automation control (DAC) equipments,
usually located at or near a substation, which in turn may communi-
cate with one or more DSGs. Communication between the DDC and
var°ous DACs would utilize supervisory control and data acquisition
(SCADA) equipment or techniques. The considerations involved for
the communication and data handling associated with this decentral-
ized architecture are discussed later in this overview.
Communication and data handling functional and physical re-
lationships are shown in Figures 8.4-1 and 8.4-2. Although these
figures indicate the telephone means for communication, this has
been done in order to simplify the description and is not meant
to imply that other means of communication may not be used more
effectively. Figure 8.4-1 generically illustrates, in the con-
text of communication network terminology, the communication and
data handling system. The terminology DTE and DCE are communi-
cation industry standards and are defined as:
• Data terminal equipment (DTE)
1. The equipment comprising the data source, the
data sink, or both
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2. The equipment usually comprising the following
functional units: control logic, buff er store,
and one or more input or output devices or com-
puters. It may also contain error control, syn-
chronization and station identification capability
e Data Communications Equipsaent (DICE) . The equipment
ttKat pr^^ es the functions required to establish,
maintain, and terminate a connections the signal con-
version and coding required for communication between
data terminal equipment (DTE) and data circuits. The
data communications equipment may or may not be an
integral part of a computer (e.g., a modem).
The DCE equipment may or may not be supplied as part of a
supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) system depending
on hardware architecture and/or communication channel requirements.
For an understanding of SCADA terms, functions, interfaces, oper-
ation, and equipment requirements see Reference 1.
Figure 8.4-2 is a further elaboration showing the use of a
telephone company (TELCO) line as a communication circuit and
some DDC and DSG input/output functions. Both figures indicate
the scope of interest associated with the categories of SCADA,
communication and inf rnatin r essino	 ^	 o 	 p oc	 g.
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Figure 8.4-1. Generic Data Communication Network
By definition any information processing involved at the DSG re-
mote sites, whether for DSG control, display, or computation of
derived telemetry data, is not included in communication and
data handling requirements.
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Figure 8.4-2. An Example of Communication Network Details
Showing Inputs and Outputs
In general, the category of communication and data handling
pertains to the functions of:
• Distribution SCADA. Sampling of digital end analog
mon for ng data--and status conditions at the remote
DSG site and the telemetering of this data to the DDC
master station site and sending addressed commands
from the DDC master station site to the proper ad-
dressed remote station DSG site and controlled device
at that site.
• Communication. The communication multidrop network
ana any network protection equipment interconnecting
the master and remote stations.
• Information Frocessi^ng . The data processing equipment,
peripherals, and displays located at the DDC master
station site.
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• Revenue ft rin . Metering the integrated value of
power consumed and/or produced by a customer of the
electric utility and staking it available for billing
purposes to the utility. Revenue metering may also
involve demand metering, time-of-day factors, etc.
COMMUNICATION ,V ND DATA HANDLING CONSI
FOR DECENT  xa
The preceding overview ane tie functional descriptions are
oriented towards a centralized D3G communication and data han-
dling architect»re wherein all DSGs communicate directly with
the DDC. A decentralized architecture may be desirable wherein
each DSG communicates with its "parent" Distribution Automation
Control (DAC), which in turn communicates , ith the DDC. Each DAC
may communicate with none, one, or several DSGs; probably via a
point-to-point path (actual DAC-DSG communication depends on avail-
able communication media). Communication and data handling func-
tional capability for DDC-DAC communications will be required to
accommodate the additional trafficimposed by the added DSG traffic
requirements, superimposed on other DAC functions requiring DDC-DAC
communications.
The purpose of this discussion is to consider some of the
ramifications and impact of a decentralized architecture on the
total system communication and data handling environment. As
stated above, it will be assumed that the DDC -DAC communications
and data handling capabilities will have sufficient capacity to
absorb the additional traffic generated by the DSGs as described
in 8.4.5. It will also be assumed that the individual DAC pro-
cessors will nave sufficient I/O capacity to interface with the
DSG communication and also reserve memory and processing power to
perform communications preprocessing, decentralized DSG monitoring
and control, logical operations and message formatting, and trans-
fer to and from the DAC.
Based on the requirements stated in the foregoing assumptions,
it appears logical to arrange the DDC-DAC-USG communications and
data handling to utilize the DAC information processor as an intel-
ligent data concentrator to perform the data relay between the DSG
and DDC. Several considerations favor this approach:
• Islanding and other fault scenarios could make it
desirable for the DAC to exercise rapid and autono-
mous control of its DSGs.
• It may be desirable that certain data logging bo
done at the DAC site which otherwise might over-
burden the DDC -DAC system. Data logging at the DAC
might also provide this function for DSGs which do
not have any on site data logging capability. In
general with the decentralized DAC control, it can
be expected that the DDC-DAC communication traffic
will be less than if separate DDC-DSG remote station
communications were used.
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• The DDC-DAC system may have addressing limitations so
that it might not be possible to add potentially large
numbers of d_i_re^cta^ addressable DSG remote stations to
the networkByy^using the DAC as a "rojiay" statit,n,
the traffic destined for the DSG call re i - , to the DAC
processor as data containing the specif,. .c OSG address
and other information. The DAC -rocvsnor can then, it-
self, output appropriately to the DSG. Thus, the DDC-
DAC system would not be required to address each USG
individually.
• The DSG alarm/alert conditions could be sensed much
mora rapidly with appropriate action by the DAC pro-
cessor, than as part of a centralized DDC-DSG SCADA
scan. In such an event, and if necessary, the DAC
could interrupt the DDC master station to notify it of
an import alarm condition. See Sections 8.4.1 to 8.4.4.
8.4.1 FUNCTIONAL NAME: DISTRIBUTION SCADA
Functional Description
Distribution supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA)
pertains to functions associated with:
1. "Sensing and reading" binary status and analog telemetry
data signals, or, if available, their equivalent digital
values at the remote DSG site and providing at the DDC
master station site corresponding digital output with
suitable identification (implied by address/formal or
memory address). Note, that this latter boundary/interface
may be conceptual anO physically invisible.*
2. Accepting as input digital command-control and address
data from the DDC information processing center, and out-
puting at the remote DSG site, in accordance with the
command, corresponding scaled digital/analog signals or
contact closures on their respective addressed terminals
with appropriate hold/latch characteristics. Alternatively,
and depending on the local DSG processor and control ar-
chitecture, the equivalent digital information could be
transferred to the local processor through proper inter-
faci no .
Note that this function does not include the communication
function involving the communication chann-1 and any associated
network protection.
*Phys^iicalequipment provided by vendors of commercial SCADA systems
can vaiy considerably in terms of the size and architecture of the
master station processor. In a minimal sense the associated equip--
ment may be a relatively simple communications preprocessor, or
that function might he imbedded in a full-scale computer system
that performs information processing and display drive as well.
The same comments apply for SCADA remote station equipment.
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Involved in this function will be such activities as:
• Multiplexing and scan mode control (master station
function)
• Error detection
• Multidrop line control and protocol
• Addressing
• Message formatting, synchronization, and decoding
• A/D conversions as required at the remote DSG site
Input or Processed Data
Input from DSG: Monitored data from the DSG will be binary
level vo tage signals, binary or multistate contact closures, con-
ditioned analog signals, BCD digital code, pulse/frequency, and
contact closure counting. Manual or automatic selection of format
mode at the DDC master station will determine which set of data
from the DSG is ret.:rned to the DDC. In general, for normal mode
s:an, power-related variables such as voltages, currents, kW, kVAR,
and so forth, will be included. Depending on achievable normal
scan rates or SCADA system architecture, a separate/dedicated alarm
channel priority interrupt may be required.
Input from DDC: Input from the DDC will be in digital form
corresponding to control commands and their address, scan mode
control manual override, and (if architecture requires) interface
communication control/protocol signals. The control commands will
include control point, setpoint, and scheduling data. The actual
digital input form may be serial or parallel.
Output Control and Data
Output to DSG: Outputs to the DSG will be control paint data
such as binary level voltage signals and binary contact closures,
and setpoint data, digital, or analog signals; all with suitable
latching/hold characteristics and properly addressed to desired
terminals.
_Output to DDC: The digital equivalent of all the data moni-
tored a—
 t the remote DSG sites will be output at the DDC informa-
tion processing interface with suitable addressing and scan mode
information. The data formatting will be according to option scan
modes that will be selected manually by the DDC operator, or auto-
matically by the DDC information processing, as a function of alarm
conditions and other prearranged message scheduling.
Interaction With Other Functions
Control and Monitoring: The "remote control" aspects required
for control and monitoring the various number and type of DSGs
installed on a given system will largely determine the SCADA I/O
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performance, capability, and architecture that will influence pro-
tocol characteristics, communication interfaces, data rate require-
ments, and so forth.
Communication: Available and feasible communication link
performance characteristics will influence the SCADA and overall
system design.
DSG Local Control: Obviously the nature of the DSG technology
and its local control implementation will influence the nature of
the interface with the SCADA function ; and the DSG master control
and remote station SCADA functions may both be performed by one
hardware-software package.
Information Processing: As was arbitrarily defined previously,
the SCADA func—t-ro—nwill not be considered to include any information
processing other than that required for communication control. As
such, the interface between the DDC information processing and
SCADA functions will depend upon the overall computer architecture
(see previous discussions at inputs from and outputs to DDC).
Distribution Automation and Control: In some cases the phys-
ical proximity of DSG sites to su stat ons may make it appropriate
to consider the combined DAC and DSG remote station rea,`.rements.
Special Requirements
Interfaces: Communication int-,:faces will be required between
the SCADA and the communication channel, DSG local control, and DDC
information processing.
Exeendability: The SCADA system design should be flexible'
to perm.—it addition of future DSG sites.
	
Sec^ur'	 SCADA error detection, protocol, and command en-
	
abling p-- ro	 res should give a high degree of security against
incorrect data and false command execution.
Modems: Any modems required for encoding/modulation may be
consi ec—rre'T-a part of this function, because communication protocol
may intimately involve modem requirements.
8.4.2 FUNCTIONAL NAME: COMMUNICATION
Functional Description
Communication pertains to the base-band communication channel,
and any associated network protection, that provides a multidrop*
communication link between a master station located at the DDC
A separate channel per DSG may be applicable for certain individ-
ual DSGs where only a few DSGs ale in,7olved, or where physical
location makes it necessary.
d
J
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site and the many remote DSG stations. This function will not
include any modems in this description.
The communication channel could involve=
• Telephone company (TELCO) or common carrier leaned
lines or switched network
• Microwave
• Radio
e Carrier current, power line carrier (PLC) or distribu-
tion line carrier (DLC)
9 optical fibers
A communication space satellite channel is probably not cost
effective.
The communication channel should obviously have high avail-
ability (infrequent outages), immunity to interference, and re-
liability (low rates of error). The minimum acceptable data trans-
mission rate will depenJ heavily on the number of DSG sites on the
multidrop channel. and the total traffic. Distribution line carrier
(DLC) on feeders will have a much more limited data transmission
rate than leased common carrier channels. Half-duplex operation
will probably be satisfactory ,or digital data communications.
A voice grade channel (or subchannel) will be desirable and
in some cases necessary.
Depending on achievable scan rates, or SCADA system ar..hitec-
ture and protocol, a separate simplex alarm channel (subchannel)
may be required to promptly interrupt DDC information processing
and pass it an address. Similarly a low-rate acknowledgement
channel may be desirable. (These techniques are not normally
incorporated in a standard scanning type of SCADA.)
Input or Processed Data
The input, at any port on the multidrop communication, will
be base-band signals, i.e., in the frequency range from approxi-
mately 300 to 3000 hertz. Internally to and for its own purpose,
the base-band signal may be hetrodyned to higher frequency sub-
channel. The SCADA and its associated modems may utilize various
types of modulation such as dibit phase shift keying (DPSK) to
more effectively utilize this base band and achieve full duplex
operation if required.
Output Control and Data
The output, at any port, will be reasonable facsimile (or
shall contain an acceptable facsimile) and any unavoidable noise
such that the signal to noise ratio ( S .IN) is sufficiently high to
produce low-bit detection error rates.
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Interaction with other Functions
The communication channel interacts with the modem interface
associated with the SCADA.
Special Requiremonts
No special requirements have been defined.
8.4.3 FUNCTIONAL NAME:	 4ATION PROCESSING
Information processing purtains to the information processing
located at the DDC * site and associated with:
• Processing, storage (archival, bulk, and random), dis-
play (panel, mapboard, annunciators, CRT), of moni-
tored data received from the DSG sites via the SCADA
system.
• Background processing, i.e., nonreal time, and control
of conventional peripherals such as line printers, key-
board and light pen data entry, CRT displays (mono-
chrome and color graphics), bulk store (tapes, disc,
drum), and so forth.
• System training and test.
Depending on the system architecture and scope of the SCADA
master station processing, some or all of the information process-
ing function may be incorporated into the SCADA processing equip-
ment or vice versa, i.e., a common processor may be used for both
functions.
Input or Processed Data
Input from SCADA; Input from the interface (perhaps only
conc0ptual) ­w_Uh__tF_e SCADA function (see Distribution-SCADA; Con-
trollou Output to DDC) will be the digital equivalent of all the
data monitored at the remote sites with suitable addressing iden-
tification and scan mode information. Depending on whether a sep-
arate communication channel is used, an alarm interrupt may also
be input.
Input from DDC: Input generated at the DDC will be mostly
manual 'Inputs associated with the real-time control/command of
the DSG system and conventional nonreal time background processing.
*By defin
* 
; tion, for this description, any information processing
at the DSG remote site that might involve outputs to or inputs
from the SCADA will be considered part of the local DSG control
processing and would probably involve DSG master control func-
tions. DSG master control and remote station SCADA functions
may be combined into one hardware/software package where econ-
omically and functionally warranted.
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Other Inputs: Other digital networks may be coupled to the
UDC information processing.
Output Control and Data
Output to SCADA: Output to the interface with the SCADA func-
tion (see Dis" tr r5u n-SCADA; Input from DDC) will be the Jigita:l
form corresponding to control commands and their address, scan
mode control, and (if .architecture requires) interface communica-
tion control/protocol signals.
Conventional Output: Output associated with background
comput-3tions.
Dis 1^ av Recording Drive Outputs: The DDC information process-
ing will` s rive the various	 sp ays and recording devices asso-
ciated with DSG-monitored data and other system data.
INTERACTION WITH OTHER FUNCTIONS (gas described under Inputs and
Outputs)
Special Requirements
Redundancy: Depending on the number of DSG sites being con-
trolle-&—and their generating capacity, sonic degree of redundancy
or backup procedures may be advisable.
Command Enable Procedures: A secure ,)r:)cedure is required to
prevent ,acct enta execution of unintentional commands.
Archival Data Lojgin^: An integrated management background
system may	 required to store and retrieve historical operational
data.
8.4.4 FUNCTIONAL NAME: REVENUE METERING
Functional Description
Revenue metering is the measurement of power, integrated over
a time period, to determine electrical energy consumed by loads or
produced by generating equipment. The quantity metered is watt-
hours, often expressed as ki 1 owatthours (kWh). The purpose of rev-
enue metering is to provide a measured basis for buying ant? selling
electrical energy.
Revenue metering is performed by measuring and calculating
the product of voltage, current, and the cosine of the phase angle
between them so that the (real) power component of total volt-
amperes is determined and integrated with respect to time.
Electric utilities enter into power/enc'-roy contracts with
customers who in the past have primarily been energy consumers.
Large users often had complex energy contracts that involved
charges for capacity, peak demand, and total energy consumed. In
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some cases in the past, industrial cogeneration facilities have
produced more power than they consumed tat certain local plant
load conditions), and the excess power/energy was sold to the
electric utility. This has not been co , -i practice -.n the United
States, however, because of complex institL* onal and regulatory
constraints. Joint ventures between utilities and industrial con-
cerns have in some cases avoided or reduced the complexities to
theft mutual advantage.
With the advent of small privately owned DSGs, used for dis-
placing utility supplied energy for local loads, the metering prob-
lem may become more complex than when the customer only consumed
energy. At times of low consumption and relatively high genera-
tion, an excess of power/energy may be generated. Thus there may
be either i.et IN or net OUT power flow at the revenue metering
point. In addition to the technical aspects of using watthour
meters with detent devices to prevent reverse rotation/registration,
and the need for both IN and OUT meters, there are complex con-
tractual matters that must be resolved. These are discussed in
Appendix B, Political Factors and Trends. There are federal regu-
lations or rules that are beginning to address this issue. Thus,
revenue metering is more a contract matter than a technical prob-
lem and will probably involve not only gross energy consumed or
produced, but also the time-of-day and the day-of-week during which
it was consumed or produced. The value/cost of the energy would
depend on these time factors.
Another technical aspect of customer revenue metering that is
also in the early stages of develo pment and application is auto-
matic (revenue) meter reading. It is quite possible that auto-
matic meter reading for customers with DSGs could simplify the
electromechanical metering equipment complexities, if time-of-ddy
metering rules were to be implemented. In addition, there are
implications for sharing the communication overhead costs, if sim-
ple DSG monitoring and control could be incorporated.
Input or Processed Data
• Volt and ampere values at the metering point
Output Control and Data
• Register readouts of watthours
Interactions with Other Functions
• Utility billing procedures
• Automatic meter reading (if implemented)
Special Requirements
Special contractual and metering arrangements will be required
for customers who own and utilize DSGs that are interconnected to
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the utility distribution system. Discussions of these issues have
been given in the preceding material, and in related material in
other sections of this report.
This portion of page intentionally blank
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8.4.5 DSG COMMUNICATIONS DATA HANDLING NEEDS
To provide a more quantitative basis for defining the charac-
teristics and quantity of the data handled by the DSG communica-
tion function, it is essential that a detailed analysis be made
of the information requirements of each of the DSG monitoring and
control functions which have been described and evaluated. It
should be realized that depending on the size and character of the
DSG type involved, the number of DSGs that are communicated with,
and the nature of the communication method from DDC to DSG and
back (whether series or parallel communication means are used) the
detailed designs will differ. The material that will be considered
follows:
e The communication mission
e The communication function information and data timing
needs
e The message transactions and format
e The data rate examples for a representative hydro elec-
tric DSG
The approach employed considers each DSG separately, so that
any practical communications design will have to balance the num-
ber and extent of the DSGs to be controlled and the degree to which
the sequential or parallel communication between DDC and DSG is
used.
8.4.5.1 Communication Mission
As a means for placing the communications reauirements in a
useful perspective, it is worthwhile to consider the mission per-
formed by the co-ttmunicaLions function. The functional block di-
agram of Figure 8.2-1 can be redrawn as in Figure 8.4.5.1-1 to em-
phasize the nature of the information inputs and outputs to the
communication link between the DDC SCADA and the DSG master con-
trol. DSG command and control serves as a gathering point of in-
formation from several other functional sources located at the
DDC, including the DDC operator, and makes data available to in-
formation processing.
The SCADA function prepares this and other information at the
proper time periods for communication to the various DSGs and other
information sources such as the EMS. At the DSGs, information re-
lating to the periodic status of the various major elements of the
DSG is prepared for transmittal to the DDC information processing
and output to the display and recording and other pertinent func-
tions.
Table 8.4.5.1-1 presents a matrix of the DSG functions associ-
ated with the categories for control and monitoring and communica-
tions and data handling as a function of the approximate time pe-
riods for which the data handlin g is repeated. These two catego-
ries of functions have been shown in this abbreviated version since
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they represent the predominant functions which require communica-
tion between DDC and D$Gs. Shown in the boxes are representative
values of the number of information bits which may be required to
accomplish the function indicated.
In general there are commands and schedules which are of an
ON-OFF nature, approximately daily, that are associated with a one
to four times-a-day period. Revenue Teetering also might be done
daily or might be done as frequently as a 15-minute to 1-hour basis
depending on the wishes of the utility and/or customer. Periodic
update of DSG status, including analog data, might take place on
appproximately an hourly basis corresaondin q to the 15-minute to
1-hour period. on a five to ten-minute period, power and voltage
commands are sent to the DSGs and data are returned. The normal
scan for alarms and load frequency control (LFC) information, where
required, will be at a faster rate as associated with two to ten
second periods. From time to time operator and EMS inputs :.gay have
need of a fast response with override thigh priority) requirements.
on a priority basis these requirements may appear to be a one to two
second period input. In order to accomplish all the necessary in-
formation handling, the information handling and communication for
the many DSGs must take place at bit rates much faster than one per
second.
Although the various DSG functions develop the basic informa-
tion to be handled, the SCADA function is responsible for the proper
information coding and the development of the complete message to
be communicated and received and how it is to be interpreted. Total
data transmitted in a message contain not only the basic information
but also other housekeeping and error detection overhead items.
Thus there is a message efficiency factor that affects the data rate
requirements.
In considering the overall mission requirements of monitoring
and control communications, one should include such factors as re-
liability, error rate, and efficiency, as well as the physical en-
vironment.
Factors Affecting Reliability, Error Rate, and Efficiency
In selecting the communication system message transactions
and format concept described in this subsection, a number of factors
affecting reliability, error rate, and efficiency of channel utili-
zation have been incorpo-.:ted as part of the information handling
process. These factors include:
• Data error detection and correction
• Message identification and ordering
• "Select before operate" control philosophy
Data error detection refers to the area of data transmission
errors because of communication media and to hardware errors in
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the DCE equipment. Data error detection can occur on the frame
(single data element) level or on the message level. While it is
desirable to have the most practical comprehensive data detection
scheme, the protocol should at least provide for message-level
error detection.
Such data error detection is accomplished by a variety of
methods, but it is suggested that a method at least as effective
as cyclic redundancy checking (CRC) be employed. For the illits-
trations and examples presented, a BCH check code (8 ) was used.
Data error correction covers the ability of the protocol to
ignore erroneous messages and to establish a new message exchange
to correct the original error. This process of error correction
is known as "retry processing." In retry processing, the sender
inquires of the receiver whether the previous message, or groups
of messages, were received properly. The receiver then responds
with a positive or negative response. A negative response will
cause the last message, or the last negative messages, to be re-
transmitted.
The select-before-operate feature of a protocol ensures a
high degree of security in the correctness of a control action.
In a select-before-operate scheme the control point must be ac-
cessed twice in succession, with intermediate confirmation of
point selection and no intervening commands, before the control
;x~:tion is taken. The first message is said to select the devices
the second message is the execu t e message.
In addition to system reliability concerns as referred to
above, the hardware and component reliability is a matter that
must be given consideration in the communication requirements def-
inition. Since each utility will have its own cost-reliability
trade-off criteria, further mention of this selection process will
not be made here.
Communication Function Information and Data Timing Needs
As DSG monitoring and control move toward a system definition,
a kev to its application and implementation will be the definition
of the data handling requirements for the purposes of communica-
tion, supervisory control and data acquisition, and information
processing system design. To :>btain a perspective of the impact
which the various distribution DSG functions may have on communi-
cation and on SCADA and information processing functions, a sum-
mary of the period, the allowable time to perform, the amount of
information, and the resultant data rate rea uirement for each orig-
inating function have been prepared. Such information has been
accumulated on the basis of one DSG. The results ate presented
in Table 8.4.5.1-2 and each column and row of the table are ex-
plained in the set of associated notes.
To construct Table 8.4.5.1-2 with the objective of defining
representative data rate requirements for individual distribution
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DSG functions, certain basic assumptions were required. The quan-
tity of information, the timing of its transmission, and the mes-
sage transactions and format were needed.
Typical information quantities with regard to the status of
devices, conditions, and values at a DSG ware needed to make sam-
ple calculations of data rate. For the examples and results pre-
sented in Table 8.4.5.1-2 for one DSG, a set of information was
derived from the survey data presented in Section 6, Table 6.9-1,
of this report. The derived data is presented in Table 8.4.5.1-3
and is considered typical for medium-to-large hydroelectric DSGs.
Other types of DSGs would have somewhat different process-and
energy-oriented information, and small DSGs would quite likely
have less information exchanged between DDC and DSG. Since Ta-
ble 6.9-1 and the derived Table 8.4.5.1-3 is equipment-oriented=
it was necessary to recast the information presented in Table
8.4.5.1-3 into the DSG function-oriented arrangement of Section 8.
To do this, DSG functions which initiate action involving DDC to
DSG communication were correlated with the types and quantities
information listed in Table 8.4.5.1-3. This work was done on the
basis of a single-unit hydroelectric DSG station. Values repre-
senting multi-unit station summations wera therefore omitted.
Values of the periodicity and allowable time to perform the
necessary message transactions(s) to satisfy operator and DDC
automatic control and monitoring requirements have been assumed
for each distribution DSG function. The assumptions are based on
representative values considered typical in electric utility ex-
perience and practice for similar functions at the EMS level. Most
of the bases for period and allowable time to transact communica-
tion messages are contained in the notes of Table 8.4.5.1-3 and
the supporting Table 8.4.5.1-4 which concerns automatic generation
control function timing requirements. With the examples provided,
other numerical values for "Function Period" and Allowable Time
per Transaction" in Table 8.4.5.1-2 can readily be substituted
and evaluated.
To derive meaningful data rate values, a reasonably efficient
and secure message transaction, protocol, and format had to be de-
fined for use in the calculations. Over many years various codes
and modes of operation have been developed and have been used to
perform remote control, monitoring, and data acquisition in elec-
tric; utility systems. Recently, activity has begun toward devel-
oping a recommended practice for communications between "master"
and "remote" stations in conjunction with an existing standard for
supervisory station control and data acquisition. (1
 Basic mes-
sage requirements for distribution supervisory control and data
acquisition are essentially the same as those which have histori-
cally evolved for serving major ,generation and transmission facili-
ties. Since a reasonable message transaction, protocol, and format
have been proposed by a recognized professional body, (8) the material
has been adopted for the purpose of developing Table 8.4.5.1-2.
Thus message transactions, formattin g , and total data content for
the distribution DSG functions which require DDC-DSG communications
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Table 8.4.5.1-3
DSG MONITOR AND CONTROL INFORMATION FLOW
DSG TYPE: HYDROELECTRIC POWER GENERATION
MEDIUM AND LARGE SIZE STATIONS
Control and Monitorinq
Type Station Kessaq• Types
Single Multl F G N I KiNN'TF TO DSr, SUMMF TI:PMINAL UNIT
FROM CONTROL CFNTCRt Unit Unit
•	 t:untrol
Twu-Pusitiun Control:
C. r.-rat, 	 Unit,	 Start	 Stop X X X
Cwnvrator
	 (nit Circuit Breaker,
	
Open'Close X X X
Haq h Vulta. }e Circuit	 Breaker(s),	 Open/Close X x
Incre pN • ntal	 Variable Position Contrult
Unit Gate Guvetnor Speed Power,
	 Raise/Lower X X X
Unit	 Gate Guverncr Limit,	 Raise'Lowor X X x
Unit Vc`ltaye'VAR,
	
Paise/Lower X X X
Ilva.t Gatea,	 Raise, Lower X X x
Sluice	 Spillway C.ttr,	 Raist— Lower X X x
•	 Uat., Request a
Aut,^mat ic:
Norm tl
	 0)[1,11t 1URa
N')rmal
	
Scaa x x x
1`erio,iic	 t'p,lato x X X
1'ot iva 11	 1.t' I x x x
Alarm	 k *on,iiti,^ns	 ,t	 5t.ttas	 Cli.iti.l y X
ul.et ate,&
	
ikman.t:
St ,tub
lndiviival
	 Points x x X
All	 Purists x x x
Values
Selt • ctc'.1	 Data x x x
Al 	 i?at ' & x X x
iK'TPCTt'
	
UPr?, 	h;:;;	 PIMO - I'.	 TFKk1 I'-:A:,	 t'kI1
TO CONTROL CUTER
•	 btatus
Chan,te of
	
Any Status Point x
Device	 (Twu-Positlotil
Gettetator Master	 Control	 Relay x x X X X
Genetatui
	
Circuit	 Breaker x x x x x
Hi•:h Volt a lv Circuit Breaker(s) x X X X
Start Sequence in Prugress x x x
Start Sequence Com}iete X x X
Unit	 Running Stolyvtt x x X x X
Lucil'Remote Control Switch x x X x x
•	 Alarms
Change of Any Alarm Paint. X
Unit Tripout X x X
Unit Trouble x X X
Generator over Vultaae x X X
Incomplete Start Stop Sequence X x X
Governor oil Pressure, Low x X X
unit Bearing Gil Pressure, 	 Low x x X
"nit Bearing Temperature, High x x x
Bain Transformer Oil Temperature, High X X X
Battery Ground or Under Volta ge X x X
Fire X X X
Station Unauthorized Entry X X X
Station Auxiliary Power Failure x x X
Trash Rack Differential	 (Press.	 Or Level) x X x
General Station Alarm x X X
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Table 8.4.5.1-3 (Cont`d)
DSG MONITOR AND CONTROL INFORMATION FLOW
DSG TYPE: HYDROELECTRIC POWER GENERATION
MEDIUM AND LARGE SIZE STATIONS
Control and Non Itotirnt
Type Station	 Message Tyttes
OUTPUTS TROM D$G R[4kYt • R: TR:RWIkAL UNIT	 Single MultI ^G N
	
I	 K
TO LX*TRtlL cruTrx tcont t d1	 t'nit	 Unit
values
Variable I)uantities IAnaloq Neasur~ntsl
Generator, tit	 x	 x	 x	 X	 x
Ge net At of Reactive volt Amperes, MVAA
	 x	 k	 x	 X	 X
(;rnoI&tot voltage, kv
	 X	 x	 x	 R	 x
St at Ion I`L*wrt, 
mw
	 x	 x	 X	 x
Station It A ', yr volt Atshetes, WAR
	
X	 x	 x	 X
III ')?) voltage 5ystrm, kl'	 x	 x	 x	 X	 X
System rtayuen.•y, III	 x	 x	 x	 x
Unit cote tkivernot Position	 x	 X	 x	 X	 x
Unit , .ate Governor Limit	 A	 x	 x	 x
Head Gate Position	 X	 x	 x	 x
Hradwatr+ Level	 x	 x	 \	 x
Tallwatet Ia• CeI	 x	 x	 x	 x	 k
Sp1l lway 51ulve .:ate Posit ion	 x	 x	 x	 x
Intvytated i)uant it ive
t;elletatot t'netgy. Mwh	 x	 X
Stet ion Viiet gy, MMIh	 x	 A
LI'Gr'Nl l ANV NtrTrS
control and Monitot In g Message Typv g lead 11 • t ion and Cj,late Pet i,•.i:
F Notmal scan , • ycl y . --t o-lit secon,t let lod.
	
Assurlws .t "Resod by 1'x"t1 • t Ion" type xr.tnniny
system whete stattori is only intett, l ,iated tot status . • hanoes of alarms.
St at us i hange and Maim. Rrsr l t t .	 Rt'111'I t ed us •ori „ ut t enrr, as .te • t 0,.t ed t+y not m.tt scan . !'.
lnttv.l.,erlt I•oi i—t, i.e. I Month toi Al aims, 1 set M hout shift lot status changes.
H	 Pvt lotto 1., • ,; Scan.	 Rej ,"I It'd .vt 1 NI'111 1 •vf rod.
1	 Selecte.t JY'Intta + ate either tevict' status 1 •.,Ints ,,I speoit I,- %atiabl y quantity 1v11ntlst
arlc"tv ' I t o I obavIPatItrn L•y iontI,I Centvt ,1I`a•IatoI vIthei tot 1 • .1 ILIA I ' a• monitottn•i o1
m, I II It0I IIW 111 „Vt , WWI son with „ • tit 	 I of a srIr"t P,1 Pat tab le. .-to -10 serottd 11011,41.
i i,aittol of .1 Mode ISut , Column 1 1 	 of a Cat table o;ub Column V - l • at iable) .
K Pet 10,11" uvd:tte of Pat sable .luant it it's.	 The update • J I Io,t f. • r ea. • h vats•+1 . 1, • WI  l ,tesv•nd
open the deg ree of Uti,. pattt,'tpation to powet system A,a' teal powvi Iwattl ind ivactive
powel ,t'AR' d iuvat. h, an,t of 1., 1 ad-Vi v,luen"y C. , nt f, • l .	 To some dv ii ev tht• updat v pet rod
will dt•pen,i on the DS,. Mastet ionttol of Remote Tvtminal t'ntt 1-iic , • al • .abilltra • x wheteby
lo,'al m,mtt"I in.r Sot values within a spe•oifle,1 .+,,rs • tebtr I•an,l would alleviate tvix,rtlno
unless the b.tnd was exove,ted. Typical upiat y prttod values ate iivrn in TaH r
A
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Table 8.4.5.1-4
PZRIODIC UPDATE OF VARIABLES VERSUS DEGREE
OF AUTOMATIC GENERATION CONTROL
AND LOCAL HONITORINC/LIMIT CHECKING
Update Period
With AGC	 Without AGC
Load Economic Dispatch
Monitored Quantity	 Freq	 Control (EDC)	 Monitored:
Control Watt	 Vair	 Local Central
(LFC) Disp.	 Disp.
Generator MW	 2-10 s	 5 m	 60 min 15 min
Station MW	 2-10 s	 5 m
Cenerator MVAR	 10 m
Station MVAR	 10 m
Generator kV
Station kV
Headwater Level
Tai l-water Level
Unit Gate/Gov. Position
Notes:	 s = seconds
m - minutes
AGC - Automatic Generation Control
in Table 8.4.5.1-2 are based on References 1 and 8. Each DSG
function that requires DDC-DSG communication uses a specific
message transaction, format, and content. This information is ex-
plained for each function in the corresponding set of notes for
Table 8.4.5.1-2, Table 8.4.5.1-5 and Table 8.4.5.1-6 on a general
basis.
It is important to note that while the complete set of func-
tions defined in Section 8 have been listed on Table 8.4.5.1-2,
many DSGs will not have all of these functions implemented. There-
fore, Table 8.4.5.1-2 should not be used as a guide for defining
"typical DSG" communication, SCADA, and information processing re-
quirements. Furthermore, since Table 8.4.5.1-2 is function-
oriented, Table 8.4.5.1-2 does not inherently contain data rate
information pertaining to data rate requirements for combinations
of several or many functions. For example, two functions may be
accomplished by one message transaction. Table 8.4.5.1-2 does
provide an indication of the magnitude of data rates which may be
anticipated for serving a medium or large DSG. Channel data rate
requirements will depend on the number, size, and ty pes of DSGs
served by the specific channel, as well as the functions performed
for each DSG.
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8.4.5.2 Message Transactions and Format
To provide the basis for defining message lengths and number
and order of messages required to perform the various individual
distribution DSG functions, a set of message transactions and mes-
sage formats for Master-Remote communications is required. For the
purpose of developing the information and data rates of Table
8.4.5.1-2 it was considered reasonable to use material developed
by TF.PE for Master-Remote communications (8) and the associated
NNS T/I1:EE standard, "Definition, Specification, and Analysis of
Manual Automatic, and Supervision Station Control and Data Acnui-
sit ion. " (18) Thus direct extractions from these sources have been
used to describe the basic messa ge transactions presented in Ta-
ble 8.4.5.2 - 1 and the message format presented in Table 8.4.5.2-2
with notes also extracted from Reference 8. Sli ght simplifica-
tions, expansions, anti condensations were made where it was con-
sidered appropriate for the purposes of the illustrative material
in this report. For more detailed information, the referenced
sources should be consulted.
Table 8.4.5.2-1, Master Station -Remnt^ Terminal Unit (RTU)
Transactions presents six basic types of messaoc transactions. The
initiation of message traffic always originates at the "taster Sta-
tion (in this study this is equivalent to the DOC location). The
"communication discipline" irivosed for message transactions between
`taster and Remote terminals has been assumed to be as follows.
8.4.5.3 Communication Operation
All communication bete,00n a Master Station and a Remote Sta-
tion will operate in the half duplex mode, defined as follows:
• A Remote Station will transmit data on a channel only
in response to receipt on that channel of a valid Mas-
ter Station message that requests such transmission.
• The 'Master Station will transmit data nn a channel only
when no Remote Station is transmitting data on that chan-
no l.
• The "taster Station will manage the use of each channel
on a priority basis. The highest priority traffic will
be transmitted before lower priority traffic with the
exception that a multipart, low-priority message will
not be interrupted by a hi gher priority message.
• The 'Master Station will be capable of managing traffic
simultaneously on more than one communications channel.
The "Type Numbers" listed in Table 8.4.5.2-1 are those refer-
enced in Table 8.4.5.1-2 regarding the message types(s) transaction
used to accomplish a special function. The explanation of the Mes-
satie Establ ishmcnt, Information, and Messaoc Termination segments
are oiven in Table 8.4.5.2-2 with its accompanying notes.
Ta`)le 8.4.5.2 - 2, Communication Message Formats and the accom-
panying notes have been extracted from Reference 8 and onlv minor
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Table 8.4.5.2-1
NIASTI'R STATION/RF:MOTr TEW11NAL, UNIT
(RT1 1 ) TRANSACTIONS (8)
TRANSACTION DESCRIPTION MIA MESSAGE COMPMOTION
NO	 TRANSACTION TYPE
t	 RTU COk1MANt!
	
DIRECT OPERATE
MASTER TO REMOTE
E
3
E	 , 1 
3
REMOTE TO MASTER
040► iQEypO,c
RIEQLNMD
?
RTU COMMAND OR CONTROL IIE SETPOINT
 VALUE EXTERNAL DEVICE CONTROL OR
DATA REQUEST)
-- i
 T
3
3
RTU SELECT BEFORE, OPERATE CONTROL
ACTION
	 (TWO CONSECUTIVE TRANSACTIONS)
SELECTT 
^
3 EXECUTE
CF	 _1	 T^
3
^
CHECkBACK
E	 1	 T
3
4 BATCH DATA TRANSFER (MASTER TO REMOTE)
i
L--	 -	 vly	 —.i
27
L=l.r 1	 T
3
RTU DATA REQUEST iMORE THAN 3 BYTES OF E , 	 i	
_L_	 JINFORMATION UP TO 27 BYTES VARIABLE)	 -1
3
RTU BATCH DATA REQUESTOE REQUEST FOR	 I	 rE	 I	 1]REPORT BY EXCEPTION
	
INFORMATIG^JI
	 l
^E _I D
3	 27
E	 I  ^TB
27
NOTES
E MESSAGE ESTABLIF'-MENT SEGMENT
I INFORMATION SEGMENT MAY BE 3 3 TO ; 7 OR 27 BYTES 18 BITS EINTE) AS INDICATED
ABOVE FOR SPECIFIC MESSAGE TRANSACTIONS
T MESSAGE. TERMINATION SEGA': NT
THESE SEGMENTS ARE FURTHER DEFINED IN TABLE 8 4 S .' 2
COMMUNICATION MESSAGE FORMATS
Tablf 8.4.3.2-2
COMMUNICATION MZ88AW FORMAT
Message forstst Summary
The following diagrms and neon susssarise the ne sa" forrAt
detinitionst
1. basic Message Structure
MMAW ESTABI W*,WIT I 00- MATION I MESam TEAM "Tom
2. Message Establishment field
	
FILL
	
PREAMBLE	 SYNC	 RTU ADDRESS
	
MrlwO
	
— — -- B 0 Ms MIN'
	
S SITS	 8 BITS
	
MODEM TRANSMITTER KEYED ON —#
	 '	 t
*NOTEt For simplification of illustrative examples
this was arbitrarily assumed to be 1 byte (8 bits)
for all message establishment segments
3. Information Field
	
(M-R) ADDRESSFLMTION PO	 DATA i	 DATA 2	 TERMN
	
8 BITE	 a BITS
----
	
	
8 srr6	 0-24 BYTES	 --
IR-W ADDRESS	 A	 B	 C	 DATA 3	 TERMN
--_—	 8 BITS	 8 BITS	 8 BITS	 0.24 BYTES	 —^—
NOTES: Byte A is either rUNCTION or RTU DATA Byte 1.
Byte B is either POINT ADDRESS or RTU DATA Byte 2.
Byte C is either DATA 1 or RTU DATA Byte 3.
DATA 2 is allowed only in dedicated channels.
DATA 3 is the remainder of the requested data.
Message Termination Field
	
INFO STATU&COMMAND	 12515.230) SCH CODE j END	 FILL
-- r —	 16 BITS
	
18 BITS
	
2 BITS _ _ --
MODEM TRANSMITTER KEYED OFF
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modifications simplifying aR4umptions and condensations were made.
For additional detcils of bit, segment, or message utilization,
Reference 8 should be consulted. The message format presented in
Table 8.4.5.2-2 and accompanying notes has been used in developing
the data volume quantities of Table 8.4.5.1-2.
8.4.5.4 Data Rate Ex,!Mles for a Representative Hydroelectric DSG
For a given DEG, a number of the functions listed in Table
8.4.5.1-2 involving DDC-DSG con>emunications may be performed in the
process of Monitoring and control. Since hydra is a mature tech-
aology and one of the most flexible, it has been chosen to illus-
trate six functional examples and the communication data rates as-
aociated with each function. Scheduling and automatic generation
control have been included in the example functions for hydro DSG.
Other types of DSGs have varying capabilities and constraints re-
garding participation in these functions. Table 8.4.5.4
-1 pre
-sents information for all seven types of DSGs that are examined
in this study.
Six examples of data rate calculations for typical functions
contained in Table 8.4.5.1-2 are given in this description, along
with fiqures showing specific message transaction, format, and
content. By this mechanism an understanding can be gained of how
the material in Table 8.4.5.1-2 was developed. Also, the relation-
ship of message information content versus total data (information
plus overhead) can be perceived.
Whereas Table 8.4.5.1-2 "data rates" did not include any sig-
nificant time delay considerations (other than that noted in Ta-
ble 8.4.5.2-2 in the message establishment segment), the examples
presented here have included in a gross way a factor for total
turnaround time delay. An arbitrary value of 200 milliseconds
(0.2 sec) has been used for illustrative purposes. Other values
could be used and would be influenced by communication media, mode
of transmission, and communication channel circuit configuration.
For simplification purposes half (100 ms) of the 200 ms time delay
(TD) in the examples was assigned to Master-to-Remote transmis-
sions and half to the Remote-to-Master transmissions.
As for Table 8.4.5.1-2, the number of status, alarms, or val-
ues is based on the information presented in Table 8.4.5.1-3. The
gross time values used to calculate data rate are those listed in
Table 8.4.5.1-2 in the "Allowable Time per Transaction" column.
A summary of the results from the six examples is given in
Table 8.4.5.4-1, "Summary of Data Rate Requirements for Six In-
dividual DDC-DSG Functions."
t
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DATA RATE EXA14PL7ES FOR A REPRESENTATIVE HYDROELECTRIC DEG
EXAMPLE 1
PERIODIC UPDATE OF VARIABLES
To update the DDC data baser, values of eleven DSG variables
are periodically requested by and reported to the DDC. The assumed
time to carry out this transaction is 30 seconds. Message Trans-
action Type 6.
MESSA1E TRAWA(I t M SAQUPM
OW10 T VARLM" DATA
ESTAG "10 TM ED	 REPORT DATA VALUES
M-R I TD	 I	 000 01 VALUES2	 TON ED
A- M	 FITS
	 TDI I I
N------- 194 M'T"	 1
_... 30 SEC
AS MA T#A ML AY (T01 • 0 1 SEC
TOTAL S W + 194 276DATA KATE •
	
OPT
NET T*W • 30 2 (6t • 20 6
DATA KATE • A 3 MTS PER MOND
M • MAMR
R + REMOTE
ESTO • MESSAW IMAKJO MAENT 3 BYTES
1w • MIFOWATION FtEL.D 13 To $7 WM$i
TERM • MESSAW TERAAINAYION 4 BYTES
ED • END OF MESSAGN 12 S(TV
TD • TIME DELAY 100 MS t0 1 SSO N M
TYPES OF MESSAN TRANGACTION ARE ILWOTRATED IN TAI L.E e 4 6 2.1
a
I
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EXAMPLE 2
ALARM REPOPTING
The alarm reporting sequence follows a SCADA (Normal) Scan
that contains an alarm condition that exists at the DSG. Status
of all alarm indication points is transmitted.
Message transaction consists of a request for "report by ex-
ception" of alarm data and a response by remote identifying data
and status in groups of 12 points per data address and in this
example 14 alarm points are reported (see Note 1). Assumed time
for complete transaction is 2 seconds. Message Transaction Type 5.
MES AW TRANSACTION SEOUENCE
DAT % BY EXCEPTIONAL REOUEST (ALARM)
WAS INFO TERM ED	 ALARM DATA REPORT
M.R I TO	 FSTAR
	
INFO 110 ADDREMOATA SROMENTS)
R-M
	
H--62 WTS	 101 TO	 18 , 121 . `
	
1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 S	 9 10 Jl
274 BITS, 
C TERM ED
i me	 2 SEC 	-^j--
	
ASSUME TIME DELAY (TD) 0 1 SEC 	 ff^^
DATA RATE TOTAL BITS s 62 + 274 356
NET TIME	 2.2 (TD) + 1 8
DATA RATE 197 BITS PER SECOND
NW* 1
Wtws Only 14 Alan Points wo Reported. the Mw ,.W*e Fonnat •Prot000) knpkmwted Delxtes a
Report by Excepbon Responee From the Remote as a Constant 27-Byte Inlomaotan 8epment
Cmtasw,g CapabItty for 10 Addresses (120 Points) Thus. a Cons-I^ratle Per;atty Exists When Few
Pants are Required
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EXAMPLE 3
SCHEDULING AND MODE CONTROL
One method of scheduling would bs to transmit to the remote
DSG master control 24-hour power output values, once per day.
This could be done by a batch data transfer from DDC Master to
DSG Remote.
Message transaction consists of the previous ED (end) bits
setting the remote to receive, in the next Master-Remote message,
a "Batch Data Transfer," Message Transaction Type 4. Assumed time
for this transaction is S minutes.
MESSAGE TRANSACTION SEQUENCE
BATCH DATA TRANSFER
ESTA _ INFO
	 TERM ED
M-R I TD	 16 DATA VALUES 	274 BITS
TD ^ESTAS INF^TER
^
M
^
 ED
AM
	 ! -D 1	 1	 1	 82 BITS ACKNOWLEDGE
ESTAS	 INFO	 BATCH DATA TRANSFER	 TERM ED
M R	 TO
	 11 DATA VALUES
	 6 FILL BYTES	
`1BITS
ESTAB INFO TERM ED
R M	 TD 	 BITS, ACKNO%% EDGE
5 AWN 
--•-^j-----^
ASSUME TIME DELAY ITDI 0 1 SEC
TOTAL BITS 274 + 82 + 274 + 82 BITS
DATA RATE " NET TIME
	
5 X 60 4 ITM
DATA RATE - 30 12 0 4 - 2 4 BITS PER SECOND
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EXAMPLE 4
DISTRIBUTION VOLT/VAR CONTROL
capability may be used
control. Periodic ad-
at the DSG by transmit-
one method of implement-
ing this function. The assumed time to carry out this transaction
is 10 seconds. Mennnge Transaction Type 2.
MESSAGE TRANSACTION SEQUENCE
SET POINT VALUE
ESTAB INFO TERM ED
	 ACKNOWLEDGE
M.R
	 TO	 I	 I Sp 9CH	 E8TAB INFO _TERM ED
R•M	 82 BITS--4f TD	 8 P
{^—S2 BITE
10 
SEG::: ^11
ASSUME TIME DELAY (TD) - 0 1 SEC
DATA RATE = TOTAL BITS = 82+82	 164
NET TIME
	
10 • 2 (TO)	 9.8
DATA RATE 18 7 BITS PER SEC
DSGs with voltage control adjustment
Note Set Pant Values Uses 18 Bets of Message Termination Segment (Omitting Request and
Report of Change Conddbons in This Transaction)
I
to assist in distribution system volt/VAR
justment of a voltage reference set point
ting this set point value periodically is
EXAMPLE 5
AUTOMATIC GENERATION CONTROL
Load Frequency Control can also include Economic Dispatch Con-
trol information in same data transmissions.
Message transactions consist of sending one raise or lower
pulse "direct operate" control signal (if no change required, no
R/L pulse control signal is sent) and analog data (DSG MW output)
request, and the remotes' data response. Assumed time for com-
plete transaction is 2 seconds. Message transaction types 1 and 2.
MESSAGE TRANSACTION SEQUENCE
R L CONTROL
	
DATA REOUIST
	
ESTAS 000 TERM ED
	 ESTAB WO TERM ED
MR
	
TERM ED
R M	 92 BITS --­04	 ' on	 S2 BITS	 TO I	 I	 I
	 1 a
144
	
82 BITS
2 SECONDS
ASSUME' TIME DELAY ITDI • 0 1 SEC
DATA RATE •
TOTAL BITS S? BITS + 82 BITS * 82 BITS
	
---	 •
NET TUNE
	
2 SEC 3 x TD
2 
3
10
DATA RATE - ?	 • 145 BITS PER SECOND
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^	 s
FCADA (NORMAL) SCAN
scanning of remote ©SG for detection and reporting of any
alarm, change of status, or out-of-limit value.
Message transaction consists of a change of condition scan
request and a response reporting on "no change, or change of con-
ditions." Assumed time for complete transaction is 2 seconds.
Message Transaction Type 2.
MESSA01 rRANSACTTON BEOUENCE
ESTAB "10 TEAM ED	 RAf1AST CHANGE DATA
M-N	 TD I 	 I	 I ESTAB WO TERM ED
14•M
	
log	 62 BITS •	 TO
1 —	 92 BITE
2 SECON06
	 --il
ASSUME TIME DELAY (T01 - 0 1 SEC
	
DATA RATE . TOTAL BITS 
"
82 BITS * 62 BITS	 164
NET TMIE
	
2 2 (MI	 2 02
DATA RATE • 41 BITS PER *COMO
s
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Table 8.4.5.4-1
APPLICATION OF DSG TYPES FOR SCHEDULING
AND AUTOMATIC GENERATION CONTROL
SUI T ABII ITY FOR UNIT
COMMIT MI NT SCHEUUI INU
tDAti ANWOR WEEK WIIEN
KNIT WI[ I BEONOROFF)
YES Nt)	 II'^11TED
C unditional
tin N cathcr
C ondiuunai
tin N cathcr
C ondntonal
tun W cathcr
\
\ C ondmonal
on A ater F loH
\	 C onditional
till 1't tux.-N,
Plant S:hedulc
and PWACt
I ncip C oniri:t
SUI TABIEITY FOR AUTOMATIC
61: NE RATION CONTROI
r
	
CONTROL, tI IC)	 CONTROL. (EDC )
YES I NO II`tITED YES	 NO	 I.IMITED
\.	 \..	 \...
\•	 \
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Table 8.4.5.4-2
SUMMARY OF DATA "TF. RFnI1IF£MFNTS
FOR SIX INDIVIDUAL DDC-DSO FL11CTIONS
Function
Function
Period
Allowable
Transaction
Time
	
s
Data Pate
(bps)
Periodic update of Variables 1 Hour 30 9.3
Alarm Reporting 1 Month 2 197
Scheduling and Mode Control 1 Day 300 2.4
Distribution Volt/VAR Control 10 Minutes 10 16.7
Automatic Generation Control,
Load-Frequency Control Sub-
function 2 Seconds 2 145
SCADA (Normal)
	
Scan 1	 2 Secondal 2 1	 91
8.4.5.5 Communications to Small DSG Sites
When the utility system is populated by small DSGs, the con-
trol and monitorin g and communication requirements change charac-
ter from those of a system with medium-to-lar ge units. For small
DSG units the utility may wish to apply only permissive and pro-
hibitive si gnals to the local DSG control system. If these simple
enable-disable types of controls are used, they probably will not
be sent more than a few times a day. In addition, for a small DSG,
there are probably only a few status, alarm, or values that the
utility may went to monitor.
For small DSGs, the communications and data handling require-
ments must be tempered by actual needs for utility distribution sys-
tem operation and personnel safety as compared to e quipment costs.
8.4.5.6 DDC Information Processing
The direction and coordination of certain communication system
on-line operations related to DSG control and monitorin g is the re-
sponsibility of the DDC computer. The number of parallel data chan-
nels required by the DDC computer is a function of the communica-
tion channel capabilities, number of DSGs in the system, their lo-
cations, and the amount of control and data per DSG. In order to
see the effect of communication load on the DDC computer, we can
assume that the communications processor on the DDC computer is 30%
efficient and that the data rate of the communication processor is
50 K bytes per second. At 1200 bps for communication channel data
rate, these numbers translate into a capability to accommodate about
150 data channels. If each data channel handles an average of 10
medium-to-large DSG sites, then the DDC can handle about 1,500 DSG
sites.
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Assuming the above to be correct, one can conclude that the
data channel requirements of the communications processor is not
a communication syste^r. constraint. The system limitation arises
when the DDC computer t«ust place the data gathered by the communi-
cations processor into a data base.
A reasonably designed data base on a minicomputer can be ex-
pected to perform about 250 data base accesses per minute. For a
periodic scan, the DDC might be updating about 30 data items per
medium-to-large scale DSG every 15 minutes. The amount of time
spent per DSG would be about 20 seconds) the DDC, therefore, could
store the data for about 75 medium-to-large scale DSG sites. This
is a worst-case assumption because it has been assumed that each
data item requires a complete data base search and access cycle,
when in reality this is not the case.
The DDC data base would be used to provide input to system
control and monitoring programs and to act as a data source for
the operator functions. It is possible that when all of the DDC
functions are enumerated (for this and other power system func-
tions), that a computer larger than the current minicomputer may
be needed. However, for the case of just DSG control and monitor-
ing, the current minicomputer is likely to be quite satisfactory.
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8.5 OPERATIONAL REOUIREMENTS FOR DSO NORMAL, ABNORMAL,
AND EMERGENCY STATES
Operation of DSGs when they are in the normal, abnormal, or
emergency states (which includes all possible DSG conditions),
will either directly or indirectly involve all major functional
categories and their functions. However, sinca the other five
major functional categories deal with functions of primary con-
cern to them, this category (Section 8.5) will be confined to lo-
cal DSG control, performance, and operating procedures. These
operating functions are:
• DSG control
• DSG operating mode control
• Personnel safety
• DSG stability
The relationships of these functions are shown in Figure 8.5-1.
The DSG control function is at a higher, more comprehensive level
than the DSG operating mode control which, in effect, is a sub-
function of the DSG control.
The DSG control function involves the overall local super-
vision anT71rectio of control activities of the DSG. DSG con-
trol can range from very simple to very complex. The degree of
complexity depends on the type of DSG, its system size, and its
complexity. The ownership (utility, private, or joint ownership)
will also influence the operating philosophy and requirements for
local and remote control and monitoring. Considering that the
DSG size may range from 10 kW to 30,000 kW, and that the owner-
influenced operating philosophy and criteria can vary widely,
the DSG control function scope can cover a wide range of require-
ments. Basically, however, the DSG control function may accept
inputs from local operator/maintenance personnel, DDC, and local
DSG/distribution system conditions. By recognizing the priorities
of these inputs, the DSG control function coordinates the required
DSG control action and its initiation. In this respect, the DSG
control function may be considered as a local "DSG master control.
The actual form of hardware implementation, scope, and complexity
will vary with DSG size, type, and ownership and could range from
simple electromechanical relay logic to a minicomputer-directed
DSG control system.
The DSG o erating mode control
ognize loca conditionsions f. both DSG
face, to accept "DSG control" input
mode control action. The basic DSG
and STANDBY. Transition between OFF
function is required to rec-
and distribution system inter-
commands, and to carry out
operating modes are ON, OFF,
and ON, and ON and OFF are
F
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called startup and shutdown respectively. Descriptions of DSG
and distribution system states and DSG operating modes were pre-
sented in Section 7.
Under some emergency conditions other functions such as DSG
protection may take direct action (i.e., opening the main circuit
breaker for a short circuit condition), which preempts all other
functions and initiates a DSG emergency shutdown mode change via
the DSG control function. In these situations, the DSG control
function described above recognizes the condition, initiates a re-
quest for the mode change, then subsequently reorganizes the DSG
in preparation for the next event or mode control request.
once a local or remote operator or automatic logic decision
is made to initiate a change in DSG operating mode, the DSG oper-
atinq mode control function initiates action by other subfunctions
such as the startup function.
Personnel safety is a vital operating consideration for both
system operators and maintenance/repair crews. DSG control, as-
suranoo of its operating mode, and positive confirmation of the
actual physioal,'elec:trical condition is required for personnel
safety. To minimize this time required for service restoration,
remote control and indication of DSG mode is deEirable as opposed
to sending crews to porform local control required for personnel
safety. However, certain OSHA re,aulatory requirements must be
considered, and additional equipment and controls may therefore
be required.
DSG stability is an operational condition which is dependent
Upon c1_0sign parameters anti characteristics of the DSG system, the
relative impedance of the DSG to power system connection, the
proximity of other DSGs, and DSG controls. Thus, consideration
of these factors in the DSG desion and distribution System appli-
cation ca n.;ineerinti stares is required.
Functional requirements for each of the subfunctions are
given in the followin g descriptions.
8.5.1 FUNCTIONAL NAME: DSG CONTROL
Functional Description
DSG control is the local control function which coordinates
requests for action, reconciles them with local DSG conditions,
and initiates proper action. Other local control and protection
functions may in turn take directions from the DSG control func-
tion and carry on these functions semi-independently. Thus, the
DSG control is the outer local control loop shown on rioure 8.1.3-1.
The DSG control relationship to other local functions is shown in
Figure 8.5-1. In this diagram, the relative importance of DSG
control in the local control hierarchy is shown to be at the top
level. Figure 8.5-1 also illustrates the dependency of the DSG
control function upon inputs. There may be DDC, local operator,
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and local information inputs of various kinds. The local infor-
mation will basically consist of DSG and distribution system state
information and DSG system, subsystems, protection, and control
information.
While Figure 8.5 -1 	 shows the functions and functional re-
lationships generically, the intention is not to imply complexity
of hardware or software/logic requirements. The degree of hard-
ware/software complexity must be balanced from an economic and
practical standpoint with type, size, and ownership requirements
of the DSG as criteria. From a hardware/software standpoint, the
DSG control for a customer-owned 10 kW wind energy conversion DSG
may be a single electromechanical master control relay with push-
button, remote-control permissive contact, and local emergency
shutdown/lockout contact inputs. At the other extreme, the DSG
control function for a 10 MW solar thermal electric DSG plant could
be software imbedded in a DSG master control and data acquisition
minicomputer system. This minicomputer could also be performing
complex system and subsystem control functions as well as data
acquisition, display, operator interface, and SCADA functions.
In its supervisory and directory function, the main purpose
of the DSG control function is to assimilate all pertinent inputs
and to initiate appropriate control action. Major subfunctions
which the DSG control function initiates and/or modifies are:
DSG operating mode control, power control, voltage control, other
subsystem controls, and blocking of main DSG switching via protec-
tive and synchronizing functions.
Input or Processed Data
Direct inputs to the DSG control function may involve the
following,.
• Local operator commands and control requests
• DDC command and control requests
- DDC operator
- DSG scheduling and mode control
- DSG automatic generation control
- Distribution volt/VAR control
- Personnel safety
- Security assessment
- Load control
• Local inputs from:
- Protection
- Instrumentation
- Subsystem control feedback
(Refer to Figure 8.5-1)
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Cutout Control and Data
DSG control function outputs are provided tot
e D8G operating mod* control (function)
e Blocking control of main DSG/distribution system inter-
face switching via DSG protection function
e Blocking of synchronizing function
e Power control
e Voltage control
Interaction with Other Functions
Primarily the interactions with other functions are comprised
of the inputs and outputs listed above. Basically, the DSG con-
trol is the highest control logic level at the DSG, and it inter-
acts by responding to inputs and, as po*sible, initiates local
control action to carry out local, and/or remote operator command
and control requests, and DDC automatic command and control requests.
Special Requirements
Each type of DSG will have different detailed requirements
for the implementation of the DSG control function since this
function is closely related and integrated with subsystem controls
and the DSG master control and data acquisition hardware and soft-
ware. The DSG control complexity is also a variable related to
DSG size and the proportion of costs which are economically justi-
fiable. Ownership (utility, private, or joint ownership) will af-
fect the form of control inputs and the relative priorities and
weighting of input requests and information. These special DSG
control requirements should be defined as part of DSG master con-
trol and data acquisition hardware and software specifications.
Some conceptual and preliminary design effort on this function
appears to be desirable.
8.5.2 FUNCTIONAL NAME: DSG OPERATING MODE CONTROL
Functional Description
The DSG operating mode control function acts in response to
a mode change request from the DSG control function. In carrying
out a mode change (i.e., from OFF to ON condition), the DSG oper-
ating made control function monitors local DSG system and subsys-
tem conditions, initializes control settings, and directs mode
changes. In effecting moue changes, predefined sequencing logic
for the startup and shutdown transitions between operating modes
is employed. These logic sequencing functions are, in essence,
functions of the DSG operating mode control. Start capability
is described in Section 8.7.1. The DSG operating mode control
and, more generally, the DSG control have detailed local relation-
ships which are specific to each type of DSG. In Appendix A
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of this report, a description of system control is included for
each selected DSG technology. In a generic sense, the relation-
ship of the DSG operating node control to the overall DSG control
hierarchy is shown in Figures 8.2 -1 and 8.5 -1.
The following discussion illustrates the interrelationships
involved in DSG operating mode control with other DSG functions.
DSG modes are DSG operating/distribution conditions, which are
identified as ON, OFF, and STANDBY.
These modes are defined as follows:
• ON - The DSG is in operating condition, "running,"
and electrically connected to the distribution system.
In this condition, the DSG will normally be generating
electrical power, or will be absorbing it as in the
case of a storage battery.
• OFF - The DSG is electrically disconnected from the
distribution systetr. at the DSG-distribution system
interface, and it is shut down or, inactive, not
"running."
• STANDBY - The DSG is in an operable condition, ac-
tivated, '''running," but not electrically connected
to the distribution system.
DSG mode than.}es carried out by the DSG operating mode con-
trol function involy,_ transitions from OFF to ON, and ON to OFF,
called startup and shutdown. Since these mode transitions in-
volve complex and critical local DSG control, instrumentation and
equipment interactions, the UDC will not be involved in the startup'
shutdown sec;uenc:inq to(lic. At most, the DDC may direct a semi-
automatic. startup where startu T-) is performed in a few major steps.
Special functional requirements related to startup mode transition
and coordination with the distribution system are described in
Section 8.7.1 of this report.
The determination of the DSG operating mode is influenced by
a number of factors which include:
• DSG state
• Distribution system state
• DSG schedule
• DSG energy resource
• Private owner decision
The DSG and  distribution system states have a direct effect
on the DSG mode and, in other than normal states, the need for
USG mode control can be urtlent. Possible DSG and distribution
systems states -e:
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• DSG states:
- Normal
- Abnormal
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• DSG ownership
• DSG size and type
• DSG location (remoteness)
• DSG interrelationships with other DSGs or system
elements
Input or Processed Data
• DSG control function (initiates request for mode
change
is DSG system, subsystem, and control information
• DSG - distribution system interface information
• Distribution system conditions
Output Control and Data
• Command-/signals to DSG startup/shutdown subfunctions
• Data concerning normal and abnormal mode change
sequencing
Interaction with Other Functions
The DSG operating mode control function interacts directly
with the following functions:
• DSG control
• I "7umentation
• Protection: DSG
• Local DSG subsystem controls
• Start capability
• Stand-Alone capability
Indirectly, the DSG operating mode control interacts with the
following functions (via the local DSG control function):
• Local DSG operator
Y
	 • DDC (DSG command and control)
• DSG scheduling and mode control
• Load control including restoration
• Personnel safety
r	 • Security assessment and control
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Special Requirements
Reclardinq the cleneral topic of DSG mode control, coordination
of DSG and distribution system operatinq conditions and contrac-
tual/operational relationships foi DSc private ownership are re-
quired. They degree of coordin.,tiorl required is related to control
responsibility f letors and to the tlt.iantity of DSGs installed on
the distribution system. Personnel safety is also a primary con-
cern, re-quirinq careful attention to both mode control authoriza-
tion and implementation. Coordination of DSG and distribution
system operation can be a relatively complex matter when a si(j-
nific:,nt number of DSGs of various types and sizes are installed
on a distribution system. Further study is warranted to examine
DSG mode control for hicih DSG capacity 1)a•netration on electric
utility distribution systems.
S . 5. 1 FUNCTIONAL NMIE:: PERSONNEL SAFETY
Hullo t i ona l De sc r ipt ican
Personnel safety is everyone's cc)nrern. For the ol)erat iricl
and maintenance craws, it is a physical concern, and the t iti al
iml)len1011t.at:iul1 of safety rests with them.	 However, the ()vorall
direct ioll and Coordination t)f wot-k an.i safety is the respon::ibi 1 ity
of the DDC. Personnel safety is t - opresente(i in Ficture 8.2 -1 as a
DDC function.
A principal concern with DSc. is	 for	 the safety of	 both	 tit il-
ity	 .1IIti	 e1,St0n10t* PLIVS0I111el.	 It	 is I1ocessary that	 the'	 1)reSellCe
of	 DS(1, systems on ut l l ity systems not	 result iIl ally hazard t o 	lwr-
St)Clltc' 1
	 dUi' 1Ilk)	 tile 1',1I" lc)u	 ittudoti	 c)t c)l^erat lt)tl Or s t.at oS Of	 the DS C,
.lnci	 d i st r i b ilt i011 System.
I.'rom aI'I i11f()rmat io11 sta11dpoillt. t he porsOI111e I s.I f e t y f ti lit' aOII
is rel.Itc'cl tO the distribution SCADA system which collects data,
iIldicate'S to the DDC whether the 1)St3s in a jiVeli .ire,1 art , oI'or-
,It1llcl .111e1 indicates the status Of switches o)r cirouit bro,lk el
at 0.1oh DSG, loc.i t.ion. 	Supplietl with c r itical DSG and dirt ribll-
t ion Systetll i of Orltt at ion, the DDC o`1)erat.or in charcio can Dort o ) t ni
t.lklLlil1 1 l anei ideiltifica't.i0l1 Of circuits antl oquipment oli Whiti'h
crews are working and ca11 dirc`Ct work anti repair crews ill a safe
itla1;11er. To comply with .'ertaln ro.tulatOry requirements (OS11A)
additional equipment su'h as `Iroundino switc hes: may have to bo
added to .iistribution DSG, systems.
In_vut of 11 1'ocos5c,ci Dat.1
Relative input data:
• Switch and circuit breaker position status
• Operator input (tatleled st,ltus on feeder breakers anti
switches anti those at M;C. location)
• DSG operatinni mocio indication to DDC and local D.1;G:
ON, OFF, or STANDBY
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Output Control and Data
irelevan output data:
• On/Off command to DSG
• Tagged status indication to DDC, or DAC
• Inhibit command for DSG synchronizing depending on
connection to distribution system
• Tagged switch location
Interaction with Other Functions
Functional interaction:
• Display and recording
• Protection: substation, transformer, feeder
• Communication
• Information processing
• DSG operating mode control
• DSG command and control
• Distribution SCADA
• Protection: DSc;
• Start capability
5 )ecial Rec uirunients
Posi.tivc' visible (aroundincl of equipment with a possible gen-
Prat in Ij senirce nUy be roquired, and this safety requirement needs
further i.nvestielation and definition.
Iteclosincl out -ot -phase is a potential hazard to equipment
ankI peirsonncl. Means of avoiding this potential hazard should be
provi'led.
Pet-sonnul safety practices and operating procedures will have
to be completel roviewed with the introduction of DSGs on the
distribution system. DSGs will introduce a source of backfeed to
circuits eiisconnecteci at the substation and traditional "radial
cii-cait" operatin g and personnel safety practices will have to
be revised.	 I
8.5.4 FUNCTIONAL  NAME : D.qG, STAM LI TY
Functional DeGcript- on
Mien an induction or synchronous machine is operating in a
steady-statc condition, there is okluilibrium between the power
input and output. System disturbances cause oscillations of lower
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flow which must be critically damped to maintain DSG system sta-
bility. Problems of p , ,wer system stability resolve into the
question of whether '_ne electrical system is capable of holding
two or more machines in synchronism (or at rated speed for induc-
tion generators) and without undue oscillation so that this bal-
ance is maintained. Transient stability conditions are generally
studied by simulating models of the machines and the power system
before, during, and following system disturbances, (e.g., due to
fault clearing or load control). Steady-state stability condi-
tions may also be studied to determine power transfer capability
of the system.
From steady-state, dynamic, and transient stability studies,
it is possible to determine a range of DSG and distribution sys-
tem characteristics that may be used as design parameters for suc-
cessful DSG stability performance.
Input or Processed Data
For DSG stability analysis (not on-line control), input data
is required: Typical required information consists of DSG and
distribution system characteristic imuedances, DSG inertias, DSG
power conversion system characteristics, distribution system cir-
cuit configurations, and load characteristics.
Output Control and Data
There is no on-line DSG stability control other than that
desi,jned into the DSG excitation system during the DSG and dis-
tribution system design anti application engineering stages. Ex-
citation control assisting in synchronous generator !ynamic sta-
bility limits tends to be a complex control function and might
not be «economically justifiable except for larger DSGs.
Interaction with Other Functions
In the event of DSG instability, action is required to dis-
connect the DSG from the distribution system. This involves:
• Protection: DSG
• Protection: substation, transformer, feeder
Special Requirements
A unique problem associated with wind turbine generators,
: ,ompared to other types of DSGs, is the rapidly fluctuating nature
of the input torque due to wind gusting. This can produce insta-
bility as well as voltage fluctuations and should be considered
for the specific site and DSG system design involved.
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8.6 FAILURE AND ABNORMAL BEHAVIOR DETECTION
AND CORRECTION REOUIREMENTB
Failure and abnormal behavior can occur within the DSG system
or in the distribution system, and these conditions in one can cause
adverse effects in the other. Failure and unusual conditions can
be associated with DSG abnormal and emergency states and the dis-
tribution emergency state.* These conditions or states are asso-
ciated with equipment, component or circuit overloads, incipient
faults, or actual faults or failures. While abnormal states, such
as overloads, may be tolerable for a short time, they usually must
be corrected or isolated to prevent harmful effects. Failures, of
any degree, require immediate isolation to prevent extensive damage,
cascading effects, or personal injury to workers. Prompt detection
and appropriate (i.e., selective) isolation of equipment, subsystems,
a complete DSG system, or parts of distribution systems are usually
involved in corrective action. Protective systems used to perform
these functions include detection devices and/or logic functions,
such as those provided by protective relaying, and power switching
devices, i.e., fuses, reclosers, switches and circuit breakers,
safely isolating the abnormal or failed elements.
The function of "protection: substation; transformer and
feeder" in electric utility systems with centralized generation
facilities has mainly been concerned with unidirectional current
flow. Load and fault currents both originate from bulk generation
transmission "power sources" and flow toward the distribution sys-
tem loads. With the addition of DSGs to the distribution system
at the distribution substation level and below, bidirectional cur-
rent flow may occur. In the past unidirectional current flow per-
mitted relatively simple time-current coordination for fault de-
tection and circuit/equipment protective devices. With the addition
of DSGs the traditional distribution system substation, transformer,
and feeder protection schemes may have to be revised to accommodate
DSGs at this level. Therefore, more complex protection schemes
similar to those used on the bulk qeneration/transmission system
may have to be used.
Where multiple generation sources and transmission system in-
terconnections cause bidirectional current flows, "zone" protection
schemes are in common use. A set of protective equipment is de-
signed and assigned to protect a specific equipment or circuit
segment. The zones of protection are usually overlapped with time
coordination, if possible, and if warranted, both local and adja-
cent backup protection is provided to assure prompt fault isolation
and minimization of the extent of the outage.
The "protection of DSGs" is primarily an onsite responsibility
with the objective of equipment and personal protection of person-
nel and the prevention of undue disturbances to the distribution
*Section 7, "Major Operating Modes and States"
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system. within the DSG system protective equipment is usually as-
signed to aiiard specific equipment or circuits and, therefore, a
minimum of equipment or DSG system is deactivated for fault con-
ditions. Internal DSG system protection and controls are inher-
ently incorporated in the DSG system and subsystem design and are
specific to the type of power conversion and power conditioning
systems. The degree and complexity of the internal DSG protection
systems will be related to the size and complexity of the DSG.
The cost of DSG protection must maintain a reasonable balance with
the cost of the DSG.
The DSG protective systems will detect internal DSG faults
and isolate them from the distribution system to prevent unneces-
sary distribution system outages from the operation of backup pro-
tection on the distribution system. Conversely, to protect the
DSG from prolonged distribution system faults or sustained abnormal
conditions, backup protection should be incorporated in the DSG
protection system to protect it for these conditions.
For the integration of DSGs into the distribution system the
primary concern will be with the DSG distribution system interface.
This will require coordination of both DSG and distribution system
protection systems and the functional overlapping of these two basic
protective systems. Conceptually, this is illustrated in Figure 8.6-1.
LOGIC DSG OVERLAP of DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM
LEVEL PROTECTION ZONE PROT^EIC T ON PROTECTION ZONEES
I 8.6.1
SENSING ACTUATION	 i	 SENSING& DETECTION	 I	 & DETECTION
I
I
ACTUATION
DSG
I
I
DISTRIBUTION
POWER
LEVEL SYSTEM SYSTEM
INTERFACE
Figure 8.6-1.	 Coordination of DSG and Distribution Protection
Functions
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8.6.1 FUNCTIONAL NAME: "PROTECTION: DISTRIBUTION SUBSTATION
RANSFORMER, AND FEEDER
Functional Description
Distribution substations contain switching equipment to iso-
late a faulted circuit or transformer automatically from the re-
mainder of the system. From the substation distribution circuits
radiate to serve the surrounding area.
The principal components of a distribution substation are
high- and medium-voltage switching equipment and transformers.
High-voltage switches, circuit breakers, protective systems, and
associated controls are necessary for system operation, the detec-
tion of abnormalities, and the rapid isolation of faulted segments
of the system.
In general, the substation circuit breaker will open within
a fraction of a second in the event of disabling trouble on a
feeder and immediately reclose. If the trouble was of a transient
nature, such as a lightning flashover, all service would be re-
stored, and the only effect to customers served by this feeder
would be a momentary interruption of less than a second. In the
event the trouble on a lateral circuit is not transient, the fuse
or sectionalizing device would isolate the faulty lateral from the
main feeder.
In the event that disabling damage occurs to the main feeder
the entire area served by the feeder will be without service until
the faulty section is isolated. Service may be restored to the
remaining sections by switching to alternate sources if available.
If alternate sources are not available beyond the point of trouble,
service cannot be restored in the faulty section, and beyond, until
repairs can be made.
In general, the present substation, transformer, and feeder
protection is based on a radial system with the equivalent source(s)
of generation at the primary of the distribution substation transfor-
mer. The addition of DSGs to the distribution system, at the dis-
tribution substation level or below, requires their removal for
faults involving their particular associated substation, transformer,
or feeder. In the event of an unsuccessful reclosing, the resyn-
chronizing of the DSG would have to take place after successful
fault isolation. This assumes that the DSG is on the unfaulted
section.
Overload protection is normally provided for the substation
transformer by temperature relays. Feeder circuit breakers offer
limited feeder overload protection with tripping at 200 to 300%
of full load being a typical practice. The addition of DSGs able
to be scheduled can relieve feeder and substation overloads through
scheduling from the DDC to increase DSG output.
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Input or Processed Data
Input or processed data can aid protection in the following
ways:
• Indication of the successful reclosing of the feeder
breaker
• Indication of the completion of fault isolation
• Operator limits on allowable feeder section and trans-
former current and voltage magnitudes
• Feeder, transformer, and feeder section loads - each
30-60 minute interval.
Output Control and Data
Output control and data contribute to protection in these
areas:
• DSG main circuit breaker (for utility-owned DSG)*
• Alarm overload on feeders, sections, and substation
transformers
I nteraction with Other Functions
The interaction of protective operations with other functions
includes:
• Feeder fault isolation and service restoration
• Communication
• Information processing
• DSG operating mode control
• DSG scheduling
• Instrumentation
Special Requirements
Once a feeder has been disconnected from the distribution
substation, additional protection is required to prevent the feeder
circuit breaker from reclosing out-of-phase with a DSG located on
that feeder if it is operating in an isolated condition. A possi-
ble solution would be to disconnect the appropriate DSG(s) for
substation, transformer and feeder faults, (i.e., go to standby
*See "Special Requirements"
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wde) and only permit resynchronixing of the DSG to the distribution
system after the feeder breaker has xucessfully risclosed. An over-
ride for permitting rexynchronizing might be available from the
DDC if no danger to the safety of personnel is involved.
The momentary and interrupting ratings of interrupting and
sectionalizing devices might have to be increased, depending on
the size and number of DSGx and where thety are located on the dis-
tribution system.
For customer-owned DSG the utility might have the option of
controlling the DSG breaker or the customer's main breaker. From
the standpoint of providing distribution protection, the control
of either breaker will provide the same function. However, the
availability of either breaker for tagging by utility line crew
personnel may limit the selection.
8.6.2 FUNCTIONAL NAME: "PROTECTION: DSG"
Functional Description
The DSG protection generically consists of sensing conditions,
detecting abnormalities or fail 	 and initiating action to: iso-
late the source of trouble, pr	 equipment from damage, and pro-
tect personnel. In the broadt.c --nse, protection of a DSG plant
or unit would include protecti- , .	 all electrical and mechanical
operating systems and equipmen 4-. However, in regard to power con-
version, power conditioning and auxiliary systems and equipment,
subsystem protection and controls normally will have appropriate
protection functions included in their design scope, and specific
protection devices for individual equipments are usually included
for abnormal or failure conditions as indicated by temperature,
pressure, and electrical values.
Therefore, the DSG Protection function, associated with DSG-
distribution system integration, will be primarily concerned with
the DSG distribution system electrical interface and equipment im-
mediately associated with this interface. The DSG utility inter-
face can have various configurations from simple to complex. The
DSG protection function is shown on Figure 8.5.1-1.
There are two major categories of DSG protection which may be
described as "initiating" and "blocking" actions. These two cate-
gories can be identified by what they do and the conditions which
are associated with them. They are as follows:
e Initiating actions isolate faults or remove equipment
from gervice_._Conditions for which automatic protective
action (initiation) is required are:
- Short circuits
- Overvoltage - steady state and transient
- Undervoltage
- Underfrequency
- -1
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• Blocking actions prohibit or prevent the acct of DSG -
Ut 'lity-^eNctrical connection. Conditions, causes, or
reasons for imposing blocking action acre:
- The DSG and the utility not in synchronism
- The DSG and the utility nut in proper condition for
synchronizing
- Fault conditions on the distribu,fon system
- Personnel working on the distribution systcm
The major hazard involving electrical equipment is a "short
circuit," which is usually caused by an insulation failure. It is
necessary to interrupt the flow of current to such a failure in the
shortest practical time, and if possible remove only the faulty
portion of the system without removing service to other parts of the
system. For a DSG which consists solely of one generating source,
a short circuit in the DSG utility interface or in one of the main
DSG equipments will result in the disconnection and shutdown of the
DSG. However, a multi.-unit DSG plant or a cogeneration plant with
redundancy in the DSG utility interface configuration may be able
to continue operation following a fault, and successful fault
isolation. In addition to short circuit faults, there are other
conditions which can cause damage or shortened equipment life if
they are allowed to persist. These are conditions of overvoltage,
undervoltage, and underfrequency. The DSG protection system senses,
detects, and interrupts/isolates appropriate equipment for the DSG
or the DSG distribution system interface faults and abnormal con-
ditions. For distribution system faults and abnormal conditions
which are not promptly removed, time-delay backup protection may
be required in the DSG protection system to protect the DSG.
Briefly, the protective system is described as follows:
• Sensing and detection of fault or out-of-limits con-
ditions are done by protective relays or fuses. These
are commonly called circuit protective devices. The
actual disconnection of faulty system equipment or
elements is done by circuit breakers or fries. The
over-all arrangement of protective relays and fuses is
commonly referred to as a "protective system." An
overall "picture" of the protective system and the main
electrical system elements connected by circuit breakers
or fuses is usually prepared and is called a one line
diagram. Instrumentation and metering devices are
often shown on this one line diagram.
In regard to blocking the following description is given:
• Blocking is the act of prohibiting control action to
connect the DSG electrically to the distribution sys-
tem. The blocking function involves either local
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sensing of unacceptable conditions or a control center
derived decision to order "blocking" of the DSG dis-
tribution system connection. The sense in which the
term blocking is used in this latter description would
normally apply to a DSG which was in a standby mode
or in transition from off to on (startup). Blocking
could also include the prohibiting of startup initiation.
In synchronizing the DSG with the utility system,
blocking is a subfunction of the synchronizing sequence
whereby the connection of the DSG to the utility is pre-
vented when voltage difference, electrical phase angle,
rate of change of frequency or frequency is not within
acceptable limits. Synchronization is described in
Section 8.7.2.
With the distribution system operation DSG blocking
is initiated when distribution system conditions are
aggravated or the personal safety of personnel com-
promised or threatened by the connection of the DSG to
the dis t ribution system. Examples are: (1) a fault con-
dition on the distribution circuit to whit-`-, the DSG is
normally connected; (2) personnel working to restore a
faulted distribution system circuit or equipment which
is energized by the connection of the DSG to the dis-
tribution system.
Input or Processed Data
"Protection: DDS" functions as follows with input or processed
data:
• Locally sensed voltage, current, and frequency values
• Locally sensed or detected fault and abnormal conditions
on the distribution system
• Control center blocking orders (command)
Control Output and Data
Another protective function is to regulate output and data in
the following ways:
• Control action to cause circuit breakers and/or switches
to cperate
• Control action to prevent DSG-utility connection
(blocking action)
• Data identifying fault detection protective system
operation (local DSG and DDC).
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Interaction with Other Functions
Other "Protections DSG" interactions are with the following:
• Safety of personnel
• DSG command and control
• DSG operating mode control
• Distribution SCADA
• Communication
• Information processing
• Protections substation, transformer, feeder
• Start capability
• Synchronization
• Load control including restoration
Social Requirements
There may be special requirements associated with particular
or unusual DSC utility interface configurations. Revised distri-
bution protection schemes may be needed for integration of DSGs
to accommodate bidirectional load and fault current flows. Con-
ventional unidirectional distribution system protection schemes
may not be able properly to protect equipment, circuits, and per-
sonnel when DSc;s are added to conventional distribution system
configurations.
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8.7 &PECIA.L D#G CONTROL REQUIREMENTS
Special requirements are local DSG control and monitoring
functions that are required for incorporation ind integration
of DSGs into a utility power distribution system. These special
functions are:
• Start capability
• Synchronization
• Stand-alone capability
These functions involve actions that relate to the DSG's abil-
ity to operate as an attended or unattended, manual, semiautomatic,
or automatic: unit or plant. The special functions interact and
interface with other functional categories, involving functions
such as:
• DSG power control
• Instrumentation
• Cistribution SCADA
• DSG operating mode control
• Personnel safety
• Protection: DSG
• Protection: substation, transformer, feeder
The relationships of the special DSG control functions to
each other and to other monitoring and control functions at the
DSG are shown in Figure 8.7-1.
Start capabilit y involves local DSG automation for acc ,•• .plish-
ing the transition from OFF to STANDBY, and from OFF to ON modes.
The complete startup procedure for the DSG is included in the
start capability function and includes startup of major power
conversion, power conditioning, energy storage, auxiliary, and
ancillary systems necessary to bring the DSG to the ON mode.
The degree of start capabilit y automation can be affected by the
type of DSG, its ownership, and size. Start capability may be
manual, semiautomatic, or fully automatic.
Synchronization is a necessary part of the transition to the
ON mode. Synchronization is required for s ichronous machines
and static inverters, and for unattended DSGs synchronization
will be performed automatically as the final step in the transi-
tion from OFF to ON and from STANDBY to ON modes. In addition to
synchronization being performed automatically, it may also be
performed by a .ocal operator if appropriate controls and instru-
mentation are available. Synchronization requires that the fre-
quency of the DSG ac voltage and the frequency of the distribution
system be essentially the same and that the relative phase angle
between them be within a few electrical degrees. When these
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conditions are met, the main circuit breaker (or switch) is closed,
thereby connecting the DSG to the distribution system.
The stand-alone function involves the operation of one or more
DSGs that supply a portion of the distribution system that is not
connected to the major generating sources of the power system.
This configuration is also referred to as an "island." This re-
quires coordination of related functions of power, load, voltage,
and frequency control. The primary concern is that crnchronous
DSGs that are isolated from the utility distribution system be of
sufficient capacity to provide the connected load and to maintain
inter-DSG stability. For a single DSG-load combination the situa-
tion is relatively straightforward. As the number of interconnected
DSGs, loads, and electrical interconnections in an "island" in-
creases, the problem can become very complex. In addition DSGs may
tend to be relatively low-inertia-constant sources, and this will
tend to result in poorer inter-DSG stability under isolated con-
ditions. Stand-alone capability for a group of DSGs would probably
require some form of load control and automatic generation control
(AGC) from a centralized source such as the DDC.
8.7.1
	 ^NC`I'IONAL NAME:: START CAPABILITY
Functional Description
Start capability refers to the ability of the DSG to be
started manually, semiautomatically, or automatically. This then
determines whether an operator is required for this function.
The start capability involves the preconditioning and startup
of a l l necessary major, ancillary, and auxiliary systems necessary
to Ling the DSG from the OFI' to the ON mode.
As foreseen for medium- to large-sized DSGs solely owned by
the utility and at the commercial stage of development, the DSGs
will be capable of unattended, automatic operation. Thus, auto-
matic startup would be required for these nSGs. The exception
would probably be a cogeneration type of DSG that, because of its
dual purpose, tends to be relatively complex in equipment and oper-
ational coordination of both electricity and heat production. This
will be generally true of privately owned cogeneration facilities
and jointly owned (utility-private company) DSGs that involve in-
dustrial processes. P'or :cgonoration involving the production of
electricity and space heating (commercial or domestic), it may be
possible to automate this type of cogeneration DSG, depending on
the type of primary energy.
Starting involves all of the safe and c:r > • ly steps required
to snake the transition from the oPF mode to ttc (",14 mode (as de-
scribed in the operating modes function description).
In general, startup is a relatively complex seat of sequential
operations with appropriate checks, involving DSG unit or plant
auxiliaries and the major power conversion, power conditioning,
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and power switching equipment. The relative complexity will vary
with the type of DSG and increasing order of complexity would pro-
gress from a hydro to solar thermal electric to cogeneration DSG.
For automatic or semiautomatic r ; Ytup, the sequencing and
checking operations would be perform,, 	 the startup control func-
tion:
This function can be accomplished by separate logic and actu-
ator equipment or may be incorporated as an integral p p_rt of the
USG master control. Thus the hardware/software can take many forms.
The startup function is initiated by the DSG operating mode con-
trol, which makes prestartup checks and coordinates local DSG dis-
tribution system conditions. Once initiated, the startup sequence
proceeds to its normal conclusion o' _,lectrically connecting the
DSG to the distribution system.
Inkut pr Processed Data
This category includes all pertinent DSG parameters such as:
• DSG operating mode control signal
• Primary energy source, status and measurements
• Power conversion system status
• unit/Plant auxiliary status and ,measurements
• Power conditioning system status and measurements
• t:nergy storatle system status and measurements (if
applicable;
• Power switching equipment status
Output Control and Data
The startup control will transmit appropriate control signals
plus the DSG subsystem's controls and DSG auxiliary system control:,
to perform the necessary operations in the correct sequence.
The startup function will provide startup status progress to
the DSG master control and data acquisition function and in turn
this information is presented to the SCADA and communication in-
terface for transmission of this information to the DDC. This
information will provide status of a normal startup progression or
an aborted startup with appropriate diagnostic information in the
latter case.
Interaction With Other Functions
The startup function will interface with the following func-
tions:
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• Directly
A. DSG Operating Mode Control
B. DSG Command and Control
C. Protection
D. Synchronization
• indirectly:
A. DSG Scheduling
B. Load Control Including Restoration
C. Distribution SCADA
D. Communications
E. Information Processing (DDC)
F. Personnel Safety
Special Requirements
Each type of DSG will have specific startup functional require-
men,;.,, as related to the Primary energy source, power conversion,
power conditioning, ancillary, and auxiliary systems. These re-
quirements are inherently part of the DSG power and control systems
design and mainly require interface definition with DSG operational
mode control function and equipment.
8.7.2 FUNCTIONAL NAME: SYNCHRONIZATION
Functional Description
The synchronization function involves matching of the DSG
frequency and voltage phase angle to that of the distribution power
system and connecting the DSG to the distribution system. This is
normally done by automatic synchronizing logic/equipment. However,
local-manual synchronizing may also be provided. The DSG is con-
nected to the distribution system via the DSG-utility power switch-
interface. The synchronizing function is normally a subfunction
of the startup function and interrelates to other subsystem con-
trol functions, particularly the "speed/frequency" control subsys-
tem. The specific related subsystem controls involved are depend-
ent on the type of DSG, i.e., rotating equipment or static inverter.
Automatic synchronizing control actions are directed by local
control elements. Control of synchronization in 1i "remote-manual"
control sense from a remote control center is not pLaol-,ical.
Certain types of DSG will utilize induction types of generators,
and these do not require exact synchronization prior to electrical
connection of the DSG to the power system. Also, some types of
DSGs may require a motor action ("crankup") type of startup that
involves connecting the DSG generator to the power system as a
motor for start up of the generator to approximately synchronous
speed. These are considered special cases.
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Input or Procjssed Data
All inputs originate locally for this local DSG automatic
control function. The major functional relationships are with
the startup and the DSG operating mode control function. Local
inputs to the synchronizing function are:
• DSG protection:
A. Permissive conditions
• Voltage:
A.' DSG
B. Distribution system
• frequency:
A. DSG
B. Distribution system
• Power switching equipment:
A. Main circuit breaker status
Controlled out)uts
Outputs are both control and status data. They are:
• Control signals to speed/frequency control subsystem
(increase or decrease speed/frequency)
• Status of frequency match/mismatch (Iii-Lo)
• Value of relative frequency mismatch, data, and/or
display
• Control signal to close main circuit breaker
Interaction With Other functions
Interaction of the synchronizing (sub)function is primarily
with the local Startup and DSG operating mode control functions.
Local DSG protection function provides permissive condition.
Special Requirements
Special requirements will involve specific synchronizing in-
terface arrangements for the different types of DSGs as required
by their power conversion and power conditioning control subsystems.
8.7.3 FUNCTIONAL NAME: STAND-ALONE CAPABILITY
Functional Description
Stand alone capability is the ability of a DSG (or an inter-
connected group of DSGs) to operate and serve associated electrical
loads on an isolated part of the distribution system. In this
8-111
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in extremis distribution system state there is no connection to
the main power system generating sources. This stand-alone capa-
bility has several basic requirements and/or implications. The
most fundamental requirement is that the DSG electric power con-
version/conditioning equipment be self-excited, or self-commutated,
thereby being capable of producing a 60 Hertz voltage output. This
implies synchronous or permanent magnet generators and self-com-
mutated inverters. Some types of DSG power conversion/power con-
ditioning equipment will not be capable of this stand-alone opera-
tion by their very nature. Examples are induction types of
generators and line-commutated inverters.
In addition to being self-excited or self-commutated, stand-
alone capability requires that the connected electrical load will
not exceed the power output capability of the DSGs. This is easily
determined if it is a single site, directly connected, known load
associated with the DSG. Expansion of the configuration to accom-
modate multiple loads with one or more DSGs introduces complication.
The basic requirement of electrical load not exceeding DSG capacity
still applies but may require automatic or manual load management
to ensure this condition. For example, a feeder with a DSG could
conceivably serve several or many residences, but there would be
a limit to the connected load, and the limit would probably have
to consider that all load diversity could be absent.
There is another degree of "stand-alone" operation, and that
could include a whole "island" of a distribution system that is
isolated from the remainder of the main distribution system. This
becomes even more complex and would probably require supplementary
automatic generation control and load control capability at the
DDC for such an "island."
There may be a fundamental problem with multiple DSGs in an
island configuration. This problem is one of DSG/island stability.
Maintaining synchronism between DSGs with relatively high internal
impedance and low inertia and connected by relatively high distri-
bution system impedance circuits presents potential problems.
Stand-alone DSGs serving a local load would probably have a
wider voltage and frequency variation than would be noted with the
normal state of interconnection with the main distribution system.
These are secondary matters in comparison to those mentioned above;
however, they would need to be recognized and appropriate control
provision made to keep these quantities within acceptable limits.
Input or Processed Data
e Command to start up and connect to a distribution
system that has zero voltage and frequency signals.
(The normal condition DSG protection/synchronizing
would consider this a no-go condition)
• Bypass of blocking function
• Load management action to limit applied load
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• Voltage and frequency subsystem control adjustments
as required for stand-alone operation
Output Control and Data
• Control action
• Status and measured variables associated with stand-
alone operation to be transmitted to DDC
Interaction With Other Functions
Stand-alone operation would involve interaction with one or
more of the following functions:
• Directly:
A. DSG command and control
B. Volt/VAR control
C. Load control including restoration
D. Automatic generation control
E. DSG power control
F. DSG operating mode control
G. Distribution stability
Ii. Protection: substation, transformer, feeder
I. Protection: DSG
J. Synchronization
K. Start capability/startup control
• Indirectly:
A. Distribution SCADA
B. Communication
C. Metering
D. Personnel safe_y
E. DSG scheduling and mode control
S2ecial Requirements
This whole function has special requirements as outlined above.
Study of individual applications is required to obtain satisfactory
operation and warrants further investigation.
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Section 9
NIAGARA MOHAWK POWER CORPORATION(NMPC) DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM COMPOSITE
9.1 INTRODUCTION
In order to explore the implications of the control and mon-
itoring functional requirements for DSGs which are integrated into
a utility distribution system, a representative distribution system
composite has been employed. For various operating scenarios the
impact on several types of DSGs and their monitoring and control
requirements has been examined.
The composite chosen to examine DSG control and monitoring
was derived from a distribution system composite representing the
Niagara Mohawk Power Corporation in the vicinity of Syracuse, New
York. The DSGs introduced were selected on an assumed basis rather
than from any actual system planning effort. This use of scenarios
has been helpful. in highlighting and clarifying a number of the
functional requirements for DSG monitoring and control.
The Niagara Mohawk Power Corporation (NMPC) system includes
a service area of approximately 24,000 square miles in the state
of New York. Approximately 1,300,000 customers are served from
three divisions: the Western, Central, and Eastern Divisions. The
service area includes a broad range of urban, suburban, and rural
areas. Among the principal metropolitan districts served are
Buffalo-Niagara Falls, Syracuse, Utica-Rome, and the Albany-
Schenectady-Troy area. The NMPC system load has experienced a
swing away from higher load factor industrial customers to a pre-
ponderance of residential and commercial loads. In spite of this
trend, NMPC's annual load factor has remained consistently stable
at approximately 68%. Actual peak load figures for 1977 were 4878
MW summer and 5284 MW winter. In addition to generating power from
nuclear, oil, and coal, NMPC uses hydroelectric generation and
purchased electric power to meet its system needs.
NMPC has for many years used hydroelectric power as a valuable
source of energy. Presently NMPC has approximately 80 small hydro-
electric plants with a total 666 MW capacity. By 1990 NMPC plans
to add 16 new hydroelectric generating plants with almost 200 MW
of added capacity. Many of these units can be considered as dis-
persed sources of generation. NMPC also has an interest in other
DSG sources and has been considering fuel cells and storage bat-
teries as possible additions to its system.
Transmission voltages used by NMPC include 345 kV, 230 kV,
and 115 kV. Several lines are also designed for 765 kV but are
operated at 345 kV. NMPC uses several distribution voltages, in-
cluding 4.16 kV, 4.8 kV, 6.9 kV, and 13.2 kV. The 13.2 kV system
9-1
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is the highest distribution voltage planned by NMPC, and it is
the 13.2 kV standardized voltage class that is experiencing the
most load growth on the NMPC system.
Recognizing the potential advantages of automated distribution
systems, NMPC has initiated several projects to evaluate the fea-
sibility and has estimated benefits and costs of distributon auto-
mation. In 1977, an agreement was reached between NMPC and GE to
make a joint assessment of distribution automation functions and
alternative conceptual control structures based on specific con-
sideration of a small portion of the NMPC distribution system.
For the distribution automation./control study it was decided that
attention would be focused on a ► small composite 13.2 kV distribu-
tion system and would include rural, urban, and suburban feeders.
This composite 13.2 kV distribution system is shown in Fig-
ure 9.1-1 and includes approximately 200 square miles in the
Syracuse, New York area, serving 40,000 customers. Within this
composite 13.2 kV distribution system, an area was selected which
focused on three specific substations in the Syracuse area which
are sourced from the Niagara Mohawk 115 kV transmission system.
These substations (Bridgeport, Fly Road, and Pine Grove) serve
approximately 10,000 customers. From these substations, feeders
could be selected illustrating rural, urban, and suburban loads.
The composite 13.2 kV distribution system includes several distri-
bution substations with approximately nine feeders having ties to
feeders from the three principal substations in the assessment
(Bridgeport, Fly Road, and Pine Grove). This provides interactions
pertaining to the scenarios studied.
The NMPC distribution system composite provides an illustra-
tive example for consideration of conceptual integration of DSG
units on the distribution system in developing the functional re-
quirements for DSG control and monitoring.
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9.2 CONCEPTUAL DSG INTEGRATION ON THE NMPC COMPOSITE
13.2 W DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM
The feeder and substation configuration shown in Figure 9.1 -1
is the NMPC preliminary estimated configuration for 1984 study con-
ditions and is for the estimated nonautomated composite 13.2 kV
distribution system. For study purposes, five DSG units are shown
in the composite. Four are assumed to be rated 5 MW and the wind
DSG is assumed to be rated 1 MW. In the composite, the assumed DSG
locations and types are listed in Table 9.2-1.
Table 9.2 -1
CONCEPTUAL DSG INTEGRATION ON NMPC
COMPOSITE 13.2 kV DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM
Size
Location	 Tvpe DSG*	 (Rating)
Pine Grove Substation (Suburban)
Bridgeport Feeder 16853 (Rural)**
Bridgeport Feeder 16852 (Rural)**
Fly Road Feeder 26152 (Urban)
Battery	 5 MW
Photo Voltaic
	 5 MW
Hydra	 5 MW
Wind	 1	 1 MW
Co-Generation !
	
5 MW
NOTES:
*NMPC does not plan to implement DSG units at these locations.
They are for illustrative DSG study purposes only.
**For the nonautomated case (Figure 9.1-1), the hydra DSG is assumed
to be on Bridgeport feeder 16853. In the automated Case (Fig-
ure 9.4-1), Bridgeport feeder 16853 is not required (deleted),
and its loads and the hydro DSG are assigned to Bridgeport feeder
16852 which consists of two sections.
In the composite 13.2 kV distribution system, the Pine Grove
Substation is expected to have the largest load growth during the
1978-1984 period. Based on this, two DSG units were assumed to
be located at the Pine Grove Substation. One was assumed to be
a storage battery and the other a photo voltaic type DSG. Both
are do energy types. Conversion equipment would be required to
provide ac output for connection to the 13.2 kV ac substation.
It is probable that a hydro DSG unit would be located in a rural
area, and Bridgeport feeder 16853 was assumed for this DSG loca-
tion. A wind generator DSG unit is also assumed on another Bridge-
port rural feeder, 16852. It is likely that a cogeneration DSG
unit would be located in an urban area; Fly Road feeder 26152 is
assumed for this DSG.
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4.3 NMPC COMPOSITE 15.2 kV DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM
LOAD GROWTH SUMMARY
The estimated ,beak load for each of the feeders of the Bridge-
port, Fly Road, and Pine Grove substations for 1978 and 1984 critical
season conditions was determined by NMPC and is shown in Tr.ble 9.3
-1.
Estimated critical season peak load for each of these substations
was assumed by GE by adding the feeder peak loads and multiplying by
0.95 to estimate the effect of feeder load diversity.
For the composite 13.2 kV distribution system, changes in
load were estimated for all the feeders for the years 1978, 1980,
1982 and 1984. The changes in load during these years result from
normal load growth, load transfers and conversions, and spot load
additions. However, in Table 9.3-1 only the 1978 and 1984 estimated
data for Bridgeport, Fly Road, and Pine Grove are shown.
Substation transformer ratings for the Bridgeport, Fly Road,
and Pine Grove substations are shown in Table 9.3-2.
The Fly Road and Pine Grove substations are each fed by two
115 ;• V independent transmission lines with a normally open tie
breaker on the high voltage side. Bridgeport substation is served
by a single 115 kV transmission line.
Normal design criteria (station getaway limited) for the feeders
is that feeder cur,.-ent is not to exceed 400 amperes under normal con-
ditions and 500 amperes during emergency conditions. Certain sec-
tions of individual feeders may have lower ampere limits. For ex-
ample, feeder "getawayR" (short connections in ducts at the substa-
tion) may result in higher or lower normal and/or emergency ampere
limits. In terms of establishing cable ratings, when one cable in a
duct is carrying its emergency rating, for an extended period of
time all other cables in the same duct must be at or below normal
feeder getaway ampere rating.
For the composite, the voltage criteria is that the primary
feeder voltage, in secondary (120 volt base) terms, is not to exceed
126 V or be below 118.5 V under normal conditions. The 118.5 V ex-
cludes voltage drops on the laterals, distribution transformers, and
secondaries. Voltage is not to be less than 114 V during emergency
conditions.
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Table 9.3-1
NIAGARA MOHAWK POWER CORPORATION
ESTIMATED LOAD GROWTH SUMMARY
BRIDGEPORT, FLY ROAD, AND PINE GROVE
Substation/Feeder	 Peak Load - MVA (Critical Season)*
Nonautomated System
	 1978	 1984
Bridgeport
16852	 3.13	 3.77**
16853	 ----	 3.04 **
16854	 3.22	 4.05
Total	 ,	 6.35	 10.86
Est. Sub. Load	 I	 6	 1 10
Fly Road
26151 5.0 7.64
26152 1.76 7.61
26153 7.02 8.07
Total 13.78 23.32
Est. sub. Load 13 22
Pine Grove
5951 4.46 4.05
5952 7.52 7.55
5953 2.97 5.83
5954 5.67 6.04
5955 4.46 5.30
5956 ---- 5.81
5957 ---- 4.09
Total 25.08 38.67
Est. Sub. Load 24 37
Source: Niagara Mohawk/General Electric Joint Assessment
of Distribution Automation
NOTES:
*Critical season fuz some feeder peak loads is summer;
for others it is winter. It is the season with the
highest seasonal normal configuration peak load.
**16853 and 16852 loads are added for the automated case,
since 16853 does not exist in the automated case.
. !
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Table 9.3-2
SUBSTATION TRANSFORMER RATINGS
BRIDGEPORT, FLY ROAD, AND PINE GROVE SUBSTATIONS
..." .
Transformer
Type
OA
OA/FA/FA
OA/FA/FA
OA/FA/FA
Transformer
Ra► tir.g
8.4 MVA, 65 oC
22.39 MVA, 65 oC
20 MVA, 55 oC
33.6 MVA, 65 °C
Substation
Bridgeport
Fly Road
Pine Grove
Ernk W
Bank #2
*NOTE: Study assumed this transformer to he replaced
with 18/24/30 MVA unit in 1983 or 1984 for non-
automated system, and removed for automated
system.
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9.4 AUTOMATED COMPOSITE
The composite 13.2 kV distribution system is shown in Fig-
ure 9.4-1 with the addition of distribution automation control (DAC)
equipment at the three distribution substations of interest; Bridge-
port, Fly Road, and Pine Grove. Each of these DAC equipments would
have two-way communication with the distribution dispatch center
(DDC) which has overall responsibility for that area of the distri-
bution system. Distribution automation control is more fully de-
scribed in Section 6.2 of this report.
A distribution communication system would be utilized to com-
municate among the DAC equipments at the substation level and pole-
mounted remote terminal units (RTU) located at automated section-
alizing switches, switched capacitor banks, etc. at remote control
and monitoring points on the feeders. A number of distribution
communication systems are beinc •
 evaluated by electric utilities.
Representative of communication means being considered are distri-
bution line carrier, radio, and telephone.
Similarly, for control and monitoring of DSG units located
on the distribution feeders, communications would be required be-
tween the DSG unit and either DAC equipment at the substation, the
DDC, or the EMS level of the utility. The five assumed DSG units
are shown on the automated composite in Figure 9.4-1. These are
the same DSG units and locations listel in Table 9.2-1, the non-
automated composite.
Only those automated sectionalizing points in the immediate
vicinity of the DSG units on the feeders are shown in Figure 9.4-1.
The automated sectionalizing points for automated feeder section-
alizing and feeder load management would be under direction of the
DAC for the substation serving as the source for the respective
feeders.
In choosing the sectionalizing points and tie points proposed
for automated sectionalizing on the fenders, the following criteria
were used;
• Deferment of construction projects
- Feeder getaways
- Substation transformer changebuts
• Service restoration to industrial loads
• Service restoration to commercial loads
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9.6 CENTRALIZED VERSUS DECENTRALIZED CONTROL OF DSO UNITS
In Figure 9.1-1 and 9.4-1, DSG units have been assumed at
Pine Grove substation, on Bridgeport feeders 16852, 16853 (16852A),
and on Fly Road feeder 26152. In Sections 6.2 and 6.3 of this re-
port, centralized and decentralized control and/or monitoring for
DSG units are described. In the centralized control and monitoring
of the DSG units, the distribution dispatch center (DDC) would com-
municate directly with each DSG unit. This is illustrated in Fig-
are 9.5-1 below. Some larger DSG units may be controlled directly
from the EMS level.
EMS
COMMUNICATIONS
I	 {	 I
DSG,	 {	 I
f ^^PINE GROVE	 { 16852
	
BRIDGEPORT	 I
SUB-	 SUB-STATION]
	 STATION	 I
DSG
DSG2	 1
I	 16853
i	 ^	 II	 ^I	 r
I
I
I
I
Figure 9.5-1. Centralized Control and Monitoring
of DSG units
With decentralized control and monitoring of the DSG units,
the DSG control and monitoring function will be one of many func-
tions performed by the DAC units at the substation. This typ ￿ of
control is shown in Figure 9.5-2.
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COMMUNICATIONS
t
	
DAC I01'ilt:R DAC
	
DAC OTHER DAC
._	 FUNCTIONS I F.l,I. TIC _  _ — FUNCTIONS
^. 1	 Pt E GROVE	 i	 ^^( 16852
SUB•	 1 SUB- BRIDGE4
^, .	 STATIONi
	
STATION PORT
2	
II
	 DSGI
1
DSG
- -- — -- 
—• tOTHER DAC
FUNCTIONS
I	 26152 FLY ROAD
SUB-STATION	 16852
(SECOND
D 26153	 SECTION)
figure 9.5-2. Decentralized Control and Monitoring of DSG Units
For small customer owned DSG units, the control may be based
entirely on local conditions without any remote contro. signal to
start-stop, or to raise-lower output. In this case (assuming com-
munications to the DSG are provided), the only i.nformition moni-
tored :t a higher level control center may be ON -OFF status of the
DSG unit.
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9.6 OPERATING SCENARIO WITH CONCEPTUAL DSG INTEGRATION
Usirg the composite 13.2 kV distribution system, it is possible
to envision a number of representative scenarios involving the op-
eration of DSG units integrated with the distribution system. Sev-
eral examples of these, used as aids in developing and checking
the functional requirements for control and monitoring of DSG units,
are described below.
Scenario 1. Startup DSG Units
Assume that the distribution system composite, shown in Fig-
ures 9.1-1 and 9.4-1, is in the normal operating state and that
the schedulable DSG units (hydra, cogeneration, and battery) must
be started up. Assume both a centralized (Figure 9.5-1) and a
decentralized (Figure 9.5-::) control and monitoring system for con-
trol and ,:ommunications. The hydro generator DSG and the cogener-
ation DSG will contnue in normal operation for the scheduled pe-
riod. The storage battery DSG supplies power to the distribution
system for several hours and is then placed in a stand-by mode for
a few additional hours before it is connected for recharging. The
battery DSG is later put in a standby condition, and it will then
be ready for the ON mode to supply power. Non-schedulable DSG
units (wind generator and photovoltaic) may be permitted to start
up, as the energy resources are available.
Scenario 2. Transient Fault Followed by Successful Reclose
Referring to Figure 9.1-1, the 13.2 kV non-automated composite
is in the normal operating state. Distribution system load is peak
load for the 1984 winter case and all DSG units are operating at
rated output. A transient fault occurs on Bridgeport feeder 16853
between the substation and hydra unit. Assume a feeder breaker
automatic reclosing sequence of 15, 30, and 9( seconds with the
30 second reclose successful. The hydro unit must be disconnected
from the feeder circuit when the fault occurs. It can be restarted,
resynchronized, and reconnected after the successful reclose.
Scenario 3. Persistent Fault, Unsuccessful Reclose
Assume the automated 13.2 kV composite shown in Figure 9.4 -1
with all DSG units operating and system in the normal operating
state. A persistent fault occurs in the section of Bridgeport
feeder 16852, between the substation and the automated sectional-
izing point connecting the DSG hydro. Reclosing of the feeder
breaker goes through its sequence and locks out after tripping
after the 90 second reclose. The feeder fault isolation and ser-
vice restoration function must locate the persistent fault and
isolate the faulted section. Assume (a) the tie to Fly Road feeder
26153 is not available for switching, and (b) the tie is available
for switching. The hydro and wind DSG units must be disconnected
9-12
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from the feeder circuit during the reclosing sequence. The hydro
DSG must be restarted, resynchronized, and reconnected to the un-
faulted section of feeder 16852, after the fault has been isolated.
The wind DSG cannot be reconnected since it is associates with the
faulted section of feeder BR16852 and is locked out. Assuming the
load on the second section of 16852 is 1 MW the power output of
the DSG hydro unit in case (a) must match this load. In case (b),
the full 5 MW output can be utilized with the tie closed to the
Fly Road feeder 26153, assuming the tie can carry the surplus
power from the hyddo DSG.
The fault must be located properly as being on the first feeder
section of feeder 16852 even though it is fed initially from the
substation, and also from the wind and hydro DSG units.
Scenario 4. Operation witt , Distribution System in Emergency State
Assume the automated composite in Figure 9.4 -1 with all DSG
units operating and with distribution system in the alert state,
due primarily to the Pine Grove 20 MVA transformer bank being out
of service. Assume that the 30 MVA transformer at Pine Grove has
been in service but is now forced out of service. A backup mobile
transformer can be connected; however, it will be several hours
before the mobile transformer arrives. Load conditions are 1984
peak with 33 MVA load in the Pine Grove area. The adjacent sub-
station transformers are operating at their emergency ratings;
both Pine Grove 5 MW DSG units are operating at their rating; and
the remainder of the Pine load is supplied by ties to feeders from
other substations. Assume now that the photovoltaic DSG unit at
Pine Grove must be shut down and that no further load transfer
capability from other substations is available. The remaining DSG,
feeder ties, and adjacent substation transformers will be over-
loaded unless load is shed. This is accomplished by rotating the
feeders on outage for 20 minute, each (Feeders 5951 through 5957)
until the system peak is passed with intermittent overloads during
this period. The distribution system is in the emergency state
until the mobile transformer is connected and then enters the re-
storative state.
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9.7 COMPOSITE APPROACH
While the composite 13.2 kV distribution system described in
this section was developed during the course of another study, it
has been described in this section to provide an illustration of
conceptual DSG integration on the utility distribution system. By
postulating the operating scenarios given in Section 9.6, the com-
posite serves as an aid in better understanding the control and
monitoring functional requirements for DSG integration.
As examples, the sequences associated with scenarios one
through four of Section 9.6 are listed in Tables 9.7-1 through 9.7-4
respectively.
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Table 9.7-1
SCENARIO 1. STARTUP OF DSG UNITS
(Reference Figures: 9.1-1 and 9.5-1
9.4 -1 and 9.5-2)
Step 1.	 Check DSG scheluling and mode control to determine which
DSG units are needed and for what time periods.
Step 2.
	
Use Display to determine status of each DSG and distri-
bution system for outages and personnel safety.
Step 3.	 Check at DDC for protection status of substation, trans-
formers, and feeders.
Step 4.	 Command startup for schedulable DSG units which are avail-
able (example: hydro, cogeneration,* and battery) at pro-
per time distribution SCADA and communication are employed
to transmit command from DDC to DSG units. Send permis-
sive signals 4-o unschedulable DSGs which have intermit-
tant energy resource suV ij
Step 5.	 DSG control will receive startup command and initiate
checking action at each USG to be started.
St el; G.	 DSc protection will be checked.
Step 7,	 DSc; operating mode control logic will be initiated at
each DSG to be started.
Stall S.	 DSG power con t rols will be initialized prior to starting.
Step 9.	 Startupand then sy: ►chronizing will be initiated and
carried through to completion,
Step 10. Verification will be received by the DDC operator that
each DSG is connected to the system as this occurs.
Step 11. Monitored valuos of DSG outputs, e.g., MW, MVAR, voltage,
status are received at DDC.
ogene-
 a 'on may not be completely schedulable in the usual sense.
Notes:
1. The startup sequence noted above would ': repeated for other
schedulable DSGs according to the appropriate startup schedules.
2. The wind or photovoltaic PSGs are sent permissive commands al-
lowinu them to startup according to the availability of local
energy resources.
3. For high temperature batteries, it is necessary that they
be maintained at elevated temperatures, and 4t is not practical
for them to be shut down in the usual sense. Special DSG con-
trols and operating mode controls are used to keep high temper-
ature batteries in their proper operating condition.
4. Development of a set of operational steps of activities for
startup, such as indicated above, must be performed for each
type of DSG and for each utility to be sure that all necessary
activities are properly accounted for. This scenario approach
enables the system designer to draw up a plan of action which
engineering and operational personnel can use for discussion
and evaluation to integrate DSGs into the distribution system.
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•Table 9.7-2
SCENARIO 2. TRANSIENT FAULT FOLLOWED BY SUCCESSFUL RECLOSE
(Reference Figures: 9.1 -1 and 9.5 -1)
BRIDGEPORT	 FEEDER NO 11t853
SUBSTATION
FAULT 
6HYDROEAKER
DISTRIBUTION
FEEDER
BREAKER 
Step 1. Fault occurs on Bridgeport Feeder 16853 '	 substation
and hydro DS(,.
Step 2. Distribution fceder breaker opens.
Stet, 3. Hydro DSG protection detects fault conditions and trips
hydro unit off line by opening DSG main circuit breaker.
Step 4. Emergency shutdown initiated by DSG protection function
at hy,tro.
A-1. Emergency shutdown control (special DSG control) at
hydro is initiated to slow down the hydro generator,
(and transition it safely to the OFF mode).
A-2. Local DS(: control at hydro alerted that hydro shut-
down has been initiated.
A-3. Personnel safety display indicates at hydro that
hydro unit has been tripped off; a signal is ini-
tiated to inform VDC of tri1: s)y DSG control via
S CADA and communication.
A-4. Turbine speed control ;7overnor, nS(; power control,
acts to close flow valves to minimize generator
overspeodinq, and slow unit town ;as part. of emer-
yency shutdown sequence.
otep
	 Distribution protection initiates feeder reclosing sequence.
Sr-'I) 6. Fault clears and voltage is restored to distribution
+ceder No. 16853 (via Bridgeport distribution substation)
by ,-earns of feeder breaker reclosing.
_tel) 7. DDC ::splay shows trip of the unit; the DDC operator must
then cc.mmand a restart of hydro to get DSG control at
hydro to initiate a restart.
Step R. The restart signal from DDC to hydro DSG control enables
DSO operating mode control logic to bring hydro unit to
standby (or ON) mode.
Stop 9. Hydro plant DSG control (master control) restores power
schedule to normal value as established by and from DDC.
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Table 9.7-3
SCENARIO 3. PERSISTENT TRANSIENT FAULT
WITH UNSUCCESSFUL RECLOSE
(with Distribution Automation Control Equipment)
(RefL- once Figures: 9.4-1 anti 9.5-2)
FEEDER
	
1 M52A	 NO FEEDER 168S2A
	
SECT. 1	 SECT NO. 2
AUTOMATIC
SECTIONALIZING
BRIDGEPORT	 FEEDER 16852	 POINT	 HYDRO
SUBSTATION	 SECTION 1	 NC	 FDR 16852 DSG
JFAULT	 SECT.2
DISTRIBUTION	 TIE
FEEDER	 AUTOMATIC
	
FLY ROADBREAKER	 SECTIONALIZING FEEDER NO
	
POINT	 26153
WIND
DSG
NOTE:
	
FLY ROAD
NO = NORMALLY OPEN
	
SUBSTATION
NC = NORMALLY CLOSED
The initiation of scenario3 is similar to sce^narie 2 with a
fault postulated on the first section of feeder 10852. The s.--
quence is identical until Stop ( when the fault Iersists anti the
feeder breaker B1 1 16852 trips the final time an(I is locke.i out(open) . The 1111 16852 automatic s*^ctionalizin • I • oirr • opens on the
	
faulted feeder on command from t b y DAC equipment, 	 the
fault.
Under case a, t1 le tie automatic sect ionalizino point to Ply
Road Feeder No. 26153 is unable to close so tl:;it only the11y,?rc^
DSG is available to supply the 1o,:e1 (island) of the unfaulte'i
section of 16852. Since the win I DSG is associated with the l axllte,'.
section of feeder 16852, it must remain OFF. The hydro D.,(, power
control may require a signal from the 1) 1-,(;  operat inq :10ele oont rol
to change its power control to an alternacive metho,1 -:ucl- a: iso-
cronous ("flat frequency") control.
Steps 1-5 are like those fo y	2, with the wing!
unit also tripping off in Step 3.
Step 6.	 Feeder breaker 16852 is lockeef out, and. auto soot ionaI-
izing point is opened, isolating the fault on the first
section of feeder BP16852.
Step	 The hydro unit is isolated in the OFT' mole anal must ho
restarte.i, connected to feeder 16852A, section 2, .ind
must pickup load. There is no other generation -vail-
ahle to supply the load on section 2 of the BP16F52
feeder, (1 :SW load ass--med) .
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Table 9.7-3 (Cont'd)
SCENARIO 3. PERSISTENT TRANSIENT FAULT
WITH UNSUCCESSFUL RECLOSE
(with Distribution Automation Control Lquipment)
(Reference Figures: 9.4-1 and 9.5-2)
Step R. DDC display shows trip of unit and indicates that it is
isolated. The operator at DDG must command DSc; control
at hydro to restart under "island" conditions.
Step 9. Restart signal from DDC to hydro enables DSc: control
and USG movie control logic to bring hydro unit up to
standby (or ON) mode.
Note: The system frequency on the de-energized, un-
faulted, feeder 16852, section 2 will be zero, and
there will be zero voltage. This requires the	 cor-
trol to modify the automatic synchronizing permissive
circuits to carry out closin(r of	 main breaker on
to a dead line.
Step 10. DS(; operating mode ^ontrol acting in response to informa-
tion from DSG control must select a s pecial "stank: ilono"
o,inabi 1 i t met ho<I of operation. Under this control con-
iition, the hydro unit must match its Dower output to
the load requirements to maintain frequency oontro1 hl
itself. The Dower supplied through the	 power func-
tion (•ontrol shoul l ; he ;ust enough to keep ttte sy:;torl
"island" frequency at 60 ftz.
UnAer case, b the tie auto sectionalizin q paint is abler
to close, on command from the DAC equipment cor.noctinq
the second (un i aulte(l) section of Bi 168')2 to Fly Road
feeder 26153 which, in conjunction with the restart(-!
hydro, serves this second section of feeder- load.
This situation is very r , uch the same for thc hy(lro U:'<7
as in scenario 2: see stel:s r,-9 of scenario 2, where
the source voltage restored in thi.; case cor--espon,IF
to the tie to feeder YR26V->1. rhis new foo(ler source
appears to the DS(-, like the feeder of the previous
scenario 2. however both feeder VP20153 and	 pro-
tection logic inay have to be adjusted to reflect now
circuit parameters.
It is assume(: that the tie to feeder 1'11 26153 is capable
of c...rryinq the 4 ';Is surl)lus power	 the hydro
(5 ';I; Iv:= , output - 1 Mtti load on 1?RI6852, s, ct ion 2
f c e(lvr) .
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Table 9.7-4
O' CENARIO 4. OPERATION WITH DISTRIBUTION SYaTCM
IN' E"II' RGENCY :STATE
(Reference Figures: 9.4-1 and 9.5-2)
Pine Grove is in an alert state and the 30 MVA transformer
bank in the automated case is loaded to maximum capacity at the
tim , of peak load. When the 30 MVA transformer is disconnected
due to a forced outage, the whole composite goes into an emergency
state. With the additional forced outage of the photovoltaic DSG,
the situation is made worse. At fine C;rove substation, the re-
mainin,; storayo battery Uti: is called upon for maximum power out-
1 , ut, an,l feeder units are required to use load sheddinq by rotat-
in.j the tee•ders on outage for 20 minutes each, until the system
peak: is Passed.	 Intermittent ovvrlvading is experienced during
this 1'erio(1.
l,va,t :,he.i,'. l n.l is ,lone as a part of distribution automation
arlA cont rol.	 control is rot normally invol, ,ed in that aspect
v! the control operation. However, the stora,je 1 )attery might be
cal l^' ! u1 on to ut;c Its ever j;' at a 1li 1jhe2 than normal rate for a
coupe of ht)ut_; ,luring the Peak loatlin,j Period.
to! i .
	
'n !cr a lc t t or oru'r ,_jenc y con,! i t i uns, the I?D( of >C: rator
`.;ould lntcr2(),)atc the IIai' s,-hedulin,l sul)tune• t Lon, note
t !lat the 1 , llot ovol t a 1	 1 :; out and that Dore sower
'.ro::I t !:e Morale latter';' Is l<'S1red,
tt`2.	 l rt`.'l:;t` . _,t,?r-a'jt' l'attor y sc he ' lult' i' 11I I l e determined
a	 i:_ -I a,,'.! to the' 11 .1'e; at oi at	 the IPl)c',
;tci	 Ii ajrt,`a	 t,) the C) ct"at I, th,' re p Ise! so!I tllc' roil
oI Wa , !c.t t c) the .;t o f a,I	 t ter;'
	
l, , I In 	 .lie!"t Jr C'ak`r, it , :Ic y C'ot1,!:t lonS, DV';7S may lit`
^. •li ie.l	 `otl	 t' i''`t`Y.tt t' 11: a l.	 Mate, tiupl ll ln,i
1'0k"t'I
	
t .1a:, t lit' i t	 J:", l t..i 1	 l'at in 16.	 The C"aP _!lJ 1 1 1 t
t v .1J t !: 1'^ _!t' e.. l: U : t !.t` i):	 t	 e ;ln.! t he -,C'C' i t 1 <' caPa-
lI l it	 It	 tIU 1?;; . .lc.	 7!1	 lioino x,ti%tro of the
..,ltt:re o2 tht` t`.:er't0"1^" x", 	 all,' to re sche'lule h:;(:s
of mote than '.l:oI. no:"Ii .,II t"atc.. out?'ut cat. holt alle-
	
l.ltt' .!l-; t I	 lt'1. o."01 ;rl1" ,	^,^n.11t 1^)11a,
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COST-AND-BENEFIT ANALYSIS
10.1 INTRODUCTION
Although the major interest of this study is focused on the
technical aspects of the monitoring and control requirements of
the distribution DSG system, the cost and benefit implications of
the various DSG alternatives were also investigated. The benefits
of DSG may accrue in the generation and transmission portions of
the utility system, while the costs tend to be centered in the
distribution portion of the utility system; so it is important that
the costs and benefits of the whole system can be anal yzed andjudged.
Alternative methods exist for supplying some ofoergy
needs of the customers of an electric utility system .^ i0 ^
en
 Several
DSG technologies are potentially available to supplement the basic
generation needs. However not all DSGs are available at all times
of day or night nor is the cost per installed kW or per kWh deliv-
ered the same for each. In addition, there are alternative means
for accomplishing the task of monitoring and control of the DSGs
and these means may have different costs and benefits. It is de-
sirable to be able to evaluate the relative costs and benefits of
different DSGs. Conventional means exist for evaluating economic
cost and benefits for such electric utility equipments, and the
methods described in this report are meant to represent appropriate
extensions of present methods.
The costs being considered cover the tot-al costs for DSG in-
cluding the associated equipment, land, interest charges, construc-
tion, installation, and services, and the subsequent operation and
maintenance costs. Costs for the DSG equipment and services to
provide dispersed storage and generation, for the added remote
monitoring and control equipment and installation, and £or the
added operating and maintenance costs associated with the dispersed
storage and generation are included.
The benefits being considered should include reduced :oats
for equipment, installation, services, or operations and mainte-
nance that might have been planned or required but, by virtue of
DSGs, are no longer needed. Benefits also take into account the
savings corresponding to reduced losses or reduced expenditures
for energy. Benefits may be realized from reduced generation,
transmission, or distribution costs. The benefit may be a one-
time sum stemming from the deferment of a parti.culdr investment
or it may be annual savings generated by the reduction or elimi-
nation of energy purchases that would be r-quired each year.
Pl ., endix D, "Cost Benefit Considerations for Providing Dis-
perses storage and Generation to Electric Utilities," covers the
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general and quantitative elements of costs and benefits pertaining
to DSGs. This section covers some other aspects of DSG applications.
Included are:
• The influence of DSG equiprrant cost and availability,
i.e., total initial costs and amount of time avail-
ability;
• the nature of other cort issues, such as the monitoring
and control coats as compared with the DSG egtaipmnt
costs and the cost of DSG equipment when it is owned
by the utility or when it is owned by the customers
• The nature of the benefits that may be realized at the
generation, transmission, and the distribution levels
in the electric utility system=
• A few numerical examples of cost and/or benefits for
illustrative comparisons.
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10.2 CHARACTERISTICS OR DSG TECHNOLOGIES
In performing cost analyses associated with different DSG
technologies there are a number of characteristics that are of
significance. These include the following:
• DSG Cost per kW of installed capacity
• Cost of other elements that are necessary but are not
included in cost given for installed capacity
• Availability of DSG in per-unit time and in terms of
time of day and days of year
• Nominal rating of DSG unit
Table 10.2-1 shows isome representative values that have been
assumed as being typical for the seven types of DSGs indicated.
The numbers shown are estimated values that have been selected for
illustrative purposes to indicate the range of costs that may be
associated with the DSGs that have been listed. Table 10.2-1 is
not intended to provide a basis for making specific selections for
particular DSGs but rather to illustrate the fact that there are
a number of different characteristics and that the spe^ific values
of these characteristics may vary widely from DSG to DSG.
Table 10.2-1
ASSUMED REPRESE19TATIVE VALUES FOR
DSG COST/kW, AVA11;ABILITY, AND NOMINAL SIZE
FOR VARIOUS DSG TECHNOLOGIES
DSG
Technology
DSG Cost
$/kW
(1478	 $)
Other Major
Elements Required
(but not included
in COST)
Time
Availability
in Per-Unit of
Time
Nominal
Rating in MW
Solar Thermal Electric 1300 0.30 1-10
Photovoltaic 3500-5000 Converter 0.30 0.1-5
Wind 1000 0.30 0.1-5
Fuel cell 350 Converter 0.85 2-25
Storage Battery 350-450 Converter 0.30 2-20
Hydro 500-1000 Jam 0.50 1-25
Cogeneration 800 (Process) 0.3-0.80 1-20
As has been noted in Appendix B, "The State of the Art, Trends,
and Potential Growth of Selected DSG Technologies," the development
status of the DSGs being considered varies widely. Thus, the initial
cost range shown in Table 10.2-1 is more than 10 to 1. However,
with continued development, DSG cost in $/kW will in all probabil-
ity be reduced. However, there will doubtless continue to be sig-
nificant differences in DSG equipment costs due to the character-
istics of the DSGs involvFd.
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The need for other major items of equipment such as dcao-ac
converters for technologies that produce direct-currant electric-
ity initially, or for dries not already present that are required
by hydrogeneration involve significant items of additional cost
that must he included in a cost analysis.
The time availability of certain DSGs, such as solar thermal
electric, photovoltaic, or wind and others will be limited by the
physical nature of the phenomenon involved. In most cases there
will not be a significant increase in the availability assumed;
although, unscheduled outages or unusual weather conditions may
reduce the availability.
concerning the nominal rating in megawatts indicated, the
upper range of ratings listed might be attractive to utilities to
install DSGs for their owr use. For individual customers who may
have much smaller energy needs and who may wish to purchase their
own DSG, the units involved may be considerably smaller than those
of Table 10.2-1. However, in those cases involving customer DSGs
much of the monitoring and control requirements will probably be
the primary responsibility of the customer and not the utility.
Where the customer owns the DSG, the costs to the utility will be
negotiated with the customer and not be directly related to the
DSG cost in $/kW shown in Table 10.2-1.
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Cost components can be grouped into three major categories:
equipment costs; installation rusts; and operations and maintenance
costs, which include the energy costs. The equipment and instal-
lation costs are essentially one-time, fixed costs that, by means
of an annual fixed charge rate (FCR), can be converted into an
annual cost. The operating and maintenance costs are annual charges
and are used in that fashion. Another factor that must be consid-
ered as affecting the system cost is the time availability of the
equipment, because low time availability may require additional
capital equipment to meet the essential system needs.
The cost components noted above must be applied to each of
the equipment elements that make up the distribution DSG system.
Because there can be extensive communication and control costs,
including the equ ..^
 went rt the DDC site, associated with the inte-
gration of the DSO into the utility netwL rk, it is important to
recognise and include all the equipment items associated with the
distribution DSG system.
The equipment costs cover the supplier costs of the equipment
that is the essential DSG system as well as the supplier costs of
such other distribution DSG system items as:
1. The communication link with the distribution dispatch
center (DDC) if this is utility owned.
2. The interface and control equipment that is located at
the DDC that enables the distribution dispatcher to inter-
act with the remote DSG.
3. The interface and control equipment that is located at
the DSG that interfaces the communication link and the
DSG local control equipment.
4. The system DSG power protection interface equipment that
enables the DSG power equipmen t
 to operate compatibly
with the utility distribution network.
The essential DSG system should include not only the elec —i-
cal generation means and its local control, but also the balance
of plant as well as any necessary associated expenses ( for example,
the cost of the land and dam for a new hydr , + DSG system).
The installation costs are another one-time cost and should
include not only the hardware installation cost but the software
installation costs as well.
Operation and maintenance costs include not only personnel
costs and consumable materials for operation and maintenance, but
also the energy costs or losses associated with the distribution
DSG system. With increasing energy costs, the operation and main-
tenance cost category could represent a significant portion of the
total cost over the life of the plant.
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If storage or backup equipment is required for the DSO and
included as an added element to the overall system, then its own
equipment, installation, and operation and maintenance costs will
have to be taken into account.
1
e
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10.4 SYSTEM BIENEFIT COMPONENTS
in considering the overall benefits of the distribution DSG
system, it is convenient to group the benefits to the utility into
four major components:
• Investment-related savings
• Interruption-related savings
• Customer-related savings
• Operation and maintenance savings
Investment-related savings are the result of deferring pre-
viously planned major incremental expenditures for such items as
new substations, new transformers, new feeders, or new generation
and transmission facilities. With the higher cost of equipment
and mortgage money, investment-related savings can represent a
significant element of the benefits.
Interruption-related savings refer to the fact that with dis-
persed storage and generation, failures at the central stations
and on the major transmission lines can be relieved in part through
the use of the dispersed storage and generation capacity.
Customer-related savings are benefits that accrue from few
customer outages, less expense for customer complaints, and so
forth.
Operation and maintenance benefits refer to manpower, material,
and energy cost savings that may result from use of renewable re-
sources in contrast to the purchase of fossil fuels. Unattended
operation of DSG as contrasted with use of manned sites would
represent another Operation and maintenance benefit.
In evaluating the distribution DSG system benefits, it is
essential that the effects on the overall electric utility system
be considered.
An electric utility system is traditionally described in terms
of its generation, transmission, and distribution power character-
istics as is indicated schematically in Figure 10.4-1. The gener-
ation, transmission, and distribution structure that is shown as
a single line in this figure is generally, in fact, a plurality
of generation sources and transmission lines. The generation
sources are interconnected to variously sized loads, either di-
rectly through large transmission ties or indirectly through a
distribution network.
The addition of dispersed storage and generation will in gen-
eral require the use of an energy management system as shown in
Figure 10.4-1 to obtain the maximum benefit from a distribution
DSG system. In considering costs and benefits it is important to
be aware of the various characteristics of the electric utility
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4.
system that are of importance as they relate to the costs and
benefits with and without dispersed storage and generation.
For example, the generation shown ir. Figure 10.4-1 by a single
block actually consists of several sources of generation, placed
at different geographical locations, with different sized generat-
ing units with different fuel types as well as equipment of differ-
ent thermal efficiencies and therefore different costs. It is im-
portant to note that these multiple sources of generation may have
different standby and startup costs and therefore operating deci-
sions are made depending on each particular generator's character-
istics. These generators may have different operating costs at
different amounts of loading for the generator. For example, some
units may have certaii. inefficiencies in valviny when they are op-
erated at one load level ms contrasted with considerably different
efficiencies when operated at neighboring load levels. Furthermore,
an incremental amount of load that is supplied at a certain time
of day may result in a considerably different cost than at a dif-
ferent time because of the generation source used. Thus, it is
important to know the characteristics of the several sources of
generation involved.
With regard to transmission, there may be different amounts
of losses in transmission depending on the relative location of
the source of power generation and the location of the load. This
may result in a significant change in the cost of the energy. Thus
the transmission characteristics can have a significant effect on
the cost of the energy supplied to a load in a particular part of
a given utility network.
The distribution characteristics may also have quite a marked
influence on the cost of supplying a given load. By use of com-
munication and control it is possible for the energy management
system and the distribution dispatch center to schedule more eco-
nomically the generation that takes place at the local distribution
level. Hence it is quite important that the characteristics cf
the electric utility system, for which dispersed storage and gen-
eration is being considered, be understood in detail as far as
performance, cost, and availability are concerned.
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10,8 INFLUENCE OF WE OF 064 UNITS ON COST AND MEP'IT8
The advent of dispersed storage and generation has opened the
possibility of using small generators located at the customers
site and of selling power generated by the customer to the utility.
In order to differentiate among the cost and benefit conditions
that are present for the various size, quantity, and ownership of
DSGx 0
 consider Table 10.5-1,
Table 10.5-1
COMPARISON OF COST AND BENEFIT
FOR DIFFERENT DSG SIns AND BENEFITS
DSG Few Several many
Characteristics (under 10) (10-50) (50 - 1000)
•	 Customer Pays DSG Equipment costs
and for basic Energy
•	 Utility Pays for DDC, Communica-
tion and Interface Equipment
Costs
	 •	 Similar to Case of a Few small DOGS
small •	 Utility Pays Customer for kWh 	 •	 Utility DDC and Cowmuaicatioe Coats
(0.01-0.5	 low) supplied by Customer to Utility	 Can ba Spread over a Larger Number
•	 utility may benefit on Generator, 	 of Units
Transmission, Distribution Losses, 	 a	 l'tilit; Has a Reliability Penalty
and Equipment Costs
•	 Customer Has a Reliability benefit
Factor
(The Cases of Medium-Sised Units, Rather Than Small or Large, and of Several Units, latherMedium
5-5 MW)
'^-
Than Few or Many, Tend To Be intermediate Rather Than the Extremes 3hown)
•	 Utility Pays DSG Equipment Cost
•	 Utility Pays Primary DSG Energy
Costs •	 Similar to Case of a Few Large Me
•	 Utility Pays for DDC, Cammunica- •	 Utility DDC and Communication Costs
Large Lion, and Interface Equipment Can be Spread over a Larger Number
(5-70	 MW) Costs and Maintenance of Units
•	 utility May benefit on Generation, a	 Added Communication and Data Process-
Transmission,	 Distribution Losses, inq May be Required
and Equipment Costs
•	 Customer Has a Reliability benefit
Although the range of DSG sizes can be from small to large
and the .number of units on a utility distribution system go from
few to many, the cases for a few small units and a few large units
will be considered first. The small units are assumed to be cus-
tomer owned and the DSG equipment costs are not a direct concern
of the utility except as they may affect the cost for energy that
the customer will want the utility to pay. However, the DDC, com-
munication, and interface equipment will have to be compatible
with the remainder of the utility equipment. These will be utility
expenses that will have to be paid for by the customer on the basis
of relatively few kWh per year. In € addition, the utility will have
to pay the customer for the energy supplied to the utility. This
will probably be rather a small amount because the units are small
to begin with. Reduced losses may occur and these may benefit the
utility. Because the utility may be able to get along with a some-
what smaller amount of generation and transmission capacity if the
utility buys some electrical energy from the customers, there may
be investment benefits or penalties that are realized by the util-
ity. The customer has a second source of power and can benefit
from improved reliability.
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Large units are likely to be owned and operated by the util-
ity. A-gain, the utility would pay the DDC, mmoaunicat on, and
interface equipment costs, but this time it would be on the basis
of a much larger number of kWh per year so that the per-unit cost
could be much lower. The generation, transmission, and distribu-
tion losses could be reduced and investment benefits realised.
Again, the customer would benefit from a reliability impr )vesment.
As the number of DSG units increases significantly, the same
general ownership and cost relationships would tend to hold, but
there would doubtless be some size effects. Because not much con-
trol and monitoring data were needed for the small-sized units,
with more units DDC and communication equipment could perhaps be
used more effectively. On the other hand, there might be more
data desired on the larger units, and the DDC an communications
equipment might tend to be overloaded. This case of the larger
units is probably something that can be managed, because with
larger units there will still be fewer units than there are with
the small-sized units. Further, with more large units it will be
less important if one is not operating well or at all than if there
were only a few large units.
A similar line of reasoning may be applied to the case of
medium-sized units and several units. The results should be in-
termediate and bracketed by the cases that have alraady been
considered.
Critical areas that appear to be developing in the use of
small DSGs are (1) the relatively high cost of DSG equipment to
the customer with a small DSG and therefore the need for the cus-
tomer to receive a high rate for the energy purchased by the util-
ity; and (2) the relatively high cost of DDC and communication
equipment to the utility, which the utility must charge to the
customer versus the small amount of energy that the utility is
able to purchase. By holding down the amount of control and mon-
itoring of small customer-owned DSGs, the utility may be able to
minimize the customer costs caused by this situation.
In view of the interest that has been expressed for using
small residential DSGs, it is worthwhile to consider some of the
more significant issues involved in su.h generation sources as
photovoltaic and wind that could be usod for supplying electric
power to the utility. Some of these issues include;
• How much power may be generated per DSG and therefore
how much benefit might result from this source of
energy?
• Are the communication needs expressed in terms of
costs per DSG?
• How much central control and monitoring is needed at
the DDC?
• What is the potential cost associated with these needs?
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Photovoltaic and wind generators are being developed in the
6 to 10 peak W range for residential use. On the other hand,
the average single-family dwelling residential load is considered
to amount to 2 kW. Thus for the single-family dwelling there may
be times when there is a surplus of 4 to 8 kW per DOG available to
bar fed back into the utility. Assuming a capacity factor (or avail-
ability) of 0.3 and a selling price of $0.05/kWh, this amount could
br -
8 kW x 0.3 x 8760 hrs/yr . 21,000 kWh/yr
21,000 kWh x $0.05/kNh - $1,050 yr
	 income/DOG
For a DOG equipment cost including the installation of $1,000/
kW and a fixed cost rate (FCR) of 0.20 per year, the annual cost
for a 10 kW unit in terms of utility thinking would be -
$1,000AW x 10 kW x 0.20 - $2,000/yr/DSG
In Appendix D, the total costs for the communication needs of
a single DOG such as might be required for a 5 W utility installa-
tion were considered to be $3,000/yr per DOG. For the power gen-
erated per year with a 0.5 availability factor, this cost amounted
to less than $0.002/kWh and did not represent an unreasonable cost
burden. However, for a 10 kW DSG associated with a single-family
dwelling such is not the case and alternative communication means
should be sought.
The communication needs for controlling electricity to a
single-family dwelling have been considered must extensively in
recent times in connection with the load management of remotely
controllable major appliances such as water heaters, air condi-
tioning, and electric heating. Equipment costs of the order of
100 to 150 dollars per house have been estimated for the communi-
cation needs that might be required for such ON-OFF remote load
control. These cost figures are based on large numbers of cus-
tomers (thousands, perhaps) being supplied from a remote central
control. In the event that a comparable number of DSGs located
at the customers' houses would require relatively simple data
transfer, it might be possible for communication costs comparable
to those for load management to be realized. Furthermore, if such
load management communication means to the residential customer
already existed, the incremental equipment costs per DSG installa-
tion might fall to the $10 to $20 per DSG range.
Referring again to Appendix D, the total costs for equipment,
installation, and operating and maintenance for DDC monitoring and
control amoun-..ad to $8,200/yr /DSG. This amount was based on 20 DSGs
per :.•DC. Expressed in terms of the 5 MW utility DSG power genera-
tion capacity, this cost for DDC monitoring and control was con-
sidered acceptable.
For 10 kW single-family residential units this monitoring and
control cost is far beyond what can be afforded and represents per-
formance beyond what may be required. Using 1000 or more single-
family DSGs, considerable reduced annual costs per DSG, in the
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order of $164/DSA, oould be obtained. It would appear  that to ac-
oomplish this result there mould have to be a considerably diffor-
ent structuring and use for the DDC for monitoring and control of
small DSGs than has been listed in many of the functions described
in Section S. efforts should be m&4* tea intalrate in an appropri-
ate fashion the differing needs for mnitoring and control of small,
medium, and large Dean.
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In order to provide an illustrative comparison of costs and
benefits for some reprosontativw cases of DOG technology alterna-
tives, th e following cases have boon considered using representa-
tive data developed in Appendix D. Although the data have bean
related to those cases des- Ad for the SMPC composite, this in-
formation is intended to bt representative of a type of situation
rather than being strictly applicable to the NMPC composite.
Case 1. Four 5 MW fuel cells at separate locations.
Case 2. Four 5 MW hydrogenerators at separate locations.
Case 3. Four 20 kW customer-owned DSGs at separate locations
supplying power to the utility distribution network.
CASE I. FOUR LA= 5 MW FUEL CELLS AT SEPARATE LOCATIONS
Fuel cells are used in this instance because of the low etww,­aip-
ment cost per kW of 350 $/kW. Although fuel charges will be as-
sociated with the fuel cells, these costs are less or comparable
to the utility generation costs at the sat times.
For the fuel cells, the following average annual cost compo-
nents are incurred:
Fixed-Charge Cost/yr	 - 0.028 $/kWh
Energy Cost/yr	 - 0.030
O&M Cost/yr	 - 0.005
DSG (Fuel. Cell) Total Cost - 0.063 $/kWh
For the DDG, communication$, and protection equipment for the
four DSG sites, the following annual costs are incurred:
DDC Control and Monitoring Equipment - $32,800/yr
DDC - DSG Communication Equipment 	 - $12,000/yr
DSG Power Protection Equipment 	 - $41,000/yr
$85,800/yr
With these DDC, communication, and protection equipment
charges, the average annual cost air►ounts to
$859800	
- 0.001 $/kWhkW x 0.4 x 8760 HT
Thus the fuel cell DSG total average cost is
0.064 $/kWh
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CASE 2. FOUR 5 NN HYDROGUIRATORS AT SEPARATE 1AV.P "ONS
Hydrogsneration is used in this case because tha energy
cost for water is assumed to be zero although the equipas nt cost
amounts to $1,000/ka which includes the cost of installation.
For the four hydrogeneratoos, the following cost components
arse incurred:
Fixed-Charge Cost/yr	 = 0.046 $/kWh
Energy Cost/yr
	 = 0.000
Operation and Maintenance Cost/yr
	 = 0.002
DSG, Communication, and Protection Cost/yr as 0.001
Total Hydro Average Cost	 = 0.049 $/kWh
As noted in Section 6.6 of Appendix D. there are available
in New York State certain hydrogeneration sites where lower
equipment costs, such as those in the range of $500 /kW, with a
25% cost for installation cleanup, are obtainable. Under con-
ditions such as these even more favorable cost figures for
hydrogeneration than that noted above result. The total cost,
including the Monitoring and control equipment and operations,
would amount to $0.031/KWh. Thus it is necessary to consider
each DSG installation on its cwn merits and to take into account
the particular benefits associated with that installation and
energy source.
CASE 3. FOUR 20 KW WIND OR PHOTOVOLTAIC GENERATORS AT SEPARATE
CUSTMER LOCATIONS
The full rating of these equipments will be considered to
be available to the utility only 201 of the time.
Because the equipment is owned by the customer, there are no
fixed charges to the utility. However, the utility would be re-
sponsible for the VDC control and monitoring equipment as well as
the DDC-to-DSG communication equipment. Presumably the cost of
the DSG protection equipment would be charged to the customer rather
than to the utility. Thus, the following charges would be incurred
by the utility:
DDC Control and Monitoring Equipment	 = $32,800/yr
DDC-to-DSG Communication Equipment	 = 12,000
Total DDC Control and Communication Charges = $44,800/yr
Over a one-year usage period, with the above-noted control
and communication charger, the annual average cost would be
$44,800/yr	 0.319 $/„Wh4 x 26 kW x 0.2 x 8760
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The energy cost that the utility would have to pay would be
additional and might amount to 0.060 $/kWh.
Thus, despite the fact that there might be no cost to the
utility for the DSG equipment, the utility would still have a
total cost of $0.379/kWh because of the large DDC monitoring and
control charges.
From the above, a reduced charge for DDC and communication
costs would have to be obtained before the utility would be able
to justify getting from the customer the relatively small amount
of energy involved. obviously, a simpler DDC and Communication
means appears to be called for and can be made available.
Recent rulings of the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
relative to the Regulations under Sections 201 and 210 of the Pub-
lic Utility Regulatory Policies Act (PURPA) of 1978 with regard
to Small Power Production and Cogcneration will, it is hoped, be
of help in bringing about workable solutions to situations of the
sort that have been illustrated above.
10.7 OBSERVATIONS
• The costs and benefits for monitoring and control of D8Gs
must be considered with respect to the whole system includ-
ing generation and transmission and not on the basis of
distribution alone.
• The equipment costs in terms of $/kW for different DSG
technologies vary over a range of more thrn 10 to 1 and
are generally higher than present means for central power
generation. This is especially the case considering the
low time availability of the primary energy source for
certain DSG technologies.
• The relationships between the control and monitoring equip-
ment and performance and the total system benefits are not
readily identifiable or directly quantifiable on a general
basis. To establish the relationships it is necessary to
have an intimate knowledge of the specific overall electric
utility system and its generation, transmission, and dis-
tribution characteristics.
• For larger DSGs, i.e., greater than 5 MW, the cost of a
rather complete DDC monitoring and control means seems to
be a rather small portion (less than 3%) of the total DSG
and control costs.
• For smaller DSGs, i.e., less than 0.1 MW and customer
owned, a much simpler monitoring and control means seems
to be required on a cost-and-benefit basis.
• Cost-and-benefit analysis should be considered in the dis-
tribution DSG system design as it affects control and mon-
itoring. However, the nature of the cost-and-benefit anal-
ysis done on this rroject is not such as to be the basis
for an economic justification for the purchase of a DSG.
Future energy prices wi U doubtless be higher, and, under
those circumstances, the economic attractiveness of DSGs
will be enhanced.
• Since there are many causes for uncer ►:ainty in the param-
eters and quantities that are used in the cost-and-benefit
calculations, it is desirable that simple, approximate
methods for evaluation be used initially to identify those
DSG technologies that are more likely to be used and the
control and monitoring means associated with them. Once
the more economically attractive DSG alternatives have
been identified, more exact and detailed cost-and-benefit
calculations should be employed.
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CONCLUSIONS
In some of the previous sections a
vations have been presented that contain
that particular section. The reader is
for those additional conclusions to the
listed below.
number of detailed obser-
conclusions pertinent to
referred to those sections
mor,3
 general conclusions
1. The results of the DSG Monitoring and Control Requirement
Definition Study indicate that there are no fundamental tech-
nical obstacles to prevent the connection of dispersed storage
and generation to the distribution system although much work
remains to be accomplished.
2. A communication system of considerable sophistication is
required to integrate the distribution dispatch center (DDC)
into the many possible DSGs of differing sizes, energy charac-
teristics, and types of owners. When the possible use of ex-
tensive distribution automation rnd control, and load manage-
ment is included, the system means for integrating the power
and the control means of the distribution system including DSGs
become increasingly complex.
3. The seven different DSGs studied appear to be capable of
operation from a common control interface at the distribution
dispatch center. However, a certain measure of customizing at
the DSGs is required to aecomuodate the different DSGs to the
DDC interface. A significant amount of advanced engineering
applications work remains to be done to accomplish the desired
engineering results for such integrated systems.
4. The functional requirements for DSG integration indicate
the importance of --
• Increased communication. In addition to providing the
means for information flow, it is necessary to keep
track of much data from many sources.
• Utility control hierarchy. The organization of the moni-
toring and control structure to place proper emphasis on
the power and control functions in an economical fashion.
• Personnel safety. Utility operating personnel are re-
quired from time to time to work on the distribution sys-
tem. With an increasing number of DSGs on the distribution
system, a greater effort is needed to ensure that there
will be no degradation in the level of personnel safety.
To achieve these requirements with hardware of low cost im-
plies the standardization of —
• System architecture and interfaces
• Communication protocols
11 _
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• Operator interface
• DSG protective interface
• DSG control interface
5. The selevted DSGs that were studied varied in the detail
of their local controls and in their input control requirements.
In terms of their outputs, however, these DSGs have a relatively
small number of different ch racteristics, such as —
• Alternating current or direct current in terms of primary
energy output
• Schedulable or no:; ., ­` •3dulable in their energy availability
DSG size can have an i!, ortant influence on the extent of
central controllability required by the utility:
• Small DSGs do not have to have the power closely con-
trolled and may be considered as a variable negative
load
• Larger units warrant greater control of their power and
may be considered as an alternative to central generation
Some DSGs that are owned by the customer may be of such a
nature that the customer is unable or unwilling to let the utility
control his power generation. For other customer-owned DSGs, ar-
rangements may be made for the utility to obtain control of the
scheduling of such units.
6. The 3000/1 size span of DSGs being considered, from 10 kW to
30 MW, is so great that appropriate monitoring and control means
for the larger units may not be suitable for the smaller ones.
For larger DSGs, i.e., greater than 5 M, the cost of a rather
complete DDC monitoring and control means seems to be a rather
small portion (lest; than 3%) of the total DSG and control costs.
For smaller DSGs, i.e., less than 0.1 MW and customer-owned, a
much simpler, less expensive, monitoring and control means may
be all that can be justified economically.
7. Several possible states, i.e., normal, emergency, and so
forth, exist for a DSG as well as for its associated distribu-
tion system. A major effort is required to establish the control
logic for the selection of the proper control mode for a DSG at
each time period. Coordination of the DSG and of the distribu-
tion protection means must be developed and implemented.
8. The six major functional requirements categories listed
below provide a useful frame of reference for partitioning and
describing the DSG monitoring and control requirements. These
requirements are helpful in establishing a useful hierarchy of
control and in relating the DSGs to existing and planned distri-
bution systems. As such, such requirements can serve as a base
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for future work on monitoring and control and can provide a
means for more ready exchange of information among utilities,
suppliers, customers, and others in integrated DSG distribution
systems.
A. Control and monitoring requirements. These require-
ments are associated with the way the Dr*C operator
and/or EM interact at the distribution dispatch cen-
ter level to provide information about and to be able
to command and control remotely those DSGs on the sys-
tem. This function represents the overall, top-level
control of the DSGs.
B. Power flow and 5uality requirements. These require-
ments relate primarily to the power characteristics
of the DSG and as such serve to define what is phys
icAlly possible from the DSG or what is essential from
the point of view of the distribution network. This
function pertains to the characteristics and control
of the power generation or power storage process or
equipment.
C. Communication and data handling requirements. These
requirements pertain to t o necessary information
transfer and data handling between the DDC and DSGs,
the data transfer interfaces between these equipments
and the communication links, and the associated and
necessary information processing at the DDC. These
functions are primarily involved in the transfer of
command and control data from the DDC to the DSGs and
the return of monitoring (normal and alarm) data from
the DSGs to the DDC.
D. DSG normal, abnormal, and emergency states. These op-
era—ttiona - requirements relate to local control of a
DSG at its own site. Each DSG requires controls to
start it up, to operate it under all of its operating
states, to maintain it to standby, to shut it down,
and to have the ability to decide which condition or
state should be ordered.
The requirements for these operational controls and
the integration of these controls with commands from,
and monitoring to, other portions of the distribution
DSG system, are included in the requirements of this
category.
E. Failure and abnormal behavior detection and correction
re uirements. These requirements are associated with
the DSG protection equipment and indicate what action
is required of the protection equipment under the many
possible DSG or distribution network states. This
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function takes place at the DOG site and represents
very fast action to protect the UBG power and other
equipment from damage to itself or other equipment.
F. Special DSG control requirements. These requirements
are relatedto equipment at t.e DBG site and pertain
to special controls such as inose for startup, standby,
and shutdown for each DSG technology. These controls
tend to pertain to the carrying out of subordinate
but essential functions that are actuated or initiated
by other functional categories.
9. A large growth in the availability and in the use of the
dispersed storage and generation is highly probable during the
period from 1990 to 2000. Using conservative projections for
electrical power demand for the year 2000 and assuming that,
as an example, 5% of this power is supplied by DSGs, one can
estimate that,
13,000 DSG units 1 MW and larger, and
300,000 DSG units 10 kW and larger, may be required.
New and improved DSG equipments using lower cost energy
sources are being designed and built, and the cost of nonre-
newable energy for conventional generation means continues to
rise making dispersed renewable generation more attractive.
10. The recent Federal Energy Regulatory Commission rulings
under PURPA Section 210 mandate the purchase by utilities of
cogeneration and power production from small facilities, i.e.,
under 30 MW, at price rates equal to what it would cost the
purchasing utility to generate the energy itself. This ruling
is intended to encourage the use of DSGs.
Continued emphasis on establishing a more definitive set
of conditions of agreement, both technical and financial, be-
tween utilities and customers in regard to DSG operation is
required. Control of the connection between the utility and
the customer-owned DSG must be under utility control to ensure
personnel safety.
11. The costs and benefits for monitoring and control of DSGs
must be considered with respect to the whole system including
generation and transmission and must not be determined on the
basis of distribution alone. Likewise, scheduling and control
of remote DSG units should be based on the• need to make the
overall system service, i.e., generation, transmission, and
distribution, most effective.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
The conclusions in Section 11 have indicated that there will
be a large growth during the 1980-2000 period in the use of DSGs in
connection with electric utility systems. It is important that the
research and development for such systems be started now on the
critical tasks noted below and that are required for the success of
DSG integration. The time for this effort is now, before the DEGs
are commercially available on a large scale, and while development
demonstrations of integrated distribution DSG systems can be used
to gain valuable operating experience.
The present study program should be extended to accomplish the
following tasks:
1. Scheduling/Dispatching Methods for DSGs
Define, develop, and demonstrate effective scheduling
and dispatching control of specific DSGs with near-term
potential.
2. Standard Dispatching Operator Interface for Various DSG
Technologies
Define, develop, and assess a standard monitoring and
control interface for utility operators to remotely
control various DSGs. Particular emphasis should be
given •,:o developing means for the use of common hard-
ware and software elements for the integration of dif-
ferent DSGs.
3. Design Guidelines for the .Integrated Operation of DSGs,
Load Controls and Distribution Automation Using Real-Time
Distribution Control and Communi.cition Equipment
C	 Define and categorize the conceptual framework for the
operation of future utility distribution systems that
contain DSGs, load control devices, and distribution
automation and control systems.
4. Preparation of a Preliminary Specification for a Utilit
Integrated Distribution DSG System Design
This specification for hardware and software should in-
corporate the recommendations from the preceding three
tasks into the basis for a system design that will carry
out the DDC control and monitoring and the communica-
tion and data processing functions for DSG integration
into a combined DSG load control and distribution auto-
mation control system.
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